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Teaching Disadvantaged Children in the
Preschool provides a program that will
enable disadvantaged children to start

first. grade on an equal footing with

more privileged children. The educational needs of disadvantaged children
are examined in this light and the in-

adequacies of traditional “experience”
approaches pointed out.

The bulk of this innovative book is devoted to a detailed presentation of teaching methods and curricula that have
been found effective in attaining the

stated objectives. Emphafis is (on academic learning achieved Phrough direct

verbal instruction. Suitablé both as a
text and reference in educaticn and
special education courses, the pook is
also recommendedfor in-service teachers participating in workshop programs
on the culturally deprived chiid.
Features...

e A complete detailed curriculum guide
—specific procedures rather than generalities—covering everything from how
to handle visitors to how to teach “ifthen” reasoning
A language program that can take a
child step by step from virtually no

language at all to a mastery of the

concepts and forms necessary for his

handling regular primary school instruction

A preschool music program made up
of singable songs that have been
(continued on backflap)

’
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chosen or rewritten to teach important language skills

e A program and method of teaching

that has been experimentally tested
and shown to produce dramatic effects

Another book of interest. . .
EDUCATION FOR ALIENATION
by NATHANIEL HICKERSON
Education for Alienation considers oneof the basic problems Ame
.
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in early childhood education, supported
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school programs for the disadvantaged,
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York state departments of public instruc-
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Wisconsin), currently at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, University of Toronto, Canada, is a consult-

ing editor for the Journal of Educational
Measurement, and a member of the
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among them “Fluency Abilities in Preschool Children,” “Academic Instruction
and Preschool Programs,” and “An Aca-
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with the Institute for Research on Exceptional Children, University of Illinois,
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Cognitive Maturity Test and the Lan-
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ica today—the need to serve our poor adequately.
Our schools are mirrors of society, and as such must reflect society ®

a
growing concern for the conditions of the economically deprived.

Hickerson’s new book provides a vivid, well-written description of the

close relationship existing between school and society, and the man

in which our present curriculum has deprived disadvantaged —

of equal opportunity. The author offers a vigorous analysis of the Q
concept, value conflicts within school culture, and the process of aliena-

tion. Finally. Dr. Hickerson-makes recommendationsfor the oe

the terrl
of the economically deprived which. hopefully might end
K
waste in this area of human talent.
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“There is a feeling to the writing; the author has a point of view, an

and their
attitude toward both the inequities produced in society

.-consequencesin the school environment. Also, it is very readable

“I am enthusiastic about the content and success of the manuscript.

Hard facts are handled with a soft sell . . . Comparative se
based on the conventionaldistinctions among Americans Ca a
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preface
A book that prescribes definite teaching procedures and curricula for the
preschool education of disadvantaged children is necessarily premature.
Nevertheless, we have felt that there is an immediate need for something
more than the general precepts and recommendations that now constitute the literature of compensatory preschool education. For the lack
of definite guides, preschool teachers across the country have fallen back
on what they would like to think are “tried and true” methods of nursery
school education. It should be recognized that none of these methods
have been tried for very long with disadvantaged children and that none
of them have been proved “true” in the sense of accomplishing the objectives of compensatory education.
The methods and curricula set forth in this book have been or are
being “tried” in about 14 different classes for disadvantaged children
around the country—enoughtrial, at least, to show that they are feasible.
They have been shown “true” to the extent of removing, not merely
lessening, the major deficiencies in learning that are characteristic of disadvantaged children.
We wish to acknowledge the valuable contributions of those who
worked with us in the establishment and operation of the pilot preschool
from which this program emerged—Jean Osborn, Philip Reidford,
Margaret Welsh, Louise Herzberg, Ann Bernos, Helen Bereiter, and
Therese Engelmann. Weare particularly grateful to Mrs. Osborn for her
dedication, resourcefulness, understanding, and skill. A number of other
individuals and groups helped us in a variety of ways, but we should
especially like to acknowledge the generosity of the McKinley Foundation of Champaign, Illinois, in providing space and facilities for con-

ducting the preschool. The research reported herein was supported by
the Cooperative Research Program of the Office of Education, U. S. De-

partment of Health, Education, and Welfare.

C. B.
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Teaching
Disadvantaged Children
in the Preschool

the need for a new
kind of preschool for
disadvantaged children

It is summer. A dozen six-year-old children are playing in a first-floor
schoolroom. In one corner somegirls are busily playing house. ‘Two boys
are pursuing each other around the room on tricycles, playing policeman. Three or four children are seated around a teacher whois reading
them a story. Others are seated at a table snipping up bits of colored
paper and pasting them onto a larger sheet. A couple of boys are wandering around not doing much of anything, but if the head teacher had
not stopped to talk to us, she would probably have found something
for them to do.
“You wouldn’t believe how these children have changed,” she tells
us.
“In what ways?”

“When they first came in here, they didn’t know how to play. They
Just stood around. And they hardly talked at all. Now you can’t shut
them up.”
Wenote that there is much vocal noise, but even though our ears have
become well tuned to the dialect, there is very little we can understand;

nor do the children seem to pay much attention to what others say.
The teacher tells us the children were given a school readiness test a
few weeks before. Almost all of them were a year or more below average.
“These children will be starting first grade in the fall, won’t they?”
“Yes.”
“How do you think they’ll make out there?”
“It all depends on the first-grade teacher. Some teachers don’t seem
to understand how different these children are. If a teacher understands... .”
“What do they expect of first-grade children in this school?’
The question seems to puzzle her.
One of the girls who has been cutting and pasting brings her production over to show us. She presents it to us with much pride, but says
nothing. ‘That's very pretty. What color is this part?”
“Uh know.”
“What color is this other part?”

“Uh know.”
2
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“Show methe red part.” This she does, correctly and confidently. She
can point to every color we name.
“Now show mea partthat is not red.” She points to the red part.
“Lift up your hands.” Both handsgo up.
“Now,lift up your hand.” Both hands go up again.
“Is a boy a girl?’ She laughs and shakes her head “No.”
“No, a boy is not a girl. Say ‘A boy is not girl.’”
“A boy a girl.”
“Whatdo you think it would take to get these children ready forfirst
grade?” we ask the teacher.
“Time. Time. They have so much to learn. If we could keep them
another year, then maybe some of them,at least, would be readyto start
first grade.”
“But then they’d be a year behind.”
“That’s true. But most of them always will be.”
This is a “successful” preschool for disadvantaged children. The
teacher is not entirely deluding herself when she says the children have
made great gains. And yet this same enthusiastic teacher admits that
these children face almost certain failure in school. The children have
learned to play. But, in six weeks, they may re-enter the same classroom
to find that the housekeeping corner and the tricycles are gone and in
their place are desks, pencils, books. The chalkboard, which they had
never noticed before, will begin to bear strange characters. Some children
will not even know howto look at these characters, let alone interpret

them. These preschoolers have learned to “express themselves” through

speech. But, in six weeks, a teacher will begin talking to them and asking

them questions that call, not for self-expression, but for the communication of knowledge and ideas. She will speak in simple words, but many
of those words will be ones that they have never noticed. Like the chalkboard, those words will never have had any function before.
“They have so much to learn,” the teacher admits. We refrain from

saying “What? Give us a list. And then tell us which of these things you
are teaching, and how, and at what rate, and on what basis you decide

which of these to teach and which to neglect, and how you expect the
neglected things to be learned.’ We refrain, because such questions are

too demoralizing to a teacher who works hard, who tries, and whocares.
But these are the questions that need to be asked. They are the questions
this book poses and attempts to answer.

Educational Retardation in Disadvantaged Children
With no known exceptions, studies of three- to five-year old children

from lower socio-economic backgrounds have shown them to be retarded
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or below average in every intellectual ability. The degree of retardation is not always large, and sometimes falls short of statistical significance, but differences between lower-class and middle-class children invariably favor the latter group. Whatis more, the differences are largest
in those abilities most relevant to success in school.
On general intelligence tests, disadvantaged children typically score
5 to 15 IQ points below average. An average deficit of 15 points on such
scales is grave indeed, andit is found regularly among Southern Negro
children and appears to be characteristic of Puerto Rican immigrant
children.? Such a deficit places the average of the group on whatis now
coming to be considered the borderline of mental deficiency, so that
roughly half of the children in such groups fall into the mentally retarded range. An average deficit of only 5 points, such as is found among
more stable lower-class urban populations, is often considered trivial,

since it falls well within the normal range. But if the IQ scores of a group
are normally distributed around a mean of 95, such a group can be expected to have one-and-a-half times the average numberof children falling into the below-80 range, which indicates inability to cope with ordinary schooling, and only half the average number of children with IQs
of 130 or more—a common cutting-point for the identification of gifted
children.’
Although intelligence test scores are most commonly looked at as some
kind of “index of brightness,” it is more useful for the present discussion
to consider them as a very general sort of indicator of how much a child
has learned that is relevant to success in school, compared to other children of his own age. Not all items on intelligence tests reflect learning
of this kind—items that test short-term memory do not, for instance—
but the bulk of them do. Accordingly, a five-year-old child with an IQ
score of 85 may be said to be about nine months retarded in over-all
school-relevant learning, in that he performs like the average child of
four years, three months. An IQ of 90 at the age of five represents six
months’ retardation; an IQ of 95, three months’.

Compared to this over-all average of three to nine months’ retardation, disadvantaged children of preschool age are typically at least a year
behind in language development—in vocabulary size, sentence length,
and use of grammatical structure. Indeed, in practically every aspect of
language development that has been evaluated quantitatively, young
disadvantaged children have been found to function at the level of aver-

age children who are a year or more younger.4
The other area in which disadvantaged children seem to be especially

retarded is reasoning ability or logical development. Here, too, the amount
of retardation is typically a year or more.5
Verbal and reasoning abilities—which may be combined under the

general rubric of ability to manipulate symbols—have been found to be
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the major factor in academic achievement throughout the school years.®
Thus, from the point of view of success in school, disadvantaged children
are retarded mostin the areas that count the most.
It is also instructive to note the kinds of performance in which disadvantaged children showlittle or no retardation. These are, principally,
immediate memory span andability to master specific rote-learning tasks.”
Performance on these items does not rely on previously learned concepts
or strategies the way performance on language and reasoningtests does.

Therefore, performance of this kind comes closer to demonstrating raw

ability to learn. It would appear from this that what disadvantagedchildren lack is learning, not the fundamental capacity to learn.
The Disadvantaged Child and School Failure
If young disadvantaged children are lacking mainly in learning rather
than ability to learn, it might seem that once they enter school, where
they have an opportunity to learn, they would catch up. Unfortunately,
the opposite seems to be true. All available evidence points to the conclusion that disadvantaged children fall farther behind as they proceed
through school. Martin Deutsch and his co-workers have done several
studies comparing lower-class and middle-class children at the first-grade
and at the fifth-grade level. They find that the differences between lowerand middle-class children are wider at the fifth-grade level and that they
show up in a greater variety of areas. Deutsch interprets the results as
showing a “cumulative deficit” in which small deficiencies at an early
age lead to inferior learning which in turn increases the magnitude of
the deficiency—a sort of compoundinterest effect in reverse.
If anything, the cumulative deficit is probably more severe than the
Deutsch data indicate, because by the fifth grade, many more lower-

than middle-class children will have dropped out of the comparison,
having been placed in special classes for the retarded or having lost a
year through grade repetition.
At the higher school levels, the failure of disadvantaged children in
academic achievement shows up more dramatically. When special classes
for disadvantaged children are instituted in junior high schools or high
schools, one of the majordifficulties of curriculum plannersis finding instructional materials easy enough for pupils who are by that time four
years retarded in reading ability.® The school drop-out problem is still
largely a lower-class problem, and although it has many facets, one of
the commonest is again school failure—of adolescents so far behind in
basic academic skills that their presence in high school classes is a cruel

farce.1°
Even those disadvantaged children who finish high school are below

standard in their achievements. Adequate data are not yet available, but
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it appears from college entrance examination scores and more indefinite
kinds of information that among the more seriously disadvantaged
groups, such as southern Negroes, the average high school graduate has
something like a seventh- or eighth-grade level of achievement in basic
subjects.11 Although some children from poor backgrounds do excel academically, their numberis small. One of the best available indicators of

academic excellence is reaching the final selection rounds in the National
Merit Scholarship testing program. According to recentstatistics, a child
from a prosperous homehasfrom 4 to 30 times as good a chanceofachieving this distinction as a child from a poor home.'”
Theplight of disadvantaged children, as they slide downward through
school, must, of course, be due in part to the failure of schools to provide

more effective education for them. Some writers, notably Kenneth Clark,
have attempted to explain the poor academic attainment of disadvantaged
children entirely on the basis of the inferior quality of schools in lowincome areas.13 This charge may be legitimate, but to claim, as Clark
does, that cultural deprivation is a myth is to ignore the overwhelming
evidence that disadvantaged children are already well below average in
academicabilities at the time they enter school. From the beginning there
is a lag in learning that must be overcomeif disadvantaged children are
to emerge from school with the same skills and knowledge as more privileged children. If the lag is to be made up duringthe schoolyears, then
schools for disadvantaged children have to provide higher-quality and
faster-paced education than that provided for advantaged children. Another possible solution is to provide this kind of education before the
school years—the motivating idea for preschool education for disadvantaged children.
Given the present persuasion of American education, it hardly seems
necessary to argue that the preschool period is a better time to provide
superior education. The preschool movement is already underway. The
question is simply how to get the most out of it. If the preschool does
not succeed in overcoming the educational handicaps of lower-class children, the problem is left in the laps of the public schools, where it is
dificult to provide a minimally adequate educational program for dis-

advantaged children, let alone the superior one that would enable these
children to catch up with those who have been more fortunate in their
earlier educational experiences.
The Need for an Above-average Rate of Learning

If the point is accepted that disadvantaged children are behind other
children in certain developmental aspects, then it follows by simple
logical necessity that they must progress at a faster than normal rate if
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they are to catch up. Although this conclusion is not a popular one,
there is no conceivable way to contradict it except by denying that disadvantaged children are behind. The only issue open to question is what
the nature of this faster-than-normal progress should be.
It is conceivable, for instance, that faster than normal progress could

be achieved simply by removing somebarrier that has impeded progress—

as, for instance, if a deaf child were suddenly cured of his deafness.

“Miracle cures” of this kind are sometimes claimed in work with disadvantaged children, as when a child is found to gain 20 points or so in
IQ after a few months of preschool experience. Such enormousgains,
however, are highly suspect to anyone whois familiar with mental measurements. It is a fair guess that the child could have doneas well on the
first test except that he misinterpreted the situation, was frightened or
agitated, or was not used to responding to instructions unless they were
delivered in a certain imperative tone of voice. This suspicion growsif,
in looking over what took place during the period of preschool experience, one cannotfind adequate sources for the new learning that the gain
in intelligence test score supposedly revealed.
This is not to say that what happenedto the child was not important
or valuable, but only that it represents an exceptional and irrelevant
case. The main concern is not with what disadvantaged children can do

but do not, but with what they cannot do but should be able to doif
they are to succeed in school.
If educators are to deal realistically with the educational problems of
disadvantaged children, they must eliminate the magical thinking which
has led many otherwise cautious and sensible educators to believe that
disadvantaged children can suddenly “blossom forth” intellectually in
the same way that they occasionally do “blossom forth” emotionally after
brief experience in a favorable environment. Specialists in child develop-

ment have emphasized for years what a slow and continuous process in-

tellectual development is, what an enormous amount of learning and

unlearning, practice, and trial-and-error goes into the smallest step in
intellectual growth.
Where genuine learning is concerned, enormous leaps simply do not
occur, and leaps of any kind do not occur withoutsufficient cause. A child
does not know how to read at the first-grade level one day and at the

third-grade level the next. He may perform at the first-grade level the
first day and at the third-grade level the next, but the only reasonable
inference is that he knew how to read at the third-grade level the day

before, yet for some reason failed to demonstrate it. If a child’s vocabu-

lary level goes up a whole year in three months, this implies that he has
learned on the order of 3000 words during that time. Such learning may
be possible, but it would have to be accounted for. If the child has been
exposed only to the ordinary run of verbal experiences during that period,
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it becomes hard to believe that he has managed to learn four times as
many words during that time as the average child.
To avoid falling into magical thinking on this matter, it is best to
avoid such ambiguous terms as “development” and “intelligence” and to
consider the whole matter in terms of learning. Instead of saying that
the disadvantaged child is retarded in the development of certain abilities or that he has a low IQ,it is more to the point to say that there are
a number of things that disadvantaged children of preschool age have
not yet learned but which they will need to know before they enter
school if they are not to be seriously handicapped.
The problem of achieving a faster than normal rate of progress then
becomes the problem of producing learning at a greater than normal
rate. This puts the problem on a realistic basis that is more or less familiar to all educators. We all recognize that learning, of some kinds at
least, can be speeded up, whereas the term development often connotes
a process that must go on at its own rate. Furthermore, the conditions

that are necessary for learning to take place are in some ways familiar

to all educators, whereas the notion of increasing intelligence is often

confusing when covered with ideological trappings.
To speak of “accelerating learning” rather than “accelerating development” or “increasing intelligence” is not, the writers trust, to bury issues
that need to be faced. To the extent that “development” and “intelligence” involve things that are not learned, they involve things that education can do nothing about. Thus, in viewing preschool education

solely in terms of learning, we do not ignore development and intelligence but treat only those aspects of them which can be influenced by
education.
The Inadequacy of Enrichment
The most widely endorsedstrategy for helping disadvantaged children
overcome their learning deficiencies is the one called “enrichment.” In
broad terms, the strategy of enrichmentis to compress into the preschool
program the maximum quantity of experiences believed to contribute
to the culturally privileged child’s superiority in learning. In practice,

the strategy is often watered downbythe infusion of experiences chosen,

not because they are expected to be the most beneficial to the child but

because they are ones that, on humanitarian grounds, he is thought to
deserve—trips to parks, a chance to enjoy certain toys, and so on.
Even in its purest form, however, the enrichmentstrategy seems doomed
to failure—that is, if success is judged not on the basis of the disadvantaged

child’s progress but on the basis of his demonstration that he is catching
up to the more privileged child. The reason is simple: while the dis-
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advantaged child is going through those experiences that privileged children have gone through before him and hopefully is learning from them
what the privileged children learned, these same privileged children are
not standing still and waiting for him to catch up but are having new
experiences and learning newskills from them.
Were it not for the time limitations involved, the enrichment strategy
would be perfectly adequate. If privileged children learn what they do
from certain experiences, disadvantaged children should be able to learn
those things from the same experiences—given enough time. But time is
the least available resource in the education of disadvantaged children.

A normalpreschool program may comprise only 500 hours—a meager time

allotment in which to try to overcome disadvantages that accumulate
over some 20,000 hours (the approximate number of hours a child is
awake between the age of one and the time heenters kindergarten).
There are only two ways to increase the amount that is learned in
those 500 hours: by selecting experiences that produce more learning
and by compressing more experience into the time available. The normal experiences of childhood—the kind with which the enrichment
strategy deals—do not lend themselves well to either of these strategies.
While it is possible to eliminate a number of normal experiences as
being of limited educational value, one cannot go very far the other way
in identifying “stars” among normal experiences that far outshine others
in their power to produce learning. Normal childhood experience, byits
very nature, is a day-to-day affair, each new experience addinga little bit
to what was learned from others, the whole body of experiences being
relatively homogeneous and continuous.
Normal childhood experiences are also not very compressible. When
one tries to cram the experiences of baking a cake, building something
with blocks, listening to a story, examining a pet rabbit, and a halfdozen others into a half-day preschool session, the experiences are no
longer the sameas in everyday life. Most early childhood experiences are
of a leisurely or low-pressure sort. The high spots are spaced well apart
(and many parents know the hysteria and hyperactivity that overtake
a child when highly stimulating experiences are not well spaced, as on a

holiday). The normal activities of early childhood take up a lot of time.

Normally, the young child has a lot of time; but the disadvantaged child
who enters a preschool at the age of four-and-a-half has already used
most of his up.
The basic fallacy behind the enrichment strategy is the idea that
since privileged children learn what they do from certain experiences,

disadvantaged children must learn from the same kinds of experiences.

If this assumption were true, there would be no hope of speeding up the

learning of disadvantaged children enough so that they could overcome

their relative backwardness. If disadvantaged children are to learn at
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faster than the normalrate, they are going to have to learn from experi-

ences of some other kind than those that have been responsible for the
learning of more privileged children—experiences that are more potent
generators of significant learning, experiences of a kind that can be compressed into a small period of time without losing their effectiveness.
The Need for Selection and Exclusion

in Preschool Programs
If a child is genuinely a year retarded in somearea of developmental
learning and if he is to make up thedeficit in a year’s time, he must learn
at twice the normal rate during that year. For this to happen across the
whole spectrum of developmental learning is simply out of the question,
no matter what kind of educational methods are employed. Not one child
in a million progresses at this rate. On the other hand, if a narrow enough
area of learning is chosen, it is fairly easy to produce learning at twice
the normalrate. For instance, the typical child will learn a half-dozen or
so names of states every year until eventually he knowsall 50 of them.
But, with a little concentrated teaching, a four-year-old child could learn
them all and thus have learned at far beyond the normalrate.
Although learning the namesof the states is a trivial accomplishment
and one that will do practically nothing to offset a child’s handicaps in
academic abilities, this in no way invalidates the principle that focusing
on specific learning goals makes high rates of progress possible. It merely
demonstrates that the teacher must be very careful not to waste time on
learning that is of small importance.

To take a child who is a year behind in practically every area of learning relevant to school success and bring him within a year to the point
where he is on an equal academic footing with the average child is an
enormous task. Probably no experienced educator would question this.
Nor would he question the necessity of focusing preschool education for
such a child on those kinds of learning most crucial for school success.
Whatis harder to accept is the corollary to this proposition: that such
focusing requires that other desirable educational goals be abandoned
or at least relegated to a definitely secondary position. Yet, this is a
necessary corollary. ‘To focus means to narrow,to restrict, to intensify an

effect by concentrating effort upon a smaller range. Morespecifically, it
means, in this case, focusing upon academic objectives and relegating all

nonacademic objectives to a secondary position.
In recent years, this unpleasant necessity has been faced first at the

high school level and now increasingly at the elementary school level.

Reluctantly, educators at these levels have had to recognize that they cannot do everything for the child that deserves doing and that if they are
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to provide the quality of academic education that our society demands,

they must allow certain other worthwhile activities to be slighted.
Understandably, many conscientious educators are reluctant—and some
whom the writers have encountered are downright horrified—to see this
academic emphasis andits attendant narrowing of educational objectives
extended downward into the preschool. The preschool has become, in

some areas, the last bastion of education for the whole child. Here, at

least, it would seem that education ought to be based on thetotal present
needs of the child rather than upon the limited objectives of academic
preparation.
This concern with the child’s over-all development as a human being
is thoroughly commendable. The mistake that seems to be inherent in
the “whole child” point of view as it exists among educators is contained
in the assumption that this concern requires a broad, unfocused educational program that recognizes no priorities and tolerates no omissions.
The following are some of the flaws in this assumption:
1. It fails to consider the child’s future. A program that is so concerned
with the child as heis that it destroys his future cannot claim to meet the
child’s over-all developmental needs. The threat of school failure that
hangs over disadvantaged children is sufficiently grave that if it is not
dealt with, practically everything else that a preschool might accomplish
stands to be wiped out, including emotional health, social adjustment,

interests, and favorable attitudes toward school.

2. The idea that in order to produce a well-rounded child, one must

have a well-rounded program reveals an ignoranceof the fact that a world
exists outside the schoolroom door. Children need physical exercise, social interaction with others their own age, and opportunities for free
play. But, if children get ample amounts of these outside of school, it is
quite possible that the educational program that contributed most to
rounding out the child’s total development would be one that included
none of these.
5. In the hands of a skillful teacher, favorable attitudes and emotional

adjustment can be fostered just as readily through activities that serve
specific learning purposes as through activities that otherwise serve only
as amusements. This is a point that is well-known to teachers at higher
school levels but that many early childhood educators seem not to
recognize.
4. According to a view that is gaining increasing favor among develop-

mental psychologists,1* development is not merely something that happens to a child, much less something that is handed to him by the school;
rather, the child is considered to play an active role in his development.

From this view, it should follow that a major contribution that education
can make to the child’s over-all development is to provide him with the
tools he needs to pursue his own development moresuccessfully. In other
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words, the role of education is not to make the child well rounded by
distributing his experiences over a wide range, but to teach the child
those specific skills which will enable him to make himself well rounded,
which will enable him to get the most out of the experiences and opportunities that are available to him. For instance, it may be less important to provide the child with experiences in playing with different
toys than to develop in him those ways of logically organizing experience
that will enable him to draw more than temporary amusementout of his
play with toys.
5. The teacher whotries to meet all the children’s needs is bound to
extend herself beyond her range of competence—into realms of social
work, psychotherapy, and even medicine. Not only is she likely to do unwitting harm, but she will be shirking the full-time job she has been
charged with—that of promoting learning. The teacher may complain
that she cannot depend on other people to solve the children’s social
and emotional problems. But it is perhaps more pertinent to ask whether
other people can depend onherto solve the children’s learning problems.
6. Finally, it is necessary to recognize that, in the education of disadvantaged children, some sort of compromise between the ideals of all-

around development and the severity of the child’s deficiencies must be

made, as it must with any kind of handicapped child. For many such
children, there is more that should be done than can be done through

the agency of a preschool, and so any program will have its shortcomings.
No matter what is done, many disadvantaged children will leave the
preschool with deficiencies for which they will suffer in later years. The
only choice is between one kind of lack and another. By devoting a great
deal of time to artistic and construction activities, disadvantaged children
could probably achieve the level of more privileged children in this regard. ‘Through continuousfield trips and other forms of exposure to elements of the physical, biological, and social world, they might acquire in
a year’s time the breadth of familiarity with the world that other children
have. Through continuous verbal interaction with adults, they might
overcome some of their deficits in language. Through large doses of
stories, records, and dramatizations, they might absorb the substantial

literary heritage that many privileged children have. If all the time were
devoted to play with toys, blocks, and the like, they might acquire whatever it is that middle-class children get out of their extensive occupation
with these things. But any one of these activity areas would use up almost
all the time available. Dividing the time between several or all of the
areas would mean some gains in several areas but not enough in any one
to catch up.
The “whole child’ approach amounts to dividing the time, giving the

disadvantaged child a smattering of learning in many areas but leaving

him with all the deficiencies he had before, only to a lesser degree. This
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choice has a certain conservative appeal, but the authors are convinced

that there is a better choice. The following two chapters will make the
reasons clearer. The first of the reasons for this conviction has already
been indicated: that for the disadvantaged child’s future, academic success in school is of such critical importance that any preschool program
thatfails to doall it can to ensure this success has failed the “whole child.”
The second reason (which will be elaborated in Chapter 2) is that the
language deficiency of disadvantaged children is not just one among a
number of handicaps but is the central handicap from which many of
the others derive. By remedyingit, it is believed, one can remedy many

of the others. On the other hand, there is reason to believe that if the

language deficiency is allowed to remain, other handicaps in knowledge

and intellectual skills cannot be remedied. It is believed, therefore, that

the other options mentioned in point 6 above cannot be realized; that a

continuous round of field trips, demonstrations, nature, and science
projects, for instance, cannot produce in the disadvantaged child the

same level of learning that they produce in a child who has the language
abilities necessary to organize, interpret, and generalize from such experiences. The final reason for dismissing the ‘‘whole child” approach
(which will be documented in Chapter 3) is that the language handicaps
of even severely deprived children can in fact be overcome in a year’s
time, with substantial personality and social development taking place
simultaneously, whereas there is no evidence that concentration upon
some other goal or combination of goals is able to do as much.
Can the Traditional Nursery School Be Adapted
to the Needs of Disadvantaged Children?
Almost all preschools for disadvantaged children follow a basic pattern of activities that has grown up overthe years in nursery schools serving predominantly upper-middle-class children. Many preschools have
taken this pattern over virtually without change. ‘The more experimental
preschools have added special features of one kind or another usually
designed to provide more language experience, but have retained the
basic pattern and a large numberof the activities foundin the traditional
nursery school.
The ingredients of the typical nursery school program should be
familiar to most readers. There is usually a period of free play during
which the child may avail himself of standard materials and facilities:
large blocks, simple toys, a housekeeping corner containing child-size
furniture and appliances, a dress-up corner supplied with varied costumes andadult clothing. There is a rest period and a period of outdoor
play on playground equipment; a period for juice and snacks and toilet-
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ing; a session devoted to group singing or rhythm activities; an art and
craft period which may be quite free or directed toward someset project;
a time during which stories are read to the children; a period in which

conversation is carried on, perhaps with the teacher presenting and discussing some object or picture or else the children individually reporting
on their experiences or showing off possessions. Some time is usually
devoted to group games, finger-plays, and the like. As Sears and Dowley
have remarked, differences between one nursery school and another are
usually not in the activities carried out but in the way they are handled
and in the general atmosphere maintained.
Nursery schools have never been intended to achieve academic objectives in the way elementary schools do, and so it should not be surprising
if the traditional nursery school structure is found not to lenditself very
readily to such objectives. On the other hand, this traditional structure
has become so familiar and accepted that it seemsas if it represents what
is normal for young children to do, and gross deviations from what is
normal and natural must always be approached with caution. However,

if a maximally effective educational program is to be designed for disadvantaged children, we must be free to explore new possibilities and
criticize traditional methods.
With this in mind, two questions must be raised concerning the tra-

ditional nursery school pattern as a model to be followed in planning
education programs for disadvantaged children: (1) How well does this
type of school lend itself to the focused and rapid learning of academic
skills that disadvantaged children need? and (2) Howvalid is the premise
that the traditional nursery school represents what is normal and natural
in childhood experience?
As to the first question, several reasons have already been advanced
which suggest that the traditional nursery school program is not well
suited to providing focused and rapid learning. Its emphasis on experience rather than achievement of specific goals best serves a diversified
rather than an intensely focused educational program. It does not provide an ordered sequence of activities that keeps the child working at
the upper limit of his abilities. The same basic activities and content are
retained for long periods of time, many throughout the preschool period.
Finally, the activities that make up the traditional program were not
chosen because of their effectiveness in achieving academic goals; they
represent an accumulation of activities that seem to work and that are
compatible with certain principles of child development.
Research done to evaluate the effects of the conventional nursery
schools generally supports these expectations. As summarized by Sears
and Dowley,

The evidence suggests, but not strongly, that certain social participa-

tion skills are enhanced by a good nursery school experience and that
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in certain cases these effects can be observed several years later. Language
and intellectual development may be influenced, apparently, particularly
if the homeor out-of-school environment of the child is meager in stimulating qualities.16

These results are what one might expect from a type of school that
provides a wide range of generally beneficial experiences—small gains
spread over a wide area. A numberof recent results from preschools for
disadvantaged children that have followed the traditional nursery school
line, in whole or in part, support the same conclusion—small improvements are found in virtually every area of developmentthatis evaluated.
This is not the impression that some of the more enthusiastic reports
of such studies have conveyed. A good deal is made of average gains in
IQ ofsix to eight points and of comparable gains on languagetests. Such
enthusiasm is dampened by those studies in which preschool and nonpreschool control groups are followed into kindergarten. The typical
finding then is that the nonpreschool groups makegainsof approximately
equal magnitude when they enter kindergarten, whereas the preschool
group makes no further gains, so that the advantage of the preschool
group is largely erased.
This finding has puzzled many investigators, but when it is put together with some other fairly consistent findings from preschool studies,
a reasonable explanation emerges. Thesignificant average gains shown

during the preschool period are not, typically, shared by all the children
in the preschool program, but are mainly accounted for by children who
had very low initial scores. These children often show such enormous
gains that even though children with higher initial scores show little or
no gain, the scores when averaged together suggest a substantial gain for
all the children. As noted in a previous section, these “magical” gains of
15 or 20 points in IQ are highly suspect. It would appear that there are
a fair number of disadvantaged children who do notperform atall near
their capacity on mental tests until they have had enough experience
in some kind of school situation to respond appropriately to testing. It is
not just a matter of doing badly the first time; if they are tested again
a year later without any school experience in between, they will do just

as poorly as before. But as soon as they have undergonea period of ad-

justment to schooling, whether at the preschool, kindergarten, or firstgrade level, their scores go up to the level of other children with the same
background.

From the point of view of overcoming basic lacks in academic preparation, this kind of gain in test performance is of no consequence. What

is important is the final level of performance and how it compares with

the performance of children who wait until kindergarten for their first
school experience. On this basis, the advantages of a traditional preschool
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experience are shown to be very slight and, what is more significant, the
children end up well below average on tests that are predictive of academic success. The writers have analyzed results from eight different
experimental classes for preschool children that have followed traditional
patterns. They find that a very simplerule fits all the results quite closely.
The rule is that, on the average, disadvantaged children who have gone
through a preschool will progress half the way from their initial IQ level
to the normallevel of 100. Thus, if they start with an average IQ of 86,

they may be expected to end up with an average IQ of 93. If they start
with an average IQ of 92, they may be expected to end up with an average
IQ of 96. So far, this rule has never been more than 2 IQ points in error.

Notice that according to this rule, no group will ever reach an average
IQ of 100 if it starts out below that point. No traditionally taught group

on which the writers have seen data ever has done so. Those few cases

where disadvantaged groups have risen to an IQ level of 100 or above
through preschool training have all involved radical departures from the
traditional preschool model.
Of course, the fact that traditionally taught groups progress only half
the way from their initial level to the normal level in a year of preschool
experience would not be discouraging if, during a second year, they could
progress the rest of the distance. But the typical finding is that they do
not show anyrelative progress at all during the second year. The writers
interpret this as evidence that the gains obtained during the first year
were mainly due to improved responsiveness to testing and that gains
of this kind occur only once.
The justification for adhering to the traditional model of preschool
education, therefore, cannot rest on its tested effectiveness in producing

the kinds of gains in ability that disadvantaged children need, nor on its
ready adaptability to the pursuit of such gains. It would appear, rather,
that the traditional approach owes its wide acceptance to its seeming
consonance with “the true nature of the child.” It is easy to get the impression that any gross departure from the traditional approach would
run contrary to the natural order of child development. ‘The value of
blocks or the sandbox for a three-year-old is no more seriously questioned
than the value of the rattle for an infant. The design of Child Development Centers for Project Head Start clearly reflects this attitude. Certain
materials and activities and a certain general kind of schedule are taken
to play the same sufficient and healthful role in the development of poor
children as they do in the development of more privileged children. ‘To
suggest that disadvantaged children may need something entirely different seems almost to suggest that they are not children, that the same laws
of child development do not hold for them as for other children.

Whatis overlooked in this view is the extent to which the traditional
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nursery school is a uniquely upper-middle-class institution designed to
provide not whatall children need, but what upper-middle-class children

need to round out their rich diets of experience. That is, instead
of

providing, as many people seem to assume, those experiences which are
most characteristic of a privileged childhood in our society, the traditional
nursery school in many respects provides those experiences which are not
characteristic of child life in privileged home environments.
The following are some of the more obvious contrasts between the
traditional nursery school environment and whatis generally conceived
of as the typical upper-middle-class home environment:
I. Whereas the upper-middle-class child often spends most of his
time at home with adults and has fewer than the average number
of playmates of his own age, the nursery schoolstresses peer-group
relationships and a reduced amountof adult-child interaction.
2. Whereas the home environmentis especially rich in verbal
experience, the nursery school stresses seeing and doing.
3. Whereas the child at home is subject to many prohibitions,
the nursery school encourages, within limits, greater freedom and
independence.
4. Whereas the child at home is sometimes prevented from developing physical skills and courage by overly protective parents,
the nursery school attempts, through greater permissiveness and
more carefully designed play equipment, to engage the child in
more active and venturesome physical activities.
5. Whereas the child’s parents may discourage messy activities,
the nursery school gives the child the opportunity to play with
clay, sand, water, finger paints, etc.
6. Whereas the child’s parents may demand high levels of
achievement, the nursery school allows the child to set his own
standards.
7. Whereas the home environment is future-oriented, the nursery school stresses enjoyment of the present.
8. Whereas the home environment fosters competitiveness, the
nursery school fosters cooperation and discourages comparisons of
one child’s performance with that of another.
9. Whereas at homethe flow of information tends to be from the
parents to the children, in the nursery school the flow is from the
children to one anotherand to the teacher.
10. Whereas the home environment is highly reality-oriented,

the nursery school encourages fantasy and dramatic play.

Whatis especially interesting is that, in complementing or offsetting
the upper-middle-class home environment, the nursery school has taken
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on many of the characteristics of the lower-class home environment. In

fact, in reading downthelist of contrasts between the home and the nurs-

ery school environment, one finds that, in almost every case, the same

contrast could be drawn between the upper-middle-class and the lowerclass child’s environment: adult versus peer contacts, verbal versus nonverbal experience, regulation versus freedom, physical restraint versus

physical freedom, neatness versus messiness, future versus present orienta-

tion, competition versus noncompetitiveness, teaching versus nonteaching,
reality versus myth and pretense.
This is not to say that the typical nursery school resembles a slum,
but only that it provides, in a highly refined form, a great many of the
outstanding cultural influences of the lower-class environment. ‘The nursery school may, in fact, capture most of what is best in lower-class culture

—for, indeed, it has many commendable aspects. But it is ridiculous to

call the experiences provided by such a school compensatory when they
are administered to children from lower-class backgrounds. If one wanted
to provide a truly compensatory program, in the sense that it would
make up for the lacks and offset the excesses of a lower-class environment,
a good beginning could be made by taking the ten characteristics listed
above and adopting the opposite of each.

This confusion between characteristics of the middle-class home and
characteristics of the middle-class nursery school is especially unfortunate
when it comes to finding ways of dealing with the central problem of improving the academic aptitudes of disadvantaged children. In looking
for the secret of the middle-class child’s academic talent, the nursery
school is about the last place one should consider. Although a good
nursery school may help the upper-middle-class child develop his intellectual abilities, it is well known that he already has these abilities before

he gets to nursery school and that he is not hampered intellectually if
he does not attend a nursery school. ‘To the extent that environment has

anything to do with the superior academic abilities of the child from a
privileged background, the crucial factors must exist somewhere in that

complex of verbalism, parental stimulation and control, competition,
achievement motivation, perfectionism, and orientation to the future

which constitutes the stereotyped environment of the upper-middle-class
home—not in the nursery school, which, if anything, acts as a counter-

vailing influence on these factors.

All this should elicit a very strong skepticism, not only about the spe-

cific features and activities of the typical nursery school but also about
its whole structure and orientation as they apply to preschool education
of disadvantaged children. It should encourage the serious and open-

minded educator to consider entirely new approaches which are truly

compensatory and which focus directly upon the crucial problemsof disadvantaged children.
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Summary

The gist of this chapter is contained in five major points:
I. By the age of three or four, disadvantaged children are already
seriously behind other children in the development of aptitudes
necessary for success in school.
2. Disadvantaged children must somehow “catch up” in the
developmentof these abilities, or they will enter elementary school
with handicaps that will spell failure for a large percentage of them
and a limited future for all of them.
3. If they are to catch up, they must progress at a faster than
normalrate.
4. A preschool program that provides the usual opportunities for
learning cannot be expected to produce learning at above normal
rates.
5. A short-term preschool program cannot be expected to pro-

duce above normal gains in all areas of development at once; a

“well-rounded” program is therefore incompatible with the goal
of catching up: selectivity is necessary.

Taken together, these points indicate that radical departures from
established practices of early childhood education are needed. It was
shown that preschools for disadvantaged children that are patterned after
the familiar upper-middle-class nursery school have not succeeded in
meeting the challenge of providing a faster than normalrate of learning
in areas significant for school success. An examination of the structure
of the upper-middle-class nursery school suggested an important reason
for its inadequacy as a model of preschool education for disadvantaged
children: the nursery school complements the influences of the privileged
homeinstead of duplicating them, and thus exerts manyof the influences
of a lower-class social environment while minimizing many of the influences that have been responsible for the superior intellectual development of upper-middle-class children. It is therefore incompatible with
the requirements for a compensatory educational program for disadvantaged children.
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cultural deprivation

as language deprivation

In spite of its wide use, cultural deprivation is not a well-accepted term.
Mentioning the term in any group of six or more educated adults will
usually call forth at least one protest that it is not true that lower-class
people do not have a culture—they merely have a different culture.’ ‘The
term has a legitimate meaning, however, which is too important to be

brushedaside.
In order to use the term cultural deprivation, it is necessary to assume
some point of reference. In most dealings with people of different cultures,
it is inappropriate to assume a fixed point of reference. To say that the
Trobriand Islanders are culturally deprived by our standards is to misuse the term, for it makes no sense to apply our standards to a culture so

remote from our own. In dealing with lower-class people in ordinary

American communities, however, the various subcultures share many
common values and standards, and, with respect to these shared points

of reference, it is both legitimate and useful to speak of cultural deprivation.
The standards of the American public schools represent one such point
of reference. There are standards of knowledge and ability which are
consistently held to be valuable in the schools, and any child in the
schools who falls short of these standards by reason of his particular

cultural background may besaid to be culturally deprived. It does not

matter that he may have other knowledge and otherskills which in other
contexts might be valued more highly. There are no schools in our

society in which the knowledge and skills peculiar to lower-class groups
are valued andfostered. In fact, one of the recurrent themes in American
education has been the resistance of underprivileged minority groups
and their leaders to efforts to provide them with a special kind of education designed to perpetuate their working-class values and status and to
adapt children to it.? Religious and ethnic identity, yes, but lower-class
identity, no. Any educational program so conceived would quite properly be regarded as a means of depriving poor people of a chance to acquire those cultural benefits necessary for the improvement of their
status. Thus, choosing the standards of the schools as a common refer-

‘ence point is not an arbitrary choice. The choice was made when the
24
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schools were established as the uniform means of educating
all children.
Studies of young disadvantaged children force us to recogn
ize that
merely providing lower-class children with access to standard
American
formal schooling is not sufficient. They are still deprived
of many important opportunities for cultural learning which are ordinarily
provided
through the homerather than through the school.
Because of this, the

children are not able to profit maximally from the opportunitie
s that
the schools provide. Even though technically they are receiving
the same
education as middle-class children, in fact they are not. Gross eviden
ces
of this fact are seen in the numbersof lower-class children who are
held
back in school, placed in low-level, slow progress classes, channeled into
nonacademic terminal secondary school programs, and so on. The low
level of academic achievement of lower-class children provides less conspicuous but even more persuasive evidence of deprivation.
If schools for lower-class children did not teach reading and writing
on the grounds that lower-class people do not value these skills very
highly anyway and that such skills are not of much importance for the
unskilled tasks that the children will eventually be expected to perform,
probably even the most anthropologically minded among us would grant
that children educated in these schools would be culturally deprived in
a genuine sense—deprived of opportunities for cultural learning to which
everyone in oursociety is entitled. If this is a case of cultural deprivation,
it should not take extreme subtlety of mind to recognize that the situation is basically the same if children receive instruction in reading and
writing in school but fail to learn it or fail to learn it to the usual standards because they have been denied prerequisite learning experiences
afforded other children in oursociety.
Cultural deprivation is thus a useful term in discussions of preschool
education for disadvantaged children. It is not just a synonym for disadvantage. It allows us to focus on those disadvantages that are relevant
to education, while recognizing that the child may be disadvantaged in
other ways or may be merely “different.”
Even by this restricted definition, cultural deprivation in young children may have manyfacets. Butit is possible to rank different elements
of cultural deprivation according to how seriously they handicap the
child in school learning and according to the amountof effort that may
be necessary to alleviate them. For instance, the child who does not know
what a sheep is might encounter an occasional difficulty in understanding
something that came up in the course of school learning, but it is hard
to imagine any very formidable or basic difficulties that might arise as a

result of this particular bit of cultural deprivation. Moreover, the lack

is one that could be easily remedied, and very likely would be, the first

time it came up in the course of school work. On the other hand,if the
child did not understand the meaning of the word or, he would experi-
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ence innumerable and serious difficulties with instructions, concepts, and
problems; and this lack is not one that can be remedied on the spur of
the moment with a picture, example, or brief explanation.

Assigning priorities to different aspects of cultural deprivation is of
great importance when it comes to planning a compensatory preschool
program. Should a half-day be devoted to a field trip in which the child
will have the opportunity to find out what a sheep looks, smells, feels,

and acts like? Should time be so used if this same child also does not
understand the use of or and other basic words of this kind which may
take many hoursof instruction to teach? Without somebasis for assigning
priorities, ignorance of sheep and ignorance of or are on an equal footing.
Indeed, anyone familiar with the more unstructured approaches to preschool education for disadvantaged children is probably aware that more

time is devoted to learning about sheep,fire engines, supermarkets, guinea

pigs, hair ribbons, freight trains, and similar impedimenta than is de-

voted to such elementary necessities as learning the meaning of or.
Sensory Deprivation versus Cultural Deprivation

In an area wherefacts are few and speculation runshigh,it is perhaps
inevitable and to the good that people should look far afield for bodies
of fact and theory that might be relevant. The price paid for this intellectual speed-trawling, however, is that some farfetched ideas occasionally
capture the imaginations of people who do not understand them well

enough to appreciate their fundamental irrelevance. Such has been the
case with sensory deprivation, which threatens to fasten itself firmly onto

the concept of cultural deprivation in the minds of many educators.
Sensory deprivation is a well-established phenomenon, although its
operation is not yet well understood. When chimpanzees and some other
mammals are raised from birth either in no lightat all or in plain white
light (passed through lenses that destroy all patterning), nerves in the

visual system are foundto deteriorate irreversibly.? Animals reared under

these conditions are also found to have difficulties in learning certain
kinds of visual discriminations which they should be capable of making
despite their losses in visual acuity. There is also evidence from extensive

experiments with rats that the amount of visual stimulation they receive

during the early weeksof life influences the size of the visual cortex (the
part of the brain involved in processing visual information) and its
chemical composition, although it is not established to what extent behavior is affected or to what extent the effects are reversible.*
Some evidence of the sameeffects has been found in humanchildren.
Infants raised in an almost totally blank visual environment and given
a minimum of handling were found by Dennis ® to be grossly retarded in
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such basic aspects of development as learning to
sit, stand, walk, and

speak. They were also less healthy than physical conditions should
have
warranted, suggesting a general systemic depression resulting from
the
sensory deprivation.
From these dramatic findings, inferences have been made that the intellectual backwardness of disadvantaged children may haveits roots in
sensory deprivation and that the major hope of salvaging these childre
n
lies in providing them with an abundance of varied sensory experiences.
This inference, however, has very little to recommendit beyondits simplicity. In the first place, sensory deprivation does not appear to have
major neurological effects except in very early infancy when nervecells
are not fully developed. Animals that have better developed visual systems at birth, such as the cat, do not show these effects. In order for

sensory deprivation to be shown as relevant to disadvantaged childre
n,

therefore, it would have to be shown that this deprivation occurs very
early. On the contrary, Pasamanick and others have found no evidence
of social class differences in rate of development during the first two years
of life.6
Secondly, sensory deprivation studies have dealt only with very drastic
amounts of deprivation far beyond any that occur in ordinary life, lowerclass or otherwise. There is no evidence that moderate reductions produce
any damage. In fact, evidence accumulated by Berlyne™ suggests that
there are optimum levels of stimulation and that extreme deviations,
whether above or below such levels, may be harmful. Determining the
optimum level is not easy. For all we know, lower-class children may be

closer to it than middle-class children.
Thirdly, there is ample evidence, again summarized by Berlyne,® that
free organisms will tend to seek out an optimum level of stimulation,
withdrawing from excess and seeking stimulation when they are not getting enough. One thing that all studies of sensory deprivation have had
in commonis that the subjects involved have not been free to seek additional stimulation. It is therefore very risky to draw a parallel between
these subjects and the slum child whois free to roam thestreets.
It would seem that those who have attributed sensory deprivation to
lower-class children have not seriously considered what the term implies.

It has nothing to do with the educational quality of the stimuli available,

but only with their variety, intensity, and patterning. On these purely
quantitative bases, automobiles passing in the street are as good as story
books, old shoes are as good as dolls, and trash cans are as good as toy
drums.
What may becalled the “sensory deprivation fad” appears to have
originated in a misinterpretation of J. McV. Hunt’s influential book, Intelligence and Experience.® Hunt madeextensive reference to the sensory
deprivation studies as one kind of evidence that experience influences
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intellectual development, and although he has continued to cite this

evidence in discussions of cultural deprivation, he has never maintained

that cultural deprivation as we know it is caused by sensory deprivation.
In fact, he has hypothesized that duringthe critical first year of life, when
sensory deprivation might have an effect, lower-class children are likely
to be exposed to more stimulation than middle-class children.*°
There is little reason to suppose that disadvantaged children havesutffered on the sensory account. The source of their backwardness in learning, therefore, must be sought in the content of the experiences they have
had. It might be possible to construct a machine that would present a
child with carefully chosen, though meaningless, changing patterns of
shapes, colors, intensities, sounds, smells, tactile experiences, and so on,

thus ensuring that the child would have no sensory deprivation whatever. But if this machine provided the only experiences the child received, one would expect him to function like anidiot, for he would not
have had a chance to learn anything of value. He would have acquired
an organically well-developed brain with nothingin it.
Verbal versus Nonverbal Factors in Cultural Deprivation
Although a lack of verbal learning is the outstanding characteristic of
culturally deprived children (as was indicated in Chapter 1), there is a
widespread opinion that the roots of cultural deprivation lie deeper than

this, that the verbal deficiencies reflect a more basic lack of concrete, non-

verbal learning experiences. According to Hunt,

Our traditional emphasis in education upon arithmetic and language
skills can well lead us astray in the attempt to develop a program of preschool enrichment. If Piaget’s observations are correct, spoken language—
that is to say the motorside of the language skill—comes only after images,
or the central processes representing objects and events, have been developed out of repeated encounters with those objects and events. . . .11
Counteracting cultural deprivation at this stage of development (three
to six) might best be accomplished by giving the child the opportunity
to encounter a wide variety of objects, pictures, and appropriate behavior. The setting should encourage him to indulge his inclinations to
scrutinize and manipulate the new objects as long as he is interested and
should provide him with appropriate answers to his questions. Such varied
experiences would foster the development of representative imagery
which could then be the referents for spoken words and later for written
language.12

In keeping with this view, Hunt has strongly endorsed Montessori

methods, which consist very largely of nonverbal types of sensory and

manipulative experience, for the preschool education of culturally deprived children.
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Hunt’s view is nicely in accord with a long-standing inclinat
ion of

early childhood educators toward concrete, nonverbal experience, and
it is not surprising that it has received wide endorsement. On the other
hand, there is no convincing evidence that lower-class children are, in
fact, lacking in concrete experience. No one could deny, of course,
that

lower-class children have fewer than the normal numberof toys and games
and that they are not surrounded with the large numberof gadgets, appliances, and furnishings found in middle-class homes. But it has not been

shownthat these are necessary or even the best sources of concrete learn-

ing experience. The kinds of perceptual and logical organization that
Piaget considers essential for the developmentof intelligence are general
enough that they can be provided by almost any sort of concrete experience.
On rational grounds, it can be claimed that specially designed play
materials provide opportunities for concrete learning that are superior
to those provided by a haphazard collection of household junk; but, by
the same token,it can be argued that the highly gadgeted and automated
environment of the modern prosperous homeis a very poor onefor concrete learning. The laws according to which the physical world operates—

and it is these, according to Piaget, which influence the intellectual de-

velopment of the child—are extremely hard to discern in such an en-

vironment. One pushes buttons, and the television set and automatic

washer comealive, but the average adult in the home, not to mention
the preschool child, is usually ignorant of how they work and utterly

confounded when they break down. As a laboratory in which to study

the basic workings of the physical world, the typical lower-class environment seems superior to the typical middle-class environment, because
the physical events that occur in it are more intelligible.
A more fundamental question is not whether disadvantaged children

lack adequate concrete experience but whether concrete experience is
the crucial factor in the development of academic aptitude that Hunt,

following Piaget, makes it out to be. The surest way of answering this
question would be to run controlled experiments in which some children
are deliberately deprived of concrete experience and others are not and
to vary opportunities for verbal experience in the same way. Clearly, such

an experiment cannot be carried out on human children, and there is

no point in carrying it out on animals, because verbal experience has no
great influence on animal behavior.
However, some kinds of physically handicapped children provide
“natural” experiments in enforced deprivation. Children who have been
blind from birth are cut off from the major source of concrete sensory

experience, and, moreover, they are often so restricted in getting about

that they are further prevented from making the full use of the senses

that remain. On the other hand, they are not deprived of verbal experi-
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ence. With children who have been deaf from birth or an early age, the
opposite is true. They are cut off from relatively little concrete experience, but develop virtually no language during the early years and thus

have no access to verbal learning. If concrete experience is as vital as

Hunt and others have claimed, then blind children should be markedly
inferior to deaf children in intellectual competence.
A large number of studies on the intellectual and academic performance of blind and deaf children have provided convincing evidence that
the opposite is true: blind children, on the average, show little or no intellectual and academic deficiency, whereas deaf children are typically
about 10 points below normal in IQ and show gross inadequacies in
academic achievement. Deaf children are from twoto five years retarded
in achievement throughout the school years, and, even with a longer
period of schooling than is given to normal children, they do not, on the
average, progress beyond the seventh-grade level.18 These results correspond quite closely with those found for more severely culturally deprived children. The parallels do not end at this point. When one looks
at their profiles of aptitude and achievement scores—at the kinds of performance on which they are strongest and weakest—remarkably similar
patterns emerge for the deaf and for the culturally deprived.
A comparison of blind with deaf children thus reveals that children
can be quite markedly deprived of concrete sensory experience and yet
develop normal intellects and function well academically, whereas if
they are deprived of language experience, they are seriously handicapped

in these areas even though they have full access to concrete experience.
Even more striking evidence of the importance of verbal factors is
provided when one looksat social-class differences among deaf children.
If social-class differences in opportunities for concrete experience are as
important as they have been made outto be, then one should expect to
find that deaf children from poorer homes would be very markedly inferior in intelligence to deaf children from more privileged homes, since

learning for deaf children would depend almostentirely on opportunities
for concrete experience. No direct investigations were found, but indirect
evidence could be obtained from comparisons of deaf children in day
schools and deaf children in public residential schools—the latter children more often coming from low-income and rural backgrounds. Such
comparisons did not reveal any differences related to social background.*
This finding was reinforced by a study by Bereiter correlating the intelligence of 300 deaf children in a public residential school with the educational level of their nondeaf parents. The correlation so obtained was
much lower than that obtained in other studies using hearing children
and their parents and was, in fact, lower than that obtained in a study

using children who were reared apart from their parents.’® Thus, although deaf children usually live at home until the age of five, their
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level of intelligence does not seem to bear the relation to the socioeconomic level of the homethat it does in the case of hearing children.
In light of the substantial intellectual and academic retardation found
in deaf children, this finding may be interpreted as meaning that deaf
children are culturally deprived in much the way that lower-class children are deprived, regardless of their home backgrounds. It would appear
from this that social-class differences in opportunities for concrete experience either do not exist or are not important, whereas lack of opportunity for language experience has serious effects that closely correspond
to those found in cultural deprivation.
It may seem farfetched to compare the deaf child, who often has no
language at all, with the disadvantaged child, who usually does have a

language, even though an immature and nonstandard one. To under-

stand how the two can turn outto be academically handicapped in about
the same degree, it is necessary to consider in more detail the role of lan-

guage in intellectual development.
For purposes of getting along socially and of self-expression, language
is a convenience but not a necessity for the young child. It is quite possible to make one’s wants known,to enter actively into play and other
social relationships, and to give vent to one’s feelings without language.
Young deaf children do this, and it appears that lower-class children also
rely to a considerable extent on nonverbal means for these purposes.
People who work with disadvantaged preschool children report a considerable numberof children whoat four years of age hardly speak atall.
Language is apparently dispensable enough in the life of the lower-class
child for an occasional child to get along withoutit altogether. Yet, such
children are often indistinguishable from their peers in other areas of
behavior.
Language becomes a virtual necessity, however, when one moves from

the social uses of language to the transmission of knowledge from one
person to another andto the performance of certain operations with concepts. From what is known about verbal communication in lower-class
homes, it would appear that the cognitive uses of language are severely
restricted, especially in communication between adults and children.
Language is primarily used to control behavior, to express sentiments

and emotions, to permit the vicarious sharing of experiences, and to keep

the social machinery of the home running smoothly. These are important

uses of language. Many lower-class people are moreskillful in them than

better-educated middle-class people. But what is lacking by comparison

is the use of language to explain, to describe, to instruct, to inquire, to

hypothesize, to analyze, to compare, to deduce, and to test. And these

are the uses that are necessary for academic success.

If this characterization of verbal communication within the lowerclass homeis accurate, the parallels between deaf and culturally deprived
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children become much clearer. The culturally deprived child may be
exposed to social uses of language from which the deaf child is barred,
but in this area the deaf child is able to compensate for his lack by nonverbal means of communication. With regard to the important cognitive
uses of language, however, both kinds of children are seriously deprived—
the deaf child because he cannot understand whatis said, the lower-class
child because he is not sufficiently exposed to language in its cognitive
uses.

Thorough research on verbal communication within families remains

to be done. There is evidence that verbal communication of any sort
between parents and children is limited in lower-class homes, and, of
course, the larger size of families, the frequent lack of fathers in the

home, the fact that mothers often work, and the crowded conditions that

force children out of doors and away from adult contacts would all contribute to such a lack. Studies by Strodtbeck 16 indicate that lower-class
mothers make more use of simple imperatives (“Leave it alone’; “Shut
up”) and less use of explanations and statements in dealing with their
children. In some very interesting research by Hess,” middle- and lowerclass Negro mothers were asked to teach their children certain things
in an experimental situation. The lower-class mothers seemed generally
at a loss as to how to doit, could not give clear explanationsor directions,
and did not know how to motivate the child, again falling back on
simple imperatives devoid of instructive content. From the protocols
cited by Hess, it would appear that the lower-class mothers had never
attempted this kind of teaching before. The “errors” they made were

very much like those one observes in novice teachers who are unaccustomed to talking to children.
Bernstein 18 has theorized that the speech of lower-class people follows
a linguistic code that is ideally suited to maintaining social relationships,
that is adequate for sharing familiar experiences and opinions, but that
is inadequate for expressing personal or original opinions, for analysis
and careful reasoning, for dealing with anything hypothetical or beyond
the present, and for explaining anything very complex. He sees this
linguistic code as growing naturally out of the conditions of lower-class
life and serving a useful purpose in it, but he also sees the child whois
brought up in such an environment as being trapped by therestrictions
of this linguistic code and unable to operate at the high conceptual and
logical level that is required in formal education. Bernstein’s theory has

especially alarming implications for the lower-class child because it suggests that the child does not merely lack certain of the language skills
that middle-class children have; he has learned a self-perpetuating
language code thateffectively bars him from acquiring these skills.

Bernstein’s theory and Hess’s observations on the inability of lower-

class mothers to teach combine to suggest a more fundamental reason
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for the deficiencies of lower-class children in school-relevant learning.
When a cultural group possesses a distinctive body of knowledge and
beliefs which the older generation feels obliged to pass on in some
organized fashion to the younger generation, it is reasonable to suppose
that the group will develop the language and teaching skills that are
needed for such a purpose. Among disorganized and dispossessed minority
groups, however, the culture appears to center aroundattitudes, interests,
a style of life, and a scattering of unorganized beliefs and superstitions
so unformalized that they may be transmitted without explanation,
argument, or detailed exposition. Deliberate teaching is not a normal or
necessary part of the adult role in such cultural groups, and neither the
skills nor the language peculiar to teaching are developed and maintained. By contrast, in middle-class American society, as in most selfmaintaining societies, nearly every adult can and does teach. It is a
normal part of the adult role performed almost without awareness, par-

ticularly in the adult’s relations with children.

Cultural deprivation, then, has a double edge. The lower-class child

is not without culture, but he is deprived of that part of culture that
can only be acquired through teaching—the knowledge, the meanings,
the explanations, the structured beliefs that make up the conceptual

furniture of culture. Beyond that, the child spends his early childhood
in an environment where teaching does not take place and where the
language with which teaching is carried out is not used; therefore, he may
not even learn how to be taught, and when he is exposed to teaching,
he may behave much as if he were mentally retarded or devoid of
language altogether.
Some Language Problems of Culturally Deprived Children
All that can be concluded about disadvantaged children from their test
performanceis that their use of languageis similar to that of the average
child a year or so younger. The several studies that have attempted to

render a more descriptive account of the language of disadvantaged chil-

dren show much the same thing. In such characteristics as sentence
length, word variety, and the use of various grammatical categories and
constructions, the language of disadvantaged children resembles that of
other children at a lower age level.1® From this the natural conclusion
would be that lower-class and middle-class children speak essentially the
same language, but lower-class children are about a year behindin their

mastery of it.
As the linguist Chomsky has pointed out, however, descriptive studies

of the kind referred to above do notreally tell us what a child can do

with language. A certain grammatical construction may not appear in a
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sample of the child’s speech, and yet he may be fully capable of understanding and using it when the need arises. Conversely, a certain term
or construction might appear, but the child’s use of it might be so
restricted to a few special cases that it would be misleading to credit him
with mastery of it.20 Chomsky goes on to say that
if anything far-reaching and real is to be discovered about the actual
erammar of the child, then rather devious kinds of observations of his
performance, his abilities, and his comprehension in many different kinds
of circumstance will have to be obtained, so that a variety of evidence
may be brought to bear on the attempt to determine what is in fact his
underlying linguistic competence at each stage of development.?!

No systematic research of the kinds Chomsky deemsessential has yet

been carried out on disadvantaged children, but the writers have made

use of two “devious kinds of observations” that may help to throw light
on questions of basic linguistic competence. One of these is the Cognitive
Maturity Test developed by Engelmann, which tests the child’s ability
to repeat sentences of various kinds and to answer questions using information contained in the sentences. The other kind of observation is more
informal, based on efforts to teach children various language skills. These
attempts provide particularly revealing evidence of what children can do,
as contrasted with what they do do, with language.

These observations are quite limited, being based on intensive work

with only 30 disadvantaged Negro preschool children and onless intensive
work with perhaps 50 more. However, there are no other data currently
available that go much belowthe surface in describing the nature of
language deprivation.
The speech of the severely deprived children seems to consist not of
distinct words, as does the speech of middle-class children of the same

age, but rather of whole phrases or sentences that function like giant

words. That is to say, these “giant word” units cannot be taken apart
by the child and re-combined; they cannot be transformed from statements

to questions, from imperatives to declaratives, and so on. Instead of saying
‘“He’s a big dog,” the deprived child says “He bih daw.” Instead of say-

ing “I ain’t got no juice,” be says “Uai-ga-na-ju.” Instead of saying “That
is a red truck,” he says “Da-re-truh.” Once the lhstener has become ac-

customed to this style of speech, he may begin to hearit as if all the

sounds were there, and may get the impression that he is hearing articles

when in fact there is only a pause where the article should be. He may
believe that the chiid is using words like it, is, if, and im, when in fact

he is using the same sound ior all of them--something on the order of
“jh.” (This becomes apparent if the child is asked to repeat the statement “It is in the box.” After a few atternpts in which he becomes confused as to the numberof “th’s” to insert, the child is likely to be reduced
to a stammer.)
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If the problem were merely one of faulty pronunciation, it would
not be so serious. But it appears that the child’s faulty pronunciation
arises from his inability to deal with sentences as sequences of meaningful parts. Even a sophisticated adult will have difficulty pronouncing a
very long word if he is unable to deal with it in parts (the reader might
take a try at EMPIANASROFLALILIMINLIAL,reading it aloud once
and then trying to repeat it from memory). In the Cognitive Maturity
Test, children are called upon to repeat sentences of varying degrees of
complexity. The severely disadvantaged child will tend to give merely
an approximate rendition of the over-all sound profile of the sentence,
often leaving out the sounds in the middle, as is common when people
are trying to reproduce a meaningless series—this in spite of the fact that
the words themselves are often very simple, like ‘A big truck is not a
little truck.”
It may be objected that the child cannot say the sentence because he
cannot understand it, and questioning of the child often discloses that he

does not understand those sentences he cannot produce. Buthis inability
to produce certain sentences also prevents him from learning to understand them. For instance, after dozen of repetitions of “His father said

he could have candy or a cookie,” the child may come nocloser to rendering the last three words of the sentence than “a-uh cookie.” It will then
become evident from questioning that the child does not understand that
a choice is involved. But if the child is unable to produce or differently
from and, he is in a poor position to learn the difference.
The culturally deprived child is often able to follow fairly lengthy
commands. Among the 15 children in the initial Bereiter-Engelmann
study were more than the average number for their age who could correctly execute the following instructions taken from the Stanford-Binet
intelligence test: “First you put the pencil on the chair, then shut the
door, then bring me the box.” Where they had difficulty was in distinguishing between commandsthat differ only with respect to structure
words or inflections: “Show me the one that is yellow” versus “Show me
the one that is not yellow’; “Lift up your hand” versus “Lift up your
hands’; “Pick up the red one and the green one” versus “Pick up the red
one or the green one.”
Braine 2? and Fraser and Brown,?? in their studies of the grammarof
younger but more privileged children, have noted that, among these
children also, it is the smaller connectives and other structure words that

are lacking. To this extent, the culturally deprived child resembles a
culturally privileged child of a younger age. But there is a very important

difference. ‘The culturally privileged two-year-old uses a “reduced gram-

mar.” He leaves out words that he does not know and forms condensed
sentences out of the words he does know howto handle. Thus, even
though his sentences may consist of only two or three words, they are
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distinct words, and he is able to recombine them flexibly because they
exist for him as independent entities. Disadvantaged children, on the
other hand, often blend the words together with noises that take the
place of words and inflections they do not know, so that all the words

tend to become fused into a whole. This leaves no distinctive units that

can be recombined to generate new sentences.

The culturally deprived child does with sentences what the culturally
privileged child does whenheis trying to say a big word—he approximates
the whole sequence of noises. But the culturally privileged child seems

to acquire very early the notion that sentences are made up of words, so

that he imitates the noises that occur within words but not the noises

that occur between familiar words. Thus, the culturally privileged child

builds up his sentences by adding words to them as he masters them:
from “Mommy read’ to “Mommy read book” to “Mommy read me
book”’ and eventually to “Mommy, I want you to read me this book.”
The culturally deprived child grappling with such a sentence would
probably start off with some amalgam like “re-ih-bu,” with which he
would then be stuck. The words ‘me’ and “this’’ would be lost in noise,

as they would be in any other sentences where they occurred, and thus
it would be difficult for them ever to emerge as distinct, usable words.

The inflexibility that results from this way of treating words within
statements is nowhereso clearly illustrated as in the culturally deprived
child’s inability to reverse the elements in a statement. For the child
who treats sentences as patterns of words, it is a fairly simple matter to

learn that the phrase “Harold and Tyrone’ can be transformed into
“Tyrone and Harold” without changing its sense. Given a few examples,
such a child can then go on to handle any problem of the kind ‘“What’s
another way of saying ‘______’ and‘
’?” But this task has proved
to be one of the most difficult to teach culturally deprived children.
Whenasked “What’s another way of saying ‘Green and red’?” they will
persist in saying “Green and red.” Correcting the response does not seem
to help. They treat “Green and red” as if it were a three-syllable word,
so that to transform it to “Red and green” makes no more sense than
to transform “Wonderful” into “Fulderwon,” and the generalization of
the pattern to other instancesis just as hard for them to grasp.
Perhaps the strongest indication that this “giant word” syndrome is
not merely a manifestation of immature language comprehensionis that
the children have a strong tendency to revert to it even after they have
been taught to handle certain patterns of discrete words. This shows
up most clearly in arithmetic, where the entire vocabulary is new and
the children cannot be accused of lapsing back into imitation of the way
they hear the same thing said at home. Children in the Bereiter-Engelmann preschool had learned to handle equations of the form “T'wo plus

one equals three,” making substitutions to create other equations, e.g.,
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“"T'wo plus zero equals two.” Even here, some children would continually
lapse into amalgamations: “Two pluh wunic’k three.” Having donethis,
they were no longer able to substitute other numbers for the “one,” it
having become fused with the beginning sounds of “equals.”
Combating this tendency to fuse separate wordsinto indivisible wholes
has been one of the continuing struggles in teaching effective language
to culturally deprived children. One hears a considerable amountof talk
about the value of encouraging culturally deprived children to speak
in sentences. But this does not really seem to be the problem, if by

speaking sentences is meant uttering extended strings of sounds which

can be interpreted as sentences. The problem is to get the children to

speak in words and to makestatements that consist of words rather than
amalgamated noises.
The difficulty that culturally deprived children have in treating words
as separate entities within statements can go a long way toward explaining
many of their other language problems. For instance, vocabulary growth
should be slower even when there are ample opportunities for learning.
As the new wordis used in different sentences, it becomes fused with dif-

ferent noises and therefore becomes unrecognizable as the same word.
The “giant word” syndrome would also help to explain the difficulties
deprived children have in learning to read, for in reading also the word
is the basic unit, and the child who cannot deal with words as unitary

things in his spoken language should be expected to have difficulty in

mastering a code which is, in essence, a code for translating clusters of

printed characters into spoken words.?4
The “giant word” hypothesis is consistent with Bernstein’s description
of the restricted linguistic codes employed by lower-class speakers and is
supported by his research. In comparing pauses and hesitations in the
speech of lower- and middle-class adolescent boys, Bernstein concluded

that lower-class boys used longer phrase units in their speech, which
might imply that their speech consists of larger ‘chunks’ that are treated
in speech as if they were single words.?5 This leads to a more fluent but
much less flexible use of language.
In keeping with Bernstein’s theory that lower-class language is mainly
an instrument for the maintenance of social relationships, the writers

have found culturally deprived children to be strangely indifferent to the

content of verbal utterances while being acutely concerned with the effect
that their utterances have on other people. A question that begins with
“Can you tell” or “Do you know”’ is invariably answered “Yes,” often

before it is completed. These beginnings are evidently recognized as
signals that “Yes’’ is the desired answer. Yes-no questions have to be
used with great circumspection in the teaching of these children because
the children are so adept at and intent upon “reading” the teacher’s
expressions and inflections for clues to the desired response. The chil-
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dren may even succeed in giving correct answers without fully understanding what yes and no mean.Several children have been encountered
who respondedalternatively with “Yes’’ and “No” or the corresponding
head motions, but who did not know which kind of motion went with
“Yes” and which went with “No.”
Lack of experience in the expository uses of language was sometimes
revealed in the children’s limited control over voice volume. These
children typically showed two levels of volume: one a barely audible
mumble used for replying to questions (a self-effacing, “keep out of
trouble” tone of voice), the other a loud shout used for commanding
attention or voicing complaints and taunts. They lacked the middle
range of volume ordinarily used for conveying information.
In terms of the child’s intellectual competence, however, the most

damaging aspect of this social-centered language is the child’s inability
to talk to himself. As previously noted, he can often follow complicated
instructions. Providing he is able to make use of nonverbal helps, such
as pointing, manipulating, and gesturing, he can also give directions to
someone else. But, within his own behavior, he often cannot relate what

he says with what he does. At a teeter-totter, he can follow the direction
to “Push it down” or “Lift it up,” but if asked to tell what he is doing,
he maysay that he is pushing it down whenheis lifting it up. As Luria
has shown through extensive investigations, the ability to control one’s
own behavior through language does not come about automatically
as one learns to say and do various things. The ability to integrate the
two must itself be learned.26 With culturally deprived children,

it

appears that speech develops as a form of social behavior that is more
or less independent of motor behavior. This does not prevent the child
from becoming proficient in motor skills, but it becomes a serious handicap when motor acts must be coupled with judgments, as in drawing,
writing, and solving problemsinvolving manipulation of objects. The culturally deprived child then shows much the same dissociation between
language and action that has been observed in mentally retarded children.?7
As Luria and Vygotsky have explained, controlling one’s actions
through one’s own words is a necessary step toward the mastery of
dialectical reasoning, which in essence is controlling verbal behavior
through an “internal dialog’”’ by means of which one may solve a problem,
workinga step at a time.?8 This is a use of language quite different from
its social uses, and the deficiencies of culturally deprived children in this

use are most striking. At the most elementary level, these deficiencies show
up in the child’s inability to use an if-then rule.

In the initial Bereiter-Engelmann experiment, disadvantaged children

easily learned the rule “If it has a beginning and an end,it’s a word”
(beginnings and ends being appropriately designated so that the rule
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was valid). But even after the children had learned to identify beginnings
and ends correctly, they could not with any consistency apply the rule.
Simple as the rule appears, its application requires an internal dialog, a
chain of verbal steps on the following order: “Does it have a beginning?
Does it have an end? Did I answer both questions ‘Yes?’ If I did, it is a
word. If I didn’t, it is not a word.” The children could not ask them-

selves these questions. If the teacher asked them, they could answer the

first two questions, but they could not use their own answersto thesefirst

two questions in order to answer the third question. Because of this inability to use the information gained from verbal operations in subsequent operations, they were effectively limited to “one-shot” intellectual
acts. There is a striking similarity in this phenomenon to that noted by
Bloom and Broder 7° in the problem-solving processes of select college
students who were encountering academic difficulties. Faced with problems that could be dealt with by a “one-shot” approach, these students
were able to perform adequately, but when faced with complex problems
that could not be solved except by a sequence of steps, such students
would brood a while and then say “I don’t know the answerto that one.”
Answers either had to be grasped at once, or they were inaccessible.
This ability to carry on a dialog through which information is accumulated and used—a dialog either with others or with oneself—would
seem to constitute the very core of verbal intelligence. All other aspects
of language—vocabulary, fluency of expression, standard usage, and the
like—are subordinate to it and of little account in academic performance
except as “fuel” for such dialog. Thus, culturally deprived children,
lacking the most rudimentary forms of constructive dialog, are cut down
at the very trunk of academic aptitude. Whatever they possess in the way
of expressive language, even though it is also inadequate, serves only to
cover a deficiency that is much more profound.
Studies by Loban andothers have been cited as evidence that culturally
deprived children do possess all the necessary elements of English
grammarandsyntax, even though they makescanty use of some of them.3°
Whatis crucial, however, is not the extent to which their language is
technically capable of conveying thoughts and information but the extent
to which the children themselves are able to use language in this way.
A clever philosopher might be able to rewrite Aristotle using only the
vocabulary and grammar of a culturally deprived child. But this same
child might not be able to express any ideas whatever in an ordered,
cumulative sequence.
As the preceding observations suggest, many disadvantaged children

of preschool age come very close to the total lack of ability to use lan-

guage as a device for acquiring and processing information. Language for them is unwieldy and not very useful. For some of them,
speakingis clearly no fun, and they manageasfar as possible to get along
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without it. Others enjoy social speech and use it a good deal in play and
social intercourse, but seldom for purposes of learning or reasoning;
their language, as they use it, is not adequate for these purposes.
Social and Emotional Deprivation
Many preschool programs for disadvantaged children are based on the
assumption that the central problems of disadvantaged children are not
intellectual or cognitive at all, but are problems of social and emotional

adjustment. The writers do not know of any evidence to support the
assumption. All of the emotional and behavioral disorders that are found
in other children can be found in disadvantaged children, of course,

and some of them are found in greater numbers. But there are no emotional or behavioral disorders that have been shown to be uniquely associated with poverty, lower-class status, or minority-group status in preschool children. A teacher of disadvantaged children, therefore, may
expect to have the same kinds of personality problems to deal with as she
would with any other preschool children, and should be able to deal

with them in the same ways.
Since the view that disadvantaged children are “emotionally deprived’
or “socially deprived” is very widespread, however, it may be worthwhile
to point out some of the misunderstandings on which this view is based.

I. Cases of very severe personality disturbance are probably more
common among poor children. Because these cases are so dramatic, they
tend to color one’s whole perception of disadvantaged preschool groups.
It would be a mistake to build a whole program around children ofthis
kind, however, to the neglect of the vast majority of disadvantaged children whose major problems are not in the area of emotion.
2. Older disadvantaged children often do show personality problems
directly associated with their lower-class or minority-groupstatus (feelings
of inferiority or resentment). Older children frequently show the damaging effects of school failure on personality development. The symptoms
have seldom begun to develop among preschool children, however,?!
andit is difficult to see what preventive measures could be taken within
the domain of the school other than providing a solid skill foundation
and fostering self-confidence.
3. It is fairly easy to produce emotional disturbances in young chil-

dren. Many of the symptoms of maladjustment that are sometimes
conspicuous in preschool classes for disadvantaged children (such as

tantrums, uncontrollability, withdrawal, and clinging) arise directly

from inept or misguided management practices. Strodtbeck has reported
the results of an experimental preschool class in which the major em-
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phasis was on “mothering’—holding the children and nurturing any

interest they manifested in training materials. Strodbeck notes,

The absence of the principal teacher from the classroom in order to perform this mothering, coupled with the permissive atmosphere, seemed to
release sibling rivalry and regressive behavior. It wasn’t until the eleventh
week that tantrums were brought under control. The quasi-therapeutic
milieu proved to be helpful neither as therapy nor as education.32

Similar children in other classes that were run in a more controlled
fashion showed no such emotional disturbances.
4. Perhaps the most widespread misunderstanding comes from failure
to distinguish between behavior that reveals inappropriate social learning
and behavior that indicates more deep-seated personality disturbances.
Physical aggression, for instance, may be a danger sign in middle-class

children, but, for many lower-class children, it may be merely a routine

way of settling disputes. Preschool disadvantaged children are likely to
show distressing tendencies to hit, bite, kick, scream, run wildly about,
cling, climb into laps, steal, lie, hide, ignore directions, and defy author-

ity. ‘These are quite inappropriate behaviors for the classroom, and they
will have to be replaced by more appropriate ones. This is not always
an easy task for the teacher, but she should see the task for what it is:
teaching naive children how to act in a new situation, not of administering psychotherapy to malformed personalities.
When viewed in this way, the inappropriate social behavior of disadvantaged children may be regarded as but another facet of cultural
deprivation, as another way in which disadvantaged children lack the
kinds of learning necessary for success in school. It is an important aspect,
for until disadvantaged children have learned the appropriate ways to
behave in school, it may be impossible for them to progress in academic

areas. But, in practical terms, it is a minor problem compared to the

lack of prerequisite language learning, because it may be remedied so
much more quickly and simply. A large number of eight-week summer
preschool classes for disadvantaged children have made great progress
in teaching appropriate social behaviors in school, while making virtually
no inroads against the children’s lacks in verbal learning.
Summary

This chapter has explored a numberof different aspects of deprivation
in young lower-class children. Cultural deprivation was defined as a lack

of those particular kinds of learning that are important for success in

school. In this respect, it is legitimate to speak of lower-class children as

being “deprived” of culture, even though they may have a culture which

is complete and adequate from other points of view.
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Cultural deprivation was distinguished from sensory deprivation, which
pertains only to the quantity of sensory stimulation an organism receives
during the crucial early stages of neural maturation. It was shown that
there is no reason to believe that sensory deprivation is a factor in the
deficiencies of lower-class children and that it is largely irrelevant to
cultural deprivation, which has to do with what the child has learned

rather than with the amountof stimulation he has received.
The relative importance of concrete, exploratory learning and verbal
learning was investigated. Evidence was cited which suggests that lack
of concrete learning hasrelatively little to do with the intellectual and
academic deficiencies of disadvantaged children and that it is the lack
of verbal learning, in particular the lack of those kinds of learning that
can only be transmitted from adults to children through language, that
is mainly responsible for these deficiencies. Thus, there is justification for
treating cultural deprivation as synonymous with language deprivation.

The language deficiencies of disadvantaged children were seen to
consist not of deficiencies in vocabulary and grammar as such but of
failure to master certain uses of language. Language for the disadvantaged
child seems to be an aspect of social behavior which is not of vital importance. The disadvantaged child masters a language that is adequate
for maintaining social relationships and for meeting his social and
material needs, but he does not learn how to use language for obtaining
and transmitting information, for monitoring his own behavior, and for
carrying on verbal reasoning. In short, he fails to master the cognitive
uses of language, which are the uses that are of primary importance in
school.
Two special weaknesses of the language development of lower-class
children were noted. One is the tendency to treat sentences as “giant
words” that cannot be taken apart and recombined. This leads to an
inflexible kind of language that does not make use of the full potentialities of the grammar and syntax, and it makes the learning of new

vocabulary and structures more difficult. ‘The second weakness, which
may well be an outgrowth of thefirst, is a failure to master the use of
structural words and inflections which are necessary for the expression
and manipulation of logical relationships. The problem for culturally
deprived children is not so much learning to speak in sentences as learning to speak in sentences that are composed of discrete words.
Many educators assume that the disadvantaged child’s basic problems
are social and emotional rather than intellectual or cognitive. It was
pointed out, however, that there is no evidence that underprivileged

status has any unique effects on personality development in young children. Its effects, if any, are probably only to increase the incidence of the

same kinds of personality disturbances found in children of all social
groups. The widespread use of the termssocial deprivation and emotional
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deprivation seems to be based on misunderstandings arisings from (1)
generalizing from a few extreme cases, (2) projecting the problems of
older disadvantaged children on to younger ones who do not, in fact,
show them, (3) blaming the home environment for behavior disturbances
that are actually the result of inept or misguided management in the
preschoolitself, and (4) interpreting normal lower-class behavior as symptomatic of severe maladjustment. ‘The inappropriate social behavior that
many disadvantaged children reveal in school is best interpreted as but
another aspect of cultural deprivation, as a lack of particular kinds of
learning that are important for success in school.
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academic objectives
for the preschool
and an approach
to achieving them

At the preschool level, there are usually no definite goals that children

are expected to reach, no norms of accomplishment on the basis of which
a child may besaid to have fallen short or exceeded the mark. Whereas
a third-grade teacher might be able to say, for instance, that her class
had completed the year’s work in arithmetic by April 15 (or, alternatively,
that they had failed to complete it by the end of the term), there are no
such statements which a nursery-school teacher can make, and, indeed,

to many nursery-school teachers such statements would be unthinkable.
Yet, it is just such definite goals that are needed if a preschool is to
accomplish the task of bringing the disadvantaged children up to a level
necessary for later school success. This section will be devoted to setting
forth certain minimum standards of academic attainment according to
which the success of a preschool program may be judged. In an effective

program, most children should be able to exceed these goals. An oc-

casional child will be unable to reach them in a year’s time no matter

how he is taught; but it should be recognized that every child whofalls

short of any one of these goals represents a failure of the program. What
the goals represent, then, is the writers’ best judgment as to what a child

whois about to enter first grade should be able to do if he is to have an
adequate chance of succeeding in later schooling. No divine wisdom is

claimed for these standards; they are offered here because it seems es-

sential for teachers, if they are to be maximally productive, to have
tangible goals.

Minimum Goals

1. Ability to use both afhrmative and not statements in reply
to the question “Whatis this?” “This is a ball. This is not a book.”
2. Ability to use both afhrmative and not statements in response
to the command “Tell me about this ________ [ball, pencil, etc.].”
“This pencil is red. This pencil is not blue.”

3. Ability to handle polar opposites (“If it is not
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must be
") for at least four concept pairs, e.g., big-little,
up-down, long-short, fat-skinny.
4. Ability to use the following prepositions correctly in statements describing arrangements of objects:

on, in, under, over,

between. “Where is the pencil?” “The pencil is under the book.”
5. Ability to name positive and negative instances for at least
four classes, such as tools, weapons, pieces of furniture, wild animals, farm animals, and vehicles. ‘“Tell me something that is a

weapon.” “A gun is a weapon.” “Tell me something that is not a
weapon.” “A cow is not a weapon.” The child should also be able
to apply these class concepts correctly to nouns with which heis
familiar, e.g., “Is a crayon a piece of furniture?’ “No, a crayon is
not a piece of furniture. A crayon is something to write with.”
6. Ability to perform simple if-then deductions. The child is
presented a diagram containing big squares and little squares. All
the big squares are red, but the little squares are of various other
colors. “If the square is big, what do you know about it?” “It’s
red.”
7. Ability to use not in deductions. “If the square is little, what
else do you know about it?” “It is not red.”
8. Ability to use or in simple deductions. “If the squareis little,

then it is not red. What else do you know aboutit?” “It’s blue or
yellow.”
9. Ability to namethe basic colors, plus white, black, and brown.

10. Ability to count aloud to 20 without help and to 100 with
help at decade points (30, 40, etc.).
11. Ability to count objects correctly up to ten.
12. Ability to recognize and name the vowels and at least 15
consonants.
13. Ability to distinguish printed words from pictures.
14. Ability to rhyme in some fashion to produce a word that
rhymes with a given word, to tell whether two words do or do not
rhyme, or to complete unfamiliar rhymingjingles like “I had a dog,
and his name was Abel; I found him hiding under the

”

15. A sight-reading vocabulary of at least four words in addition
to proper names, with evidence that the printed word has the same
meaning for them as the corresponding spoken word. “What word
is this?” “Cat.’”’ “Is this a thing that goes “Woof-woof’?” “No, it
goes ‘Meow.’ ”
These objectives specify kinds of learning that are likely to be missed
by any educational program that is not deliberately planned to produce
them. They are kinds of learning that do not arise easily and naturally
from casual conversations and experience.
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The first nine goals pertain to words and constructions that occur

in ordinary speech, and so they could be learned in the course of informal conversation,as indeed they are learnedbythe culturally privileged
child in his home. But, in casual conversation, it is easy for the child to

escape learning them. Sentences that contain “not” are usually spoken
with inflections or accompanying nonverbal cues that convey the idea
of negation. Prepositions and conjunctions usually occur in situations
where the context makes precise understanding of them unnecessary. If
the teacher asks the child whether he would like her to read this book or
that book, the child does not need to be able to distinguish and from or
to realize that the teacher is not proposing to read both books at once.
Thus, though these elements may occur frequently in ordinary conversational speech, they occur only occasionally in a way that induces
learning. The child has to extract linguistic gold out of very low-grade
ore unless the language is refined for him. A preschool program could
therefore put a great deal of stress on oral language and produce a good
deal of learning in some aspects of language, yet fail to achieve objectives
one through nine.
Objectives 10-15, which have to do with numerical and readingskills,
are more obviously ones that cannot be achieved without some special
effort. Children maylearn one, two, and three as discrete concepts through

ordinary conversation—‘‘Would you like one cookie or two?” etc. But
the counting operation itself, which is absolutely essential to arithmetic,
cannot be learned except through counting, which is not a normal part

of casual conversation. Similarly, for the reading or prereadingskills that
comprise objectives 12-15, some special experience is required. Certainly
direct teaching is needed to learn the alphabet. The other objectives
might be achieved merely through reading books to the child, but an
enormous amount of reading would be required, andit is still doubtful
whether the effort would succeed for the child whois generally retarded
in language development.

Possible Strategies for Attaining the Objectives
There seem to be only twostrategies available by which the academic
goals that have been set forth can be achieved within a limited span of
time. Onestrategy is to compress an enormous amountof miscellaneous
verbal experience into the limited time available in the hope that this
will make it possible for the disadvantaged child to grasp those more

elusive elements of language that are too widely scattered in his ordinary

language experience for him to learn them. Theotherstrategy is to plan
activities which focus as directly as possible on the objectives, bringing
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the concepts to be learned to the forefront and ensuring that the child
receives an amount of exposure, practice, and correction sufficient to
teach what is intended.
The first approach has been called “verbal bombardment.” The second
approach is simply direct teaching or instruction. Either approach involves profound departures from what is usually found in preschool
education. The first requires a “supercharged” verbal environment, with

the teacher playing a forceful role, placing herself as the pivotal figure
in verbal interactions. The children cannot be relied upon to learn
through conversation with one another, because the concepts to be
learned can only be learned from a person who already knows them.
Activities that disrupt the learning process have to be severely curtailed.
The second approach entails even more drastic departures, for it means
running the preschool more in the fashion of a regular school, with
lessons of some kind, lesson plans, provisions for practice and feedback,

performance criteria for the children to meet—in short, the armamentarium of instruction that is employed at later times when onesets
about to teach a child to read or do arithmetic.
The “verbal bombardment” approach has the advantage that one does
not have to figure out specific ways to teach the various concepts and
operations. Correspondingly, it has the disadvantage of being more wasteful, and it entails the possibility of missing certain specific objectives in
spite of intensive efforts. The direct-instruction approach ensures that
every objective can at least be attended to, and it gives the teacher
better day-to-day control over pupil progress so that she will know what
objectives need additional attention.
The major questions that early childhood educators have raised about
the use of direct instruction with young children are whetherit is feasible
at all and whetherit is good for such young children to be subjected to
procedures that are ordinarily reserved for older children. ‘The image
of four-year-old children attending classes, following prescribed instructional routines, actually working, is strange and even frightening to many
educators. There are precedents for such an approach, however. In the
education of deaf children, it is commonplace to begin direct and fairly
formal instruction in reading, writing, lip-reading, and speech at the age
of four or five. Formal instruction of younger children seems to work
well in schools for the deaf, not because of the characteristics of the children but because of the small size of classes and the fact that the instructional content is appropriate for young children. Since these two conditions can also usually be met in preschools for disadvantaged children,

direct instruction should receive serious consideration as an approach
to the attainment of educational objectives. The next section summarizes

the results of an experiment by the writers, using the direct-instruction

approach.
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Results of an Academically Oriented Preschool Program
The fifteen children who composedthefirst class to be taught according
to the curriculum presented in this book were selected with the assistance
of teachers in a predominantly Negro school district in a community
where the Negro population has, by northern standards, an exceptionally low per-capita income. These children were chosen on the basis
of having older brothers or sisters who were encountering school problems and on the basis of coming from homes which, in the judgment of
teachers visiting them, were especially unfavorable educationally. At the
time the school began, the children had a medianage of 4 years, 6 months.
On two language tests administered at this time (the Auditory-Vocal
Automatic and the Auditory-Vocal Association subtests of the Ulinois

Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities), the children scored at about the three-

year level.

From the first day, the children were given an intensive, fast-paced,

highly structured program of instruction in basic language skills, reading,
and arithmetic. Each of these three subjects was taught as a separate
class, each with its own teacher, the children circulating in groups of
five from class to class. Classes were 15 minutes in length, expanding to

20 minutes as the children became better adjusted to the routine. The

only other major educational activity was singing, where specially written

songs were employed to give additional practice in skills being taught
in the classes.
By the end of six weeks, most of the children had developed into well-

motivated learners. They had made rapid progress in the mastery of
basic language and numerical operations, and were quite conscious and

proud of this, though relatively little effect showed up in their out-ofclass behavior. These tendencies were reflected in their performance on

the full Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA), which was
administered at this time. On the twotests that had been administered
previously, which were tests of verbal reasoning and mastery of grammatical inflections, they showed gains of about eight months. But on
the Vocal Encoding subtest, a measure of ability to use descriptive
language in relatively free situation, they were extremely low—about a

year retarded.

Slowly, their school learning began to influence out-of-class behavior.

Ten weekslater, selected subtests of the ITPA were readministered. On

the reasoning and grammartests, the children showed additional gains
of three to four months, but on the Vocal Encodingtest, they had gained

approximately a year. They had begun to use well-articulated sentences
and to talk about things, rather than merely using language to express
wants and feelings. By that time, too, the children had progressed from

not knowing how to countpast five to being able to solve simple equa-
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tions involving addition and subtraction, and from not being able to
tell whether two printed characters were alike or different to being able
to sound out a few three-letter words.1
At the end of seven months of schooling, the children had come up

to approximately normal on the verbal subtests of the ITPA, with the

exception of the subtest measuring vocabulary, and were about six

months above average in Vocal Encoding—the measure of free, descriptive
use of language.

At the end of nine months, the duration of a normal school term, the

children were for the first time administered a standardized achievement
test, the Wide-Range Achievement Test,2 chosen because it had norms

extending down belowthefirst-grade level. In reading, 11 of the children

scored at or above the beginning first-grade level. In arithmetic, 11 scored

at or above the beginning second-grade level, and only one scored below
the first-grade level. In spelling, which had never been taught, four of
the children scored at the beginning first-grade level, although the
average level was about .5, corresponding to the middle of the kindergarten level. Thus, though the children had not yet entered kindergarten,
they were, according to the two most basic tests (reading and arithmetic),

ready at that time to enter first grade.

As is usually the case with novel curricula, standardized tests oriented

toward traditional achievements do notget at all of the significant areas
of accomplishment. The arithmetic test, for instance, does not reveal the
extent to which the children were capable of handling equations with
unknowns in the middle (7a = 42, 7 + b = 8) or to formulate mathe-

matical expressions for solving word problems. The reading test was

based on the traditional sight-word vocabulary, whereas many of the

children were able to read and interpret whole stories using phonically

regular vocabularies. No language tests were available which tested the
children’s ability to solve complex deduction problems.
One of the most sensitive indicators of the effects of the program was
the response of visitors, of whom there were a number throughout the

course of the year. Early in the program, visitors saw the children as

typical of culturally deprived preschool children, and were impressed
at their ability to use sentences and attheir progress in such rudimentary

skills as counting and recognizing letters of the alphabet. Later, when
the children were struggling with reading and arithmetic, visitors seemed
to be less and less impressed, not because of what the children were doing
but because the visitors seemed now to perceive the children as average
children who were having a tough time. Finally, as the children became
proficient in basic skills and went on to master tasks well beyond their

years, visitors began reacting to them as if they were culturally privileged,
academically talented children and began raising questions as to where

this would all lead, how we would help the children develop their
creative abilities, and so on.
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The impression that the children had become transformed into culturally privileged children was deceptive, of course. They had made
remarkable progress in certain areas that were the focus of the program
and that the project staff believed to be of central importance for the
academic future of the children, but, in many other areas, they were

still well below children of more fortunate backgrounds. Vocabulary was
one of these, and the most detectable. More generally, their mastery of
language and verbal reasoning lacked the solidity and wholeness that
characterizes the child reared in a linguistically rich environment. This
was expected, for there was no magic whatsoever in the gains made by
the children. What they learned was what they were taught, and it was
impossible in the two available hours a day to teach all the skills that
separated these children from more privileged children. Thus, the program did essentially what we urged in Chapter 1 that a preschool program for disadvantaged children should do, and no more: it achieved
an above normal rate of learning in certain specific areas which had
been chosen as most critical for academic success.
The IQ scores of the children are a crude indicator of the over-all, as
opposed to the specific, effects of the program—or, more precisely, of
what the specific effects amount to when averaged in with all the other
factors measured by intelligence tests. The children were first tested on
the Stanford-Binet two months after school began. The reason for this
delay was to eliminate from the data the irrelevantsix-to-eight-point gain
that is expected merely from the children’s becoming adjusted to schooling. At that time, the average IQ was about 93. When the children were
retested after seven monthsof school, their mean IQ hadrisen to slightly
above 100. As we have noted previously, this sort of gain is a rarity in
preschool experiments, the usual gain being halfway to 100. On the
other hand, an average IQ of 100 is remarkably low for children who
were performing at the academic level of these children. We take this as
a further indication of the focused characterof the learning. Academically,
the children may have been performing at a level commensurate with an
IQ 10 or 20 points higher, but to have taught the children in a two-hour
period per day enough over a broad area to bring the average IQ upto
110 or 120 would have been an impossibility. It was gratifying, therefore,
that what they did learn wassufficient to bring them upto the average
IQ level when weighed in with the deficiencies they still carried with
them.
Comparison with Other Approaches
The most useful short-range comparison between different preschool

programs would be based on their success in achieving the fifteen objec-
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tives listed at the beginning of this chapter. No such comparisons are
available, however. In fact, the only empirical basis for comparison of
preschool programs that is currently usable is their success in raising
the IQ. This is an inadequate basis of comparison, not because the IQ
is too narrow but because it is too broad in what it covers. Gains in IQ
could come about from increases in vocabulary, from improvements in
visual and spatial perception, from increased general knowledge, as well
as from improved motivation or attitudes. Still, IQ scores that are based
on individualtests like the Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children provide information of some significance because they
are broad enough in their coverage to make it impossible for anytrivially
narrow learning to raise the total IQ very much, and thetasks are sufficiently complex that basic intellectual skills pervade all of them.
As was noted previously, most preschool programs have failed to
produce gains in IQ scores beyond what is to be expected from improved responsiveness to test-taking situations. The writers are aware of
only three exceptions, and all three of these cases represent radical
departures from traditional nursery school methods in the direction of
providing more intensive and more direct educational experience. One
of the exceptions is the Bereiter and Engelmann preschool described in
the preceding section.
A second exception is an experimental class under the direction of
Weikart. The term “verbal bombardment,’ used previously, is taken

from Weikart’s description of this class.4 It represents the alternative to
direct instruction as a means of speeding up learning—the concentration
of large amounts of verbal experience into each class period and the
subordination of all other activities to verbalization. The teachers talked

with or to the children continuously, whether the children talked back
or not. Because of the unstructured nature of the approach, it is not

possible to specify what the children learned, but, in the first trial of this

approach, the average IQ rose from below 90 to over 100. The lowness
of the initial scores is somewhat suspect, and perhaps half of the gain
might be attributed to improved test-taking responsiveness, but the level
eventually achieved is nonetheless remarkable. /t is worthy of note that
this successful experiment followed two years of experimentation with a
more traditional, activity-oriented preschool program which produced
disappointing results quite typical of those achieved in other such expertments.

‘The most extreme gains reported in any research are those of Smilansky

in Israel. In Israel, the culturally deprived population consists of children of peasant immigrants from surrounding Arab nations. Their problems, however, seem to be comparable in kind and degree to those found
in culturally deprived groups in America—severe language handicaps,

IQs of around 85, and a general lack of the kinds of knowledge and
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skills expected in the European-type schools of Israel. Although the

specific methods and curriculum of the experimental schools have not
been reported, the approach seems to be closer to the one used by
Bereiter and Engelmann than to any other approach used in this country.
The program was based on an analysis of the skills needed for success
in school. These were then taught through what Smilanskycalls “direct
promotion.’ As nearly as the writers can make out, “direct promotion”
means teaching in the most direct and forceful manner possible toward
the achievement of specific goals, as distinguished from indirect, experience- or activity-oriented approaches. Thus, it appears to coincide rather
closely with the term “direct instruction,” as we have employed it. The
program was clearly academically oriented, and appears to have contained
a good deal of straight academic content—reading, arithmetic, and lan-

guage training. Gains in IQ of over 20 points were achieved in a year’s
time, bringing the IQs of the children up to about 105.
The program in Israel was actually a kindergarten rather than a prekindergarten program, kindergarten not being a standard feature of the
educational system. It is interesting to note that this experiment again
followed upon a history of failure with traditional procedures. Special
kindergartens had previously been introduced for culturally deprived
children, and they were patterned after child-centered American models.
As in America, these programs had achieved modest gains in IQ, but
had left the children still seriously handicapped when they entered
school. It appears that Israel is about 15 years ahead of this country in
providing preschool education for disadvantaged children, and soit is
disheartening to find American education setting out to repeat Israel’s
failures while ignoring the successes that followed the introduction of
more intensive educational methods.
The available research is certainly not adequate for making a strong
case for any particular kind of approach. Theresearch results, however,
do support the points made in the first chapter: that some new kind
of preschool education is necessary to remedy the educational handicaps
of disadvantaged children; that it must be an intensified and highly
purposeful kind of education focused upon academic needs rather than
upon global developmental objectives; and that the traditional nursery
school model is not an adequate one for this purpose.
As between a “‘verbal bombardment” approach and a morearticulated
curricular approach, the choice seems to depend on how specifically
objectives can be identified and on the availability of workable cur-

riculum plans and methods. Lacking these, a general “bombardment”

approach is the best alternative. But the main stream of progress in

education at all levels today seems to be in the direction of more careful analysis and constructive planning of curricula rather than toward

mere intensification of effort. ‘This is the spirit in which the writers have
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undertaken to search for ways in which the fundamental intellectual
skills that young children need for academic success could be taught.
Meeting the Broader Needs of the Developing Child
The most serious doubt that can be raised about a direct teaching
approachis that although it may succeed in achieving the specific academic
objectives toward which it is aimed, it may do violence to other needs
of the child. We have already stressed the importance of realizing that
school is not the only source of learning and that the child’s other needs
may be adequately met outside of school; but the issue is too important
to be brushedaside quite so lightly.
To avoid a long excursion into the byways of child development, we
shall attempt to deal directly with those questions that have most often
been raised concerning the use of intensive direct instruction of preschool children in academic subjects.
Does intensive instruction produce excessive stress or
anxiety in the children?

The view that anxiety andstress are evils to be avoided is grossly out
of accord with current psychological thinking and evidence.® ‘Their
causes and degree are of great importance. When wesay that a problem
or learning task is “challenging,” we imply that it induces a certain
amount of stress in a person, thereby motivating him to strive to solve
the problem or execute the task. The child who experiences no such
stress is in trouble educationally, as is the child who experiences too

much stress. Furthermore, the child whose stress is based on fear of
failure, concern over pleasing the teacher, or sheer competitiveness is

more likely to get into difficulties than the child whose stress is related
to curiosity or a desire to achieve competence.
The disadvantaged children in the Bereiter-Engelmann experiment
were characterized initially by an unhealthy lack of stress concerningall
things intellectual or academic. There were for them no challenging
problems, no intellectual skills they felt eager to attain. In this, they
were quite different from culturally privileged children of the same age
who are often extremely eager to test and improve their intellectual
competence and who are disturbed by contradictions and gaps in their
knowledge. Thus, a major task of the preschool was to promote productive kinds of stress and anxiety while keeping them within bounds where
the children could handle them.

Initially, the stress had to be applied externally. The children were

continually exhortedto try hard, to payattention, and to think. Tangible

rewards were given for such efforts. In time, however, as the children
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discovered what it meant to learn something or figure something out,
success in these efforts became its own end, so that the focus of anxiety

and stress shifted to the tasks themselves. By the end of seven months,

the simplest way to motivate most of the children wasto tell them that
a problem was difficult and that they probably would not be able to
solve it. Stress, therefore, had not been minimized, but it had been
shifted to productive channels, and the children had developed the com-

petency to deal with it.

Evidences of excessive stress did occasionally show up in some children

—manifested by thumb sucking, tearfulness, or withdrawal tendencies.

These were invariably signals that something had gone wrong in the

teaching, that the child had failed to master something he needed in
order to handle the tasks confronting him. The signs of excessive stress
usually disappeared as soon as the educational lack was made up (through
extra instruction, a return to an earlier stage in the curriculum, or a
shift to some other kind of task). ‘Thus, it was not teaching itself that

produced excessive stress, but only ineffective teaching, which presented
the child with tasks beyond his capabilities.
The only sure way to avoid the harmful effects of faulty teaching, of
course, 1s to avoid teaching altogether, but this argument holds for teach-

ing at any level, and if taken seriously, would require complete abandonment of the teaching enterprise. Asit is, the disadvantaged child will have
to encounter teaching at some time, and if he is without the necessary
competencies, he is sure to experience crippling stress and anxiety at that
time.

Related to this concern over anxiety and stress is a sort of moral
principle that seems to be held by many preschool educators to the effect
that the young child should not be burdened with the concerns for

achievement and competence that are borne by older children and

adults: do not deprive the child of his youth, in other words. Weshall

not argue the general merits of this principle, but only point out that

this is not a principle that is embodied in middle-class child-rearing

practices. For good or ill, middle-class children are typically imbued

early with a sense that they must achieve intellectual competence, that
they must keep up with other children in learning and hopefully excel
them. This not only gives them a head start in learning over lower-class

children, but also motivates them to work harder and take learning more

seriously when they enter school. Thus, the well-meaning teacher who
is concerned about protecting the right of the disadvantaged child to
“be a child” must realize that she may be putting the disadvantaged child
in a poor competitive position with respect to middle-class children
who have been reared by parents who do not share these laissez-faire
attitudes.
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Does an academically oriented preschool violate the child’s
need for a close affectional relation with a teacher?

In the preschool conducted by Bereiter and Engelmann, classes were
generally run in a business-like, task-oriented manner. Each period the
children shifted to a different teacher for a different subject. The school
thus resembled more nearly a high school than an elementary school,
and was certainly in striking contrast to the “mother and her brood”
atmosphere of many nursery schools. This business-like atmosphere has
struck some one-time observers as coldly impersonal and quite out of
tune with the affectional needs of young children. People who have observed the school more frequently, however, have reported just the opposite impression—that if there is a danger, it is that emotional ties
between children and teachers in such a school may becometoo intense.
Social psychologists have long noted that highly motivated long-term
involvement in a common task tends to produce very strong bonds between the people involved—as witness combat teams in wartime compared to the more idle military groups in peacetime. The reason that
emotional ties in task-oriented groups are less obvious to the casual observer is that they are mostly implicit and are not talked about, demonstrated, or dealt with explicitly.
The three-teacher arrangement seems to have important advantages
for the children. They come to know each teacher well; if a certain
teacher does not relate well to the children, they can tolerate her and

learn from her, but invest their emotional capital elsewhere. ‘Thus,
potentially neurotic relationships can be avoided, and much less depends
on the personal adequacy of each individual teacher. An important
benefit for the child’s later adjustment to school is that he learns how
to learn from a variety of people. The children in the writers’ experimental preschool eventually got so that they could learn from practically
anyone whocould teach.
It is ironic that many educators should feel that disadvantaged children have special need of a close “mothering” type of affectional relationship in the preschool, when the homelife of many disadvantaged children
is such that motherly affection is the only kind of adult affection they
regularly receive. A preschool might better essay to provide other kinds
of affectional relationships which disadvantaged children lack. ‘These
would be characterized by mutual respect, shared intellectual interests,
invested hopes, and fatherly pride. These are aspects of parent-child rela-

tionships which are important in middle-class homes but which lower-

class homes often cannot provide. A task-oriented preschool is ideally

structured to provide adult-child relationships that have these characteristics.
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May not a premature introduction to school-type
learning cause the children to dislike school?

A child’s first encounters with school-type learning are likely to have
far-reaching effects on his attitudes toward school. This is true, however,
whether the first encounters come in the preschool, in the first grade, or

even later. What is important is that the first encounters be successful,
rewarding, and reasonably free of pain. A well-planned and well-staffed
preschool ought to have a better chance of assuring favorable first encounters with academic learning than the typical elementary school
class. There are fewer children per teacher, shorter periods of instruction,
and greater opportunities for flexibility in programming. For the promotion of positive attitudes toward schooling, therefore, it would seem
important not to wait until the child enters first grade to introduce him
to school-type learning.
An unstructured, play-type nursery school may lead the child to like
nursery school, but since it does not include school-type learning activities, it cannot foster any attitudes, positive or negative, toward them. It

may, in fact, give the child an unrealistic conception of school that will
make him more likely to respond negatively to his first encounters with
academic learning in elementary school.
How does what the child learns in school transfer to his out-of-school life?

Since the major objective of an academically oriented preschool is to

develop skills needed in school, it is not really essential for the child to

apply them outside of school. It would be desirable for several reasons

if he did, but the program is not a failure if he does not. Some educators,
however, are not so much concerned that learning will not transfer as

that it will—that the child will become alienated from his parents and
peers by a display of “bookish” habits and cultivated diction.
The idea that lower-class people are actively antagonistic to intellectual
pursuits and “good” English seems to be greatly exaggerated. It ignores
the enormousrangeof variation that already exists and is tolerated within
lower-class groups. A lower-class Negro community, for instance, will often
include some who are illiterate and unskilled and who speak a very

primitive variety of regional Negro dialect. But it will also include others

who have high-school educations, who read books, who work at jobs

which (though they may be low-paying and of a service nature) bring
the person into contact with the world of affairs and ideas, and who
speak a variety of English which (though it may be recognizably Negro

in certain of its characteristics) is no more remote from the “King’s
English” than that of the vast majority of middle-class people. The range
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of acceptability, in other words, is wide enough so that there is little

danger that a preschool program will take a child outside that range.
Whatis more likely is that the child will develop skills and a way of
talking that will place him at the higher-status end of that range.
The kinds of learning most likely to alienate a child from his peers
and to generate resentment at home are those which produce conflicts
in values and social behavior, those which carry the implication that the

parents’ ways are inferior and that the child is “too good” for them. At
the preschool level, hostile reactions are most likely to be touched off by
genteel mannerisms and half-baked moral precepts that the child brings
home with him. The lower-class parents whom the writers have worked
with, like most parents, are pleased when their children come home
showing evidence of precocious skills or knowledge. This is what school
is expected to produce, and so it is merely taken as evidence that their
children are succeeding.
Does highly structured teaching prevent the child from generalizing
his learning beyond the tasks he has been taught?

Three of the largest gains made by children in the Bereiter-Engelmann
preschool were on tests that require generalization far beyond the tasks
that were taught: Vocal Encoding, a test of ability to describe objects

under rather free conditions; Visual-Motor Association, a nonverbal

reasoning test; and Visual Decoding, a test of ability to recognize in pictures objects of the same class. More generally, the children showed a
marked tendency to incorporate school learning into their unguided
activities, even though little time was allowed in the school program for
unguided activity. Whenever a teacher paused for a few minutes in the
course of a lesson, the children almost invariably launched into active
discussion that was related in some wayto the lesson. If the pause came
during an arithmetic lesson, they might begin talking about how many

boys, girls, men, women, grown-ups, and children were in the room, how

many would bethereif so-and-so were not absent, and soon. If the pause
came after reading a story about a cat and a rat, they would burst into
discourse about their experiences with one, the other, or both. There
was thus every indication that the classroom work interacted with their
own experience, even when noeffort was made to establish such relations.
However, transfer of concepts and skills to other situations should not

be expected to happen automatically. Everyday language and mathematical language represent formal systems that are related to the real
world by transformational rules. These rules are not intuitively obvious.

A large part of formal education is devoted to the mastery and use of
them. The preschool, therefore, can do no more than make a small start

on this task.
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What about creativity and self-expression?

This question is stated vaguely, because it seems that the concepts

of creativity and self-expression have only a very vague status in the

context of early-childhood education. On onelevel, the terms are synonymous with freedom of the child to do as he wishes. If this is what is
meant, then clearly a highly structured teaching program suppresses
creativity, as indeed it should. The disadvantaged child has ten other
hours a day for this kind of “creativity,” and the preschool hours are
better devoted to remedying his educational lacks.
At another level, creativity refers to divergent thinking—the production of new structures or ideas as contrasted with the production of predetermined “right answers” of the kind usually called for in reading,
arithmetic, and logic. The available evidence suggests that divergent

thinking is best developed through tasks that specifically call for it.7
There is no evidence (or even convincing argument) for the belief that
divergent thinking is fostered by simply allowing children to talk, paint,

stack blocks, mould clay, etc. The curriculum set forth in this book does

not place strong emphasis on divergent thinking tasks (since they take

lower priority than the mastery of skills fundamental to convergent

thinking), but the reader will discover relevant tasks scattered throughout the program: inventing new verses for songs, generating explanations

for events in stories, thinking up new wordsthat rhyme with other words.

Needless to say, the alert teacher will also reinforce any novel insights
or ideas that arise spontaneously from the children.
What about the development of social skills and peer-group relations?

Although fostering social development is the major goal of many
nursery schools and is only a minor goal of an academically oriented pre-

school, there does not seem to be much difference between the two in

what is actually done. In the traditional nursery school, the children

learn to play together under the monitoring influence of a socially adept
teacher. In the academically oriented preschool, the children learn to

work (but also to play) together under the monitoring influence of a

teacher who counts social skills among her other qualifications as a

teacher. If there is a difference between the two kinds of schools in what
they can accomplish in fostering social development, the difference

should be in favor of the academically oriented school. Disadvantaged

children are usually not seriously lacking in ability to play together, but
they are totally unaccustomed to working together in a school-type set-

ting, and this is something that will be expected of them when they enter
the elementary grades. Not only did the children in the Bereiter-Engel-

mann preschool learn the social behaviors appropriate to school, but they
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showedstriking gains in ability to get along with each other at play and
while traveling to and from school. They learned to cooperate, to respect

each other’s property and feelings, and generally to enjoy one another’s
company. Nospecial credit is claimed for these gains, however. ‘They are
to be expected whenever children interact over a period of months under
intelligent supervision.
Summary

This chapter began by proposing 15 specific tasks that a disadvantaged
child should be able to perform by the end of a preschool program if that
program is to be considered successful in preparing him for the academic
demandsof the first grade. These tasks range from being able to distineuish words from pictures to being able to perform certain kinds of ?fthen deductions. All tasks involve kinds of learning that are not readily
acquired through casual language experience or typical nursery school
activities.
Two possible strategies were suggested for producing the necessary
learning in the limited time available: (1) “verbal bombardment,” which
consists of cramming an extraordinary amountof teacher-directed verbal
experience into each class period; and (2) direct instruction, consisting
of deliberately planned lessons involving demonstrations, drill, exercises,
problems, and the like.

An experiment in the application of direct instruction to a group of
15 severely deprived four-year-olds was reported. From being over a year
retarded in language abilities at the beginning, these children progressed

within nine months to the normallevel in language test scores and IQ,

and scored at the second-grade level in arithmetic and at the first-grade
level in reading. An examination of the results of other preschool experiments disclosed only two that had achieved results of this order, and both
of these experiments also involved radical departures from conventional
nursery-school procedures—one using the “verbal bombardment” approach
and the other using direct instruction.

A numberof possible objections to the use of direct instruction at the
preschool level were considered. ‘The discussion may be summarized by
the following major points:
1. A direct-instruction approach does not minimize stress on children,
but tries to direct it into productive channels and to develop in the children the ability to handle it.
9. A direct-instruction approach does not provide the children with
“mothering,” but does permit the development of close affectional ties

of a kind that are more productive of growth and that compensate more
directly for the deficiencies in parent-child relationships often found in
lower-class homes.
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3. Because a preschoolis generally in a better position than the typical
first-grade class to assure that a child’s first encounters with school-type
learning are successful and enjoyable, it is probably undesirable to defer
the introduction of school-type learning until the first grade.
4. ‘The emphasis of an academically oriented instructional program
is on knowledge andskills that the child will need to apply in school.
Therefore transfer to out-of-school behavior (in both its positive and
negative aspects) is not a major issue. Transfer of learning to other kinds
of school tasks cannot be taken for granted, but mustitself be taught.
5. If creativity is equated with freedom,

the disadvantaged child

usually has too much ofit already. Divergent thinking is best developed

throughtasks that directly call for it. Tasks of this kind are included in
the direct-instruction program, though they occupy a minorplace.
6. Social learning is promoted in much the same way in academically

oriented preschools as in traditional preschools, with the important dif-

ference that an academically oriented preschool teaches children not only

to play together but also to work together, as they will be expected to

do in the elementary school.
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management
of the preschool

Trhe problems of managing a preschool vary considerably depending
on the time, personnel, and physical facilities available. The present chapter deals primarily with problems of management under one of the more
common types of administrative arrangements—a preschool for approximately 15 four-year-old children with three teachers, operating two hours
a day, five days a week, for an academic year. At the end of the chapter,

suggestions are made for adapting the program to a longer school day,
a shorter school term, a smaller staff, and to children of different age
levels. Most of the management procedures, however, are unaffected by

these variations.
In a preschool that is concerned with enabling every child to extract
the maximum amountof learning from every minute of the school day,

efficient and intelligent management becomes of the utmost importance.

Timelost in getting the educational program underway at the beginning
of the school term, in carrying out the normal maintenance functions of

feeding andtoileting, and in coping with individual and group behavior

problemsis time irrevocably lost from the central business of teaching.

Even the best-planned instructional program can fail to achieve its ob-

jectives because of a shortage of time resulting from poor management. At
best, under the management procedures outlined in this chapter, there

are some 20 minutes a day in which the children are not actively engaged
in relevant learning activities. With inept management, however, it is
quite possible to have a school in which there are only 20 minutes a day
during which any given child is actively and attentively engaged in relevant learning activities.
Scheduling
What activities are included in the daily schedule?

In the standard program, one hour each day is devoted to intensive
direct instruction, divided between three subject-matter areas—language,
arithmetic, and reading. For these “major activities,’ the children are
66
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divided into three small groups called study groups. During the other
hourof the day, the study groups are mergedto participate in the “minor
activities,” which include snack time, music, and a semistructured ‘“ex-

pressive’ period.

How are the subjects scheduled?

Each study group consists of about five children (the number varying
according to the needs of the children), and each study group engages
in six periods of activity each day. A schedule of activities is presented
below:
Group I
5 Children
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period

1
2
3
4
5
6

(10
(20
(30
(20
(20
(20

minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)

Group 2
5 Children

Group 3
5 Children

Unstructured Activity
Language
Arithmetic
Reading
Toilet, Juice, and Music
Arithmetic
Reading
Language
Semistructured Activity
Reading
Language
Arithmetic

According to the schedule, Group 1 merges with the other groups
during Period 1, the get-ready period. During Period 2, Group 1 is in
language, Group 2 is in arithmetic study, and Group 3 is reading. For
Period 3 (toilet, juice, and music), Group |] again merges with the other
groups, after which the large group again splits into the three study
groups. This time, Group | studies arithmetic, Group 2 studies reading,
and Group 3 studies language. Through the merging and dispersal of
the smaller groups in this way, each child receives small-group training
in the three major subjects and enjoys the three large-group periods.
Teachers are assigned subjects, not groups. Each of the three teachers
—A, B, and C—teaches a particular subject. She does not teach all major
subjects to one group. A teaches language to all groups, B teaches arithmetic, and C teaches reading. Referring to the schedule above, teacher 4
meets with the study groups in the order of 1, 3, 2; teacher B meets in
the order of 2, 1, 3; and teacher C meets in the orderof 3, 2, 1. Children

sometimes spend themselves during a particular study period, and are
relatively lethargic during the next. If such a trendis allowed to continue
for a long period of time, the progress in the second study subject will
suffer. For this reason, the schedule is routinely shuffled every six weeks
or so, thereby changing the order of classes for each group and equalizing
the “lethargy” effect for each subject.
At what time should the school day begin and end?

Assuming that volunteer car-pool drivers will transport the children
to and from school, the two-hour preschool day should be scheduled so
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that it does not conflict with the schedule of the drivers. ‘These drivers are
often parents of school-age children, which means that they must send
their children to school in the morning, prepare lunch, and be home
whenthe children return from school. The preschool should be scheduled
so that its two-hour day fits comfortably within the schedule of the car-

pool drivers, which schedule varies from community to community.

The preschool can convene either in the morning or the afternoon,
but the morning is preferable. In the morning, the children are generally
more alert. In the afternoon, they may need a nap, and the two-hour
program provides no time for naps. Another advantage of the morning
preschool is that it does not follow activities which the children may
find more enjoyable. The morning preschool can be more easily appreciated by the children as a job, because in the morning theystart their
day in the same wayastheir older siblings who goto school. They have the
same morning ritual. The purpose of the school is more obvious, therefore, than if the school were scheduled in the afternoon when theritual
associated is not shared so fully by school-age siblings.
How much time should be devoted to intensive study?

The schedule calls for three 20-minute study periods; however, during
the first month of the program, when the children are becoming acquainted with the learning situation and the rewards that issue from
it, the length of class periods should probably not exceed 15 minutes.
The length should then be increased to 20 minutes. If at any time during
the school term children find it difficult to maintain the pace of the
20-minute schedule, periods may be temporarily shortened to 15 minutes.
The practice of retaining the 20-minute periods and slowing the pace
within the periods should not be adopted. Both teachers and children
may develop bad work habits. Everyone should enter the study periods
with the attitude that they are going all out, whether the period lasts
15 minutes or 20 minutes.
Staffing
Who should teach?

The plan calls for three teachers for every 15 children. In addition to

the teachers, the preschool may have an aide to tutor children who are

having trouble in a particular area or who have been absent for a long
period of time and are behind their group. The teachers andthe aides
should be talented. The ideal preschool teacher, unfortunately, is not an

abundant commodity. Teachers who are less than ideal must often be

considered. ‘The candidates usually divide into three groups: the nursery-
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school teacher, the elementary-school teacher, and people who have not
received formal training in education.

In general (with many exceptions), nursery-school teachers are not de-

sirable for work in the intensive preschool. They must usually unlearn
a great deal before they can becomeeffective, and the unlearning process
may take some time. Their training has provided them with a deeply ingrained bias against “forcing” the child in any way; the intensive preschool is premised on “forcing” the child. Their conception of child development and the emergence of skills is usually diametrically opposed
to the viewpoint on which the intensive preschool rests. Equally dangerous, nursery-school teachers often have a strong devotion to nonverbal

activities—games andcrafts. In other words, they are inclined to reinforce

those very tendencies that deter the culturally deprived child from mastering language. Thus, they tend to perpetuate the core deficit of cultural
deprivation.
The elementary-school teacher more or less “speaks the language” of
the intensive preschool. She is more inclined than the nursery-school
teacher to work toward specific learning goals, to maintain discipline,

and generally to teach. Obviously, not all elementary-school teachers are

good candidates for the intensive preschool, but, as a group, elementary-

school teachers have far less to unlearn. Since they have taught, they more
readily appreciate the value of techniques that make the teaching go
more smoothly. Elementary-school teachers are reasonably good candidates.
The nonprofessionals who may be considered for work in the preschool
can be classified roughly in three groups: people who seem to be motivated by compassion; people who, as parents, have demonstrated that
they know howto teach and handle young children; and parents of the
children in preschool. People who are strongly committed to social welfare are understandably attracted to a problem of such social dimensions
as cultural deprivation; however, they are poor candidates for the preschool because they may find it extremely difficult to behave in a professionally sound manner. They may hug a child and try to give him
needed love, although their behavior will merely set up jealousies and
competition for her love among the children in the class. They may find
it impossible to think about teaching logical reasoning to children who
need help—whosmell, who live with violence and vice, who need medical

help, and who have been deprived of so many of the bright horizons of
childhood. These people find it difficult to accept the educational fact of

life that children can learn to read even when they must play at home

on a dirt floor.
People who have no professional status but who have demonstrated
that they understand young children are generally good candidates for
the intensive preschool. The demonstration that these people have raised
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(in the not-too-distant past) or are raising intelligent, unspoiled children

provides very good evidence that they understand how to teach and how

to discipline children. These people have not learned a great deal about
education that must be unlearned. They are generally less defensive and
more willing to learn.
Parents of the children in the preschool may come under consideration for work as teachers’ aides. As a rule, they should not be accepted.
While it is obvious that the parents should be educated in how to teach
their children, it is equally obvious that the intensive preschool is by
design a poor place in which to instruct them. Parents, especially those
who lean toward the middle class and are therefore more likely to be
candidates for teachers’ aides, usually rely on shame and other motivating
practices which are poor in stimulating self-confidence and learning.
Correcting the parents is difficult because they are understandably sensi-

tive about their competence. Also, children have a tendency to regress

when their parents are around (the common, cooperative-nursery-school
phenomenon).
Which characteristics should be sought in teachers and teachers’ aides?

Candidates for work in the preschool should show promise. They
should express an interest in teaching and making children more intellectually competent. They should beself-confident—yet not harsh or inflexible. Their confidence should take the form of a frank belief that they
can, within limits, make children do what they want them to do. ‘They

should not be particularly concerned with discipline problems or the individuality of the children. Perhaps most important, they should not be
defensive or afraid to learn. If a teacher has worked with disadvantaged
preschoolers before, she should not suppose that she is an expert or that
she can learn nothing from the other teachers and the administration.
She should indicate willingness to have her sessions audited and willingness to consider more effective techniques for presenting different tasks.
She should recognize that even the best teachers have blind spots that
can be removed only throughthe help of others.
Physical Facilities
What kind of space is needed?

A. preschool may haveto satisfy certain space requirements that are

imposed by the state or sponsoring agency. Aside from these requirements, the operation of the standard, work-oriented preschool calls for
at least three rooms, the largest of which can serve both as a “homeroom”

(for unstructured activities and other large-group activities—juice and
music) and as a classroom for small-group study. Or the largest room can
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serve exclusively as the “homeroom,” in which case there would be four

rooms in the school—a homeroom andthree study rooms. ‘The homeroom

should haveat least 400 square feet of floor space, and should be equipped
with a piano and (like the other rooms) a chalkboard. The most important characteristic of the roomsis their acoustical properties. It should
be possible for loud vocal activity to go on simultaneously in every room
without interfering with speech comprehension. If acoustical tiled ceilings are impossible, cheap pile rugs on the floors or even on the walls, if
necessary, will achieve the desired effect.

Ideally, the study rooms should be as small and plain as possible, perhaps no larger than 100 square feet of floor space. Uncluttered surroundings help ensure that the child will not get caught upin the glitter offered
by an object-rich environment. Small rooms reduce the child’s temptation
to explore and run about.
In addition to the homeroom and study rooms, the school should have
bathroom facilities and perhaps modest kitchen facilities (primarily a
refrigerator). A floor plan of a four-room preschoolis shownin Figure I.
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What kind of toys and equipment is needed?

The tendency to overstock a preschool with “interesting” toys is based
on a misunderstanding of the child’s deficit and a desire to ‘“‘make up”for
the lack of holiday experiences the children have had. Thepractice of
providing an object-rich environment is ineffective in compensating for
the child’s toy deficit and in stimulating learning. Concrete objects are
merely vehicles of concepts. Sometimes toys are good concept vehicles;
sometimes they are not. However, presenting the child with many toys
and thereby blindly bombarding him with a wide range of sensory experience is not an effective way to present any concept. What the child
must learn is not formless; he does not assimilate a little of this concept

and a little of that one. He learns very specific rules. The value of any
toy should be judged accordingly. A good toy does not teach little bit
of everything. If it is good, it is a good vehicle for one concept. It should
be presented in such a way that the child learns this concept.
An object-rich environment stimulates the culturally deprived child
to attend to the glitter of superabundant stimuli. He darts from one ob-

ject to another, treating each only in terms of sensory gratification—in

terms of movement, sound, or feel. The concepts contained in this clutter

are often lost because the child may never be motivated to consider the
toy according to any criterion other than sensory gratification. When the
toy no longer “feels good,” another one is selected. By minimizing the
inducement of noise in the environment, the preschool can be far more

effective in directing the child not to the vehicle of the concept but to
the conceptitself. Sterilizing the environmentis a firm requirement of
the work-oriented preschool. Toys should be limited to form boards, jigsaw puzzles (which are usually favorites with the children), books, drawing and tracing materials, Cuisenaire rods (to be handled during free
time under the direction of the teacher), and a miniature house, barn,
and set of farm animals. Paper, crayons, and chalk (but no paint) should

be available for expressive play. Motor toys, such as tricycles and wagons,
and climbing equipmentare not necessary for the program, but may be
required by the sponsoring or licensing agency.
In addition to play equipment, the preschool should have first-aid
equipmentand extra clothes (for children who wet or have similar accidents and for children who are not adequately dressed, especially in cold
weather).
Getting Started
How should the program be presented to the parents?

The parents should be required to accept certain definite responsibilities as a condition of their child’s acceptance into the preschool. These
should include agreement to:
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1. Attend all parents meetings (of which there will be at least
four)
2. See to it that their children attend school regularly
3. Get their children ready on time for the car-pool driver or bus
4. See to it that their children receive adequate rest and get to
bed at a reasonable hour
5. Encourage their children, and not shame them, call them

dumb, or compare them unfavorably with other siblings
6. Not allow their children to communicate with a nod or a
single word, but require them to speak in full sentences

These responsibilities, important in their own right, encourage parents to take the preschool seriously and not as a baby-tending service
designed to relieve them of responsibility.
Parents will be less suspicious if the preschool is presented to them
matter-of-factly as a “proposition” rather than as an outright gift.
How should car pools be organized and handled?

Local groups (especially those concerned with community affairs) are
good sources for drivers. Drivers should not drive more than once a week
and should pick up no more than five children. Reserve drivers should
be on handfor every day of the week, and regular drivers should clearly
understand the procedure for calling in when they are not able to drive.
Arrangements should be madeso that they can call up at the last minute
(sometimes necessary when cars will not start in winter).
Drivers should be provided with a list of the children they are to pick
up and, if possible, a map showing the quickest route. They should know

what type of car behavior is expected of the children (see page 78) and
the procedure for picking up children and taking them home. Thedrivers
should be instructed to honk whenpicking the children up, thus placing
the burden on the parents to get the children ready and allowing the
driver to stay in the car with the other children. When dropping the
children off, the drivers should always let them out on the side of the

car away from the street and wait until they are inside the house before
driving away (unless another arrangement has been made with the
parents).

At least three meetings for car-pool drivers should be held: (1) a getacquainted session held before the school term begins (during which the
basic procedures are explained in detail); (2) a second oneafter the school
has been operating for about two weeks (the primary purpose of which
is to iron out any difficulties and discuss the various children); and (3) a

session at the end of the school year (in which the progress of the children
is summed up and the drivers are thanked for their cooperation). In ad-

dition to attending business meetings, the drivers may be invited to a
Christmas party. They may want to buy presents for the children they
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drive. However, they should be encouraged, instead, to put the money
into a pool from which identical presents for all the children in the preschool can be purchased.
How should the children be grouped?
Because of the vast range of individual differences in initial abilities,

some children will be able to progress further in three months than others

will in nine. Therefore, if every child is to progress at near his maximum
rate, grouping according to rate of progress is an absolute necessity.

Work with small homogeneous groups minimizes boredom and delay
for the faster children and minimizes discouragement and incomplete
learning among the slower children. In addition, it enables the teacher

to study each child more carefully and detect possible problems. It drastically reduces discipline problems. It makes it easier for the teacher to

attract and holdattention. It allows more rapid feedback and corrections
of responses, and a greater number of responses from each child.

Initially, three groups of five children each are recommended. Later,

it may be advisable to reduce the size of the slowest group to three or

four to permit more personal attention to each child andto increase the
size of the fastest group accordingly.
Initial groupings are best made on the basis of languageabilities. Two
scales of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities are good initial
indicators when taken together—the Auditory-Vocal Association scale and
the Auditory-Vocal Automatic scale. If it is not expedient to use the

ITPA, the following test can be presented. It is an abridged version of

Engelmann’s Cognitive Maturity Test, which has been found to discriminate rather well between those children who are relatively facile
with language and those who are not.
A. Have the child repeat the following statements after you. If he does
not repeat a statement properly, present it again, as many as four times.
After the production of the statement(or after it has been tried four times)
ask the question indicated.
1. Puppies are baby dogs.
What are puppies?
2. A big truck is not a little truck.
Is a big truck a little truck?
3. Babies eat and cry.
Do babies eat? Do they cry?
4. She ate the pie because she was hungry.
Why did she eat the pie?
5. He got the wood so he could build a fire.
What did he get?
6. There were many cars going to thecity.

Where were many cars going?
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7. It is in the box.
Is it on the box?

B. Present the following questions and instructions.
1. (Examiner shakes head ‘“No.’)
This means “No.”
(Examiner nods head ‘“‘Yes.’’)
Whatdoes this mean?
2. (Examiner claps.)
~ What am I doing?
(Examiner walks.)
What am I doing?
3. Do what say:
Hold up your hands.
Touch your ear.
Hold up your hand.
Touch your ears.
After the children have been in school for a month, regroupings

should be considered on the basis of performance in class. While the
initial screening test is capable of doing a reasonably good job ofclassifying the children, the children change. Babblers may suddenly develop
into rather articulate speakers. Lethargic children may become surprisingly well motivated. On the other side of the scale, those who were
ahead initially may, for motivational or other reasons, begin to lag. A
troublesome problem is raised by the child who progresses rapidly in one
subject and slowly in another. A compromise of some kind is the only
solution, perhaps with the child receiving some individual work in a free
period on those tasks that are giving him trouble.
Regrouping should be approached with an experimental attitude.
If the child is not completely satisfactory in his present group, a change
may be just what he needs. Such a change does not necessarily mean
dropping the child down to a slower group. If the child is lacking only
in motivation and not ability, a move to a faster group may encourage
him to perform better. A different child may view a fast group as a threat.
He would rather identify himself with a group in which he is more confident and is not “running scared” to keep up with the others. It is not
uncommon to move the best-performing child in the 2-group to the 1group only to discover that the move has sapped him ofhis self-confidence
and changed what had been self-assured child into a worried, wee-

voiced shadow. Moving him back to the “little pond’ will probably revitalize him.
The greatest danger in ability grouping is that it will encourage
teachers to set lower standards for the slower groups. The sameserious-

ness of purpose, the same concern for maximizing the rate of learning
should prevail in every group. The administrative arrangement by which
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every teacher teaches one subject to every group rather than teachingall

subjects to one group should help to avert this danger.
What kind of snacks should be planned?

The sponsoring agency may specify the kind of food to be served dur-

ing the preschool’s snack time. If not, the selection of snacks should be

guided by the fact that culturally deprived children are not typically in

good health. Most are anemic, and some may have kidney and otherdis-

orders that are related (at least indirectly) to malnutrition. The ideal
Juice-time snack would consist of something like pork liver (which is very
high in iron), raisins, and milk; however, compromises are usually made—
if for no other reason than to make snack time an enjoyable activity.
Good snack items include raisins (seedless), peanut butter, oatmeal
cookies, crackers with cheese, molasses cookies, and graham crackers.

Vitamin-enriched canned juices or milk (perhaps sweetened) make good
drinks. Canned juices are the easiest and quickest; milk may be more

beneficial. A handy reference book in planning snacks is the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s handbook, Composition of Foods, which
details the nutritional value of all common raw, processed, and _prepared foods.
How should medical examinations be planned?

The type of examination may be specified by the sponsoring agency;
if not, the children should receive a full examination, including blood

tests and chest X-rays. Examinations should be arranged early. If the
sponsoring agency is not paying for the examination, state, township, or
county help should be sought. Unless this is done, there is a good pos-

sibility that the examination may create resentment among the parents.
The reason is that those parents who are on welfare rolls may receive the
examination free, while parents not on welfare will have to pay for the
examination.
The children will be far less apprehensive about going to the doctor
if they have a good idea about what will happen andif they are given
a job to do during the examination. They should rehearse the examination, and, during rehearsal, the emphasis should be on the job which
the children are to do. “Remember to say “Thank you, Dr. Teller’ before you leave. And “Thank you, nurse.’ The critical part of the examination can be acted out, with one teacher playing the role of the doctor
and another playing the nurse. The “doctor’’ pinches each child on the
arm, simulating a hypodermic shot.
As noted above, the culturally deprived child is typically not in good
health. Measures should be taken to do something about the moreseri-

ous illnesses disclosed by the medical examination. Highly contagious
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conditions such as ringworm, pink eye, and impetigo should be watched
carefully. Children with these diseases should not be allowed to attend
school unless they are receiving proper treatment. A public-health nurse
is a very helpful person to consult on problems of contagion andsanitation. Eye and ear problems that may not be medically serious should
nevertheless be attended to because of their significance for school performance. Watch especially for ears clogged with wax. A doctor may not
even remark on this condition, thinking it trivial, but it may interfere

seriously with language learning.
A word of warning: concern over the health of the children can be

carried too far. Sometimes children will come to school with coughs and

signs of a bad cold. It should be remembered that when the symptoms
of flu or cold are manifest, the condition is usually past the stage of
highest communicability. If the child has a fever or showssigns of being
seriously ill, he should be taken home or to a doctor’s office. If every
child who has any symptomsof illness is sent home, however, the attendance record of the preschool will be ridiculously poor, and the learning
performance of the children will suffer accordingly.
What kind of orientation should teachers receive?

‘The teacher orientation should concentrate on what to do on day one.
The point should be made repeatedly that on the first day of school—
not on the secondor the fifth—the program begins in full force. The rules
of behavior outlined in the following section are to be enforced. The beginning tasks in language, reading, and arithmetic are to be presented.
It is generally accepted in early-education circles that children must
be worked into a program slowly if emotional stability is to be retained,
but there is no experimental evidence to support this supposition. Furthermore, it often seems that the slow working-in process is designed to
help teachers who do not know howto begin teaching on day one. They
rely on the working-in process to provide encounters from which they
can slowly develop a routine. Since this routine is born of contingency,
it usually lacks clear focus and direction. The children, meanwhile, de-

rive no great security from the process. Regardless of what schoolis like
on the first day, it will be different from what the children have known

before, which means that they must learn a new set of behavioral rules
to deal with it. It makes sense that these rules should be ones that will
serve them through the rest of the year. Otherwise they will learn rules
that have to be unlearned later, and this can produce maladjustment
and insecurity. Although the children do not “need’’ to be worked into

a program, many teachers do.
Orientation meetings, held just before classes start, are not suited for
discussions of basic issues and long-range goals. Teachers are usually too
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anxious about the beginning of school to pay attention. These matters
should have been discussed long before. The aim of the orientation program should be to provide an understanding of how to begin and what
to do.
At least three teacher meetings should be held. Rules of behavior
(which are outlined in the following section) should be reviewed in detail during the first meeting. It should be emphasized that these rules are
easier to enforce on thefirst day than on the secondorthird (the children
are usually more tractable at first, so that the first day should represent
an opportunity rather than a threat). During the second meeting, each
teacher should demonstrate the tasks she plans to present on day one.
The final meeting should concentrate on a walk-through rehearsal of the
first day’s activities. It should be held in the preschool. Special attention
should be paid to ways of moving the children quickly and quietly from
activity to activity.
After this kind of orientation, the teachers usually havelittle difficulty
initiating the program on day one.
Establishing Appropriate Schoolroom Behavior
What kind of behavior should be expected of the children in school?

Except when the children are instructed to yell or sing loudly during
the instruction periods or the music period, they should be quiet and
restrained—no running, hitting, yelling, or tussling. Even during the unstructured activity periods, the activity should be kept in a low key.
Letting off steam during free periods does not pacify children, but merely
stimulates them to blow off more steam and makesit more difficult for
them to get back to work during the next study period.
CAR BEHAVIOR

Children should sit quietly on the seat. ‘“‘No feet on the seat’’ is the
rule. Unfortunately, car-pool drivers sometimes allow children to break
the rule. Drivers should not be expected to discipline children; however,

they should report any misconduct in the car. These reports should be
investigated and the problems corrected.
BEHAVIOR BEFORE AND AFTER CLASSES

On their way to the homeroom, children should be required to walk
single file, without pushing or crowding, behind the teacher. If they go
up or downstairs, they should hold the rail. In the morning, the children

should be helped with boots and heavy clothing; however, as the school
year progresses, they should assume greater responsibility for dressing.
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The school should have several spare winter coats for children who may

come to school in below-zero weather without them. After the children
are assembled in the homeroom, the morning ritual should be presented.
Theritual should change as the children become more sophisticated. In
the beginning, it may involve repeating a simple statement, such as
‘These are hands.” Later, it may involve a more difficult statement, such
as ‘Onepluszero equals one.” As the children learn the days of the week,
the ritual may consist of completing the statements “Today is
Tomorrow will be
” and answering the questions “What is
today? What will tomorrow be?” About ten minutes should be allowed

for dressing in cold weather, five in warm weather. The going-home
ritual should be designed so that the day ends on a pleasant note. An
orderly follow-the-leader game from the homeroom to the cars satisfies
the requirements nicely.
TOILET BEHAVIOR

Complete conversion of the children to habits of middle-class cleanli-

ness is impossible in some cases and impractical in many others. However,

children should be required to wash hands before leaving the bathroom
and before eating. Children who are inclined to interrupt study classes
because they have to go to the bathroom should be taken to the bathroom before the class convenes and should not be allowed to go during
the class period.
SNACK-TIME BEHAVIOR

Since the preschool operates on a rathertight schedule, children must

not dawdle over their food. They should be allowed to eat at their own

rate—within limits. Dawdling beyond these limits should be discouraged
by taking the remainder of the snack from the offender (only after he has

been warned onseveral occasions). Children should be required to finish
their entire snack before leaving the table. Crushed raisins on the floor

are not very pleasant. Onechild (selected on some type of rotation basis)
should play the part of the garbage man and carry the container around
to where the others are seated. The children should deposit their empty
paper cups, napkins, and any other garbage in the container, holding the

cup upright during the process so that no juice is spilled on the floor.

Children should never be allowed to take snack items from the table,

because these items (contrary to the rules) will usually be eaten during
the next study period. Also, children should not be allowed to eat snacks

which they bring from home. If a child brings an all-day sucker, the
teacher should explain “T’ll wrap it for you, Tyrone, and you can have
it when you go home.” Gum chewing should not be permitted because

it interferes with the children’s articulation.
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BEHAVIOR DURING MUSIC AND UNSTRUCTURED ACTIVITIES

The atmosphere during music and unstructured activity should be
more relaxed than during the study periods. The activity should be en-

joyable. However, certain restrictions should be imposed. The children

should be required to sing. They should be required to remain seated in
a small circle or to carry out the actions associated with the various songs.

During unstructured periods, children should have their choice of

listening to a story read by one of the teachers, looking at a book, drawing,

or playing with a toy (see page 72). Children should be held responsible

for returning play materials. Crayons and pencils are most conveniently
kept in a large open box. Books, paper, toys—all should have a special

place on an accessible shelf.

Clean-up time should never become a production, and the study

schedule should never be delayed for clean-up. If clean-up requires more
than two minutes, the teacher should finish the clean-up later. Unstructured periods should end promptly and should not be prolonged while
some children finish their drawings. Children should not learn that their
pleas for more time may work, because this encourages procrastination,

which will lead to conflicts and frustration sooner orlater.
CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR

Children should sit in assigned seats. They should leave their places

only with the teacher’s consent. They should be required to participate,
which means answeringin a loud clear voice and generally working hard

at the tasks the teacher presents. Toys should not normally be allowed in

the classroom. Sometimes, however, they can be allowed if they do not

interfere with the proceedings. ‘““Tommy, you can wear yourholster, but

if you play with it, you’ll have to take it off.” Children should notbe allowed to interrupt the teacher at will. They should be discouraged from

relating personal experiences or interjecting ideas that are irrelevant to

the teacher’s presentation. The teacher should allow relevant ideas and
should praise the child for these. The teacher may occasionally allow a
minute or two for the children to speak their minds, but this should be
at the teacher’s discretion, not the children’s.
MORAL BEHAVIOR

The question of how vigorously the preschool should pursue the task

of changing the child’s morai behavior can be viewed as a question of
return on investment: how great is the investment, and what is the re-

turn? In order to ensure complete cessation of chalk and trinket stealing,

extensive policing and searching would often be required. These procedures not onlyare time-consuming, but also are distasteful because they
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demonstrate that the authority figures in the school are fundamentally
opposed to the children. Preventing lying is even more difficult because
the act of lying is probably not understood by the culturally deprived
child in the way we think it should be understood. On the other hand,
the children should not learn that lying and stealing are condoned. Children should be told that toys, chalk, paper, pencils, etc. belong to the
school and must not be taken home. The moreserious offenders should
be checked from time to time. These children may be told that if they
do not stop stealing, they will not receive snacks. To reduce the ‘‘value”’
of the items that are usually stolen, a teacher should give children pieces
of chalk, paper, etc., especially during the first two months of school.
Perhaps the most expedient way to handle lying is to first define it for
the child and to then point out that the punishments for lying are greater
than for telling the truth. No punishment should be administered until
a child is caught red-handedin a lie. He should then be taken aside and
asked the question which he had not answered truthfully. If he lies, he

is told “You are lying, Harold.” He is asked to “Tell me what really
happened, now,” and the question is repeated. The questioning continues in this manner until the child realizes that the “lie” will not be
accepted. After he tells the truth, he is praised and admonished. “After

this, when I ask you what happened, I want youto tell the truth. If you
don’t tell the truth, you will not get your cookie at juice time.” A child
should never be questioned in this manner unless the teacheris positive
that he lied.
Whatare the principles the teacher should follow
in establishing appropriate behavior?
PRINCIPLE Il:
REWARD THE CHILD WHO TRIES.

The primarycriterion is not whether the child performs, but whether
he tries—whetherhe tries to attend to the presentation, whether hetries
to produce the statements, whether he tries to take the steps that are
necessary to arrive at the solution to a given problem, whether he tries
to think. The child whotries should be rewarded, regardless of whether
or not his performance was correct. The child who does not try should
have rewards withheld and should be told why.
PRINCIPLE 2:
TRY TO AVOID REWARDING UNDESIRABLE BEHAVIOR.

Sometimes a teacher has a tendency to hold a child who misbehaves
during the music period. To her, taking him out of circulation in this
way seems to be a way of handling the situation withoutcreating a scene.

Sometimes a teacher will take a misbehaving child aside and hold a warm,
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intimate conversation with him, the rewarding effects of which will far

outweigh the reprimand. Sometimes a teacher is eager to reward a child

who is a behavior problem, and in her eagerness she rewards him for
behavior that would be considered substandard for other membersof the
group. All of these tendencies are undesirable, because all are obvious
demonstrations to the child who misbehaves (and others with tendencies
to misbehave) that acting up is rewarded: the child who misbehavesreceives special attention and special affection.
PRINCIPLE 3:
AVOID SHAMING AND COAXING.

Rules of behavior should be enforced in a matter-of-fact way. ‘The
teacher should tell a child what to do. She should not ask him to participate. Such requests as “Don’t you want to work with us, Harold?” and
“Can’t you talk a little louder, Tommy?” simply invite the children to
have doubts, to wonder whether they can talk louder or work with the

group. These doubts can be avoided by presenting rules in a positive

manner. “Harold, you know the rule. You’ve got to try hard.” “Speak up,
Tommy. I can’t hear you.” If the teacher demonstrates through her behavior that the children are stupid or that they really cannot be expected
to perform a task without considerable coaxing, the children will reflect

her expectations. The teacher should therefore expect the children to
perform and work hard; she should expect them to be ‘‘smart’’; and she

should expect to be proud of them most of the time.
PRINCIPLE 4:
PRESERVE THE SPIRIT OF THE GROUP.

The children should understand that the teacher is on their side;

however, they should not identify with her values to the extent that they

sever allegiance with their peers. After children have been in school for
several months, they usually show signs of becoming too teacher-oriented.
They now knowthat the rules are important. When another child breaks
one, they therefore tell the teacher. If the teacher acts on what they say,
the children will be reinforced for turning on each other, and, before
long, tattling will become the standard means by which they vie for the
teacher’s attention. When this happens, each child’s identification with

the group is weakened, which is not desirable. The teacher should never
discipline a child unless she personally observes the offense. If the chil-

dren report that a certain child misbehaved, she should acknowledge that

the behavior went against the rules. “You shouldn’t spit in the hall,
should you?” She should not act on such reports, however (beyond telling
the offender that if he did what had been reported, he brokea rule).
Just as she discourages tattling, the teacher should not turn the group
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against a child by punishing the entire group for one child’s misconduct.
The child who misbehavesis the only one who should be punished.
PRINCIPLE 5:
EMPHASIZE THE RULES OF BEHAVIOR THAT MUST BE
MAINTAINED, NOT THE CHILDS ADEQUACY.
In the permissive nursery school, the rules are not always expressed

openly, which leads to undesirable consequences. The child learns that
he must wash his handsafter using the toilet. If he wishes to abstain from
playing farmer-in-the-dell, however, he may do so—at least so the rules
seem to imply. The teacher usually assures the child “You don’t have
to play if you don’t want to,” and periodically she inquires “Do you
want to join us now?” While this approach seems innocent enough,it

actually shifts the emphasis from what must be doneto the adequacy of

the child’s wanting mechanism. If his wanting mechanism corresponds
to that of the other children, he will want to do what they do. If his

wanting mechanism is different, he will not. A child who does not want to

join the group in farmer-in-the-dell is prompted to conclude that he is
different, that something about him is bad.
Stating rules openly not only produces more rapid conformity than

the more permissive approach; the child’s conformity is limited to the
situation, so that he does not have to espouse a new value system in order
to succeed in the school situation. He is free to dislike the activity if he
chooses, and, in other situations, he is free to do as he feels. Openly stated
rules, therefore, infringe less on individual freedom.
PRINCIPLE 6:
EXPLOIT WORK MOTIVES RATHER THAN PLAY MOTIVES.

People play because it is fun. People work largely for two reasons:
working brings rewards, and it provides a secure routine. People will stop
playing when the play ceases to be fun. They will stop working only when
the work ceases to bring rewards or when it ceases to provide security.
Children can learn a good deal from play, but as soon as the learning
becomes difficult or threatening, they will cease to play, as they have every
right to do. The things that a culturally deprived child has to learn are

difficult, and they often pose a substantial threat. He is expected to aban-

don responses that have provedto beeffective in the past and to speculate

on difficult, untried responses. ‘Thus, an educational program that is

based on the play motive is always in danger of collapsing at the very

moment when the most important steps in learning are being approached.

An educational program based on work motives is designed so that

learning is consistently rewarded. The principal rewards are in the form

of increased competence and mastery, but when these prove insufficient,
other rewards are supplied. The work-oriented program provides a stable
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routine. The security of the routine counterbalances the threat of the

learning situation. Although the child may not know specifically which
new responses will be required of him, he knows generally what to expect.
He knows where he will be, what he will be doing, what kind of behavior

will be expected of him, etc. This knowledge serves as a kind of reassuring backdrop for the specific learning tasks with which he will be confronted. Perhaps the most valuable aspect of a work routine, as compared

to a play routine, is that a child does not expect to be able to abandon
it at a moment’s displeasure. He learns, in fact, to expect that it will not

always be pleasant or rewarding from moment to moment, but that it
will generally pay off in the long run. Thus, motivation becomes less
fickle, and the teacher does not have to worry that a single dull lesson
will bring a project to ruin. This gives her more freedom to make bold
attempts, and allows her to focus more on the content of instruction and

less on the tormenting question “Will the children like it?”
Because the work-oriented program makes greater personal demands
on the child, it is able to produce faster learning. It transports the child
more rapidly through the awkward stage during which he is unfamiliar
with the rewarding sense of mastery associated with the work-oriented
learning.

PRINCIPLE 7:
PROVIDE THE CHILD WITH A REALISTIC DEFINITION
OF SUCCESS AND FAILURE.

Teachers are sometimes too aware of the need for the disadvantaged
child to succeed in the learning situation. In somecases, their attitude
about success jeopardizes learning. It must be kept in mind that the

teacher’s reaction to a child’s response has two rather distinct functions.
Oneis to provide the child with specific information. The otheris to let

him know something about his adequacy. When the teacher says “No,
Tommy, not quite,” she is telling Tommy that the conceptual framework used to generate the response needs revision. Tommy needs this
information if he is to modify his conceptual framework and learn the
concept. In addition, the “no” response tells Tommy that perhapsheis

not doing a good job, which implies something about his ability. ‘The
two functions—that of providing information about the concept and that
of providing information about the learner’s adequacy—should not be
confused. The teacher whotries to convince the child that he is adequate by approving incorrect or inadequate responses is not helping the
child. Unless he knows that his response is wrong, he has no basis for
changing it in favor of the correct response. In the long run, therefore,

the practice of bestowing sham praise becomes very hollow. The child

ultimately is faced with the problem of reconciling the idea that he is
very smart with the sobering awareness that he does not seem to know
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anything. At the opposite extreme, the learning situation can proceed
so that the child learns a great deal but must reconcile this fact with

the fact that he fails quite a bit and does not seem to please his teacher
when he is learning. A balance between information and felt adequacy
must be maintained,at best a difficult task requiring both a curriculum
that producesa relatively high percentage of correct responses and a good
teacher.
It is possible to achieve a healthy definition of success in either a per-

missive or a work-oriented setting, but the definition follows a little more

naturally in the work-oriented setting because the emphasis of the pro-

gram is on work. The teacher’s interpretation of the child’s performance
centers around the manner in which he works rather than the outcome.
If he apparently works hard, he is rewarded for doing a good job—although heis not misled into thinking that his wrong responses were correct. The work-oriented program, therefore, is able to achieve a rather
clean separation of content and personal adequacy.
What are the motivators that should be used

to establish appropriate behavior?

Because the culturally deprived child is inexperienced in the rewards
associated with mastering new concepts and because he is not strongly
motivated to work for praise, it is very difficult for the teacher to reach
him through the standard motivational channels. Therefore, a motivational bridge must be built. The child must be initially rewarded in terms
that already mean something to him. These rewards serve as a bridge to

teach the child the meaning of verbal praise and verbal castigation. If

the teacher’s warning of punishment is followed by punishment, her

warning will soon become “meaningful.” Similarly, if her praise is followed with some “proof” of good will, her praise will soon signify something of value. In the work-oriented situation, extrinsic rewards, such as
cookie rewards, can be introduced and withdrawn gracefully by placing

the primary emphasis on a situational rule, not on the teacher’s feelings.

A rule is defined as something that governs both teacher and children.
For this reason, the children do not tend to hold the teacher responsible
for the rule or for changesin the rule.
THE COOKIE REWARD

Food rewards are sometimes seen as objectionable motivators because
they “condition” the child. Actually, this interpretation of the reward as

a stimulusdoes not strike at the core of the problem. The question is not
one of conditioning the child to do something blindly but one of de-

fining what it means to work for praise, of demonstrating the emotional

import that should be associated with working for praise. The most
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economical way to achieve such a definition is to find something which
functions as praise should function in motivating the child and then
to substitute praise systematically for other motivators, thereby teaching
the child how to react to praise. Since the first step in establishing the
praise reaction involves using something which the child already values,
the question of selection is an empirical one. What types of rewardsis
the child willing to work for? It turns out that cookies are effective moti-

vators. ‘hey therefore serve as good bridge rewards in establishing the
meaning of praise rewards.
I. Teach the rule “If you work hard, you get a cookie. If you don’t
work hard, you don’t get a cookie.”
2. Starting from the first day of the program, award a cookie to a

child if he tries hard during a reward segment of the study period.
Initially, the reward segments should be no more than five minutes.
Whenit begins, the children are told “If you work hard on this next job,
you'll get a cookie. If you don’t work hard, you won’t get a cookie.”’ Questions about this rule are asked. “Are you going to get a cookie if you
work hard? . . . Are you going to get a cookie if you don’t work?”

3. Issue cookies individually and relate each child’s performance to
the rule. For the child who has earned a cookie: “If you try hard, you get
a cookie. You tried hard, so you get a cookie.” For the child who did
not earn a cookie: “If you try hard, you get a cookie. You did not try
hard, so you do not get a cookie.”
4. Relate the reward to the appropriate statements of praise and
disappointment. “Debby, Harold, and John, I’m very proud of you. You

are good workers. Tommy, I’m sorry, you didn’t get a cookie, but you

didn’t work hard.” The teacher can help establish the meaning of praise
by shaking hands with the children who have earned cookies.
5. Assure children who did not receive cookies that they are not inadequate. ‘““Tommy, you’re a very smart boy. But you've got to work
harder. You can doit if you put your mindtoit.”
6. When the children have gotten so that they behave adequately
without frequent reminders about the cookie rewards, change the rules
so that the children receive their cookies during juice time and not at
the end of the period. The change should be handled in a matter-of-fact
way, with the emphasis on the rules. “You did a good job today, but you
don’t get your cookie now. Youget it at juice time. That’s the rule from
now on. Sometimesthe rules change.”
7. Continue to praise and reprimand the children after the cookie
reward has been withdrawn. “I want to shake hands with all of the children who did a good job. I’m very proud of them.”
Through experience with the cookies, the children will have learned
to appreciate the “value” of the teacher’s praise and will be much more

strongly motivated than before to work for it. If a child continues to
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misbehave during the class period, the teacher can withhold his snacktime cookie, but this sanction should be used sparingly.
OTHER REWARDS

Whatever the children like can be used as a reward if it can be
quickly given or withdrawn by the teacher—a particular learning game,
a look at somefascinating object, a chanceto sit on a certain chair. These
rewards tend to have a short life-span, but the alert teacher can keep
finding new ones.
PUNISHMENT

Especially during the first month of the program, punishment maybe
necessary to clarify the rules of the school situation. The use of punishment should be viewed as objectively as possible. The purpose of punishment is to deter the child from behaving in an undesirable way. The
punishmentshould therefore be designed to “outweigh” the gratification
the child derives from misbehaving. Punishment, in other words, should

hurt. What hurts for one child may not hurt for another, so the question
of which punishment should be administered is one of discretion. Punishment should not be freely administered. Emphasis should be placed
on the positive rewards. Only when these fail should negative sanctions
be introduced.
I. Reserve physical punishment for situations in which the child’s behavior is unthinking and automatic. Physical punishment is not called
for in dealing with most children; however, especially during the first
month of the program, physical punishment seems to represent the
quickest and most dramatic way of punishing a child for unrestrained,
unthinking physical behavior. Some children (most often boys) will not
respond to their names during the early part of the program. If the activity in which they are engaged is antisocial, destructive, or possibly
dangerous, they must be restrained. Holding them momentarily and admonishing them is often not effective. Upon being released, they may
simply return to the activity, giving every indication that the teacher’s
actions and words meantnothing to them. In such situation, the meaning of the teacher’s words should be made clear by demonstrating the
consequences that result when they are ignored. Sometimes the best
definition comes in the form of anger—a slap or a good shaking. After
physical punishment is administered, the admonishment should again
be repeated. “Harold, I told you not to throw blocks. I meant, do not

throw blocks.”
2. Isolation seems to be more effective in combating behavior thatis
more “calculated.” When children act up by clowning during a study
period or the music period or when they pout or refuse to respond—
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when their behavior is not unthinking—the punishment should be more
calculated. The child should be warned two times about what will happen
if he persists in his behavior. ‘John, if you keep doing that, you’re going

to be put in the isolation room.” After the second warning, the punish-

ment should be executed. The ‘‘isolation room,” if it is to be effective,

should be an unpleasant place, providing an atmosphere that is far less
enjoyable than that of the study room. A small, poorly lighted closet with
a single chair will serve quite well.
Again it should be remembered that punishment should be used with
discretion. Equally important, however, it should be used if it is neces-

sary. The teacher who shows children that she is “‘soft’’ in carrying out
her warnings will quickly lose not only respect but cooperation. After the
first month, punishmentusually is rarely needed.
Specific Behavior Problems
Children who present “typical” behavior problems can be roughly
classified into three types: the troublesome child, the withdrawn child,
and the indifferent child.
The troublesome child.

The troublesome child derives satisfaction from resisting the rules of
the preschool. The source of his satisfaction may be the approval of
his peers, special attention from his teachers, or a feeling of power. The
most expedient way to handle this child is to cut off the source of satisfaction and thereby demonstrate that the child’s actions are noteffective
in producing satisfying results. If the child disrupts classes by showing
off, put him in isolation, where showing off is unproductive. If he seems

to thrive on “scenes,” punish him with a minimum of words or show

of emotion. If he seems to enjoy the power associated with manipulat-

ing others, show him that heis relatively powerless, that he is able to

create only a minor disruption and that the cost of this disruption 1s

rather great. The troublesome child may be persistent, but, in the end,

he will come around if the teacher sticks to her rules. In many cases,

the troublesome child is a very charming child, and when he wishes to

take the role of the student seriously, he does a good job.
The withdrawn child.

The teacher should try to make him feel secure in the learning situ-

ation and should try to “coax” him toward the standards held up for
the other members of the group. Coaxing is generally not a desirable

training procedure, but, in the case of the withdrawn child, it may be
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necessary because it may be impossible for this child to perform in the
manner expected of the other members of the group. For example, he
may be all but unable to speak when called on to recite alone. He may
make wild mistakes that seem to represent a hope for a quick escape
from a terrifying situation. And he may sometimes curl into a fetal
ball, thumb in mouth, retreating into soft oblivion.

This child should be pushed as hard as possible, but absolute conformity should not be required immediately. At first, the teacher should
not call upon the withdrawn child individually. Instead, she should
build up a sense of security by requiring him to respond only in unison
with the other children. But cooperating in group responses should be
a firm requirement. “Tyrone, I want to hear you. Let’s say it together one
more time. Everybody.” Later the teacher should begin calling on him
to recite individually from time to time, but only on those tasks that he
handles best in unison. As he becomesless reticent and more “thinking,”
she should expand the scope of tasks he is called upon to handle individually.
Initially, the withdrawn child should not be allowed to suck his
thumbor to curl up during the reward segment of the instruction period.
Later, the ban should apply to the entire study period. If necessary, the
teacher should use force to prevent the child from sucking his thumb or
curling up. “You must sit up properly, Tyrone.’’ Punishment may include withholding cookies and juice or mild physical punishment, but
not isolation.
The indifferent child.

The most severe behavior problem the preschool teacher will encounter comes in the form of a cheerful, seemingly well-adjusted child, who
is reasonably tractable during the instruction sessions. He says what he
is told to say, he gives the appearance of paying attention, but heis not.
And because of this sham attention and sham cooperation, he is the
most difficult type to handle. This is the kind of child who is often
labeled “immature” in the kindergarten and is often retained there for
a second year. The label is descriptively accurate, for he often does act

like a happy baby, but the label tells us nothing about the nature of
his problem. Such a child has failed to grasp what the learning situation is all about, and he is happy not knowing. The tasks of the learning situation are simply motions for him. They represent nothing real,
nothing that burnsinside, nothing to ruminate over, nothing that should

be taken outside of the classroom. He is unaware not only of what is

expected of him, but also that anything important is expected of him.
The teacher should therefore make a strong attempt to show him
that there is something important that he is not doing, and try as best
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she can to help him see what it is. She can do this most effectively by

demonstrating to the child that she has strong feelings about the material,
that she considers it something important enough to arouse strong emo-

tional reactions. If the teacher does not give the child the advantage
of this demonstration andif she reacts to his sham efforts as if they were
work-motivated efforts, she is simply reinforcing an extremely dangerous
intellectual outlook.
The demonstration of emotion is appropriate because the child is acting out of ignorance, not out of a desire to obstruct or displease. When
he learns that his interpretation of the situation does not satisfy the
teacher, he will probably change his approach, thoughit may take him

a long time to learn what he is supposed to do. The teacher should not
taunt the child throughout the learning process. When his lackadaisical
attitude is flagrant, however, she should display anger. She shouldtell
the child that what he is doing is inappropriate; she should tell him how

she feels about his behavior; and she should reassure him. ‘““Tommy!
You are not thinking. You are not trying. I do not like that one bit. I am
very mad at you! Now, you can learn if you work. But you’ve got to work.

You’ve got to think!” Punishment may be justified as an indicator of
how strongly the teacher feels about the behavior, but always with the
realization that the child probably does not yet understand what heis
supposed to do. She should always be on the alert for evidence that the
child is thinking, trying, or paying attention, and should point this out

promptly (with praise) so that the child learns to recognize what behavior
is expected of him. In short, the teacher must first create a problem for

the child through her emotional reaction and punishment and then help
him solve it.
Note

The writers are quite aware that their suggestions about behavior, and
especially about punishment, represent an unpopular viewpoint. They
were tempted, in fact, to do what some others probably do when offering
suggestions about handling behavior problems: say what is more popular,
even if it is not what they think. However, the issue of rewards and
punishment is one that should be brought into the open. The child
who acts up in the classroom should not be viewed as the victim of
trauma, because trauma most probably haslittle to do with his condition.
Similarly, the “punishment” he receives in the school situation will not

be traumatic. The withdrawn child will not break or retreat from reality
in the face of effective punishment. He will conform. So will the
obstreperous child and the good-natured pretender. Such conformity will
not come about if they are unchecked in their maladaptive behavior.

Again, the writers are not stipulating a particular kind of punishmentto
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be used in teaching a given preschool group. They are merely stating
the belief that if a child indicates through his behavior that he must
learn something about how to behave and if punishment seemsto be the
most effective way to bring about this learning, punishment should be
used. Theissue of punishmentshould not be disguised, hushed, or treated
in an unrealistic and emotional manner. It should be faced with intellectual honesty. The idea that disadvantaged children should be spared
punishment because they get so much at homeseemsto usfallacious. In
the first place, the fact that they are accustomed to harsh treatment
ensures that they will not overreact to the comparatively mild forms
of punishment discussed here. Secondly, they have learned to use punishment as a source of information. The test of whether an adult means
what he says is to ignore him and see whether punishment follows.
Finally, in a preschool run according to well-defined rules, the child
can learn that punishmentcan be consistently avoided and that it is not
something that occurs periodically regardless of what he does. It is important for him to learn that such situations exist, even if they do not
exist at home. A situation that is entirely free of punishment cannot
teach this.
Maintaining Favorable Public Relations
The preschool, in most communities, is not immuneto the force of

public opinion. A program that deviates markedly from traditional
practices is especially vulnerable, and so public relations become something more of a concern for an academically oriented preschool.
Eventually, the preschool must justify itself through its demonstrated
results, but until then it will be judged on issues and impressions. It
should be publicized as an experiment, as any new undertaking ought
to be. Public pronouncements should be tentative rather than dogmatic.
How should visitors be handled?

The major public relations problem has to do with visitors. No matter
how open-minded a visitor may be, he is likely to let his subjective impression based on an hour or two of observation outweigh any arguments that may be put forth. This is unfortunate, because in a program
where the entire focus is on changes taking place in the children, the
one-time visitor necessarily misses the point. No change of any consequence is likely to take place in an hour. The preschool program
described in these pagesis likely to create a mistaken impression for the
following reasons:
1. The visitor is immediately struck by the fact that what is going on
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is not like anything he has seen before. Thisin itself is likely to produce

alarm.

2. ‘The children are working, not playing, which seems unnatural.
3. Having observed traditional nursery schools where activities are
not progressively organized, the observer assumes that what he sees

happening is repeated in exactly the same way every day. This makes the

drill work seem ridiculous. He imagines that the children keep saying
the same things over and over indefinitely.

4. Because (contrary to the observer’s impression) the children are
constantly struggling toward the mastery of new concepts andskills, they
frequently make mistakes or demonstrate only a tenuous mastery of the
tasks they are working on. The visitor interprets this as failure.

9. The content is uninteresting to the visitor. To an adult, there is
nothing particularly interesting about simple arithmetic, reading, and
grammar, whereas children at play often do charming or amusing things,
and children’s art work often appeals to adults. The visitor is likely to
project his own disinterest in the subject matter onto the children.
These impressions, coupled with whatever convictions the observer
may have about permissiveness, affection, spontaneity, concrete experience,
discovery learning, creativity, readiness, etc., are certain to produce a
negative reaction in many visitors which can later be translated into
rather damagingcriticism. No strategies for dealing with visitors will be

completely effective, but the following suggestions should help:

1. Explain clearly in advance what you are going to do and why,

but do not discuss methods except in response to questions.
2. Schedule the visit to begin during the juice and music period. This
part of the program is conventional enough to be reassuring, but contains enough that is different to be interesting. A teacher can also be
free during this period to talk to the visitor.
3. Take the visitor to the language class next. Have him follow the

same group for the remainder of the visit. In this way, he will become
acquainted with the children and see them less as automatons. Also, the

children will get used to him and act more normally.
4. ‘Take every opportunity to tell him about individual children—
what they were like when they started, the problems they have had, and
what they have accomplished. Help him to see the school in terms of
what it is doing for the children rather than in terms of what the teachers

are making the children do.
5. In discussing a lesson after the visitor has watchedit, do not dwell

on why you did what or on what went before. Rather, stress what is to

follow, where it is going to lead. If the visitor is accustomed to watching
traditional nursery-school classes, he will not be used to considering a

particular activity as a step on the way to something else, and this point
should be brought home tohim.
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Some other standard bits of advice are worth mentioning: Do not
allow too many visitors at one time or on too many days in succession.
Do not put on a show, but advise the visitor that what he is seeing is a
“slice of life’ with all its raw edges. Keep the visitor entirely in the background during instructional sessions; do not introduce him to the children or allow them more than one peek at him. Do not schedule parents
to visit at the same time as outsiders; some of the things that you would
say to one you would not want heard by the other. If the slice-of-life
attitude suggested above cannot be maintained, either because a given
group of children is too unruly when visitors are present or because the
visitor’s biases are too strong, limit observations to the music period and

unstructured period (during which the visitors will see activity that 1s
more in accord with the stereotyped beliefs). Encourage the parents to
visit the school, but limit each parent to twovisits. Presence of parents is

often disrupting, and although it is important for the parents to maintain an interest in the school, their presence in school is not the most
productive expression of interest. Develop a smooth procedure for
handling visitors in the classroom. Never allow visitors to sit next to the
children. At the beginning of the period, escort visitors to their chairs,
which should be located well behind the children and perhapsto oneside.
Gracefully indicate that the visitors are expected to remain in their assigned places. ‘““You’ll be able to see very well from here.’” Do not become
solicitous or unprofessional in the presence of visitors simply because
they represent a potential trouble spot. Unprofessional behavior is not
effective for convincing visitors, nor for teaching children.
How should parent meetings be handled?

At least four parent meetings should be staged during the school term.
If parents are well informed about the performance of their children,
they are not receptive to objections about the preschool. Especially within

the Negro community, there are those who will be opposed to the inten-

sive preschool. To them, it seems to treat culturally deprived Negroes as
if they are different from other children, implying that there is some
basis for segregation. Some preschools may in fact be segregated, not
because segregation is consistent with racial beliefs but because it is
consistent with the educational needs of the children within a given
community.
A preschool may find itself in the midst of touchy issues; however,
its best protection is success and parents who know about this success.

Such parents will continue to support the school, and they will help
insulate the school from community forces.
1. Schedule parent meetings for evenings (since the parents usually
work during the day) and arrange for transporting parents to the meet-
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ing. Parents should be contacted in advance, either by phone or in

person (if they cannot be reached by phone). The time, place, and
purpose of the meeting should betold, and a firm commitment to attend
the meeting should be sought. The excuse of “no baby sitter” should not

be accepted. There are friends and relatives who have watched thechildren before and whoare willing to do so again. For the three meetings

scheduled during the school term, the children should be sent home with

notes (pinned to their coats or outer garments) that reiterate—in simple,
concise language—the details of the meeting. Notes should be written
with the awareness that some of the parents may not be able to read.
Below is a good sample note.
PRESCHOOL PARENT MEETING ON FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4

Place:
Time:
Purpose:

The Preschool, Room A.
Meeting starts at 8:00 pm and lasts about one hour.
We will talk about what
[child’s name]
is doing in school and the doctor’s check-up.
MR. HENDERSON WILL PICK YOU UP AT 7:45.
Please be ready.
[Signed]

2. The first meeting should be held about a week before the school
term to explain the details of the program. The pace of this meeting and
the others that follow should be fast. If the parents know each other,
attention should turn to the business of the day. The children’s progress
should be reported in a positive manner. For example, instead of complaining about poor attendance, the chairman mayphrase the issue as a
compliment. “We would like to thank you for your splendid cooperation.
Our attendance record is generally good. However, . . .” Similarly, the
progress of the children should be phrased positively. Instead of indicating, for example, that the children started out a full year behind the
average child and caught up six months of that deficit, emphasis should
be placed on the gain. “In only two months, the children have gained
over six months in language age. We take these gains to mean that the
children have a very good capacity to learn.”
3. At each meeting, review the two basic educational requirements the

parents are to carry out at home:

a. Require the children to respond with full sentences. Do not
let them simply point or nod. Do not give them what they want
unless they ask for it properly in complete statements.

b. Do not ridicule or shame children by telling them they are dumb
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or by comparing them to other children. Let them know that
they are smart. Be patient with their mistakes.
4. Devote a part of the meeting to brief individual sessions with the
parents. The accent of these sessions should be on each parent's child.
Advice should be given, but with a certain amount of humility. Parents
of culturally deprived children do not have a great deal of free time to
work with their children.
How should the community be informed about the preschool?

Newspaper accounts of any preschool can be damagingif they are not
written properly. An article that refers to “culturally deprived children”
and describes these children as “having practically no language,” elaborating with a host of details, is not going to serve the preschool. It merely
singles out the parents of children in the preschool and shames them
publicly by calling them and their children bad names. Such articles are
not always avoidable, but they are in many cases if the newspaper is
made to understand the problem.
1. Explain that statements which can be madeabout “cultural deprivation” as a national social problem should not be made aboutparticular
individuals within the community, especially when young children are
involved.
2. Explain that articles about the preschool should not focus on the
do-gooder theme (‘‘Isn’t it wonderful that someone is doing something
for these poorlittle waifs?’’). Rather, the focus should be on the success
achieved by the school. This success is measured by comparing the children in the school with any children their age. The emphasis should be
on their academic achievement, on the skills they are learning.
3. Explain that such expressions as “culturally deprived” and “language deficit” should be avoided.
4. Ask if it would be possible to read the article before it appears in
the newspaper.
Program Variations

The preceding sections have dealt with the management problems of
a preschool that has a school day of two hours, has three teachers for
15 four-year-old children, and has a duration of one school year. Obviously,
a great deal of what has been said, especially about motivation, behavior,
and public relations, applies to the various program variations that are
possible within the framework of the intensive preschool. However, some

program variations imply changes in general procedure. ‘These variations
and their resulting modifications are discussed briefly below.
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What changes are implied when the school day is longer?
FEWER TEACHERS

If the day length is six hours or more, two teachers can effectively
handle 15 children and carry out the study-group assignments.
CHANGES IN SCHEDULING

The manner in which activities are scheduled is different from that

used in the two-hour program. Children are divided into three groups as
before, but all three groups are never engaged in study-group activity

simultaneously (since there are only two teachers). Rather, one group
engages in study-group activity, while the other two are combined and
are engaged in semistructured activity. A schedule for an eight-hour
school day appears below.
Group I
5 Children
Period
Period
Period

1 (10 minutes)
2 (20 minutes)
3 (20 minutes)

Period
Period
Period
Period
Period
Period

4
5
6
7
8
9

Group 2
3 Children

Group 3
5 Children

Period 10 (20 minutes)

Unstructured Activity
Language
Semistructured Activity
Semistructured
Language
Semistructured
Activity
Activity
Semistructured Activity
Language
Toilet, Juice, and Singing
Unstructured Activity and Lunch Preparation
Lunch, Clean-up, and Toilet
Arithmetic
Semistructured Activity
Semistructured
Arithmetic
Semistructured
Activity
Activity
Semistructured Activity
Arithmetic

Period 11 (60 minutes)

Toilet and Rest

(20
(40
(60
(60
(20
(20

minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)
minutes)

Period 12 (20 minutes)
Period 13 (20 minutes)
Period 14 (20 minutes)
Period 15 (20 minutes)
Period 16 (50 minutes)

Music
Reading
Semistructured Activity
Semistructured
Reading
Semistructured
Activity
Activity
Semistructured Activity
Reading
Unstructured Activity

CUSTODIAL FUNCTION

The long-day preschool performs a custodial service that is not
provided by the short-day preschool. This function is responsible for
three general changes in the long-day preschool program:

1. Reduced transportation problems. Car pools are usually not necessary because parents are usually quite willing to take over transportation
responsibility in exchange for the custodial service.

2. Responsibility for meals. The preschool schedule must be modified
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to allow the teachers time to prepare meals. (See the sample schedule
above.) Suggestions about diet and preparation may be secured on
request by writing to Project Head Start, Office of Economic Opportunity,
Washington, D. C.
3. Accommodations for a greater amount of free time. Play equipment
that should not be found in the short-day program (because there is no
available time to use the equipment) can be used to advantage in the
long-day program. A list of play equipmentis available from the Office of
Economic Opportunity. However, the Equipment and Supplies booklet
should be viewed as a source for a few good equipment ideas. Many
of the suggestions contained in it should not be taken seriously, since they
are generally premised on the notion that “The provision of a wide
variety of the most exciting and stimulating materials is essential, par-

ticularly for the child from a low-income family whose home environ-

ment may be meager andlacking in stimulation.” Much of what follows
from this premise is understandably tainted.

GREATER EDUCATIONAL LEVERAGE

The long-day program has a great advantage over the short-day program in thatit allows the tasks presented in the study periods to be more

a part of the child’s day. It enables teachers to integrate these with other

activities and give the child much greater practice in using the skills he
learns. The long-day program offers a particular advantage in dealing
with the child who has learned a nonverbal way of getting along in his
home environment. The program can be structured so that the child’s
general approach to play activity, to mealtime, to semistructured encounters with peers and teachers must change. The program can effec-

tively ply him to use language in these situations. If the increased educa-

tional potential of the long-day program is to be realized, however, the
routines and content of semistructured activities should dovetail with the
material presented during the study periods.
What changes are implied when the day length remains at
two hours, but when fewer teachers are available?

The curriculum outlined in this book can be handled quite well by

one teacher and two good aides. To use aides effectively, however, the
teacher should carefully demonstrate the tasks in the manner she wishes
them to be presented. She should remain sensitive to any difficulties the
aides encounter in executing these tasks. If only one good aideis available,

it may be expedient to drop one of the three study subjects—reading. If

no good aidesare available, both reading and arithmetic may be dropped.
Language should be retained, however, because it is the key subject of
the program.
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Whatchanges are implied when the school term is less than a school year?

A surprising amount can be donein a short-term program (such as the

summer Head-Start programs). Children can be given as much asa full

year of “language age” in two months. Also, the fundamentals of counting and identifying symbols can be taught. The short-term program
should therefore attempt to give practice in all of the categories outlined
in the basic-language program (see Chapter 7) and should present the
basic arithmetic tasks (see Chapter 10).
What changes are implied when the children in
attendance are older than four years?

In some communities, the preschool will serve as a substitute for a

kindergarten, accepting children whoare to goto first grade the follow-

ing year. These children usually learn faster than four-year-olds. The
program can therefore be speeded up. A word of warning however: the
child who has developed a basically nonlanguage adjustment will not be
substantially ahead of where he had been the year before. He will stand
in particularly sharp contrast to the other children. By comparison with
the others in the group, his performance will be worse than it would have
been at four years. The teacher may therefore find it difficult to work
this child into the program. The writers know of no thoroughly practical

solution to the problem.

What changes are implied when the children in
attendance are younger than four years?

The entire structure of the preschool should be modified to accommodate the needs of younger children.
SHORTER STUDY PERIODS

Study periods should be shorter (perhaps 10 minutes each), and
material to be learned should be presented in smaller chunks. A task
should be presented, and then, ideally, some kind of interesting activity

that is related to the task should follow. The teacher should place greater
emphasis on the child’s ability to produce single words and should use a
more diffuse “verbal bombardment” approach. The program should
be devoted to vocabulary—naming things and actions. The teacher, however, should present rhetorical questions about the various things under
consideration, thereby laying the foundation for the structural tasks that

are to be introduced when the child becomes more facile with language.
SMALLER GROUPS

Groups should be smaller. The teacher should not work with more

than three children at a time in a study group, unless they are excep-

tionally advanced and well motivated.
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REWARDS FOR DIFFERENT BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS

Wetting, crying, aggression, and attention seeking are problems that
become increasingly prevalent in the preschool for younger children.
Appropriate changes in rewards should be introduced to cope with these
problems. The teacher should try to structure tasks so that she is always
dangling a carrot in front of the child, so that some kind of very desirable
activity is coming up very soon. She should then use these activities aS a
means of reaching the child and motivating him. “Rodney, if you don't
stop fooling around, I’m not going to let you play with the train.”
SLOWER PACE

The pace must be altered. In some respects, the three-year-old should
be able to progress at least as rapidly as the four-year-old, because the
four-year-old must often unlearn rules about handling language before
he can learn new ones. The three-year-old is not handicapped to the
same degree. However, if the task requires simply learning and not unlearning and relearning, the older child can be expected to proceed more
rapidly than the younger child—a tendency that is compounded by the
fact that the older child is able to work for longer periods in intensive

study and is therefore able to receive more practice during the same

period of time. Progress with the younger child is often so slow that the
teacher cannot see it, and it becomes evident only when she looks back
over the preceding months and notes the progress the children have made
in handling various tasks.
What changes are implied when less space is available?

Perhaps the most difficult requirement for the intensive preschool is

the space requirement. If three or four rooms are not available, however,

the program canstill proceed. If two roomsare available, language instruction should be carried out in one of the rooms, reading and arithmetic
in the other. If only a single room is available, each group can take up a
place along three adjacent walls. The single-room arrangement is well
suited to the teacher whois using aides to teach the various subjects. She
can watch the aides and help them in the single room. However, under

such an arrangement, great emphasis should be placed on chalkboard

tasks and on other tasks that force the children to ignore what is going
on in the other parts of the room.
Summary

Although the various considerations that come under the heading

“Managementof the Preschool” may seem diverse, all relate to the opera-
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tion of the school—to transporting the children, establishing behavior

patterns consistent with the goals of the school, grouping children, and

dealing with parents and other segments of the community.

In this chapter, the schedule of the school was discussed first. It
was

noted that the standard preschool is designed to teach four-year-old children for about two hours a day, five days a week. The children are. to
study three major subjects—language, arithmetic, and reading—with language occupying the focal position. For studysessions, children are divided
into groups of about five children. A teacher teaches the same subject to
all children. The major staffing problem is finding good teachers. The
writers suggested that, as rules of thumb, nursery-school teachers are not
well suited to the atmosphere of the intensive preschool; elementaryschool teachers generally speak the language of learning and performance
used in the intensive preschool; nonprofessionals who are motivated by
compassion or guilt are not good candidates; parents of intelligent, wellbrought-up children are very good candidates. The parents of children
in the school, although they should be educated, should not usually be

considered for work in the preschool.
The physical facilities of the preschool call for at least three (and per-

haps four) rooms. These should not be overstocked with toys and stimulating material. Toys are simply vehicles for concepts. If a toy is to be a good

vehicle, the child mustbe led past the sensory glitter to the concept, which
is not easily achieved when the glitter of one toy is in competition with

the glitter of many others. Toys, it was noted, should be limited to form
boards, puzzles, and other material that is obviously educational.

St rR oo NO or

The process of getting started poses a numberof crucial management
questions:
How should the program be presented to the parents?
Howshould car pools be organized and handled?
How should the children be grouped?

How should the teachers be oriented?
How should medical examinations be handled?

Brief answers to these questions were provided.
Once the program has been put into action, the primary management
problems center around the behavior of the children and the methods
that should be used to establish appropriate behavior. Often these issues
are glossed over or sugar coated. At the expense of espousing an unpopular
view, the writers attempted to give realistic recommendations for establishing appropriate schoolroom behavior. The principles of discipline
were first outlined:
1. Reward the child whotries;

2. Try to avoid rewarding undesirable behavior;
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3. Avoid shaming and coaxing;
4. Preserve the spirit of the group;
5. Place emphasis on the rules of behavior that must be maintained, not on the child’s adequacy;
6. Exploit work motives rather than play motives;
7. Provide the child with a realistic definition of success and
failure.
Various motivators were then suggested to shape desired behavior—
the cookie reward, praise, and punishment. Since the disadvantaged child

does not understand what it means to work for praise or mastery in the
way an advantaged child does, the teacher must demonstrate what she
means. She does this by selecting reinforcers that work—that function as
praise and reprimand should function—and then by systematically associating the motivators with verbal sanction.
Public relations is a management area of particular importance to the
intensive preschool. Some in the minority groups will see the intensive
preschool as an instrument of segregation, because only deprived children are enrolled in it, thus implying that there is a basis for segregation.
Visitors, parents, and the press should therefore be handled carefully.

Visitors should be told what to expect; they should begin their tour
during the music period; they should learn about the individual children in the group, with strong emphasis placed on what the school is
doingfor the children. Parents also should be informed aboutthe progress
of their children. At least four parent meetings should be scheduled
throughout the school year. Newspaper reporters should be acquainted
with the problems associated with calling certain people in the community “culturally deprived.” Reporters can be extremely useful in
informing the community about the program, but their efforts will not
be entirely successful unless they understand the problems.
In the final section of the chapter, different program variations were

considered—programs in which the day length is longer than two hours,
programs in which fewer than three teachers are available, short-term
programs, and programs in which the children are either younger or
older than four. Each approach implied departures in procedure from
the standard program; however, within each, the educational objectives
of the preschool could be carried out in a modified form.
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teaching strategies

Teaching in an academically oriented presc
hool is a highly skilled,
intellectually demandingjob, requiring the
highest standards of professionalism. There is no use looking around
for “wonder” teachers who
possess all the requisite skills as natural gifts.
Such teachers do notexist.
The skills have to be learned, and a reasonably
intelligent, open-minded,
and determined teacher can learn them.
This chapter presents the basic principles and
strategies that are important in teachingall subjects. The remaining chapt
ers present methods
applicable to the teaching of specific subjects. Ther
e is no intention to
rob teachers of their individuality and turn them
into carbon copies of
one another. The teacher who follows the rules and
prescriptions set
forth in these chapters will still have ample opportunit
y to “be herself”
and put the stamp of her own personality on her teach
ing. Whatis discouraged, however, is a sort of misplaced individual
ism that is indulged
at the expense of the children’s learning. We expec
t a physician to be
an individual, but we do not expect the kind of medi
cine he prescribes
or the size of the incision he makesto vary with his mood
. Teaching new
concepts to naive children is often as delicate a task as makin
gan incision.
Slight variations can make the difference between succe
ssful learning
and discouraging confusion. This is not to say that there is
only one way
to present a concept, any more than there is only one way to
perform a
surgical operation. But it takes a very sophisticated practition
er to know
which variations are optional and which are dangerous.
Because we cannotpresentall possible ways of teaching conce
pts effectively, and because for a teacher who is new to inten
sive academic
teaching in the preschoolit is difficult enough merely to learn
oneeffective way of performing the variety of tasks that face her, this chapt
er and
the ones following are written in a straightforward “how-to-do
-it” manner.
It is hoped that the teacherwill study anduse these chapters as
she would
a detailed cookbook, recognizing that it is possible to be a very
good
cook without being an expert in the science of cookery, but that
when

one is not a thorough master of the science of cookery, it
is necessary
to stay close to the recipes if one is to avoid failures.

It is sometimes difficult for the beginning teacher to appreciate what
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the level of “ideas.”
‘s demanded of her. She is often used to working on

stration of an “idea,” which
A teaching demonstration, for her, is a demon

teaching presentashe uses by incorporating it into her own style. A good
intricate than ‘Gdeas.”’
tion, however, deals in units far smaller and more

in specific devices
It deals both in specific modules of information and

of teachfor getting the information across. For this reason, a detailed set
lay beinterp
the
of
ions
strat
ing strategies would involve many demon

sthey relate to
tween information, pace, discipline, rewards, and dramaa

beyond
specific curriculum tasks. Although a full account of this kind is
. It
below
rs
appea
the scope of the present book, a sample presentation
ed
polish
the
by
will provide an idea of the size of units that are used
en; on the
teacher. On the left are the responses of teacher and childr

right are the teacher’s reasons for doing what she does. The reader will
ed
note that the teacher is a true clinician. Her responses are premeditat
that
itudes
and purposeful. Her presentation is sensitive to the viciss
present themselves during the teaching situation. The task being presented is that of classifying things as weapons or nonweapons.
Reasons

Presentation
TEACHER:

[Presents

picture

of

rifle]

This is a

cHILD B: Gun.

TEACHER: Good. It is a gun.

She begins with no verbal explanation. Lengthy verbal preambles do
not make learning easier or the material more meaningful to naive children. They simply bore the child or
entertain him in a passive nonproductive manner.
She would have favored the word rifle

instead of gun, but since gun is correct and since the response was apparently the product of thinking, she
uses gun, and she praises the child.

Let’s all say it: This is a gun. This
is a gun. Again. This is a gun.

The children seem uninterested. Learning will not proceed smoothly unless
the teacher can secure the children’s
interest. Many motivating devices are
possible, but the teacher prefers one
that will favor the members of the
class who are paying attention.

Let’s say it one more time: This 1s

This device would not be recommended
if the children had only a tenuous

an alligator.
CHILD D: It ain’t neither. It a gun.

erasp of the concept. The teacher feels

reasonably sure, however,

that every

child in the class knows what a gun

is. The task, therefore, is a test of their
attention, not their knowledge.
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Reasons (cont.)

‘That’s what I said. I said

All the children are interested now.
They are aware of the sham battle of
wits and they enjoy it, because they
understand that they usually win.

CHILDREN (A, B, C, D, E): No, no. It

The children are laughing at the
teacher. She pretends to be hurt.

“This is a bulldog.”

ain’t no bulldog. That a gun,

TEACHER: Well, what did I say?

CHILDREN: You say that a bulldog.
TEACHER: You're just too smart for
me. You listen so big that I can’t
get away with a thing.

Okay, I’ll start again. This is a gun.
Is that right?

She has ordered the task so that the
proof hinges on what was said. The
children who attended to the presentation are the only ones whoare in a
position to apply the coup de grace.
The teacher apparently wilts, as the
children laugh.
The moral: knowledge is strength. If

one

thinks

and

remembers,

he

can

even “outsmart” his teacher. (Moral
2: Even teachers are wrong sometimes.)
The children are attentive. Perhaps
they are motivated out of a desire to

catch the teacher in another mistake,

but they are definitely motivated. So
the teacher proceeds quickly. The
common error beginning teachers
make is to win children over and then
feel obliged to “talk to them” at
length. This technique is poor. The
teacher has already spent over a minute winning the children. She does not

want to lose them, so she moves very

fast.

This is a weapon. This is a gun.
This is a weapon.
CHILD D: No it ain’t no weapon.

The teacher realizes that she has made
a strategic mistake. She has set the
children up to catch her errors. Now
when she tries to present a new name,
the children suppose that she is still

carrying on the game. Sherealizes that
she should have introduced the object
as a weapon and not as a gun in the
first place. She introduced the gun
Statement first because she felt it would
be better to acknowledge the object

by the familiar name before introducing the class name.
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Presentation (cont.)

Reasons (cont.)

TEACHER: [Presents pictures of knife,
cannon, pistol] This is a weapon.
This is a weapon. This is a weapon.
These are weapons. Say it with me.
This is a weapon. This is a weapon.
This is a weapon. These are weapons. Let’s hear that last one again.
Make it buzz. These are weaponzzz.

She does not argue with Child D because she feels that little would be
gained, and time would belost. Instead, she resorts to a familiar presentation pattern that has been used in
connection with labels. The use of this
presentation, she feels, will demonstrate to the children that she is seri-

[Refers to knife] This weapon is
a
. Who knows?
cHILp E: A knife.
TEACHER: Yes, a knife. Let’s say it.
This weapon is a knife. Again. This
weapon is a knife.

She beat the children to the punch.
Before they could raise the objection
that the first picture did not depict
a weapon but a knife, the teacher presented a full acknowledgment in one
statement. She demonstrated that it is,
in fact, a weapon. At the same time,
she allowed the children to show off
their knowledge about the knife.

[Refers to cannon] This weapon
is a
. Who knows?

She phrases her questions so that the
children can answer with a single
word. Yet, her questions are phrased
so that the single-word answer completes the statement “This weapon is
a
.’ She reinforces the statement even when she wishes to move
fast.

ous, that the game is over.

CHILD C: Battle.

TEACHER: That’s pretty good. You use
this thing in a battle, butit’s called
a cannon. This weapon is a cannon. Say it, everybody. This weapon
is a cannon.

She wants the child to know that she

Is this a battle? ... No, this is
not a battle. This weapon is a
. Come on, tell me.

When a child makes a mistake of this

approves of the manner in which he
is thinking, but that his answer is
wrong. She rates his answer as a

reasonable one, but follows with a clear
correction.
kind, his mistake may be picked up

by the other children, and will often
be repeated by the child who madeit.

She therefore labors the identification
of the cannon.
CHILDREN A AND D: Cannon.
cHILD B: [Mumble.]

The teacher notices that Child B is
not forming statements, but is trying
to imitate the sounds made by Child
A and Child D.

TEACHER: Boy, I’m really proud of A
and D. Do you hear the way they

The old adage about catching flies
with honey applies to the classroom
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Reasons (cont.)

situation. The teacher could have put
Child B on the carpet, which would
have taken time and might have disgraced him for only a momentary
lapse. If he persists, she will be forced

into more direct means, but, for now,

CHILD B: I’m thinkin big.

she selects the band-wagon motivating
technique.

CHILDREN A, C, D, E: Me too. Metoo.

TEACHER: Okay, just keep it up. Here
we go. [Refers to pictures] This is
a weapon. ‘This is a weapon. This
1S a weapon.

She reviews the new statements before

introducing the new task.

CHILD A: I got a cannon at... [stops
talking as teacher holds outstretched
hand only a few inches in front of
child’s face].

The summary should be conducted at
a fast pace, so that the pieces are
brought together and the children see
where they are. Interruptions at this
point are costly. The child is discouraged when the teacher’s hand is
placed close to his face—a useful technique.

TEACHER: Here’s the rule: [claps
rhythmically] If you use it to hurt
somebody, then it’s a weapon. Again.
If you use it to hurt somebody,
then it’s a weapon. Say it with me.
If you use it to hurt somebody,
then it’s a weapon. One moretime.
If you use it to hurt somebody,
then it’s a weapon.

The teacher drills this rule until the
children learn it. They have learned

in connection with other rules that

the teacher will expect them to use

the rule in the next set of tasks. They

also know that she thinks rules of this
kind are important—so important that
she will not relent until this one has
been learned (assuming that the rule
is not beyond them).

Andif it’s a weapon, what do you
do with it? Do you tickle somebody
with it?
CHILDREN: No.
TEACHER: Do you eat with it?
CHILDREN: Nol!
TEACHER: Well if it’s a weapon, do
you use it to hurt somebody? Yes.

The teacher flips the rule so that the
child will be prepared to handle task
questions of the type “If it’s a weapon,
what do you do with it?” and “If you
use something to hurt somebody, what
do you call it?” She presents the yesno questions first because they are the
easiest. They represent a simple rephrasing of the question provided by
the teacher. The teacher selects interesting examples for this task because
interesting examples prompt the children to use the rule.

What do you use a gun for?
CHILD A: Shoot.

The teacher immediately presents applications of the rule.
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Presentation (cont.)

Reasons (cont.)

TEACHER: That’s good, A. And do you
hurt somebody when you shoot him?

The response is correct, so the teacher
acknowledges it as a correct response,
even though she would rather have a
child say “To hurt somebody.”

CHILD C: Maybe kill im dead.
cHiLp D: That hurt.

The children are quite interested, so

TEACHER: Yes, you use a gun to hurt
somebody. And what’s the rule?
Come on, think. If you use it to
hurt somebody, then it’s a
cHILD E: [Mumble.]

The teacher attempts to apply the
rule. She structures the task so that
the children must supply only a single
word. They do not respond, which the
teacher takes to mean that her presentation left something to be desired.
The children were obviously motivated and interested. Presenting the
task at this stage was probably premature. The children did not have
sufficient practice in saying either the
regular-order or the reverse-order rule.
The teacher decides to adopt a more
rigid procedure, starting with the rule.

TEACHER: [Claps and smiles] Oh, it’s
a tough one. But I can sayit. Listen.
If you use it to hurt somebody, then

The teacher puts on an act. She becomes entertaining, knowing that the
children will need to work with the
rule for a few minutes and knowing
that such drill can become terribly
drab if it is just “Say it after me” activity. She therefore yells and claps

it’s a weapon. You use a gun to

hurt somebody, so what do you

know about it? It’s a weapon. Because what’s the ruler IF YOU

USE IT TO HURT SOMEBODY,
THEN IT’S A WEAPON. Let’s
hear it. IF YOU USEIT TO HURT
SOMEBODY,
,
CHILDREN: THEN IT’S A WEAPON.

the teacher allows them to volunteer
information.

and talks as if the rule is fun. She

encourages the children to shout with
her.

TEACHER: I’m thinking of a rifle, and
what do you use a rifle for? You
use it to POW POW-—hurt somebody. AND IF YOU USE IT TO
HURT SOMEBODY,
CHILDREN: THEN IT’S A WEAPON.

The teacher again presents the gun
example, but this time in a much more
structured manner. She is_ establishing a presentational format for processing a number of things. The children are familiar with this general approach.

TEACHER: So what do you know about
a rifle? Is it a peanut?
CHILDREN: No, it’s a weapon.

This step in reasoning, the teacher
realizes, is quite difficult and probably beyond the ability of some of the
children in the class. She therefore

amends her what question (What do
you know about rifle?) with a more
highly structured yes-no question. By
presenting the yes-no question, the
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Reasons (cont.)

teacher can prompt the children and
increase the possibility of correct
answers.

TEACHER: I’m thinking of a cannon,
and what’s a cannon for? You use
it to CA-POW-—hurt somebody.
And if you use it to hurt somebody,
CHILDREN: ‘Then it’s a weapon.

The teacher moves fast. She is using
Statements that allow her to demonStrate the rule quickly, and she takes
advantage of the chance to speed and
enliven the presentation.

TEACHER: I’m thinking of a cow, and
what is a cow for? Do you use a
cow to hurt somebody? No. Andif
you don’t use it to hurt somebody,
then it is NOT a
CHILDREN: Weapon.

Thefast, rhythmical presentation tends
to encourage repetition, both of tasks
and of answers. The children tend to
answer every statement with ‘Then
It’s a weapon.” To prevent this presentation hypnotism, the teacher includes examples of things that are not
weapons. These are as useful from a
concept-building standpoint as from
a presentation standpoint.

The preceding teaching segment lasted about two minutes. A great
amount of thinking is packed into those two minutes, and much of the
thinking occurs so quickly that the presentation is not interrupted for a
moment. T’he teacher is obviously proficient. She has a number of
specific techniques at her disposal, and she knows when to use them. This
knowledge did not come overnight. Rather it came a bit at a time—a
trick for motivating children, a technique for commanding attention, a

way of restructuring tasks in anticipation of trouble, and a thorough
knowledge of her subject. This teacher is not the product of magic. She
is a good teacher because of what she does, not because of what sheis.
Andshe does the right things because she has learned the right techniques
—sometimes slowly and painfully. Although her presentation may impress a visitor as being perfectly natural, it was at one time anything
but natural to her. With practice, however, it became a part of her

teaching habit.
On the following pages some of the specific techniques used by the
polished teacher are examined in detail. These should be studied by anyone who wishes to teach in the intensive preschool.
Work at different levels of difficulty at different times.

The teacher should present tasks on four levels of difficulty:
1. Require the child to point to or locate the instance of the

concept nonverbally. “Show me which truck is bigger.”
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2. Require the child to answer (with one word) yes-no questions
about the presentation. “Is this truck bigger?”
3. Require the child to repeat the basic statements, present
questions that require these statements as answers. “Tell me, is this

truck bigger than this truck? Give me the whole answer. Yes, this
truck is bigger than this truck.”
4. Require the child to identify the relationship by producing
the appropriate statement without the support of a directed question. “Tell me about this truck.”
The teacher should try to work at Level 4 as much of the time as pos-

sible. Her goal and her emphasis are on the production of statements.

However, she cannot work on this level all the time, especially during
the intial stages of the program. The child mayfatigue after two or three
minutes of verbal exercises. With fatigue comes an increasing number of
mistakes. Mistakes are sometimes valuable in that they point out a weakness to the child, an area that needs work; however, too many mistakes

naturally draw the child to the conclusion that heis a failure. Therefore,
when the child starts to show honest signs of fatigue, the teacher backs up

to a task that is less difficult (which meansless verbal), perhaps to answering simple yes-no questions, perhaps (if the child has to exert great effort

to produce any kind of verbal response) to pointing tasks.
As children become morefacile in repeating statements and producing
them, the teacher shifts the presentation toward the more verbal tasks.
Pointing tasks are virtually eliminated, and the yes-no answer andstatement repetition become the core tasks from which the children must

work. To the question “Is this truck red?” they must now answer not
simply “Yes,” but “Yes, this truck is red.” The superior teacher does not

require the children to work on Level 4 when they do not have the verbal
skills that are necessary to produce the statements. Nor does she make the
equally undesirable mistake of requiring skilled children to waste
precious time working on the pointing level or nodding their heads to
indicate “Yes” and “No.”
Adhere to a rigid repetitive presentation pattern.

For the highly verbal teacher, it is a hard job to develop the habit
of adhering to memorized statements and a fixed pattern of presentation,
because these practices go contrary to one of the major principles of
cultivated diction—that of varying sentence structure and word choice
to avoid monotony. However, it must be recognized that the culturally
deprived child is not a sophisticated adult who is so familiar with basic

language structures that these quickly bore him and grate against his
sensibilities. He is a language-deprived child, and even the simplest
pattern stands as no less than a challenge to him.
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The objection may be raised that a child has to learn to unders
tand

various types of statements and that some variation is
necessary to keep

him from being bound like an automaton to only certain forms
of expression. This objection certainly is a reasonable one. Ultimately,
the
child should be expected to handle language in its natural setting,
with
all of its nuances and irregularities. However, there is no reason to suppose that such language is the logical Starting point for a prescho
ol
program (any more than to expect a child to distill mathematical principles by attending a college course in which the instructor uses mathematical principles in the way we ultimately expect the child to use
them). A far more expedient approach is to work from the crucial core
patterns with irregularities and nuances stripped away and to build

from this core, in the most Systematic manner possible, to the various

statement expansions of language.
Initial uniformity is extremely desirable, because the child who is

backward in language tends to concentrate on the ‘key words” in the
sentence—usually the nouns. To progress in language, he must learn to
attend to the structure words—conjunctions, prepositions, and the like.
If the teacher allows sentence patterns to vary freely, the “key words”

will become the primary elements that carry over from one variation to
another. ‘Therefore, the introduction of variations merely reinforces the

false idea that the “key words” are the only important words.

Actually, the introduction of statement variations is not a problem,

because, even when the teacher works with what seems to be mechanical
perfection, considerable variation creeps into the presentation. The
teacher automatically becomes less mechanical when it is apparent that
the children have mastered the basic tasks and no longer benefit from a

very skeletal presentation. She rarely finds it difficult to amplify and en-

rich; the difficulty usually comes during the initial stages of the program,
when she must streamline her presentation and adhere to “rote” statements.
Use unison responses whenever possible.

As a rule of thumb, the teacher should assume that while she is working with one child individually, the others in the class are not learning
anything. Accordingly, she should work with children individually no
more than is absolutely necessary. She can avoid individual sessions by
introducing unison responses. In a sense, a unison response enables the

teacher to work individually with each memberof the class throughout
the entire period. In anothersense, it allows her to work with the entire
group, so that the total number of responses produced during a class
period is increased many times, and the speed with which concepts are
learned is generally increased accordingly. The deprived child’s mastery
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amount of
of many fundamental concepts is premised on a certain
ually.
individ
is
it
as
unison
in
ve
practice, and the practice is as effecti
Never work with a child individually in a study group
for more than about 30 seconds.

has a
Sometimes it is expedient to structure tasks so that each child
should
turn. If each turn takes more than about 30 seconds, the teacher

seconds or less,
restructure the task. Ideally, each turn should take five

and ideally each child should not know in advance when he will be

off, waiting
called upontorecite. If he knows, he can turn his attention

for his turn to come. If he does not know, he must remain alert throughout the presentation. If a task, such as reading a simple statement,

so
requires more than 30 seconds to complete, it should be restructured

that different children read different parts of the statement or so that
the task is broken by intermittent questions that are directed at other

members of the class.

Phrase statements rhythmically.

Rhythm in the classroom situation has nothing to do with the culturally
deprived Negro’s supposed natural feel for rhythm. Rhythm, rather, is
introduced both as a “set” that allows children to produce the desired
statements more easily and as a convention that enables the children to
say things together when they are producing unison responses. It 1s very
difficult for the teacher to tell whether members of a class are producing
the statement properly if each memberis speaking at a different speed.
On the other hand, when the children are taught to produce the state-

ment in the same tempo with the sameaccent, the teacher can hear what

each child is saying. The rhythmically learned statement is also easier

for the children to produce, because a certain amount of “meaningful-

ness” has been infused into it through a beat. Because the statement has
a distinct “personality,” the child can more easily put the sound elements
in their proper place. For example, in trying to produce the rhythmically
phrased statement so that it comes out “Sound sound—[pause]—sound
sound,” the child immediately recognizes departures from the pattern
as mistakes. Thus, the scope of unrecognized mistakes (while certainly not
eliminated) is considerably reduced.
Require the children to speak in loud, clear voices.

The measure of a good school is sometimes the noise level. If the chil-

dren are working “at their own rate,” quietly, without disturbing others,
the school is sometimes judged to be successful. However, the no-noise

axiom has no place in a preschool classroom. Mumbling serves to mask
the deprived child’s inability to talk properly. Furthermore, when the
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child mumbles, the teacher is not receiving the
information she needs
to pace her presentation. The axiom for the preschool
classroom should
be: a quiet classroom is an ineffective classroom.
In requiring loud
responses, the teacher will encounter a great deal of
resistance, because
the children often have learned that one speaks in a wee
voice around
adults. She should be persistent and should not allow wee-v
oiced responses,
perhaps playing deaf. “Tommy, you’ll have to speak up.
I can’t hear
what you’re saying.”
Do not hurry children or encourage them to talk fast.

Often, the deprived child, as pointed out in Chapter 2, has
a
tendency to amalgamate the parts of sentences and pronounce them
so
quickly that he has difficulty appreciating them as parts that can
be

taken out of the sentence, rearranged, and placed in other
statements or
questions. Therefore, the tempo should always be moderat
e, with the

accent on correct pronunciation. Some children will develop what
might be called an “Information-processing’” language, which seems to
function as a second language. Their native language will be fast and
sometimes unintelligible. At the same time, their “information-processing”

language is slow and distinct. With practice, the child will become in-

creasingly facile at taking statements from his habitual language and
rephrasing them in the learned language; however, unless the child is
constantly reminded of the learned-language standards, he will integrate
his two languages by reducing statements of his learned language to his
natural-language pattern, thus rendering them relatively useless. This
type of reduction is particularly evident during the early stages of instruction, before the children have firmly learned language patterns. The
tempoofthe lesson should always be mechanical enough to prevent these
reductions and to allow the child to proceed from the reduction patterns
of his native language to production of the learned language—not in the
opposite direction.
Clap to accent basic language patterns and conventions.
As noted earlier, the culturally deprived child is “deaf” to certain
words in a sentence. Since heis, it is sometimes difficult to call his atten-

tion to the critical sentence elements. It is often even more difficult to
make him aware of the element’s proper place in the sentence. For example, when trying to repeat the sentence “Push up or push down,”
the deprived child may beinitially unaware of the wordor, omitting it
from his sentence. ‘Push up push down.” After becoming aware of or,

however, he is faced with the task of placing it in the sentence. At first,
he may be so acutely aware of it that he awards it the most prominent

position in the sentence. “Or push up push down.” Next, he may try the
“shotgun” approach, using more than one or. “Or push up or push
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e the cordown.” Finally, after many attempts he may be able to produc
rect sentence.
element
The teacher can help the child become aware of the critical
ng as she
and locate it by phrasing the sentence rhythmically and clappi
helps
that
accent
an
as
ons
functi
clap
The
says the critical word.
[clap]

place the element more dramatically. “Push up or push down.” This
clapping procedure is also useful in defining the relationship between
[clap]

questions and statements. ‘There are how many days in a week? There
[clap]

are seven days in a week.” The clap dramatizes the fact that the question and the statement are identical except for the accented elements.
Theclap also showsspecifically how statement and question are different.
The clap, therefore, is extremely useful in teaching basic sentence
forms, in correcting mistakes, and in calling attention to changes in sentences.
Use questions liberally.

Questions are valuable because they call the child’s attention to
specific parts of a sentence or process and help define them.
To demonstrate that statements are made up of parts and that each
part functions, the teacher should (especially during the first several
months of the program) follow every statement with a string of questions
that focus on the various parts of the statement. “The book is on the
table. Where is the book? . . . What is on the table? . . . Is the book
on the floor? ... Is the book under the table?” In answering these
questions, the child learns not only about prepositional concepts, but
also, what is equally important, about the structure of the statement “The

book is on the table.”
When the operation deals with a series of steps, the teacher should
use the appropriate question-and-answer series to lead the child to the
solution. “What do we know aboutthis thing? . . . Yes, it’s a word. And
what do we know about words? ... They have a beginning and an
end. And which one do westart out with? . . . So what do we know
about this part of the word? . . . Yes, that’s where we start out.” Many
tasks involve question-and-answer series. These are important, but also
difficult. Through such series, many of the culturally deprived child's
gravest deficiencies are broughttolight: his inability to connect language
with reality, his unawareness of contradictions, his vocabulary limitation,

and his desire to please the teacher rather than seek information.

The teacher should try to appreciate how difficult the task of handling

a series of questions is for the child. The assumption behind a series 1s
that for each question in the series, more than one answeris possible.
The ultimate answer is discovered not by making a snap decision at the
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beginning of the series, but by proceeding through
the series, a check-

point at a time, answering each question before
proceeding to the next.

The deprived child usually resists, rather effectively,
any approach that
involves such an “uncertain” answer. He would rather
reduce a series of
questions to a simple question that can be disposed of
with a guess. He

can learn a rote rule, such as “If they’re not the
same, they must bedif-

ferent,” much more easily than he can grasp the idea that
something
should be called “different” only after he has asked himsel
f if the objects are the same and answered “They are not.” Taking the extra
steps
to use the rule requires careful training in how to handle questi
on-andanswer series.
Use repetition.

The culturally advantaged four-year-old child is often capable of
learning in minutes what it may take the culturally disadvantaged child
of the same age days to master. The teacher should enter the classroom
fully aware of this fact. She should plan on going over basic statements
perhaps hundreds of times. She should further anticipate that the child
will tend to forget that which he has a great deal of trouble learning
initially—unless the skills are reviewed daily, which is not always practical.
There is no substitute for sheer repetition in teaching basic patterns.
Interest-arousing devices should certainly be included in the curriculum,
but only with the awareness that repetition is the backbone of the program.
Be aware of the cues the child is receiving.

The culturally deprived child will often try to be a “mind reader.”
Instead of attending to the material that demonstrates the concept, he
will watch the teacher’s face. If her lips seem to be forming the beginning
of a familiar phrase, he will produce that phrase. If she starts to Say

something, he will try to say it with her, sound for sound, perhaps with-

out understanding what he is saying. If the class is heterogeneous and

one of the members knows the answers most of the time, the other chil-

dren may wait for him to start responding and then try to match his
statement. The purpose of any kind of cue in the learning situation is to
introduce an element that is not essential to the understanding of the
concept but that makes the processing of the concept easier. Good cues,
however, should operate within the minimum-concept framework. They

should involve little that must be unlearned or relearned, and no con-

ventions other than those that are familiar to the child. They should
be simply a more dramatic way of approaching the material. A good

cue is often nothing more than a distinctive sing-song manner in which
a statementis presented.
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have them
For cues to be entirely effective, however, the teacher must

when a
under her control. She must resist the empathy she experiences
form
lips
her
let
not
must
She
answer.
the
child is searching her face for
on
focus
to
learn
and
word
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the word, or the child will probab
should
e
respons
the
which
from
l
her lips instead of on the materia
derive. She should watch for spurious unison responses in which one
child is merely trying to imitate what the otherssay. She should try to
remove from the group a child whois substantially ahead of the others.
She should avoid telegraphing responses through expression, glance, or
word. She should avoid placing materials on the chalkboard or in the
room that will cue the child. She should not always present tasks in the
same order (so that the child cannot learn to answer by rote order).
The controlof cues is quite difficult. Sometimes the teacher gives them

unconsciously. For this reason, it is a good practice to have a person sit

in periodically and watch for what seem to be unconsciously awarded
cues.
Use short explanations.

A verbal explanation assumes a knowledge of the language. Since the
deprived child does not have a great deal of language knowledge, explanations that are extended much beyonda single sentence are usually
wasted.
Tailor the explanation and rules to what the child knows.

If an explanation or rule assumes more knowledge than the child has,

the explanation should either be simplified or, if this is impossible, should

be replaced by a demonstration that will show what the teacher is trying
to get across. The teacher could present the verbal rule for adding zero
to another number as ‘““The sum will always be the same as the value of
the other number.” However, since this rule assumes a sophisticated
understanding of addition and of numbers, the teacher should notuse it.

Instead, she can lead the child to the rule through demonstration. The
series 1 +0=1,24+0=2,3+0=3,...10+0 = 10 can be taught
as a rote unit, as a kind of counting. The series demonstrates that a pattern

holds for each numberin the familiar 1-10 counting series. With only a
slight jump in reasoning, the child can conclude that the pattern should
hold for any number. Thus, he can learn the rule by being led through
a pattern, not by trying to work from a verbal rule that is quite beyond
him. This technique has a great deal of application in the preschool.
Use lots of examples.

Whenteaching a new concept, don’t make the mistake of presenting

a limited number of objects and then “talking” about these. This ap-
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proach merely confuses the concept with irrelevant detail.
The child has
no way of knowing in advance what the conceptis,
so he must rely on the

teacher’s presentation to clarify what she means by “long,
” or “between,”
or “red.” If the teacher presents one example of “long,”
the child has no
way of knowing whether longrefersto relative length or
to someirrelevant detail, perhaps the shape of the object presented. The
best way to
rule out irrelevant details is to use many examples. This techni
que rules
out the possibility that long is a designation applied to a line
of a particular length. The best way to show the child which are
the relevant
details of the letter A is to show him scores of A’s—big ones, small
ones,
thick-lined ones, and thin-lined ones. The best way to show the
child
that red is an absolute, is to show the child through examples
that the
attributes other than color can change—position, shape, texture,
and so
on—and the object is still called red. Many sources of serious confus
ion
can be eliminated by presenting different examples that show the child
how far a concept“stretches.”
Prevent incorrect responses whenever possible.

The teacher who anticipates an incorrect response before it occurs and
short-circuits it helps the children overcome chronic mistake patterns
more quickly.
If the task requires the child to make a visual discrimination and the

child has not inspected the material, the teacher can assume
that the

child is about to make a guessed response. She can prevent it by saying
“Now look at it. Whatis this? What do you know aboutit?”
If the task requires several steps in reasoning but the child begins to
respond immediately, the teacher can assume the child could not have

gone through the reasoning process. She can prevent a guess by saying
“Now, think. Take it a step at a time. What do you ask yourself first?’’

If a child makes a mistake, the teacher should always assume that he
will repeat the mistake the next time the task is presented. The teacher
should anticipate the mistake and handle it in a way that will give the
child experience in processing and mastering chronic-mistake material—
by pointing out the child’s tendency to err. “Tyrone, you want to call
this animal a deer as you did last time, but I’ll bet if you think big, you
can remember whatit really is.”
Prevention techniques tend to stop the child even though he might
have given a correct response by chance. This is important because a
child suffers if he makes a correct response by applying an inadequate
procedure. He learns to rely on this procedure, which means he learns
to rely on a false rule that must be unlearned before he can proceed

according to the prescribed learning schedule.
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Be completely unambiguous in letting the child know when
his response is correct and when it is incorrect.

If the teacher asks the child to “Put the yellow pencil on the book,”
and the child puts the green pencil on the book, she should not respond
in an equivocal way. She should not say “That’s good, Tyrone. You put
the pencil on the book. Now put the yellow pencil on the book.” He
probably will not understand this subtle correction. This approach provides the child with success experience but at the expense of information.

nonThe teacher should give the needed information in a matter-of-fact,

threatening, and completely unambiguous mannert. “No, that’s not
right,” or “Not quite. That is the green pencil, not the yellow pencil.”
Only if she constantly directs the child’s output by letting him know
when his responses are correct can the teacher achieve fast, relatively
smooth learning.
Dramatize the use value of learning whenever possible.

The intrinsic value of learning comes from the sense of mastery associated with the use of the concepts. By using the concept, a person can
do things he could not have done previously, including showing off and
exhibiting his superior knowledge to others. Interpersonal mastery can
be handled especially well in the classroom. The teacher can set the
situation up so that the children look smarter than she. ‘They can fool
her, they will enjoy themselves doing it, and they will learn to appreciate
some of the power that comes from thinking and learning. The teacher
should not devote the entire lesson to interpersonal mastery. However,
she should select certain fairly well-mastered tasks and set herself up as

the goat. “Okay, I'll bet nobody remembers how to do this, not even

Tyrone.” When the children give the correct answer, the teacher should
act shocked. Later, she can use a similar technique to challenge children

to learn new tasks. “I’m going to try to teach something that’s so hard
I don’t think anybody here will be able to catch on.” The challenge is
an extremely good incentive, but it should be given only to those children

whoare ready to accept it. For those who are ready, it provides a slightly

simplified experience with the kind of challenge on which academic
progress rests.
Encourage thinking behavior.

If the child indicates the green pencil when he is asked to point to
the yellow pencil, the teacher should not mislead the child into thinking
that his response is correct. However, she should be equally careful to
praise the child for trying, if he did try. After correcting the response,

she should acknowledge that he is operating in a way that will ultimately
lead to success. “Tyrone is trying. He doesn’t guess, does he? He'll get it,
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you'll see. That’s because he’s trying to think big.” The teache
r should let
the child know that she approves of his approach,
even though it some-

times leads to incorrect responses. Conversely, nonthinking
behavior,

even if it leads to the correct answer, should be discou
raged. This should

be done in a positive way. “Did you try hard today? I don’t think
so. You
fooled arounda lot and didn’t pay attention. But you’re a smart
boy and

you can get it if you try. You come in tomorrow and really
work, okay?”
Summary

This chapter dealt with the basic teaching strategies that have application in the preschool for culturally deprived children. The following
specific strategies were explained:
I. Work at different levels of difficulty at different times.

2. Adhere to a rigid, repetitive presentation pattern.

PMO

3. Use unison responses whenever possible.
4. Never work with a child individually in a study group for
more than about 30 seconds.
. Phrase statements rhythmically.
Require children to speak in a loud, clear voice.
Do not hurry children or encourage them to talk fast.
Clap to accent basic language patterns and conventions.
9. Use questions liberally.
10. Use repetition.
11. Be aware of the cues the child is receiving.
12. Use short explanations.
13. ‘Tailor the explanations and rules to what the child knows.
14. Use lots of examples.
15. Prevent incorrect responses whenever possible.
16. Be completely unambiguousin letting the child know when
his response is correct and whenit is incorrect.
17. Dramatize the use value of learning whenever possible.
18. Encourage thinking behavior.
Each of these apparently simple rules requires a considerable amount
of skill if it is to be executed successfully. This chapter has provided a
numberofspecific suggestions and examples for putting these rules into
practice, but the actual skill can only be acquired through disciplined
experience. It was pointed out that no teacher possesses these highly
specialized skills as a natural gift but that almost any teacher can acquire them if she worksat it. It is hoped that this chapter will have con-

vinced the prospective teacher that she has a good deal to learn, regardless of her previous experience, and that there is no mystery surrounding
the skills needed to become an effective teacher in an academically ori-

ented preschool.

anguage as a
teaching instrument

Language enters into almost every phase of human activity; a list
of
possible language uses would be almostas long as a list of possible human
activities. Therefore, an immediate problem confronts the person who
wishes to construct a program of language training that focuses upon
those aspects of language that are of greatest utility for the child. The
various linguistic and psychological theories of language do not provide
much guidance for focusing and limiting language to the necessary ingredients of communication. The value of these theories is measured by
their adequacy in describing a full range of language behavior. Their
purpose is not to assign priorities to certain kinds of skills and content.
As a result, an educator who seeks guidance from psychological or linguistic theory finds himself with a criterion for selection that remains
neutral on most of the important issues of what to select and how to
present it. At best, this criterion can refer him back to the language behavior of the language community under consideration, implying some
very general remedies.
The problem of prescribing the content of a basic language training
program is solved only by looking at language, not in terms of whatis
normal or expected but in terms of whatis necessary. The main question
to be dealt with in this chapter is what is necessary in order for language
to function as an adequate communication system between teacher and
children in the learning situation.
In order to appreciate what language must do, we consider first the
common properties of all teaching situations. In any teaching situation,
the child must learn something. He comes into the situation without

an adequate understanding of a certain conceptual dimension. ‘Through
verbal or nonverbal means, the teacher demonstrates the concept by presenting examples of what the concept is and whatit is not. The teacher
then requires the child to respond and demonstrate through either verbal or nonverbal means that he understands the concept as defined. The

child may perform in a way that showshis understanding of the concept,

or he may not. In either case, the teacher responds by telling him something about his performance. Perhaps this “telling” will come in the

form of a nonverbal demonstration of a contradiction in his thinking;
122
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Reperhapsit will come in the form of a direct ‘No, that’s not right.”

gardless of the manner in which the child is told, he must be told whether
he is right or wrong.
The minimum teaching language mustbe sufficient ior the two phases
of the teaching presentation described above: the phase in which examples of the concept are presented, and the phase in which feedback
is provided for the child. Therefore, a minimum teaching language—
whether it is phrased in standard English or uses a series of nonverbal
symbols—must satisfy two basic requirements:
1. It must be capable of representing reality, of naming or pointing out things (even if the naming is accomplished by series of
grunts), and if the language is to be a full-fledged communication
system, it must be capable of creating a symbolic equivalent of what
is observable in physical reality.
2. A closely related requirement, it must have provisions for indicating truth andfalsity in a relatively unambiguous way.
The learning situation takes place in the world of physical reality. The

demonstrations of a concept are demonstrations of what is. And the attempt of the child to act consistently with the concept is treated as an
instance that either is consistent with the concept or is not consistent
with the concept. From the beginning, the language of the teaching
situation must be the language of whatis, symbolizing what is presented

in some segment of physical reality. The truth and reality-representing

requirements of language maybeillustrated with the teaching of a concept such as between. The presentation begins with a physical reality,
and, on this level, the concept is seen as an arrangementof at least three

objects in a row. The communication system, to be relevant, must be

capable of symbolizing not only the three objects, but also the relationship of the medial object to the other two. Conceivably, the symbolizing
could be achieved through a series of gestures, but it is neatly accom-

plished in ordinary language by the statement form “The A is between
the B and the C” which can be varied to accommodate any arrangement

of the objects A, B, and C. Whenthe child attempts to demonstrate his

mastery of between, the second application of the teaching language
comesinto play. The child is corrected. Correction is achieved quite easily,
and, therefore, the fact that it is a necessary part of the teaching language

is not always appreciated. If the teaching language is to be consistent,

however, the presentation created by the child must be comparable with
the teacher’s, which means that it must be expressible in the same language. “No, Harold, the A is not between the B and the C.”

A final requirement of the minimum teaching languageis that it must

be shared by the teacher and the child. If the child does not understand
the code, he obviously will fail to appreciate how reality is being repre-
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sented, and he will not benefit from feedback
that is designed to bring

him closer to the concept.

Language as an Equivalent of Reality
Language, if it is to be adequate in the teaching situation, must
be
capable of standing for reality. It must be capable of creating
a verbal
description of reality which may be treated asif it were reality.
An ade-

quate teaching languageis one structured so that a person
familiar with

language is able to perform many of the same operations with a physica
l

presentation and a language presentation. For example, if
this person

is confronted with the statement “All coins are in the box,” he
can use
the statement as if it were a physical presentation. He can draw immediate inferences in response to such questions as “Are some of the
coins

under the box? No,all coins are in the box”; ‘Is the box
empty? No,be-

cause it has all of the coinsin it.”
Through some kind of experiences, the child must learn about the
substitution property of language. He must learn, for example, that
the
statement “All coins are in the box” is something that has a physica
l
counterpart and that this counterpart can be created. Furthermore, he
must learn that what is true of the physical presentation (so far as the
relationship of the coins and the box is concerned) mustalso be true of
the statement. That he does learn about the substitution property can
be demonstrated rather conclusively in many ways. ‘Iwo such demonstrations are presented below.
Demonstration 1

Weask a culturally advantaged five-year-old to repeat the statement
“All gleeps are in the perk.” We then ask him the following questions:
“Are any gleeps under the perk?” “Is the perk empty?” “Where are all

the gleeps?”’

We note that the child answers the questions in the same way he
would answer analogous questions raised in connection with the analogous statement “All coins are in the box.” Although he has never encountered gleeps or a perk, he treats these entities as if they were somehow equivalent to coins and box. The most reasonable explanation seems
to be that the child has generalized a truth about the relationship expressed by the statement form “The B is in the C.” The child has observed many relationships on the order of “The B is in the C” (hats in
boxes, dog food in cans, shirts in drawers, etc.). All instances of this re-

lationship—no matter what things were involved—had common characteristics. In all instances, the C was not empty. In all instances, no B

was under the C. These and other common characteristics can all be
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stateobserved by a child who understands the reality represented by the
which
C”in
the
in
is
B
ment. When confronted with an instance of “The
l
B and C are things never experienced, the child cannot rely on physica
nce.
experie
nt
experience of B and C. He must therefore rely on stateme
In order to draw his conclusion about gleeps and perks, he mustfirst appreciate the fact that the statement “All gleeps are in the perk” is analogous to “All horses are in the barn,” “All beads arein the box,” etc. He
can then draw the conclusion that “If there were such things as gleeps
and perks and all the gleeps were in the perk, then I would know certain
things about them, just as I would know certain things about coins and
boxes if all coins were in the box.” Clearly, the various in-statements in
the child’s repertoire form the basis for the conclusions. The child understands that these statements imply a certain reality. Therefore, an analogous statement would imply an analogous reality. Conversely, when the
child handled analogous statements as if they imply analogous realities,
we can conclude that he understands the substitution property of language.

Demonstration 2

Wepresent an advantaged five-year-old with three related tasks that

involve constructing a statement. For the first task, we present an ar-

rangement of toys, including a doll under a toy bed. We say “Show me:
The doll is under the bed.” The child points to the doll. Next, we lead
the child to a room in which there is a doll and a full-sized bed, but the

doll is not under the bed. Again we say “Show me: The doll is under
the bed.” The child takes the doll and places it under the bed. For the
third demonstration, we present a doll that is permanently fixed to a
table top, and we present a light toy bed. We repeat “Show me: The doll
is under the bed.” The child takes the bed and places it over the doll.
The instructions in all cases were identical, and yet the actions were
different. How is it possible for the child to arrive at the appropriate
outcome by such radically different routes? The only reasonable answer
is that the child who understands language works from a knowledge that
certain presentations are equivalent to certain statements. In each of the
situations above, the child was aware of what presentation was necessary.
When he found onethat satisfied the requirements, he pointed to it.
When it proved expedient to create the presentation in one way, he
created it that way. When the situation changed, he changed his ap-

proach. But, in each case, he worked toward the equivalent of the state-

ment “The doll is under the bed.”
The point of the two demonstrationsis that the advantaged child does

not simply learn words and concepts. He learns about what language is
supposed to do. He learns that he can observe relations on the physical
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level and translate these into words—or actions—sinc
e statement, action,
and physical reality are all facets of a total, observable
relationship. The
observable facts provide the ultimate sanction for langua
ge. And the
child who learns language under favorable conditions
learns this fact
early and thoroughly.
Language as a Vehicle for Truth
Closely related to the substitution requirement of the
teaching lan-

guage is the requirement of truth. The teaching langua
ge should be de-

signed so that the teacher can monitor the production of
the child by
letting him know whetherhis behavior is consistent or incons
istent with
the concept being presented. This means that the teaching langua
ge must
occur in the domain of yes-no. The teaching language must
be able to

let the child know either “Yes, your behavior is consis
tent with the concept’ or “No, your behavior is not consistent.” Since
this yes-no orienta-

tion is commonto all teaching situations, the basic unit of
the teaching

language must be the statement of fact. Only statements of
fact are
capable of being submitted to yes-no monitoring. And not all senten
ces
satisfy this requirement. We cannot say that the sentence “Look
at John

run” is either true or false. However, we can submit the
idea “THIS JS

AN EXAMPLE OF RUNNING” to yes-no evaluation.
The basic assumption of every teaching situation is that the examples
of the concept being presented can be translated into a statement
of
fact, a statement containing the verb to be. Regardless of how un-stat
ement-like the presentation seems, the learner mustrealize that the presen
tation is an attempt to convey a fact—a picture of what is. When the
teacher runs, the assumed translation is “This is an example of runnin
g.”

Whenshe says “Give methe ball,” the assumed translation is “The
act

of giving methe ball is what I want you to perform,” and the correction
“No, no” translates into “The act of giving methe ball is what you are
not performing.”
The Substandard Language

The teaching language in a given situation may fail for either of two
reasons: (1) the language may be inadequate for the task: or (2) the
language may be adequate, but the child may not learn that it is. In
either case, the net result is the same: the conventional, basic concepts
cannot be effectively taught to the child, because he cannot be corrected
in an unambiguous manner.

Examples of palpably inadequate language which is incapable of
teaching the relationships between statements of fact and observations of
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lanreality can be found in many residential schools for the deaf. The
erized
charact
often
guage instruction provided in these institutions is
by an attempt to create a “natural language” or a kind of grammatical
language, and, in pursuit of these goals, the teachers submerge the generalizable truths about language in a mire of idiomatic statements that
defy translation. Often the child’s first exposure to the verb is comes in
the idiomatic and structurally useless expression “It is cold outside.”

, according
Often, half of the yes-no equation is not presented, because

to the assumption of the language program, children should be concerned with the positive, not the negative. Often the child does not receive the basic labeling statement “This is a _____” until he has been
exposed to constructions of a much higher order, such as “Give me the
ball” (which translates into “The act of giving me the ball is what I
want you to perform” and is therefore more complex than the statement
“This is a ball,” for example).
Often the results of the language instruction received by these chil-

dren are clearly reflected in their inability to handle language. Below

are “stories” written by children who have studied under a substandard
language for more than six years. The “stories” were written in response

to a picture story. In the first picture of the series, a boy and a girl
are preparing to play catch, while a baby,sitting on the grass, looks on.
In the second picture, the boy is throwing the ball to the girl. The third
picture shows the ball rolling under a house as the boy, the girl, and a
dog look on. In the final picture, the dog is bringing the ball to the boy,
whois kneeling.
Paul (age: 13 years, 8 months): Boy and girl play a red ball. Boy and

girl throw a red ball. The ball has a in house. The ball has a out dog.

Linda (age: 13 years, 1 month): Boy and girl fun baby. Oh baby throw
boy and girl. House under ball dog look.
Bonnie (15 years, 0 months): The boy throw ball catch the ball girl.
The girl play in house. The ball see boy came dog help walk mouth ball
gave boy.

Note that these children are not simply deficient in their use of words,

they are deficient in their repertoire of concepts. The teaching language

to which they were exposed failed to teach them howtotranslate reality
into statements. It failed to teach them which cues are relevant to a
particular situation and which are accidental. It failed in teaching the

simplest truths, such as “If the ball is under the house, the house is not

under the ball.” (House under ball dog look.)

The culturally deprived preschooler shares certain language deficiencies

with the deaf child. The profiles of culturally disadvantaged and deaf
children are quite similar on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abili-

ties. The severely deprived preschooler, like the deaf child, can often
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understand such acceptable commands as “Go put that
chair over by
the window,” but he may be quite unable to do what the
culturally ad-

vantaged child does—answer a question related to his
action, “What are

you doing?” Although his reluctance to respond is usually
interpreted
as “‘shyness,” it is far more often a simple manifestation of his
inability
to translate actions into statements. He can recognize statem
ents (just
as the reader can recognize pictures of many famous Americans),
but he
cannot produce them in an acceptable fashion (Just as the reader
may not
be able to create an identifiable likeness of George Washington).
The
culturally deprived child can handle single words that denote obviou
s

actions and things, such as boy, girl, throw, catch, house. Howev
er, like

the deaf child, he flounders when the concept becomes one that is more
firmly embedded in connected language, such as the idea represented by
“The ball is under the house.” The jumble of words that seems
to be

“meaningful” to the deaf child is often meaningful to the deprived child.
The teaching language used to present concepts to the culturally deprived child may be adequate. The writers are of the opinion that generally it is not. However, its adequacy is irrelevant, because, regardless
of the caliber of the dialect used by the adults in the community, the children do not have the specific, prerequisite knowledge about their language. ‘I’hey do not have an adequate teaching language. The problem
facing the teacherof the culturally deprived preschooler, therefore, is not
simply teaching concepts but teaching the basic and necessary rules of
language. The knowledge of language is crucial, because, without it,
the child will be limited in much the same way the deaf child is limited,
to the obvious parts of the universe—the things to which one can point
and which one can label in a relatively unambiguous way. Such labeling
constitutes only a small part of concept learning.
The Statement Hierarchy

Farlier, it was noted that the teaching language must express complete
statements which are either true or false. The method used to teach the
culturally advantaged child simple labels seems, however, to contradict
this requirement. The mother of the advantaged toddler often uses

single words, which are apparently quite effective as teaching instru-

ments. Actually, the advantaged mother is creating an illusion. She is

using statements, but she presents part of the statement nonverbally.
She does this by pointing to the object or calling the child’s attention
to it in some way. The pointing is part of the statement, and, without it,

there would be no true statement. If the mother walked into a room

and said ‘Asphalt tile’ without completing the statement by pointing,

the child would probably recognize that she was not talking about any-
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to
thing that is true or false. Rather, he would interpret her behavior
she
,
however
s,
epoint
Whensh
game.
word
a
mean that she was playing
completes the statement. She can then say “Yes” and “No” in response
to his behavior, and the meaning of the words can be clearly understood.
“Cup. ... Yes. Cup. No, not that. That’s a glass.”

The one-word-label statement is important because it represents the
simplest form of true statement: Point—‘“‘book.” The unfortunate aspect
of this statement is that it leads to a dead end quite quickly unless the
act of pointing is verbalized. This fact can be demonstrated by replacing
the word book in the statement above with a nonverbal signal that ts
defined to mean book. For example, the teacher could tap herself on
the head instead of saying “book” without altering the kind of information supplied by the statement Point—“book.” She could then present
a series of objects and indicate either by tapping herself on the head or
by shaking her head whether the object was a book. Her responses to a
series of objects would go somethinglike this: red book, Point—head tap;

little book, Point—head tap; cup, Point—head shake; thick book, Point—
head tap; pencil, Point—head shake; and paper, Point—head shake.

If language consisted of nothing more than simple label designations,
such as “Book,” the language above would be quite adequate. But there
are very few entirely adequate labels in language. ‘The same object that
is called “book” on one occasion is called “reading material” on another
and “inanimate object” onstill another. The object referred to as “boy”
on one occasion may also be referred to as “child,” “human,” “living

thing,” “David,” etc. The object called “dog” may also be called “big,”
“brown,” “mean,” and “mangy.” There are few simple labels in language, and, for this reason, the half-verbal statement used to teach simple

labels is dangerous. When an attempt is made to modify concepts already
mastered—to call attention to a compatible concept that is related in
some way—the half-verbal language fails. It does not have the grammar
necessary to handle concept modification. Consider the child who learns
to identify book either through the point-and-tap statementor the pointand-label statement. What happens when the child tries to learn the

concept red? The teacher wants him to understand that the object is
still a book but that attention should now be focused on some aspect of
the book. How does she do this? If she proceeds to introduce a word or
signal to denote red, she will probably convince the child simply that
she wants to call the book something new. The child will conclude that

she has changed ):r mind. Instead of being called “book,” the object

will nowbe calle. ‘red.” Instead of calling the object head tap, it will

now be called havclap. Very simple, and very wrong.
What is neede: is some method by which the identity of the object

can be held—a metii:od which enables the teacher to suggest “Look. It’s
still a book. I’m not saying that it isn’t a book. I’m just trying to tell you
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something about this book.” One such method wouldbeto call
the object
by both names,first the originally learned name (book) and then
the new
name (red). This presentation could also be effective on the nonver
bal

level: Point—‘‘book’”—“red”’: or Point—head tap—head clap.

Iwo important points emerge from this demonstration:
1. ‘I'he problems encountered with the half-verbal presentation are
precisely the same as those encountered with the nonverbal presentation.
Both must reduce ambiguity and direct attention to the concepts in a
prescribed way. For this reason, the solutions to the problem are the
same. T’he half-verbal statementis a parallel to the nonverbal statement.
2. Both the half-verbal statement and the nonverbal statement are
being forced into the formation of a grammar. Already, conventions for

yes-no have been introduced, as well as conventions for the order
of

“words.” When the concept to be taught was simple, the grammar was
relatively simple (Point—‘‘book”). When the concept to be taught was a
“second-order” modification, the grammar became more complicated.
In order to teach prepositions, the grammar would obviously have to
become more complicated, involving at least three content words in addition to the pointing signal.
Whether one uses a half-verbal presentation, a nonverbal presentation, or a fully verbal presentation, he must teach a language. He must

teach the conventions of true-false statements, because, without these, he

cannot possibly process the more complicated concepts which the preschooler is expected to learn. However, the fully verbal language has two

great advantages over the half-verbal and nonverbal presentations:

I. It represents a minimum learning. Even if a child learned a perfectly adequate nonverbal language, he would be expected to learn the

standard, verbal language also. A great deal of time is saved if he does

not spend time learning two such languages but concentrates on the one
that will ultimately be expected of him.
2. Verbal statements that precisely parallel any half-verbal or nonverbal presentation can easily be created. The teaching language, whether

it is completely nonverbal or completely verbal, is the language of truefalse statements. The statement demands of a given situation are the
same for any presentation. Fully verbal language is well designed to
handle true-false statements. In fact, it is far better designed than the

half-verbal or nonverbal language.
To determine the irreducible verbal statement in the teaching situation, we return to the simplest teaching situation, in which a label is
attached to a relatively virgin object such as a book. As noted earlier,

the problem facing the teacheris that of calling attention to the segment
of reality under consideration and then symbolizing it in some way. The
act of pointing and naming seemed tosatisfy the statement demands of

the situation rather well: Point—‘‘book.”
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Using this statement as the model for the fully verbalized statement,

we simply verbalize the act of pointing, thereby making the statement
fully verbal: ‘This is—a book.”

Statements of this form must represent the irreducible statements of
a teaching language. Weshall refer to them as first-order or identity

statements. In one sense, the identity statement does no more than iden-

tify, saying in a verbal way what the point-and-word statement said.
However, it is a full-blown statement and is therefore capable of being
submitted to verbal yes-no questions and to other operations that are
possible through conventionally defined language.

The second-order statement (the statement used to modify some aspect
of the concept that has been mastered) again translates rather directly
from the half-verbal presentation, Point—‘“book’—“red.” The verbal
statement: ‘“This book is red.”

Statements of this form do, rather gracefully, what the half-verbal

and nonverbal presentations could do less efficiently. The first part of

the statement, “This 4,” functions as an identity holder. ‘This part of

the statement says “Look, it’s still an A. Nothing has changed here.”

The second part of the statement, “is B,’ completes the equation and
directs attention to something about A. In essence, it says “Don’t discard

A; just attend to something about 4.”
The structure of identity statement and modifying statement may

seem somewhat arbitrary, but actually they are not. This fact can be
demonstrated by changing the second-order statement from ‘This book
is red” to the apparently equivalent statement “This is a red book.”
These statements are not equivalent in the teaching language because the
second one does not hold the identity of “book.” Therefore, the second

one is ambiguous. The not statement that is related to the first statement,
“This book is not yellow,’ is quite unambiguous, while the not statement related to the second statement, ‘““This is not a yellow book,” could
apply to buftaloes, blocks, buildings, or bottles, as well as books.

The second-order (modifying) statementis infinitely expandable: ‘This

car is red”; ‘““This red car is an Oldsmobile’; “This red Oldsmobile car

is speeding down the road”; “This red Oldsmobile car which is speeding
down the road is being driven by a woman”; etc.
The expandable property of the second-order statement is an indication that by using the statement form,it is possible to teach a series of
compatible concepts in a completely unambiguous way. First, each con-

cept is established as the predicate in a subject-predicate relationship.
“This ball is blue.” The concept is then moved to the “identity holder”

position on the other side of the verb. “This blue ball is on the table.”
The first-order statement form and the second-order statement form

are capable of teaching all the basic concepts—names of things and actions, position, color, class, and relationships in time and space. They
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therefore constitute the basic teaching language. They represent
the

minimum language needed to assure an unambiguous present
ation of

those concepts a preschoolchild is expected to learn. If the two stateme
nt

forms are to realize their communication potential, however
, the child

must understand them. Token understanding is not sufficient. If the
child does not fully understand the two basic statement forms, he must
be taught. He must learn the essentials of the teaching language before
the teaching language can be used with any certainty.
Language instruction for the culturally deprived child (who may have

little more than a token understanding of the two statement forms, the
questions related to each, and the not Statements) is not merely a drill

in sounding good. It is instruction in handling a powerful tool. In order
to handle this tool, he must learn that

I. Statements have parts.
2. The parts retain their identity even when they appear in
different statements.
3. Statements imply questions, and questions can be answered

by referring to the original statement.
4. Certain statements contradict other statements.
9. Certain statements are compatible with other statements.
6. A physical presentation is capable of being described with

many non-contradictory statements.

7. Relations expressed by statements are generalizable to a
range of situations.
The Structure of the Second-order Statement

‘The second-order statement “This book is ___” can be completed

in an infinite number of ways—‘“This book is big”; “This book is on
the table’; “This book is heavier than a mouse’’; etc. Not all of these

completions imply the same kind of information processing, however.
In other words, not all of these completions are structurally the same.
Consider a specific chair—the one the writers have in mind. What does
the person who is knowledgeable in language know about this chair?

Does he know wherethis chair is? No, he does not, because determination

of position rests on an empirical investigation. Does he know the color,

shape, or relative size of the chair? Again, these determinations require

an empirical investigation. Does he know that the chair is not a table,

not a book, not a car, or not any other kind of nonchair? He does. This

kind of determination does not require empirical investigation. Does
he knowthat the chair is a piece of furniture? He does.
The second-order statement, “This chair is ______,” may be completed in a way that requires an empirical investigation or in a way that
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does not require such an investigation. This difference in information
processing implies a difference in the manner in which the two types of
statement completions would be taught. Obviously, a child should not be
led to believe that he can determine whether a chair is a piece of furniture by inspecting the chair and trying to find “furnitureness.” Equally
obvious, he should not be led to believe that he can specify the size,

color, or position of a chair without inspecting it. He must also be aware
that both types of information processing may come into play in regard

to a given concept. While someone must conduct an empirical investigation to determine that a given object is not hard, no further investigation is needed to determine that the object is soft. The reason is that not-

hard = soft. On the other hand, if an investigation has disclosed that an
object is not red, no further statement about its color can be provided

without further empirical investigation. One cannot conclude that if a
chair is not red, it is blue (or that if a chair is not on the table, it must
be underthetable).

On the basis of structural difference, there are three basic ways in which

a second-order statement may be completed:

1. With a polar concept—one that has an opposite (This dog is

big)

2. With a nonpolar concept that is shared by only some of the
members of the identity class (This dog is white; This dog is in
the yard)
3. With a nonpolar concept that is shared by all members of
the identity class (This dog is a four-legged creature; This dog is
an animal)

Since the concepts within each of these divisions are structurally similar, they raise similar problems and therefore can be taught in a similar

manner. All polar concepts, for instance, are based on the same not

equation:

hard = not-soft and not-hard = soft

big = not-little and not-big = little

loud = not-soft and not-loud = soft

Since all opposites are the same in this structural dimension, the presentations used to teach them are logically the same, even though the concrete objects and the sensory modalities involved may be quite different.
After all, the purpose of the teaching presentation is simply to define the
structure of the concept for the child.

Therefore, the following set of directions for teaching the polar con-

cept hard-soft is actually a kind of prototype that can be readily adapted
to any common polar concept merely by changing the presentation so
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that it is consistent with the kind of investigation necessary
to appreciate
the polar distinction.
1. Present three balls, three lumps of clay, and three crusts
of bread.
Two of the balls, lumps of clay, and crusts of bread should be
identical
to each other except in hardness. The third member should be
soft and

dissimilar to the others in many ways—in color,si
ze, etc.

2. Identify the things that are being presented. Identify each with the
statement “This is a ball,” “This is a piece of clay,” or “This is a
piece
of bread.” Ask the is and the what questions about each object.
“Is this a ball? . . . Yes, this is a ball.
... No, this is not a ball.”
“This is a what? ... This is a ball.”

3. Define the concept soft. Push against the object and say “This ball is
soft. See how I can push it in?” Repeat the statement “This ball is soft”
and require the child to say the statement after you. Ask the zs and whut
questions about each of the various objects.
“Is this ball soft? . . . Yes, this ball is soft.
... No, this ball is not soft.”

“What can I say about this ball? . . . This ball is soft.
. .. This ball is not soft.”
4. Introduce the concept hard. Refer to an object that is not soft and
have the child produce the appropriate not statement. “This ball is not
soft.” Follow with the equivalent statement “This ball is hard.” Have the
child repeat the statement. Demonstrate that every object that is not soft
can also be referred to as hard
5. Finally, introduce the concept not hard. Refer first to the various
objects that are hard and elicit the appropriate statement. “This ball is
hard.” Refer then to the objects that are not hard. Ask “Is this ball hard?
. .. No, this ball is not hard. This ball is soft.”

Just as the various polar concepts can be taught by using a variation

of the presentation outlined above, the various nonpolar concepts that
are shared by all members of an identity class can be taught using a

variation of one presentation, and the various nonpolar concepts that
are shared by only some members of the identity class can be taught
using a variation of another presentation.
The basic teaching language which we set out to establish consists
of two basic statement forms:
1. “This is an

A

aa

2. “This

is

B.”

A

and four basic presentation patterns:

I. The
2. ‘The
3. ‘The
shared by

brown)

first-order pattern (This is a dog)
second-order pattern for polar concepts (This dog is fat)
second-order pattern for nonpolar concepts that are
only some members of the identity class (This dog is
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4. The second-order pattern for nonpolar concepts that are
shared by all members of the identity class (This dog is an animal)
Summary

To say that the culturally deprived child should learn “language’’ is
perhaps to say a great deal and perhaps very little. Does language learning consist primarily of learning how to sound acceptable? Does language
learning consist of building a noun vocabulary to a certain level? Does
it consist of experiences with the “natural” and social uses of language?
The answers to these questions depend largely on the manner in which
language is defined. Unfortunately, the usual definitions of language (in
terms of expression or meaning or association) are usually incapable of
implying specific learning tasks. At best, some tasks are more consistent
with a given interpretation than others, but the range of possible tasks
is appallingly broad. The definition of language usually remains neutral
on most of the important issues connected with curriculum development.
The analysis in this chapter begins, therefore, with a definition of language that cannot be neutral on importantissues. The analysis is limited
to a consideration of language as a tool for presenting concepts—language as a teaching instrument.

The first question raised about this tool is: Whatis it? Language, of

course, is many things. But so far as the learning situation is concerned,

language is a self-consistent representation of reality that deals in true

and false statements. There is no way to teach basic concepts without
presenting examples of the concepts. Consequently, the language of the

teaching situation is primarily a language that is consistent with the show-

and-tell presentation.
A teaching language, it was noted, may be ineffective in a given teaching situation for one of two reasons. The language may be inadequate,
or the child’s understanding of an adequate language may be inadequate.

The language used to teach deaf children is often an inadequate lan-

guage, while the language of the culturally deprived subculture may be
adequate, although the understanding of some children within the subculture is definitely inadequate. The situation facing the teacher is the
same whether the language is inadequate or the child’s understanding
of the language is inadequate. The child’s understanding of the language

must be made adequate. The child must be taught the minimum language
skills necessary to process the basic concepts he is expected to learn.

This language, according to the present analysis, consists of two basic
statement forms: “This is a B” and “This B is C.” The first of these is

the identity statement. It is a fully verbalized statement that corresponds
to the act of pointing to an object and indicating the object’s name. ‘The
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modifying or second-order statement form, “This B is C,” has
no ready
counterpart on the level of half-verbal statements (although it would
be
possible to create some). The first part of the statement functions
to hold
the identity of the concept already presented through the first-or
der

Statement form, “This is a B.” The second part of the
statement, ‘This

5 is C,” introduces a new modifying concept that is compatible with
B.
These two statement forms are capable of processing all of the basic concepts—up to hypotheticals.
Not all of the modifications that can be processed through the secondorder statement form, however, are the same in structure. Basical
ly, they

differ according to the kind of information processing upon which they

rest. Some concepts, such as color, relative size, position, etc., require
an

empirical investigation; other concepts, such as class names, do not require an empirical investigation. No contradiction is created by envisioning a barn that is not red; however, a grave contradiction is created by
envisioning a barn that is not a building.
There are three structurally similar typesof concepts that are processed
through the second-order statement form. These are:
1. Polar concepts
2. Nonpolar concepts that are shared by only some of the members of the identity class
3. Nonpolar concepts that are shared by all of the members of
the identity class

Since concepts within each of these groups are structurally similar
and involve similar inferences and similar types of information processing,
the concepts within each of these groups can be taught in a similar manner. For example, the presentation that directs learning efforts to an
appreciation of long-short in the most unambiguous way serves as a
prototype for the presentation of any other polar concept.
The language program presented in the following two chapters is
based on the nature of the teaching language as it was analyzed in this
chapter.

the beginning
language program

As nearly as possible, the writers have attempted to make the beginning
language program a truly beginning program—onethat starts from zero,

assuming no prior mastery of English, because even whenall the children

come from homes where a dialect of English is spoken, the teacher is

seldom in a position to ascertain in detail what each child can and
cannot do. Therefore, the safest program is one that assumes no prior
mastery.
It would be wasteful, of course, to spend a great deal of time teaching
children things they already know. The program is designed so that if
the children are already able to handle a given task, they can move
through it and on to the next in a very short time—inless time, generally,

than it would take to find out through individual testing whether or not
they possess the skill. Accordingly, the length of time to be devoted to
each step in the course sequenceis left unspecified. The children work at
a task until they have mastered it, whether it takes five minutes or five
weeks.
The basic teaching method is “pattern drill,” similar to that used in

the teaching of foreign languages. However, there are important differ-

ences, all of which relate to the emphasis on the cognitive rather than

the social aspects of language.
1. The drill does not focus upon idiomatic expressions and irregularities. ‘hese are avoided, in fact, as representing the ungeneralizable aspects of a language, whereas whatthe naive child needs to grasp is that
substantial part of the language that makes sense, that follows consistent
rules, that facilitates logical reasoning. Such limited idiomatic expressions as “in a mess,” for example, undercut the foundation meaning of
in and lead the child to false conclusions: The house is in a mess; the

woman is in the house; therefore, the woman is in a mess.

2. Whereas linguistic pattern drill is supposed to reinforce natural,
colloquial intonation patterns, the intonational patterns suggested in
the present program deliberately exaggerate many small words andaffixes that are normally slurred over, since these embody the logical dis-

tinctions that the children must learn.

3. In this program, sentence patterns are selected and grouped not
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on the basis of their frequency of use or grammatical similarity, but on
the basis of the rules of inference that apply to them. The sentences ‘“This

book is not heavy” and “This book is not green,” although they are

grammatically identical, are treated differently and appear in different
sections of the program, because different deductions can be made from
the first sentence than from the second.
4, The most important difference of the present program has to do
with the relation between concepts and words. When a child is being

taught a foreign language in school, it is assumed that he already has

most of the concepts expressed in the foreign language. Modern foreign-

language teaching makes use of illustrations and physical props, but
these are not generally used to teach new concepts. They are used to

eliminate the need for literal translation. In the program that follows,
however, the children are learning new concepts—new ways of organiz-

ing experience or relating one experience to another. One cannot expose

the child to a brief demonstration of the concept Jong and expect him
to conclude, either consciously or unconsciously, “I get it. It means
.’ For the typical deprived child, there is no way of completing
“It means ___.””. Demonstrations, therefore, play a
statement
the
much more vital role than they do in foreign-language learning. ‘They
must be chosen and used with great care, always being closely wedded to

the language drill. The child is not merely learning how to express a

concept in a new languageor dialect. He is learning the concept through
learning how to make the appropriate statements about illustrations and
concrete objects.
All of the beginning language concepts presented in this chapter are
to be taught througheitherfirst-order statements (This is a

second-order statements (This

is

) or

). These concepts are

arranged roughly in order of increasing difficulty, beginning with the

first-order labels and then proceeding to the second-order refinements:

polar opposites and nonpolar dimensions of color, location, and class

name.
First-order Statements
The identity statement—singular.

The identity statement form is the most rudimentary in the language

hierarchy. “This is an alligator.” “This is a 3.” “This is a word.” The
identity statementis the starting point for the language program.It defines the relationship between language and the child’s awareness of the
physical world. It tells him that the statement for the familiar act of

pointing at the block is “This ts a block.”
The following procedure is recommended for presenting the identity
statement form:
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I. Adopt a stereotyped procedure.
a. Present an object and give the appropriate identity statement.
“This is a ball.”
b. Follow the statement with a yes-no question. “Is this a ball?”
c. Answer the question. “Yes, this is a ball.”

d. Repeat the question and encourage the children to answerit.

e. Introduce what questions after the children have begun to re-

spond adequately to the yes-no questions.

2. Make up identity statements about those objects you will be talking

about in the preschool: boy, girl, piano, book, chalkboard, coat rack,
articles of clothing, furniture, fixtures, parts of the body (face, mouth,
ears, eyes, hands, fingers, arms, feet, legs, etc.). Avoid proper names and

other nouns that do nottake articles, such as sand and paint. Later, expand the list to include words that will be presented in reading and
arithmetic classes.
3. Strive for clear pronunciation, but not so insistently that pronun-

ciation becomes the foremost consideration. Typically, deprived children

will have a great deal of trouble with the identity statement. For example, in dealing with the statement “This is a table,” they may have
difficulty with the hard-s ending on this, the word is, and the article, perhaps reducing the statement to something like “Diii table.” Call their
attention to the omitted parts of the statement. Repeat the statement
five to ten times, clapping to accent the missing parts. Repeat the same
Statement often.
4. Introduce tasks that dramatize the equivalence between the identity
statement and the act of pointing at the appropriate object. Present four
objects, perhaps a ball, block, cup, and pencil. Have the children point
to the appropriate objects as you make the statements “This is a ball,”
etc. ‘Then point and ask the children to produce the statements in answer
to “This is a what?”
5. Do not work on identity statements for more than three or four
minutes. Make these statements a part of the daily language routine,

perhaps at the beginning of the language period.

6. After the children have become reasonably familiar with the presentation that begins with a given identity statement (This is a ball) and then
introduces questions (Is this a ball? This is a what?), change the order
of presentation so that it opens with a question. “This is a what?” After
the answer has been produced, have the children repeat it several times
in unison.
Modifications for severely deprived children.

The seriously deprived child may not understand what the identity
statement, “This is a ______.,” is actually trying to do. He can best be
shown by demonstrating how the statement is related to familiar com-
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mands. Hehas learned that commandscall for specific actions, “Shut up.”
“Go outside.” “Gimmie da.” Therefore, commands can be used asa basis
for defining the identity statement. The idea is simply to show him that
the statement form, “You are _____ing,” is roughly parallel in whatis
trying to denote to the statement form, “This is a _____.”” This can be
achieved by introducing verb expansions and simple pronoun exercises
from the Advanced Language chapter at the beginning of the program,
and relating these exercises to the identity statement.
First, work on the production of statements related to commands.
“Stand up . . . Good. Are you sitting down? . . . Are you running down
the street? . . . Are you flying through the air? Are you standing up?
. . . Yes, you are standing up.” After working on similar statements for a
few minutes, present examples of the identity statement, using the most
familiar objects, and introduce a similar questionset. “This is a nose . . .
Is this a train? . . . Is this a baseball? . . . Is this a roller skate? . . . Is
this a shoe? ... Is this a nose? .. . Yes, this is a nose.” Such demon-

strations show the child that the questions related to both statement
forms have the same function and that both statements rest on the same
kind of observation of whatis.
Adjust the presentation for those children who do not have enough

language to handle statements effectively. It may take some severely de-

prived children three months before they are able to produce even a
reasonable semblance of an identity statement. In order for their language
learning to proceed, they must be allowed to use one-word and pointing
responses. Efforts to get them to repeat statements should continue, however, with the stimulus being presented very rhythmically and slowly.
The identity statement—plural.

The plural identity statement is different from the singular. ‘The
singular begins with this and has an article before the final word. “This
is a ball.” The plural begins with these, has noarticle, and attaches an
s to the last word. “These are balls.” Initially, the children may have

trouble including the article in the singular identity statement; later,
they may have trouble omitting it from the plural statement. They may
say “These are a balls,’ which shows that they are transferring what
they have learned.
1. Introduce the plural statement only after the children are able
to enunciate the singular statement clearly enough so that there will be
no trouble in distinguishing the two.
2. Define the changes that occur in the plural statement. Begin with
the s ending. Present three objects of the same name—three hands, three

balls, three lines on the chalkboard. No words with irregular plurals
should be presented. Point to each object and identify it. “Ball. Ball.

Ball.’”’ Embrace all three objects and say “Balls.’’ Repeat the procedure,

using the word this to apply to each individual object and these to apply
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to the group of objects. “This. This. This. These.” Repeat the exercise
until the children are able to place the s ending on the noun and to
produce the word these.
3. Give the children practice in listening to the plural identity statement.
a. Present a statement that implies an action and requires the
children to demonstrate the action. “See if you can show methis statement. Listen. This is a hand. . . . Good. These are hands.” The basic
exercise can be repeated using ears, eyes, legs, arms, fingers, etc. The 5s

sound on the plural noun should be grossly exaggerated and accented

with a clap. To further sharpen the children’s grasp of its function in the

statement, introduce songs involving plurals andsingulars in the music

session.
b. More difficult listening tasks can be introduced after the children

have worked on plurals for several weeks. ‘““Touch your ear. . . . Touch
yourears.” ‘To succeed, the children must be able to hear and understand
the function of the s ending. No other clues (such as the are in the declarative statement “These are ears’) are present in sentences of this form.

4. Give the children practice in producing plural identity statements.

a. Hold up an object and ask for the identity statement. “Tell me

about this.”

b. Pair the object with another of the same kind and ask the chil-

dren to “Tell me about these.”

c. As the children become more familiar with the plural statement,

ask a more general question. ‘““What can I say?” To help children with

the s ending, remind them that it buzzes (as it does in all soft-s words).
Some children may have a tendency to transfer the ending to other words

in the statement, perhaps to the beginning of a word. However, the

rhythm, the clap, and practice will help them locate it properly. The
pronunciation of are is a potential source of difficulty, sometimes being

confused with or. It should be pronounced in an extremely exaggerated
way until the children become accustomed to pronouncing it.
9. Use books and pictures to find objects about which singular and
plural identity statements can be made. Most Dr. Seuss books contain

good illustrations. These books, however, should not be read. The teacher

should adopt the procedure of first asking for a statement about each

member in an illustrated group, then for a statement about all of the

members. She can indicate her desire by pointing or by asking the children to “Tell me ...”: “Tell me about this” (This is a dog.); ‘““Tell me
about this” (This is a dog); “Tell me about these” (These are dogs).
The not statement.

‘The not statement is as necessary as the identity statement in defining
simple concepts. The identity statement points to instances of the concept in question (providing the genus), while the not statement indicates
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those things that are not instances of the concept (providing the differentiation). “This is a ball. This is not a dish. This is not a coin. ‘This is not
a balloon. This is not a globe.” Together the identity and not statements
define the concept.

The children encounter the not statement in answering questions about

identity statements. However,it is relatively incidental and perhaps meaningless at first. Begin teaching not statements as soon as the children have

begun giving correct and reasonably articulate affirmative answers to the

“Is this a ______?” question.
1. Define the words yes and no. The children may have only a hazy
idea of what the words mean. However, they probably have a good understanding of the meaning of head nods andshakes. Therefore, it is possible to define yes and no by associating them with the appropriate motions.
a. Point to a child and ask a question that can be answered with

yes. “Is this a boy?”
b. Nod your head in an exaggerated fashion and say “Yes. This
is a boy.”
c. Point to a girl and ask the original question. “Is this a boy?”

d. Shake your head vigorously. “No. This is not a boy.” Accent
the word not with a clap.
e. Repeat this procedure with other familiar objects. Also introduce a variation in which a number of questions are asked about the
same object. “Is this a pencil? . . . Yes. This is a pencil. Is this a book?
... Is this a man? ... Is this a table?”
2. Introduce pointing tasks involving not.
a. Present three familiar objects (or pictures of objects) and have
the children identify each. “This is a house. This is a tree. This is a girl.”
b. Ask membersof the class to point to objects that are not a house,
not a tree, and not a girl.
c. After the children have located an appropriate object, have them
say the not statement in unison. “This is not a house.” Ask the question.

“This is not a what? . . . This is not a house.” Also introduce the yes-no
question, and shake your head vigorously to help reinforce the meaning
of no. “Is this a house? ... No, this is not a house.” The statement

should be repeated four or five times before proceeding to the next.
3. Have the children produce the not statements. After they are
reasonably proficient at locating the appropriate objects and repeating
the not statement, make the children responsible for production of the
identity statement and different not statements.
a. Point to a familiar object and ask the children to ‘Tell me

about this’’ (This is a pencil).
b. Point to a series of objects that are not pencils and ask about
each “Is this a pencil?” The only acceptable answer is “No, this is not

a pencil.” If a child identifies the particular object (This is a ball) in-
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stead of producing the not statement, he should be told that he is correct, but that “I didn’t ask about a ball. I asked about a pencil, so you

must tell me about a pencil. Is this a pencil? ... No, this is not a
pencil.” This convention, although it may seem needlessly rigid, will

prove to be quite valuable later in the language course.
c. After the children have worked on not statements for several
weeks, introduce a task in which they have to make up a series of not
statements about a single object. This task is the most difficult in the

present set of exercises and also the most useful. It helps the children
formulate the notion that once something is classified as a pencil, it
cannot beclassified as something that is not a pencil. After the children

identify a familiar object, such as a pencil, ask them to “Tell me what

this is not.” If they balk, give an exaggerated clue. “Is this thing I’m

holding a piano? ... No, it is not a piano. So we can look at it and

say “his is not a piano.’ Say it.” Before long, the children will learn

that there are many “silly” things they can say in describing what an

object is not, which they will probably find enjoyable. The task of making series of not statements should be presented regularly throughout

the basic language program.

Second-order Statements: Polar Attributes
Polar discriminations.

The identity statement links language with the act of pointing at

something. “This is a ball.’”” The next step up the ladder of language

abstraction deals with statements describing the ball. “This ball is
.’ As noted earlier, the second-order statement can be completed

in any number of ways. “This ball is red.” ‘“This ball is next to the
house.” “This ball is a football.” One way of completing the statement
is with a polar element, that is, an element that has an “opposite.” “This
ball is [hot-cold] [big-little] [fast-slow] [soft-hard].” Through work with
polar elements, the children have their first encounter with genuine

deduction, inferring something beyond what was explicitly given in a
statement. Having been told that a ball is not soft, they can deduce that

it must be hard—a small step, but one of the most fundamental opera-

tions in reasoning.

The basic statement form of the polar statement is “This ____ is
.’ The first blank is filled in with the name of the familiar

object. “This book is ______.”” The second blankis filled in with the

name of some property of the object book. Not any name will do, how-

ever, but only a name for which there is a polar opposite, such as big.

“This book is big.”

1. Introduce polar tasks after the children have become proficient in
both the affirmative and not forms of the identity statement.
2. Introduce only one of the members in a polar pair. For example,
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introduce the concept long, but do not introduce its opposite, short.
Introduce big, but do not introduce its opposite, little. The children

will learn short and little after they have learned the basic discriminations of long and not long, big and not big.
3. Initially, introduce at least three examples of the concept (a soft
pillow, a soft rubberball, a soft part of the body, such as a cheek) and

many examples of what the concept is not (many not-soft objects). After
the children have mastered several polar concepts, they will have learned

the general rule that the concepts apply to a range of physical objects
and are not limited to the demonstration object. Therefore, after the
first several polar concepts have been introduced, the presentation should
become less elaborate. Several dramatic instances of the concept usually
suffice.
4. At this stage in the program, never deviate from the basic statement form—always“Thisline is long,” not “This is a long line” or (much
worse) ‘“This is long.” These two variations have the form of the identity
statement, and so they will encourage the children to believe that “long
line” or “long” is the object’s name. The basic second-order form, on
the other hand, makesit clear that the object is still called a line and that

“long” is something additional that is being said about the line.
5. Point out the polar relationship as a relationship. An isolated object is not rough or long or big. It is only rough or long or big when
comparedto another object that is smooth or short or little. To make this
point, set up an uncluttered demonstration that makes the comparison
as obvious as possible. In teaching long, for example, present two horizontal lines of obviously different lengths. Define the concept long by

starting at the left and saying ‘““Which of these lines is long?” Trace the
lines from left to right, pausing where the top line terminates. “Is this
top line long? . . . No, it stopped already. But the other one keeps on

going and going and going. It’s long.”

6. Follow the demonstration with a statement about the concept.
“This line is long. Say it with me.” The statement may give the children
some trouble. They may try to put the verb is in the wrong place. “This
is line long.’’ To help them hear the difference between the polar and
identity statements, present the statements together, accenting the zs in
[clap]
[clap]

both statements with a clap. “This is a line. This line zs long.” The state-

ments should be repeated in unison four to five times before proceeding;
they should be reviewed often.
7. Follow the repetition of the statement with yes-no and what questions about both of the objects that were used to demonstrate the polar
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concept(in the long-short example, the two lines). “Is this line long? ...
oo.

[clap]

Yes, this line is long. Is this other line long? . . . No,this line is not long.

Whatcan wesay about this [bottom] line? . . . This line is long.” Some

children may haveinitial difficulty in answering the what question, but,
with practice, they will improve. Somechildren will already know theopposites of some words. If a child says “‘No, this line is short,” acknowledge
that he is correct, but remind him that you are talking about long and
repeat with emphasis “Is this line long?”
8. Introduce polar concepts for the various senses—sight, hearing,
touch, etc. For the children to understand the logic of polar concepts,
they must know that there are auditory and kinesthetic polar properties,
as well as visual properties. Listed below are the primary polar concepts
and notations about how to present them.
a. Long (visual). Demonstrate primarily with two pieces of chalk,
two lines on the board, twostrings, silly illustrations of long dogs, etc.
Present the operational definition of long, as illustrated above, by demonSstrating that the long memberis the one that “goes the farthest.” The
standard yes-no and what questions should be presented in connection
with each object presented in the demonstration.
b. Big (visual). Demonstrate with physical objects, book illustrations, and figures drawn on the board. The figures should be identical
except for size. Use your hands expansively and your voice to help show
the concept. “This man is big—BIG. This other man is not big.” Questions should be introduced.
c. Fat (visual). Draw simple figures of a fat woman and a skinny
woman on the board. The figures should be approximately the same
height. Identify each as a woman. “This is a woman.” Refer then to the
drawing of the fat woman and introduce the statement “This woman is
fat.” The children may be familiar with the opposite of fat, in which
case they may point out that the other figure is skinny. “Her skinny.”
Acknowledge the answer, but remind the children that they were asked
about fat. Repeat the exercise with men, dogs, trees, etc.

d. Tall (visual). Draw two figures on the board, onetall, the other

short. Identify each. “These are men.” Then give an operational definition of tallness, which is merely an extension of the definition for long.
“See how long this man stands. Hestarts at the ground and hekeeps on
going. ‘This man is tall. Say it.” Yes-no questions should be introduced,
but the what questions should be deferred because several different concepts may apply to the same object—the tall tree mayalso be big, fat, etc.
e. Fast (visual). Stage a race between two pieces of chalk from left

to right on the chalkboard, tracing a path with each piece of chalk.
After the winning piece reaches the right side of the board, the other

should not be advanced. Since something is fast if it covers a greater
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distance in the same amountof time, the demonstration nicely isolates
the concept. Point out that one piece of chalk is fast. “This chalk got
here first.” Require the children to repeat the statement “This chalk is
fast” and then proceed with the usual yes-no and what questions. ‘To
demonstrate that fast does not apply exclusively to pieces of chalk, repeat the exercise with boys, toy cars, etc.
f. Dark (visual). This concept is best demonstrated in a closet or a
room with no windows but with lights. The demonstration begins with
the identity statement. “This is a closet.” The light is then turned off,
and the dark statement is presented. “The closet is dark. Say it.” ‘The
light is turned back on, and the not-dark statement is presented. “The
closet is not dark.” The usual yes-no and what questions follow.
g. Straight (visual). Two lines are drawn on the board—onestraight,
the other wavy. Both lines are identified, and the polar concept of
straight is introduced. “This is a line. This line is straight.’ Yes-no and
what questions follow.
h. Smooth (visual-tactile).
(1) Present smooth first as a visual concept, later as a tactile
concept. Demonstrate the concept with a piece of cloth, which is first
identified (This is a cloth), and then is smoothed out, perhaps over a

chair or table. Introduce the concept statement. “This cloth is smooth.

Say it.” Wrinkle the cloth. “This cloth is not smooth. Is this cloth
[clap]

smooth? . . . No, this cloth is not smooth.” The concept is expanded
by presenting pictures of water and sand, which are identified as being
either smooth or not smooth.
(2) Demonstrate the tactile version of smooth by presenting behind the child’s back textures which can be felt but not seen. ‘This convention avoids a great deal of confusion because it prevents the child
from formulating the concept according to some visual cues. ‘To acquaint
the child with the concept, present something smooth, perhaps a piece
of paper. “This is paper. This paper is smooth. Say it.” Next use some-

thing that is not smooth, perhaps a piece of sandpaper. ‘““This is sandpaper. This sandpaper is not smooth. Say it.’’ After the child has been
exposed to different smooth and not-smooth things and has mastered the
yes-no questions, ask the child to produce the concept statement. “What
can I say about this piece of wood?”
i. Heavy (proprioceptive). Demonstrate initially with a marble and

a ball bearing of about the same size. Identify each as a marble. “This

is a marble, and this is a marble.” Instruct the child to close his eyes, and

place the ball bearing in his hand. ‘““This marble is heavy. Say it.” Next,
present the marble in the other hand. “This marble is not heavy.” After
the initial demonstration, heavy can be demonstrated with various objects, such as rocks, chairs, toys, etc. There is no need to require the
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child to close his eyes after he demonstrates by answering yes-no questions correctly that he understands the concept.
j. Cold (tactile). Use two identical, unopened cans of frozen fruit
Juice, one of which has been warmed to room temperature and one of
which is still in the process of thawing (do not use it straight from the
freezer). Identify each as a can. “This is a can. Say it.” Present the cold
can. “This can is cold. Say it.’ Present the unfrozen can. “Is this can

cold?” . . . No, this can is not cold.” Shift the two cans about and then
hand one to a child. “Tell me about this can.”

k. Soft (tactile). The concept should be initially demonstrated in

such a way that the child cannot see the material. A baseball and a soft
rubber ball of about the same size should be presented behind the child’s
back. After the objects are identified, the concept statements are presented.
“This ball is soft. This ball is not soft.” The concept can be further
demonstrated with parts of the body, such as cheeks (soft) and elbows
(not soft), and with various objects around the room.

I. Loud (auditory). Instruct the child to close his eyes. Define the
word voice. “Listen. This is my voice.”” Ask various members of the class
to talk, and provide the appropriate statement about each one. “That
is ‘T'yrone’s voice.” Proceed to introduce loud and not-loud. Speak in a
loud voice and say “THIS VOICE IS LOUD.” Resumea normal voice or
speak in a whisper, saying “This voice is not loud.” Ask the usual questions. “IS THIS VOICE LOUD? . . . Yes, THIS VOICE IS LOUD. Say

it.” In music sessions, children can use their knowledge of this concept
to sing in voices that are loud and notloud.
9. Do not overemphasize the demonstrations suggested above. Place

primary emphasis on the statements that signify the concepts demonstrated. ‘Che demonstrations merely function as guides to an awareness
of the concept. But understanding does not automatically accompany
awareness. ‘I'he proof that a child understands is his ability to answer
such relatively unstructured questions as “What can you tell me about
this marble?” This kind of understanding may come quite slowly atfirst.

Therefore, the presentation should systematically unstructure the tasks,
Starting with the highly structured, uncluttered initial demonstrations
and accompanying statement presentations, and proceeding to less
structured tasks as quickly as possible. Protracted demonstrations are
neither necessary nor desirable. After the initial demonstration, chalkboard tasks should be introduced. These permit moving rapidly from
one concept to another. For instance, after the initial demonstration of
tall and not-tall, work from the chalkboard, introducing three stick figures
(two of which are tall and onenottall). Identify the figures. ‘““These are
boys.” Then point to each figure and ask, “What can I say about this

boy?” Chalkboard tasks of this type can be used in connection with big
(big balls, big boxes), long (long trains, long cars), and the other visual
polar concepts.
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Multiple polar discriminations.

It is very important for the children to see that there are many things
one can say about an object. After one identifies it, one can say thatit1s

hard, heavy, blue, hot, etc. However, the axiom that seems to govern

the language of some deprived children is that if something is long, it
is only long. They tend to believe that long is the object’s name and
that calling it something else is to deny this name. The present exercises
are therefore very important. They require the children to use more than
one word to describe an object.

1. Present two chalk lines on the board—one short and fat, the other

long and thin. After each is identified as a line, refer to the short line

and ask “What can we say about this line?’ If the children do not
respond, ask yes-no questions. “Is it long? . . . No, it is not long. Is it
fat? ... Yes, it is fat.’ Then present a summary statement about the
line. ‘““This line is not long, and this line is fat.” Similar demonstrations
can be conducted with drawings of trees that are both tall or not tall,

andfat or not fat; balls that are both big or not big, heavy or not heavy,

and also, possibly, soft or not soft; rocks that are both smooth or not

smooth, and big or not big; cans of fruit drinks that are both big or not

big, and cold or not cold (which is a good exercise because the child
must combine information from sight and touch).
2. Present multiple not statements. These are extensions of the not
tasks used with the identity statement. Present an object and identify it.
“This is a ball.” Instruct the children to “Tell me what it is not” (This
is not a dog; This is not a girl; This is not a house). Then ask “What
can I say aboutthis ball?” (This ball is big; This ball is hard). Finally,
present a small, soft ball and ask “What is this ball not?” (This ball is

not big; This ball is not hard). Through this exercise, the children learn

that there are not statements connected both with the identity of the ob-

ject and with its characteristics.
3. Introduce I don’t know statements. These are valuable because
they help the children articulate what they know and what they do not
know about an object. The I don’t know statement sets the stage for
deductive processes that require more than asingle step.
a. Show the children two juice cans, both at room temperature.
Hold up one andask “Is this can cold?” If a child offers an answer, explain “You are guessing. You don’t know that this can is cold. How can |
you tell? You have to touch it.’’ Let the children feel the can and determinethat it is not cold. The second can is introduced unopened, and the

procedure is repeated. The children are likely to assume that this one
must be cold. “You are guessing. Do you know? Did you touch it? ...
No. You don’t know. Say ‘I DON’T KNOW.’ Sayit.”
b. Draw two figures, one tall and one short, on the chalkboard.
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Cover all but their feet and legs with a sheet of paper and ask about

each figure. “Is this man tall? . . . I don’t know.” Thenslide the paper

up, revealing the figures. “Now I know.” This masking technique can

be used for all visual discriminations—for long and short cars, big and
little dogs, fat and skinny boys,etc.
Polar discriminations—plural.

I. Present two figures that are the same in one polar dimension but

different in another, such as two fat dogs, one of which is much bigger

than the other. Ask the children to make the appropriate polar statement about the first figure. “This dog is big. This dog is fat.” Repeat
the procedure for the second figure. “This dog is not big. This dog is
fat.” Point out that the figures share a statement. Do this by pointing
to the first figure and saying “This dog is fat’ and pointing to the
second figure and saying “This dog is fat.’’ Then restate the observation.
“These dogs are fat. Say it.” Since this plural statement is different from

the plural identity statement (These are dogs), the children may have

some trouble with it initially. The basic exercise should therefore be

repeated many times—with long, thin lines and long, fat lines; with
smooth, hard rocks and rough, hard rocks; etc. The usual question series

should be a part of every presentation.
2. Ask the children to produce the appropriate plural statement after
they have mastered the more structured tasks. Present two figures that
are the same in one polar dimension but different in another, such as two
lines, both of which are thick, but only one of which is long. Ask “What
can I say about these lines?” If the children have trouble, structure the

task by having them first tell about one line and then about the other.
Then ask ‘So what can I say about these lines?” If they are unable to
give the answer, structure the task further by reminding them of the
statement that applies to both lines. “This line is fat. This line is fat.
So what can I say about these lines?’”’ As the children become more proficient with these tasks, a variation involving three figures can be intro-

(a)

fat and long

(b)

not fat and long

(c)

fat and not long
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duced. Ask ‘What can I say aboutthese lines [a and 6]?” (These lines
are long). Repeat the question for lines a and c (These lines are fat).
Manyvariations of this exercise should be presented, using straight,fat,

and long lines. Through them, the children receive practice in refocusing on an object andclassifying it according to different dimensions.
Polar deductions.

The opposites of concepts presented in the preceding section are
treated most gracefully as deductions. Since not-long = short, not-big =
little, not-smooth = rough, etc., equivalent names can be substituted for

each other, and nothing is really changed. Substitution works in the
other direction, too: not-short = long; not-little = big; not-rough =
smooth. These equivalences are arbitrary; however, they serve as the
basis for the four fundamental deductions that are possible with polar
elements:
If this is short, this is not long.
If this is long, this is not short.
If this is not short, this is long.

If this is not long, this is short.
1. Introduce the new polar terms as equivalents of not terms. Require
the children to produce a not statement involving a polar concept. “This
line is not long.” Explain that there is another way of saying “not long.”
“Whena line is not long, we say that it is short. This line is short. Say
it.”
2. Require the children to repeat the statement many times and to

answer yes-no questions. ‘These are important because they help define
the equivalence. “Is this line short? . . . Yes, this line is short. Is this

line long? . . . No, this line is not long.”
3. After the children have learned the opposites of the different polar
concepts, present exercises in saying things another way. ‘These exercises
are purely verbal—no demonstrations are used.

a. “What’s another way of saying “This line is not long’? . . . This
line is short. What’s another way of saying “This pencil is not long’? . . .
“This table is not long’?”’
b. Vary the predicate. “What’s another way of saying “This truck
is not fast’? . . . This truck is slow. What’s another way of saying “This
truck is not big’? .. . “This truck is not long’? . . . “This truck is not
heavy’?”’
|
c. Vary both the subject and the predicate. ““What’s another way of

saying “This rock is not smooth’? ... This rock is rough. What’s an-

other way of saying “This woman is not fat’? ... “This man is not

tall’? . . . “This room is not dark’? ... “This voice is not loud’? ...
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“This bar is not heavy’? . . . ‘This water is not cold’? . . . ‘This ball is
notsoft?’ The children may already know of the opposites, but phrasing
them in this manner helps the children appreciate how the opposites are
related to familiar not statements.
4. Introduce yes-no tasks. These should be introduced while the children are becoming familiar with the new polar words. Thetasks do not

require the children to produce the word (which maybe a difficult thing

for them to do during thefirst few days), and yet they require an understanding of the new word andits function.
a. Present two lines on the board. Ask the children two questions
about the first line. “Is this line long? . . . No, this line is not long. Is
this line short? . . . Yes, this line is short.”

b. Have the children repeat the statements slowly and rhythmically

before the same questions about the second line are presented. “Is this
line long? . . . Yes, this line is long. Is this line short? . . . No, this line

is not short.”
c. Shift the responsibility of producing the statements involving
the new words to the children as they become more familiar with the

words.

d. Use this basic procedure with the other new polar words.

5. Introduce statement-production tasks. These are extensions of tasks

outlined in step 4 above. Instead of asking yes-no questions about each
figure, however, ask “What can I say about this line?”

6. Introduce not-statement tasks. Ask the children to tell what each
line 1s not after they have told what eachline is. “What can I say about
this line? . . . Yes, this line is long. Whatis this line not? This line is not
what?”
Special polars.

For the children to proceed in both the reading and arithmetic sec-

tions, they must have a knowledge of how elements are arranged in a

series—a knowledge of next to and before-after. These concepts should
therefore be presented as soon as the children have grasped the fundamentals of polar deductions. The concepts have been simplified somewhat so that early presentation is possible. The where question that is
usually associated with these concepts (Where is Harold? Next to Tyrone.)
has been eliminated, and before-after has been reduced to a polar concept (which will be expanded in the advanced languagesection).
NEXT TO

1. Demonstrate the statement form (which differs from any the children
have yet encountered) by drawing two balls on the chalkboard and
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identifying each, concluding with the plural statement “These are balls.”
Point to one of the balls and say “This ball is next to [point to the other
ball] this ball.” Have the children repeat the statement.
9. Define the concept by introducing a third ball, far to the left of the
other two. Point to it and say “This ball is not next to [point to the far
right ball] this ball.”
3. Ask yes-no questions. ‘Is this ball [far left] next to this ball
[far right]? . . . No, this ball is not next to this ball.”
4, Introduce the what question. Refer to the middle ball. ““What can
I say about this ball? .. . This ball is next to this ball.” Do not introduce

a where question (Where is this ball?).
5. Provide the children with a firm operation for producingthestatement. “Ask yourself ‘Which one am I talking about?’ Put your finger
on that one and say ‘This one is _____.’ Then moveto the other one.”
Give the children practice in carrying out this operation.
6. As they become familiar with the statement form, introduceseries
of elements. Have three children stand in front of the chalkboard. Point
to the middle one. “I want to know about Harold. So I point to Harold

and say ‘Harold is [point to one of the other children] next to Linda.’ ”’
Refer to one of the end children. ‘Now, I want to know about ‘Tommy.
So I point to Tommy and say “Tommyis next to Harold.’ Say it.” Introduce the not demonstration. ““Tommy is not next to Linda.” Repeat
the exercise with different children.
7. Introduce the demonstration that next to is a reversible concept
(If B is next to C, C is next to B) only after the children are well grounded
in the verbal conventions of the statement. The danger of introducing
reversibility tasks too early is that the children will become confused
over which element should be mentioned first in the statement. Have
two children stand in front of the chalkboard. Ask “What can I say about
Debby? . . . Debby is next to Tommy.” After the children have repeated
the statement, ask “And what can I say about Tommy? . . . Tommyis

next to Debby.” Combine the statements, touching each child as he is
mentioned. “Debby is next to Tommy, and Tommy is next to Debby.”

Repeat with different children and with chalkboard figures.
8. Introduce more unstructured tasks. Present a series of dots on the

chalkboard. Identify each as a dot; then point to one of the middle dots

and ask “Whatcan I say about this dot?” Refer to the dots on either side
of the original and produce the statement “This dot is next to this dot.
This dot is also next to this one.” Give the children practice in producing

such statement pairs. If the children have trouble producing the second
next-to statement, prompt by asking a yes-no question. “Is this dot also

next to this dot? . .. Yes.” This task can be used to describe the children as they remain seated in a row. “Tommyis next to Harold. Tommy
is next to Linda.”
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BEFORE-AFTER

The primary difference between before-after and next to is that before-

after refers to a one-waydirection in either time or space. This difference
must be carefully defined, or the child will understandably become confused.
1. Explain the function of the arrow. “The arrow tells us which way
to go.” Draw a small arrow on the board (pointing right) and have the
children take turns at doing what the arrow says. Have each child make
a fist with his right hand and place the back of the hand on the shaft
of the arrow nearthe head,so that his extended thumb points toward the
head of the arrow. Have him then move his hand in the direction indicated by the arrow (as in thumbing a ride). “Now just make your
thumb go this way.” After the initial demonstration, give the children
practice with arrows that point in different directions. The children
should be reminded simply to “Make your thumb gothe way the arrow

says.”

y

>

@

2. Draw a large arrow on the board pointing right. Position two children below the arrow and draw a large dot on the arrow’s shaft directly
above each child. (The children should stand with their backs to the

board. Do not make the mistake of having them face in the direction the
arrow is pointing. The children may have had some experience with
“lining up” where the one who was nearest the head of the arrow—the

goal—was said to come before the others. This is the reverse of whatis to
be taught.)
3. Explain “I’m going to follow this arrow. Watch.” Pat the first child
on the head and say his name. Pat the second child and say his name.
“Here I go, following the arrow. Tommy, Harold. Once more. Tommy,
Harold.” Have the children follow the action by sighting along their

armsfirst at one child and thenat the next, with the thumbstill indicating
direction. Have them say the children’s names in unison as they do so.
Aiter they have repeated the names in the proper order several times,
present the question “Can we doit this way: Harold, ‘Tommy? ... No.

Because the arrow tells us to go this way: Tommy, Harold.” Introduce
variations of this task with the arrow pointing in different directions and
with different subjects.
4. After the children are able to indicate the proper order in which
the children standing under an arrow should be named, introduce the

before statement. Position two children beneath the arrow and draw large

dots above each. Have the children produce the pair of names several
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times, following the arrow. Have the children produce the first-mentioned name very loudly (TOMMY, Harold) as the children are patted
on the head.
5. Introduce the before statement, retaining the strong emphasis on
the first-mentioned name, which provides an additional cue to help the
child arrange the namesin the proper order. “TOMMYis before Harold.
Say it with me.”
6. Ask the usual yes-no and what questions. At first, the question “Is
Harold before Tommy?” should be used only sparingly and should be
preceded by a warning. “Careful now, this one is very hard.” The questions that should be stressed are: “Is Tommy before Harold? .. . Yes,
TOMMY is before Harold”; and ‘““Tommy is what? ... TOMMY is

before Harold.”
7. Repeat the procedure above with different children, always making certain that the names are repeated in the proper order quite a few
times before the before statement is presented. As the children become
more facile at following the arrow, discontinue the practice of patting
each child on the head and adoptthe practice of touching the dot above
each child. This practice provides a transition between events in time
and points on a line—a most important transition.
8. Make the children increasingly responsible for the production of
the appropriate statement. After the children in the pair have been
named, with the first name emphasized (LINDA, Tyrone), present the
leading statement. “Tell me about LINDA. LINDA is _____..”. ‘The
children may volunteer a next-to statement. “Linda is next to Tyrone.”
Acknowledge that this statement is true and ask the yes-no question. “Is
Linda also before Tyrone?”
9. Introduce before statements that refer only to dots on the arrow
shaft. Draw two dots, a big one and a little one. Identify each as a dot

and present the appropriate description. “This is a dot; this dot is big.

This is a dot; this dot is little.” Next, proceed in the direction the arrow

indicates, touching the dots and naming them, emphasizing the first dot.

“BIG DOT,little dot.’’ After repeating the namesseveral times, present

the statement “The BIG DOT is before the little dot.” Repeat the
exercise with the arrow going in either direction and with different
figures representing the points. (Little man, big man; Big dog,little dog;
Skinny woman, fat woman).

10. Introduce after as meaning not before. Conduct the initial demon-

stration with the two children, placing each beneath a dot. Produce
the before statement in the usual manner. “Harold, Linda. Harold is be-

fore Linda.” Next, ask the yes-no question. “Is Linda before Harold?

. . . No, Lindais not before Harold.” Present the after statement. ‘Linda

is after Harold.” Repeat the demonstration with different people, then
with different figures on the arrow shaft. The after statement is poten-
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tially confusing, and should be presented quite carefully during the

initial learning stages.

11. Introduce dot tasks in which the children must produce the appropriate statements—before and after. After reminding the children of
the direction in which the arrow tells them to proceed, point to one of
the dots on| the shaft and say ‘Tell me about this big dot. The big dot
is _______.”” Next, ask them to produce the statement about the other
dot. “The little dot is _____.” Too much repetition on this task will
almost certainly result in confusion and frustration. Rather than push
too hard during single session, plan to present no more than two of
these problems every day. If the children have difficulty initially, produce
the appropriate statements and then have the children repeat them.
Second-order Statements: Nonpolar Attributes

The only difference between nonpolar and polar elements is the
number of members in the set. Polar elements occur in sets of two—hotcold, big-little, fat-skinny, etc. Nonpolar elements occur in sets of more
than two. This basic difference leads to an important conceptual dif-

ference. When there are only two elements in theset, it is possible to

assign each element a name and to equate this name with the not-name
of the other element (short = not long). When there are more than two
elements in the set, however, this procedure is no longer possible. Since

there are no opposites in nonpolar sets, nonpolar deductions are neces-

sarily more conservative than polar deductions. While we can draw the
polar conclusion that if a line is not short, it is long, we cannot conclude
that if a color is not blue, it is red, or that if a building is not a house,

it is a barn.
The basic statement form for nonpolar attributes is the same as for
polar attributes (This _______ is ______). The first blank is filled in
with the nameof a familiar object (This house is _____), and the second
blank is filled in with the name of some changeable aspect of the subject (This house is green; This house is on the hill.) Many different attributes could be introduced, such as ‘““This house is made of bricks,” but

the ones that are of particular interest in training younger disadvantaged
children are those of color and location. Since these are similar to polar
attributes in many respects, they can be taught in an analogous way.
Color.

]. Introduce three color variations of three sets of objects. A good

initial presentation includes three sheets of colored paper (red, yellow,
and blue), three colored blocks (red, yellow, and blue), and three identical
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glasses of water. (During the demonstration, food dye is dropped into
the glasses of water, making them red, yellow, and blue.)
2. Group the objects according to their names and present the plural
identity statement for each group. ““These are glasses of water. These are
blocks. ‘These are papers.”
3. Present the statement of color for each of the nine objects, referring
to each as either red or not red. The water glasses should be presented
last, the pieces of paper first. The purpose of this part of the demonstration is to point out to the children what is meant by the statement “This

paper is red” or “This block is not red.” The children can more easily
appreciate the idea that color is something that can attach to any familiar
object if they see objects that are the same in every respect except color
and if they see that color is not a concept that is limited to a particular
class of things, such as blocks or pieces of paper. Each object is therefore identified. ‘““This is a block.” Then the color statement is provided.
“This block is not red.” The water glasses are presented, with the water
in its natural transparent state. The children’s attention is called to the
liquid. ““This is water.” The not statementis then provided. “This water
is not red.” The red dye is placed in one glass, and as the water changes
color, the color statement is presented. “Look. This water is red.” Blue

or yellow dye is added to the other glasses, and the not statement is
made. “This water is not red.”
4. Regroup the objects according to color after a color statement has
been given for every object. Two groups are thus formed, one of objects
that are red and the other of objects that are not red. Identify the objects in the new group as things. ‘““These are things.” Present the classification statement for the red things.“These things are red. Say it.”
Finally, present the classification statement for the nonred things. ‘“These
things are not red.”
5. Have the children repeat the color statements and answer questions
about the various objects. “Is this block red? . . . No, this block is not
red. This [other] block is red.’’ Point out that every object in the red
group 1s called “red.” ‘“This block is red. This paper is red. This wateris
red. ‘These things are red.”
6. Repeat the demonstration on three or four consecutive days, placing
increasing emphasis on the statements and questions. Variations of the

original material can be introduced, such as cut-outs of different animals

—red, yellow, and blue rabbits—and cups, instead of glasses of water.
7. Introduce matching tasks. After the demonstrations, present each

child with an object that is either red, yellow or blue. Place a red block

on the floor and a yellow block about three feet from it. “Let’s put all
of the red things here [point to the red block]. Put all of the things that

are not red here.” Require each child in turn to stand, identify the ob-

ject he is holding (This is a paper), place it in the proper pile, and
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produce the proper color statement (This paper is red, or This paper
is not red). After each child has had his turn, the statement about the

two newly formed groups is produced. “These things are red. ‘These
things are not red.” The usual questions follow.
8. Introduce a variation of the matching task that requires the children to produce the color statement by themselves. Present the children
with two groups of objects—one group of red objects, the other group of
objects which are not red. Ask them to describe the objects in each pile.
“What can I say about these things? ... These things are
_____.”’
9. Point out various red and not-red things. Help the children apply

the color concept to things that he comes in contact with every day. “Look

at that tree. Is the tree red? . . . Tell me about that car. Is it red?”
10. Repeat the demonstration (steps 1-5 above) for blue and yellow
as soon as the children show some proficiency with not-red statements.
If the demonstration is delayed too long, the children will begin to
think of color in polar terms—red and not red. The purpose of demonstrating the other colors early is to show the children that things which
are not red can beeither blue or yellow. This convention may give the
children some difficulty. If they have trouble, do not hold them responsible for the production of statements involving blue and yellow. They
may require a great deal of practice in “reading” the sensation of blue
or yellow before they can identify it; yet, they may be able to perform

quite well on matching tasks and statement repetition. In demonstrating

blue and yellow, begin with the not-red statement. “Is this block red? . . .
No, this block is not red. It is yellow. Say it... . Can you find some
others that are yellow?”

11. Give the colors personality by associating them with children in
the class. Hang a colored card (red, blue, or yellow) around the neck of
each child in the class. Have each child produce the statement about the
card he is wearing. Tommy, for example, would say “This card is yellow,”
and Tyrone would say “This card is red.” Ask the other children in the

class to remember what Tyronesaid. “Hesaid “This card is red.’ Remem-

ber that.” After the children wearing the cards are able to remember
their own color (after perhaps several days), ask questions of the other
members of the class. For a clue, urge the children to remember what

Tyronesaid. “This is Tyrone’s card. Look at it and try to remember what
Tyronesaid. Hesaid ‘This card is ______.’” Throughthis type of prim1tive association, each color is given something of a personality. After the
cards have been fairly well mastered, the task is extended by instructing
each child to pick up another object that is the same color as his card.
Thus, Tyrone would pick up a red truck. He would then be required to

produce the color statement ‘“This truck is red.” The next step involves

selecting an object that is the same color as another child’s card and
producing the appropriate color statement. ‘““Who can find a truck that
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is the same as Tommy’s color? . . . Good. And what color is that?”
The final step requires the children to select objects without comparing
them to the card. The cards are put away, and the child is asked “What
color is your card? . . . Yes, blue. Can you find a truck thatis blue?” As
the children become increasingly proficient, the statements can be
phrased so that the children must work from the color name. ‘““Tommy,
give me a red block. Now remember, a red block must look like Tyrone’s
card.”
12. Introduce green, brown, orange, and the othercolors in a relatively

straightforward mannerafter the children have mastered red, yellow, and
blue. No extensive demonstrations are necessary because the children
know what to expect and what color is. Simply present an object and
identify it. “This is a shirt.” Give the color statement. “This shirt is
green.” In order to clarify the notion that green is a color, ask “Is this
shirt red?’ and answer “No, this shirt is not red. This shirt is green.”
Prepositions.
Through statements about position, the children learn to describe an

object by locating it in relation to other things in its surroundings. The
prepositional statement is similar in form to the other second-order
statements, “This
iS
,’ with the first blank filled in with
the name of a familiar object (This chair is ______) and the second filled
in with a positional notation (This chair is under the table). Prepositions
are taughtin basically the same way as color, except that there is usually
less confusion about positional words than color words. The reason is
that it is relatively easy to change the position of a given object to make
a point, but it is not easy to change an object’s color. If, for example, the
children indicate that the chair is over the table when in fact it is on the
table, the teacher can reply “No. The chair is not over the table. ‘The
chair is on the table.” She can then lift the chair, changing its position so
that it is over the table. ‘“‘Now, the chair is over the table.” It is not quite

so easy to change a particular object from red to blue to make a pedagogical point.
1. First, introduce the prepositions on, over, and under. With these
three prepositions, a nonpolar set can be created and the basic statement

conventions can be introduced.
2. Use three objects to demonstrate the idea of position—a chair, a
book, and a table. Use only two of them (book andtable) in the first part

of the demonstration. After each object is identified and described in all
of the detail that the children understand (This is a book; this book is

red), place the book on the table and ask the positional question (which

is new). “WHERE IS THE BOOK? . . . The book is on the table.” Ask
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the children to repeat the statement; then introduce the various not

Statements as answers to various positional questions. “Is this book over
the table? . . . No, the book is not over the table. Is the book under the

table? . . . No, the book is not under the table. The bookis on the table.”
The book is then moved to a position over the table. “Is the book on

the table now? . . . No, the book is not on the table now. The book is

over the table.’’ Repeat the procedure with the book positioned under
the table. Repeat the entire demonstration with the chair in place of the
book (to make the point that positional references are not limited to
books and tables).
3. After the initial demonstration, give the children practice in carrying out instructions, such as ‘Put your hand on the table.” As soon as
the children carry out the action, ask “Where is your hand?” (or “Where
is this hand?’’). Follow with questions that lead to not statements. All
members of the study group can become involved in a variation of this
task, the hand-piling task. Instruct one child to put his hand on the
table. Ask the where question and answerit. “Tyrone’s hand is on the
table.’”” Another child is required to put his hand on thefirst child’s hand,
and he is asked the where question. “Mary’s hand is on Tyrone’s hand.”
Continue until all the children have hands in the pile. To unpile, the
teacher can introduce the idea of off. “Tommy, take your hand off.”
4. Play positional games in which the emphasis is on statement production. Whisper instructions to a child. “Go sit under the table.” With eyes
closed, tell the other membersof the class ‘“Now, I can’t see where Harold
is, so you'll have to tell me where he is. Don’t point, because I can’t see.

Tell me about Harold. Harold is where?” A child can often be prompted
by being presented with preposterouspossibilities. ““Tommy, you tell me
where Harold is. Is he standing in the middle of the street? . . . Is he
flying through the air? . . . Where is he?” Acknowledge correct answers,

such as “He’s over there,’ ““He’s here in the room,” etc.
5. Introduce the other prepositions in a straightforward mannerafter
on, over, and under have been mastered. The other positional concepts
that should be taught are in, in front of, in back of, and between.

a. A container should be introduced to demonstrate in and not in.

After the initial demonstrations, tasks involving in can be created around

dog houses, buildings, and pictures in books. “Is this man in the house?
... Yes, he is in the house.”
b. Before in front of and in back of are presented, point out that
buildings have a front and a back. A picture of a dog house illustrates
the point nicely. “See this door? This is the front of the dog house.”
Questions about in front of and in back of can be asked about illustrations
in books. If there is a picture of a house, present such questions as “Is

the boy in front of the house? ... No. Can you show me where he
would be standing if he were in front of the house? . . . Good.” Later,
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the idea of in back of and in front of can be extended to objects that do
not have an identifiable front or back.
c. Next to, which has been introduced earlier, can now be treated

like the other prepositions and connected with the where question “Where
is my hand?” (Previously, the concept had been presented only in connection with the what question “What can I say about my hand?’’) Also
expand the concept to refer to objects other than dots and children in a
line. “Put your hand next to Linda’s hand.” “Where would the man be
standing if he were next to the train?” “Where is the red circle?”
d. Between is the last preposition that should be introduced. It is
different from the others because its statement form contains the word
and. The concept can be nicely illustrated with a chalkboard diagram
of a house, a man, and a car. After the objects are identified, point to the
man, and ask ‘““Where is the man?” and answer ‘““The manis between this

house [point] and this car [point].” The basic statement is repeated, and
questions are asked about house, man, and car. “Is the house between

anything? ... No, it is not between. Is the car between? .. . No. Is
the man between? .. . Yes, see where he is? He is between this house and

this car.” Replace the house with a car and repeat the series of questions
and statements. During subsequent exercises, place the house in the
middle and flank it with perhaps two men, perhaps two other houses, etc.

The teaching of between, since it involves a more complicated procedure
than that of the other positional words, is best presented as a chalkboard
task. The relationship between the three elements on the board and the
structure of the statement can be madeclear.
6. Introduce plural prepositional statements as a part of each of the
tasks described above. After the children have mastered on, over, and

under, freely introduce plurals, for example by placing two hands instead
of one hand on the table. “Where are the hands? . . . The hands are
on the table.”
7. After the children becomefacile in handling prepositions, ask them
to make up not statements. Place an object on the table and ask the
children to produce the appropriate statement. “The eraser is on the

table.’”’ Next, ask them to ‘Tell me where the eraser is not. The eraser
is not where?” “Creative” answers should be praised. “Come on, give

me somesilly ones, like “Che eraser is not in the closet.’’”’ Through absurdly obvious examples of this kind, the fundamental assumptions about
position are taught, and the children gain an appreciation of the various
elements in a statement that can change.

8. Introduce multiple preposition statements. Point out that the eraser
can be on the chair and in the room and in the school and in thecity.

‘Three or four objects can be positionedso that a variety of statements are
possible. For instance, the book may be on the floor, under the table,

and next to the eraser.
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Second-order Identity Statements

Second-order identity statements take the standard second-orderstate-

ment form ‘This

is

, with both blanks filled in with

names identifying the object under consideration. It is characteristic of
this kind of statement that the names can occur in either order: “This
house is a building” or ‘“This building is a house.” The primary concern
here is with statements in which both namesrefer to categories, one of
which includes the other.
Because of the inclusion relationship, a strong deductive rule is associated with these categories. If it is true that all houses are buildings,

then “This house is a building” is true for every house (and it is true on
a purely verbal level; no empirical investigation is necessary). The program concentrates on teaching the use of this powerful deductive rule

with a number of common categories: plants, animals, letters, numbers,
geometric shapes, vehicles, buildings, tools, weapons, things to read,

parts, toys, food, and clothing.
1. Demonstrate with one of the less familiar categories. It is easier for
the children to grasp the relationship between the more general and
more specific categories referred to in the statementif they are unfamiliar
with the categories and perhaps unaccustomed to misinterpreting them.

2. Present pictures of three wild animals (zebra, elephant, and lion)
and identify each as an animal, not as a lion, a zebra, or an elephant. Use

the plural identity statement to describe the group. “These are animals.”
Present the standard questions. The larger class name (animal) should
be introduced before the subclass names (zebra, elephant, and lion) so
that the statements used in the present task are consistent with those
introduced earlier. In the statement “This animal is an elephant,” as in

the statements “This animal is big” and “This animal is on the floor,”

the predicate distinguishes a particular animal from other animals. If
the order of presentation is reversed (This elephant is an animal), the
statement no longer iunctions in the way to which the children have
been accustomed, since the predicate no longer refers to anything distinctive about the particular elephant that is being considered.
3. Introduce examples of not-animals, such as plants and a variety

of objects that are not alive. From this presentation, the children should
distill the working rule that an animal! is something that is alive and
mobile, although the rule should probably not be presented verbally because it does not lend ifse'f well to verbal presentation.
4. Introduce the different subclass names (elephant, lion, and zebra)
after the children can accurately identify animals and not-animals.
Present at least three different pictures of each animal so that the children
are forced to attend to the distinguishing characteristics of each animal
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and not the accidental features presented in a particular illustration.
One prominent distinguishing characteristic should be pointed out for

each animal—stripes for the zebra, the trunk for the elephant, and the
mane for the lion. Also, a brief statement about the size of each animal
should be given. Later, when other animals are introduced, additional

distinguishing characteristics will have to be pointed out, but initially
the method of identification should be as simple as possible. Present
animal names in the familiar second-order statement form. “This animal
is an elephant. This animal is a zebra. This animalis a lion.”

5. Introduce a variation of the what question: the what-kind question,

which applies to any class in the present category. “What kind of animal
is this?” “What kind of vehicle is this?” “What kind of building is this?’’
During the initial presentation, exaggerate the question and answer it.
Repetition is important because the children must learn that the whatkind question calls for an object name, whereas the what-color question

calls for a description and the where question calls for a statement of
position. Such knowledge comes only from a great deal of practice with
questions and answers.
6. Introduce not statements. After a given animal is identified, ask
three questions. ‘Is this animal a zebra? . . . Is this animal a lion? .. .
Is this animal an elephant?” Through this pattern, the children learn
that they are not dealing with concepts that are opposites. The task can
be later expanded so that the children identify a given animal bytelling
whatit is and whatit is not. “Tell us what this animalis not. This animal
is not a
7. Introduce I don’t know tasks. Display pictures of two animals and
explain “I’m thinking of one of these animals, and it is not an elephant.

What do I know about it?” If the children have trouble, have them

identify the one that is not an elephant. “Find out the one that is not
an elephant. . . . Yes, that’s the one. What do you know about it? .. .
This animal is a zebra.” Next, introduce pictures of three different animals and repeat the procedure above. “I’m thinking of an animal, and
it is not an elephant. What do you know about it?” The children must
conclude “I don’t know.” (This task is quite difficult. It is expanded in
Chapter8.)
8. Introduce purely conjectural tasks. “I’m thinking about a zebra.
Is this zebra an animal?” (Yes.) ‘Is this zebra an elephant?” (No.) “Is this
zebra little?’ (I don’t know. It might be a baby zebra.) “Is this zebra
sitting down?” (I don’t know.) “Is this zebra sitting down next to
Harold?” (No.) These tasks should demonstrate that certain questions
can be answered “Yes” or “No” solely on the basis of language rules,
others can be answered on thebasis of information immediately available

(e.g., that there are no zebras in the room), but many others cannot be

answered at all without additional information.
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Y. After the children can handle the above operations with three animals, introduce other members of the animal class in a straightforward
manner. ‘I'he presentation involves a statement of the class name (This
is an animal), a statement of the animal’s name (This animalis a horse),
and a reference to the animal’s distinguishing characteristics (He looks
like a zebra without the stripes). No more than three new animals should
be introduced during a session.
10. After some of the more familiar animals (dog, cat, horse) have

been introduced, clarify the notion of size (which has been handled only

casually). Relate the pictures of dogs to the children’s experience by
(a) placing a child in the picture and (b) bringing the animal from the
picture into the classroom. Point to the illustration and ask “How big

would Tommybe standing next to this dog in the picture? . . . Would

he be this big? . . . This big? . . . Or this big?” To bring the dog out
of the picture, ask ‘““How big would this dog be if he came into this room
and stood next to us? . . . Would he beas big as heis in the picture,
like this? . . . Would he be this big?’ A similar procedure should be
adopted to relate the children to other types of illustrations.
I]. Arrange a field trip after the animal names have been mastered.
A trip to the farm or zoo will be “meaningful” for the children who
know what they will find there. It is not nearly so meaningful to the
children who have not learned the names and therefore must somehow
“experience” the animals nonverbally.
12. After animals have been presented, use basically the same approach to introduce all other categories.
a. Present the group namesin the plural identity statement. “These
are plants.” “These are vehicles.” “These are tools.”
b. If the group characteristic can be described in a simple statement,
present the statement. “Do you do work with it? . . . Then it is a tool.”
Notall groups lend themselves to a verbal rule, however.
c. Identify each individual in the group. “This tool is a screwdriver.” “This plant is a rose.” “This vehicle is a bicycle.”
d. Present the tasks that dramatize the fact that all members with
a certain subclass name (screwdriver or rose or bicycle) are called also
by the class name (tool or plant or vehicle).
13. After the animals have been introduced, work on more than one

class at a time. Below are some general suggestions for presenting the
different classes.
a. Plants. ‘The children may not know the namesfor grass, flowers,
trees, bushes, etc. Since these objects (unlike lions and elephants) are

readily available, actual examples should be presented during the initial
exercises. After the initial demonstration, work from books. Verbal rules
for identifying plants and plant groups tend to be too difficult for chil-
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dren to grasp, but they can learn the discrimination readily from examples.
b. Buildings. The procedure is the same as for plants. During the
introduction stage, the presentation should refer as much as possible to

actual buildings that can be seen from the window—houses, garages,

schools, churches. The emphasis should then switch to pictures of build-

ings—barns, silos, skyscrapers, etc. The children should be constantly
reminded of each building’s size. The statement presentation can
probably be more condensed than the animal and plant presentation,
because the children by now have a fair understanding that they are
dealing with a two-name task. Therefore, instead of introducing the class
namefirst and deferring the names of the individual members until later,
both names can be introduced at the same time. “This is a building. Say
it... . This building is a garage. What kind of building is this?” This
abbreviated presentation can be used on all of the following classes.
c. Parts. The category part always implies part of something,so that
it involves the concept of possession. Accordingly, this topic serves the
auxiliary purpose of introducing the use of possessives. The initial
presentation should limit the notion of part to parts of the body. The
concept should later be expanded to include parts of rooms, houses, appliances, plants, etc. In defining the body parts, start with a familiar
person and identify him. “This is Tyrone.” Present the part statement,
which involves the word of. Hold up the child’s hand and say “This is
a part of Tyrone.”’ Repeat the statement while indicating the child’s ear,
foot, nose, etc. No further verbal explanation is necessary. To introduce
the names of the body parts, present another statement variation. “This

part of Tyrone is a nose. This is Tyrone’s nose.” ‘To demonstrate the
meaning of the possessive statement, ask “Is this Debby’s nose? . . . Is
this Tommy’s nose? . . . No, this is Tyrone’s nose.” Statements of this
form should be repeated by the children until they are mastered. In
expanding the notion of part, follow the rule of limiting part to a part
that can be given a name. Introduce windows, corners, doors, and other
parts of a room; chimneys, roofs, and other parts of a house; leaves,
branches, and other parts of a tree; legs, tops, handles, and other parts

of household appliances; etc. The concept part should again be presented
with the basic statement form that applies to body part. ‘““This is a part
of ______. This part of
isa
.’ “This is a part of a frying
pan. This part of a frying pan is a handle.” “This is a part of a room.
This part of a room is a floor.”
d. Furniture. ‘The statement form is similar to that for parts, in that
the statement contains the word of. It is different, however, in that every

piece is a piece of furniture. The class designation (piece of furniture) is
first applied to chairs, tables, and beds (either the actual physical object
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or a picture of the object). “This is a piece of furniture.” Give some

indication of what furniture is by asking the question “Where do we
find this piece of furniture? . . . In the house.” The names of the member pieces are introduced in the usual mannerafter the class name has
been mastered. “This piece of furniture is a bed.”
e. Vehicles. This class and those that follow differ from the ones
presented above in that the basis for classification can be made explicit

through a verbal rule. These rules are not necessary, nor are they even
very precise (adequate dictionary-type rules would be too complicated

for the children to grasp). However, they are useful in teaching thechildren how to use verbal rules as a basis for classification rather than to

rely on crude impressions. Ultimately, the term vehicle, for instance,

must be applicable to any objects that can be described by a particular
defining statement and not merely to objects that have some impressionistic resemblance. In this and the following classes, the verbal rule
is conveyed through a simple question that expresses the criterion of
classification. ‘The question for vehicles is “Does it take you places?” If
the question is answeredaffirmatively, the thingis a vehicle; if negatively,
the thingis not a vehicle. This basis for classification should be presented
in an explicit manner. Three different vehicles (perhaps a wagon, automobile, and bicycle) should be presented, along with various nonvehicles. Begin with a question about the purpose of each object. “What
is this thing for? . . . Is it for cooking eggs? . . . Is it for eating? . . .
No.It is for taking you places. This is a vehicle.” After the name vehicle
has been applied to various objects, direct the children in the mechanics
of classifying things as vehicles. “Ask yourself ‘Does it take you places?’ If
it does, it is a vehicle.” The presentation should be handled very

mechanically. Introduce different vehicles (boats, trains, airplanes, etc.)

and require the children to ask themselves the classification question

aloud and to answer it. Then, identify each vehicle. ‘““This vehicle is a

ship. Say it.” Later, after the children have clearly mastered the routine,

the procedure can be relaxed.
{. Weapons. The classification question for weaponsis “Is it used
to hurt someone?” Present pictures of different weapons (guns, knives,
cannons, swords, etc.) and pictures of nonweapons. Ask about each object
“Is it used to hurt someone? .. . Yes, then it is a weapon.” Identify
each weapon. “This weapon is a knife.”
g. Toys. The classification question: “Do you play with it?” The
presentation should be the same as for weapons.

h. Tools. Theclassification question: “Do you use it to do work?”
The various tools can be demonstrated. “Look. I’m using this hammer
to do work. It helps me put these boards together.” The demonstra-

tions should not be labored, however. The emphasis should be on the
statement.
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i. Food. The classification question: “Do you eat it?’ The answer
is of a different form from those of the preceding categories. Instead of
saying “This is a food,’ we say “This is food.’ The statement that fol-

lows the class statement may also be different. Instead of saying “This

food is a meat,” we say “This food is meat” or “This food is a piece of

meat.” In other cases, a more conventional (although awkward) statement
is indicated. ‘““This food is a turnip. This food is a steak.” Various
vegetables, fruits, and staples should be introduced under the heading
“food.”
j. Clothing. The classification question: “Do you wear it?” The
affirmative answerto the question indicates that it is an article of clothing.
Initially, the presentation should be confined to real physical objects,
but should quickly be expanded to include illustrative material. The
statement presentation is similar to that of furniture, with the addition
of the classification question. “Do you wear it? ... Yes? ... Then
this is an article of clothing. This article of clothing is a coat.’ Some of
the statements can becomeratherlong. ““This article of clothing is a pair
of pants.”
k. Things to read. The classification question: “Do you read it?”

The category of things to read (newspapers, signs, magazines, books)
should be introduced after the child has a fair understanding of reading.
The presentation: “Do you read it? ... Yes. Then this is a thing to
read. This thing to read is a newspaper. Say it.”
]. Other classes. Fruits and vegetables are categories often introduced
in nursery schools. Actually, these categories are so poorly defined that
they invite confusion. However, a few of the commonfruits and vegetables
may be classified by rote, with no attempts to extend the class concept.
Classes which the children have already encountered in other school
contexts should be introduced, if only to demonstrate that they can be
handled in the same manner asthe classes listed above. Class names can
be reviewed for numbers and letters. ‘The standard procedure is used. A
series of objects to be classified is presented with others that are to be
excluded. Those to be included are identified with the class name. ‘““These
are numbers.” The subclass name is then applied to the various individuals presented. “This number is seven.” In a similar fashion, the

children in the study group can be grouped underthe class name children,
and the adults can be grouped as adults or teachers.
14. Introduce polar subclasses. Divide the class children into the subclasses boys and girls, and the class teachers (or adults) into the subclasses

men and women. Demonstrate that the statement “This child is a boy”
is polar by introducing the standard polar tasks, especially those involving
not statements. ““What’s another way of saying “This child is not a girl’?”’

Present verbal tasks, such as “I’m thinking of a child that is not a girl.
What do you know aboutthat child?” To help clarify the inclusion rela-
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tionship (Boys and girls are children), present exercises in which the
statements are reversed and are no longer polar. “I’m thinking about
a boy. What do you know about him? . . . He’s a child.”
15. Ask classification questions while reading stories and engaging in
other activities outside the language class. When applying language questions and answers to stories and songs, demonstrate that these questions
are not limited to language drill but can be asked about objects which

are encountered in everyday life. Furthermore, the questions are more

interesting and dynamic when they become part of a “story line” or
engrossing activity. Therefore, when reading stories, seize on every opportunity to ask about newly learned classifications. “And what is the

bear sitting on? . . . Yes, this is a chair. What do I know about chairs?
. What can I say about this chair? . . . This chair is a piece of furniture.” Similarly, during music and free time, remain alert and capitalize

on situations that arise. “Yes, those are nice new shoes, Tyrone. What

do you know about shoes? ... What do you do with them? . .. So

what can you say about them? . . . Shoes are articles of
”
16. Introduce multiple-category exercises to demonstrate that an
object can be in more than one class at the same time. Tools and
weaponsor plants and food provide the best examples. Present a picture
of a carrot and identify it as a plant. Present the question “What do we
do with a carrot?” to point out that a carrot can beclassified as food. Then
ask “Does a carrot grow and turn green? . . . Yes, a carrot is a plant.”

Similarly, an ax is both a tool and a weapon, depending uponthe intention of the user.
Beginning Language Summary

The basic language skills described in the preceding pages represent
the rock-bottom foundation of language.
All the tasks in the basic language program revolve around two simple
statement forms: “This is a _____”’ and “This ____s is —_.”
Yet, these two forms become the media for transmitting a wide range of
language and thinking skills. Through these two forms, the child learns
first how to identify the things in his world and how to ask questions
about them. He then learns how to compare one thing with another,
referring to size, texture, and sound. The two basic statement forms then

transport him to the level of more sophisticated comparisons, where many
things are grouped together according to a certain conceptual dimension,
such as position or color or shared characteristics. In working with the

two basic statement forms, he learns the rudiments of empirical investigation. He learns to ask himself certain questions and proceed according to
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the way he answers them after investigating the material before him. In
other words, he learns the basis of if-then reasoning.
Through the basic statement forms, he learns the fundamental con-

ceptual framework of logical thought—along with the not-so-logical conventions that sometimes accompany these. He learns to unscramble experience in a very mechanical and stereotyped manner—a very accurate
manner—and reduce it to relevant questions and answers that express
what something is and what additional statements can be made aboutit.
In the next section, the operations that have been obliquely introduced

in connection with the basic language tasks are expanded. These include
the use of and, or and if-then. In the expansion process, some of the tasks
presented in the basic language section are rephrased to refine them and
make them more flexible conceptually.

advanced

language

rThe preceding chapter built a kind of language skeleton. The skeleton
satisfied the communication requirements necessary to teach first-order
and second-order concepts. The purpose of the present chapter is to fill
in parts of the language skeleton. During arithmetic instruction, reading
instruction, and even the beginning language instruction, the children

have obliquely encountered the concepts of and, or, and if-then. However,

these concepts need furtherclarification, especially or and if-then, which
are based on the assumption that a conclusion is reached by answering
more than one question about the presentation. Typically, culturally
deprived children operate according to the principle that the answer to
any question should be something that can be given immediately without proceeding from one point to another. The present chapter teaches
the skills necessary to handle chain reasoning.
The two basic statement forms presented in the preceding chapter
are here expanded. A variety of new verbs are introduced. With these,
various expandedstatements are presented, including past-tense constructions. A series of exercises deals with expanding polar pairs into a nonpolar set (big, bigger, bigger, etc., instead of simply big-little). Finally,
logical problems involving polar changes are introduced. These represent
a culmination of the language program because they require integration
of virtually all the skills presented in the program.
The Five-element Model
The concepts and, only, or, all, some, and if-then are sometimesdif-

ficult to teach and sometimes difficult to verify without resorting to
rather sophisticated verbal arguments. Often, these verbal arguments
do not serve the needs of the teacher very well because they do not lend
themselves to a dramatic demonstration of validity. For example, there is
no very intuitively compelling way to demonstrate that the following
argumentis not valid: If it rains, he stays inside; he stayed inside; there-

fore, it rained.

To attack the argument, one must rely on the listener’s ability to see
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that there are other possible reasons why a person maystay inside. Perhaps he is sick; perhaps he does not feel like going outside. Yet, pleas
to the listener’s understanding uncover no obvious contradiction.
The solution to the problem offered here is a five-element model (five
circles, five squares, five triangles, etc.) which does for such concepts as
or and if-then what the two basic statement forms did for the first-order
and second-order concepts. ‘The model refines, simplifies, and allows

presentations that are more dramatic than those encountered in everyday situations. An argument that is analogous to the one above can be
shown to be obviously false by using the five-element model.

If it rains, he stays inside.

He stayed inside.
Therefore, it rained.

If squares are black [find all the black ones],

squaresarelittle.
These squares are little [find all the little
ones].
Therefore, these squares are black.

The argument is obviously not valid because it is possible to find a
square that is little but not black. This square provides, in a very
graphic manner, the contradiction that was only nebulously suggested
in the other argument.
The concepts of and and or sometimes appear easy to present through
highly verbal demonstrations and concrete grouping tasks. However,
these concepts are deceptive, and the usual presentations run the risk
of teaching the children that or means “Take one of them” while and
means ‘““Take all of them.” The children may therefore be able to perform adequately such tasks as “Pick up the eraser and the book” without
understanding that the book is red and black—that and is a way of joining certain kinds of statements together. Although the ‘Take all of
them” reduction of and is sometimes adequate, the concept or is severely
violated by the “Take one” reduction. Unless or is seen as a concept
that conveys a possibility, or is not seen at all. When wesay that there
is a fly in the kitchen or the living room, we mean that possibly the fly
is in the kitchen and possibly it is in the living room.
All and some are words that are very useful in describing a group.
“All of the big squares are red” tells us that if a square is big, a square

is red. “Some of the big Squares are red,’ on the other hand, tells us

that if a square is big, it may be red. One of the reasons all and some

should be defined for the children is that the teacher will probably find
herself using them in explanations. They become much more potent
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ingredients in an explanation if the children understand what they

mean.
One problem connected with the five-element presentation is that it
may not feel natural to the teacher. For her, the concepts of and, only,

or, and if-then are natural when used in certain “natural” contexts. She

may find the context of the five-element model intuitively awkward and
not particularly meaningful. She must recognize, however, that her intuitive feeling is the product of her experiences and that naive children
do not—cannot—share her intuitive feelings, since they have not shared
her experiences. The teacher is urged to appreciate the fact that the fiveelement modelpresents the core of the concepts and, only, or, and if-then.

Although the tasks associated with it may sometimes seem awkward, they

satisfy the children’s need for a core understanding, which can be gracefully generalized to the entire range of situations that are meaningful
to the teacher.
And.

1. Review and asit is used in describing an object. The children have
already encountered the concept and in the beginning language program,
when they were required to describe different objects according to more
than one dimension. “This line is long and red.” The present set of exercises reviews this application of the concept and then introduces new
tasks.
a. Present the five-square model on the chalkboard, coloring the
shaded squares red and the unshaded squares white.

b. Identify the objects. ““These are squares.”
c. Further describe the left square, referring to size and color.
“This square is big. This square is white.”
d. Present the and statement about the left square. ‘““This square 1s
big and white.”
e. Ask the appropriate is questions. “Is this square big? .. . Yes,
this square is big. Is this square white? . . . Yes, this square is white.”
f. Conclude with the and statement. ‘“This square is big and white.”
g. Refer to the far-right square. “Is this square big and white? .. .
No, because this square is not big.” Refer to one of the red squares. “Is
this square big and white? . . . No, because this square is not white.”
Refer to the other big square. “Is this square big and white? ... Yes,

this square is big and white.”
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h. Repeat the procedure with the other combinations. “This square

is little and red.” “This square is little and white.”

i. After the children are able to answer the yes-no questions, introduce what questions. Refer to a given square and ask “What can I
say about this square? . . . This square is what?” If the children answer
by indicating that the square is big, ask “What else can I say aboutthis
square? .. . ‘This square is big and what? ... Yes, this square is big
and white. Say it.”
j. After working with the five-square model shown on page 174,
introduce variations such as those below. The formula for making different variations is: Make two pairs of figures that are the same in both
color and size. Ask the what question about each object. ‘““What can I

(b)

LV A

say about this triangle? . . . What else can I say?” Answer with the and
statement. “This triangle is white and little.”
k. Introduce not tasks after the children have become reasonably
proficient at phrasing the appropriate and statements that describe a
given square or triangle. The not variations should be introduced in the
following order:
(1) In variation (a) above, find a square that is black and not

little. Have the children first locate all of the squares that are black,
using the statement “This square is black” and then concluding ‘These
squares are black.” Have the children then examine these to find one
about which they can also say “This square is notlittle.” The presentation should become less mechanical after the children begin to appreciate
the function of the and-not statement. Variations of the form “Find the
square that is __ms_=- and not ______”’ should be introduced, with
increasing emphasis on production of the statement.
(2) Find a square that is not black and not little. The procedure
outlined in step (1) above should be repeated to demonstrate that there
is a square about which it is possible to say “This square is not black.

‘This squareis not little.” Various statements of the form “Find a square
that is not _______ and not ______” should be introduced. A leading
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help phrase the appropriate statesquare?” The children may need
they are using. They may call a
find a square that is not big. “Re-

member, the words you have to use are not little and not white. That’s

what you have to talk about.”
I]. Present combination not and what tasks. Using the five-square
model below, say “I’m thinking about a square that is not little. What
can I say about it?” The solution is arrived at by first finding the squares

that are not little and then noting what can be said about them. “They
are big [by polar definition]. They are red. They are big and red.” The
children will learn to answer the first part of the and statement quite
quickly. Encourage them by pointing out that “If it’s not little, it
must be big.”
m. Use compound and statements in a variety of situations after
the children have mastered the various five-square model tasks. The
children must learn that the procedures used to work out conclusions
with the model are not limited to the model but apply to a host of everyday situations. When reading to the children, phrase and statements.
“Look at this truck. It’s not little, and it’s not red. What can we say
about it? . .. Yes, it’s big, and it’s green.” Also, use and statements to
describe clothing, furniture, actions, etc.

2. Introduce and as it is used in enumerating different objects.

a. Present the statement “I’m thinking about all of these squares.”
Ask “Which squares am I thinking about?” Proceed from left to right.
“I’m thinking about this one, and this one, and this one.’ After all of

the squares have been considered, embrace the entire group and define
the meaning of all. “Yes, I’m thinking about all of these squares.’’ Point
to any square. “Am I thinking about this square? . . Yes, because I’m

thinking about all of the squares.’’ Repeat with other squares and repeat
the entire exercise often.
b. Introduce variations that deal with particular types of squares.
“T’m thinking about all of the white squares. Which squares am I
thinking about?” Clarify the basis of selection. Refer to each square

and ask “Is this square white?’ If it is, conclude “Then I’m thinking

about this square.” If it is not white, conclude “Then I’m not thinking
about this one.” After considering each square, refer to the white ones

and phrase the appropriate and statement. “I’m thinking about this
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square, and this square, and this square.” Repeat the demonstration,

referring to the different possible dimensions of the squares. “I’m think-

ing about all of the little squares.” “I’m thinking aboutall of the big
squares.” “I’m thinking aboutall of the red squares.” “I’m thinking about
all of the white squares.” Make the children increasingly responsible for
the production of the appropriate and statements.
c. Use not variations of the basic task. “I’m thinking aboutall
of the squares that are not red. Which squares am I thinking about?
. . . This square, and this square, and this square.”

3. Introduce reversible-elements tasks. In some situations, it is possible to transpose the parts of a statement that are connected by and.
For example, the statement “Tom and Harry went to the store” is

logically the same statement as “Harry and Tom wentto the store.” ‘This
point is certainly one of the most difficult for culturally deprived children to appreciate, partly because the concept is rather sophisticated
and partly because they have trouble hearing any difference between
the two statements. Their inability to hear the difference is perhaps the

key symptom of their intellectual deficiency. It points out rather

graphically that their understanding of language is premised on repeating, not on understanding, what is heard. Typically, therefore, when
presented with the task of transposing “Tom and Harry,” they are un-

able to do anything but repeat ““Tom and Harry,” even after the answer

has been told to them many, many times.

a. To introduce the concept, present two squares, onelittle, one

big, and both white. Identify the squares and present the plural statement.
“These squares are white.” Follow with the question “Which squares are
white?” Answer it by touching first the left square and then the right
square and saying “The little square and the big square are white.” This
question and answer are new to the children. Previous questions were answered by supplying the predicate of a statement. ‘““What can I say about
these squares? ... These squares are white.” The new question is
answered by supplying the subject of a statement. “Which squares are
white? .. . This square and this square are white.” Because thestatement form is different, the children may have some trouble with it
initially.
b. After they become proficient at producing the correct statements
about different pairs (two big squares of different colors, two little squares
of different colors, two red squares of different sizes), draw an arrow

v

going from left to right beneath a four-square model. Ask the which
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question. “Which squares are white?’ Point out a new convention.

“I’m going to answer the question by following the arrow. I start over
here [left], and I say “This little one and this big one are white.’ ”

c. Introduce the alternative way of identifying the members in

these groups. ‘This time I’m not going to go the way the arrow says;

I’m going to go the other way. Which squares are white? . . . I’m going
to go the other way and say “This big square andthis little square are
white.’ ”’
d. Speed up the procedure after various examples have been
demonstrated. “I can name the ones that are red by going the way the

arrow Says or going the other way. I can go with the arrow andsay ‘This
big one and this little one are red.’ I can go the other way and say
“This little one and this big one are red.’”” Present many examples and
give the children a great deal of practice in going both ways. They
should not be hurried during their initial attempts.
e. Finally, eliminate the arrow and present the task as another
way of phrasing a statement. Select a pair of squares and ask ‘“What’s
another way of saying “This red square and this white square’? . . . ‘This

white square and this red square.’’’ Point to the squares as they are
mentioned in the question and statement. Give the children a great deal

of practice with this exercise—preferably two to three minutes of practice
at the beginning of each languagesession until they become proficient
at producing the appropriate statements.
f. Introduce the reversible and to describe a particular square.
Point to a big red square and describe it. ““This square is big [touch the
sides of the square to indicate bigness] and red [rub finger over the colored
surface].” After repeating the statement several times, ask the question

“What's another way of saying “This square is big and red’? . . . We go
the other way andsay “This square is red andbig.’’’ Call attention to the
original order in which you described the square and refer specifically
to actions associated with the statement. It helps to accent one of the
elements to be reversed. The children can then hear what is happening.
“TI said it was big, and I did this. Then I said it was red, and I did this.

Big and red. Let’s say it another way. Red and big.” Use plural state-

ment variations to describe a group of similar squares. ‘““What’s another
way of saying ‘These squares are white andlittle’?’”’ Also introduce not
statements. “Tell me what this square is not. . . . It is not big and not
white. Let’s say it another way. . . . It is not white and not big.”
g. Introduce the Turn It Around song in the music period. It
provides a slightly different kind of demonstration of how elements connected by and can bereversed.
Only.

The concept only can be presented quite easily by presenting a new
question, which is similar to the which question presented in the preced-
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ing section in that it is answered by supplying the subject, or beginning
part of the statement.
1. Present a regular five-square model and ask a what-kind question.
SOOO
ou
5

“What kind of squares are white? . . . Big squares and little squares are
white.”
2. Ask ‘What kind of squares are red?” After the children indicate
that big squares are red, ask “What other kind of squares are red? Are

little squares red?’’ Answer the question, using the word only. “No,
only big squares are red.” Have the children repeat the statement, exaggerating the word only.
3. Repeat the basic procedure, asking ‘“Whatkind of squaresarelittle?”
Instruct the children to “Find the ones that are little. Now, look at

them and tell me what color they are. These squares are
”
Continue as in step 2 above. “What other kind of squares are little?
. .. Are black squares little? ... No, only white squares are little.”
The rule the children should learn is that only is a kind of opposite of
and, If it is true that the big squares and little squares are white, then it
cannot be true that only big squares are white.
4. Extend the concept to situations outside of the language session.
Questions that call for only can be phrased by asking “What kind?’
“What kind of children go to the girl’s bathroom? ... Only girls.”
“What kind of cups are on the table? . . . Only white cups.”
Or.

The procedure for teaching or is similar to that suggested for teaching and.
1. Begin by showing how oris used to enumerate the candidates in a

group.

a. Draw a five-square model and define or. “I’m thinking of one of
these squares—notall of them, just one. Which one is it?” The children
will probably claim that they know which one you are thinking of. Tell
them emphatically that they do not know. Have them repeat “I do not
know.” Point to each square in turn. “Am I thinking about this square?
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. . . Maybe. Am I thinking about this square? . . . Maybe.” After going
through all of the Squares in this manner, introduce the or statement,

Proceed from left to right again and say “I am thinking about this square,

or this square, or this square.” Introduce a variation of the task above.

“I’m thinking about some of these squares—notall, just some.” The procedure is the sameasit is for locating one square. “I’m thinking of this

one, or this one, or this one.”’

b. Extend the or concept. Refer to the five-square model above and
indicate “I’m thinking about one of the red squares, not all of the red

squares, not all of the squares. Just one red square. Which oneis it?”’ Con-

sider every square, beginning with the far-left square. “Am I thinking
about this square? . . . No. Because it is not red.” Cross out the square
and advance to the next one, asking “Am I thinking about this square?
.. . No, because it is not red.” After all of the Squares have been con-

sidered in this manner, only the red ones will remain. The others will
have been crossed out. Explain “I’m thinking about one of these red
squares—only one. Do you know which one? . . . No, you do not. Say ‘I
don’t know.’ Maybeit’s this one. And maybeit’s this one.” Restate the
original question and answer it with an or statement. “I’m thinking
about a square that is red. Which one is it? . . . It is this one or this
one.” Have the children repeat the statement at least five times. Introduce the other tasks that derive from the model above. “I’m thinking
about a square thatis little. Which one is it?” “I’m thinking about a
square that is white. Which oneis it?” “I’m thinking about a square that
is big. Which oneis it?”
c. Demonstrate the critical difference between the or group and
the and group. Present a familiar and task, stressing the key words that
indicate an and response—all and squares. “I’m thinking about all of
the red squares. Which squares am I thinking about? . . . This square
and this square.” Ask about each red square “Am I thinking about this
square?” and answer “Yes, I’m thinking about this square. I’m thinking
about all of the red squares.” Next, form an or group of red squares,

again stressing the key words, a and square. “I’m thinking about a red
square—only one red square. Which squareis it? ... It is this square
or this square.” Ask about each red square “Am I thinking about this
square? .. . Maybe. You don’t know.” The critical difference between
the and and or groups is that if the question can be answered “Yes,”
the members are linked together with and; if the question can be answered only with “Maybe,” the members are linked together with or.
With practice on tasks similar to those described above, the children

will become familiar with this rule.

d. Introduce not statements. “I am thinking about a square that is

not little. Which one am I thinking about?” The procedure is the same
as in the tasks above. The group of squares that are notlittle is assembled,
and the plural statement is used to describe the group. “These squares
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are not little.’ The or statement is then presented, referring to each
square in turn. “I am thinking about this one, or this one, or this one.”

The children should have a great deal of practice with statements of this
type.
2. Demonstrate how or can be used to describe group characteristics.
a. Introduce a regular five-square model and pose the problem.“I’m

thinking about a big square. Whatcolor is it?’”” The procedure involves
first locating all big squares and applying the plural statement ‘These
squares are big.’ The color question is then asked about each of the big
squares. ‘“Whatcolor is this square? . . . Red. What color is this square?
. . » Red. What color is this square? . . . White.” The original problem is restated and answered, using an or statement. “I’m thinking about
a big square. What color is it? . . . It is red [point to the red squares]
or white [point to the white square].”
b. Introduce not statements. “I’m thinking about a square that is
not little. What color is it?” The not-little squares are assembled and
then connected with the or statement. “This square is red. This other
square is white. So a square thatis notlittle is red or white.” ‘The presentation can become increasingly flexible as the children become increasingly proficient at handling the basic statement form. “What color is
it? . . . It is either red or white.”
If-then.

The if-then tasks suggested here are certainly the most difficult in the
present series. But they are also among the most important. The #f-then
line of reasoning is the tie between the and statement, the or statement,

and the only statement. It is the common denominator that enables us
to talk intelligently in terms of and, or, and only; it is the link between
the conditional situation found in an or group and the concrete certainty
of an and group; andit is a kind of magnificent detection kit that allows
one to look over what happened, proceeding first forward and then backward, pausing, supposing, considering, learning.
1. Present a regular five-square model and demonstrate how to form
the basic zf-then statement.
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a. Embrace the big squares and ask “What can I say about these

squares that I cannot say about any of the other squares?” If the children volunteer that they are white, point to the little square. “I can say
“This square is white.’” Return to the original group of big squares.
‘What can I say about these squares that I cannot say about any of the
other squares? . . . Yes, these squares are big.” Demonstrate that it is

not possible to make this statement about any but the two squares in
the group. Point to each little square and ask “Can I say “This squareis
big’? . . . No.”
b. Repeat the statement “These squares are big’’ several times before introducing the first part of the if-then statement “If squares are
big, ____.”” Explain briefly what the condition means. ‘If squares are
big, what else can I say about them? Tell me.” Promptif necessary. “Are
they red? . . . Are they brown?” After the children supply the answer
(They are white), present the entire if-then statement. “If squares are big
[embrace the big squares], squares are white [point to the color surface

of each big square].”
c. Introduce a singular variation after step b has been mastered.
Ask about the red squares ‘““What can I say about these squares that I
cannot say about any of the others? ... These squares are red. Say
it... . If a square is red, what else can I say about it? . . . It is little.
If a square is red, a squareis little.” Repeat with different examples.

The procedure is relatively easy. First, assemble a group according to
either size or color. Then, examine the members of the group and make a

further statement that applies to all the members of the group. Make

certain that such a further statement can be made.
2. Introduce basic if-then problems. Have the children form an 7fthen statement, such as “If a square is red, a squareis little.” After they

have repeated the statement several times, present the problem. “I’m
thinking about a square that is red. What do you know about it? .. . It

is little.” Repeat the zf-then. “If a square is red, a square is little.’”” Demonstrate the meaning of the statement with the model. “If a square is red,

it must be this one or this one. So what do you know about these? .. .
These squares are little. The square I’m thinking aboutis little.’’ Give
the children a great deal of practice with basic tf-thens of this kind.
3. Introduce not statements. “If a square is not white it is

The children may suggest that it is red. Acknowledge that their suggestion is correct, but add “And what else about it?’’ From this point, work
the problem in the usual manner. “If a square is not white, a square iS

little. I’m thinking about a square that is not white. What do you know
about it? . . . Yes, it is little.” The “‘proof” of the problem can be pro-

vided by referring to the squares.
4. Introduce problems involving or. These have a dual purpose. ‘They
extend the operation outlined in the basic if-then procedure, and they
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also help define or more clearly than was possible without using ?f-then
terminology.
a. Draw a five-square model similar to the one at the beginning
of this section and present the first part of an zf-then statement. “If a
square is red, ______.”” Ask “‘Which oneis it?” The children may insist
that it is a particular square. Correct them by pointing out “You know
that the square is red, but you don’t know anythingelse. So, if a square
is red, maybeit is this one, or maybeit is this one.” Present a variety of
these if questions. “If a square is big, which oneis it?” “If a square is
black, which square is it?” “If a square is little, which one is it?” ‘The

answer should be expressed with an or connecting each element.
b. Introduce a compound group. Embrace the little squares and
have the children produce the appropriate statement. “These squares
are little.” Introduce the if-then. “If a squareis little, a square is what?”

Examination of the group of little squares (in the model in step 1 above)
discloses that there are both red and white squares in the group. After
the children draw this conclusion, relate it to the if-then pattern by referring first to the left little square and saying “If a squareis little, it
may be this one. Then it would be white.” Point to the middle square.
“If a square is little, it may be this one, and it would be red.” Repeat
the sequence with the right square and conclude “If a squareis little,

it is white [point to the white square], or it is red [point to the red

square].” After the children have gone through the procedure several
times, the approach can be speeded up. “If a square is little—find the
little ones—a square is white [point], or a square is red [point].” Give the
children practice with various or groups.
c. Referring to the five-square model at the beginning of this section, embrace the white squares and have the children producethestate-

ment “These squares are white.””’ Have them then produce the :f-then
statement. “If a square is white, a square is big or a squareis little.’”” Have
themrepeat it several times. Explain “I’m thinking about a square that
is white. What do you know about it?” If the children have trouble, repeat the if-then. “If a square is white, a square is big, or a squareislittle.

So if it’s white, you know that it is ______.”” After they have produced
the appropriate or statement, ask “Do you knowif it is big? . . . No, because you don’t know which oneit is. If it is this one [point to a big one],
it is big. If it is this one [point to a little one], it is not big.’’ The children

should have enough practice with this exercise so that they can produce
the appropriate statements without referring to the model.

5. Introduce the not if-then. While this if-then can be demonstrated
with the five-square model, it should be taught primarily as a verbal con-

vention. The demonstration should be used merely to reinforce the verbal pattern. The children will probably have someinitial difficulty hearing how the not if-then is derived. Referring to the model at the begin-
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ning of this section, present the basic if-then. “If a square is big [find
the big ones], a square is white.’’ Have the children repeat the statement
several times before introducing the not convention, which involves flip-

ping the original if-then around. “If a square is not white [find the ones
that are not white], then a square is not big.” The verbal explanation
should be kept short. “Only white ones are big, so if a square is not
white, it cannot be big.” The word only serves to flip the original if-then.
“If squares are big, squares are white; only white squares are big.” The
primary emphasis on producing the not if-then should be on the verbal
production. ‘The verbal presentation should be rhythmical, so that changes

in statements are easier to hear. “If a square is big, a square is white. If
a square is not white, a square is not big.” The children should work on

tasks similar to the one above until they can handle them verbally without looking at the model.
6. Introduce the undetermined 7f-then. This one is very important
in logical thinking. Refer to the big squares of the model presented at
the beginning of this section. Present the appropriate if-then. “If a square

is big, a square is white.” Then pose the problem. “I’m thinking about
a square that is not big. What do you know about it?” The children may

indicate that it is not white. Correct them. Point out “You don’t know.

Maybeit’s not white, and maybeit is white. If it’s not big, it’s little. And

if it’s little, it’s white, or it’s red.”

7. Demonstrate that the if-thens learned with the five-element model
apply to a range of situations and that everyday if-thens present nothing
that is really new.

a. Present action pictures that lead naturally to some kind of causal

conclusion—a man aiming a gun, aiming a bow,striking a match, pre-

paring to throw a ball, jumping from a high place, dropping something,
etc. Have the children predict what will happen, and phrase the situation
as an if-then. “If he pulls the trigger, his gun will go off.” “If he throws
the ball, it will fly through the air.” “If he jumps from thecliff, he will

fall into the water.” After the children repeat the if-thens, present first

the basic if-then. “If he lets go of the bowstring, his arrow will fly through
the air. Let’s pretend that he lets go of his bow string. What happens?”

Next, present the not if-then. “If he let’s go of the string, his arrow will

fly through the air. If an arrow does not fly through the air, what hap-

pened? ... He did not let go of his bow string.” Finally, present the
undetermined if-then. “If he lets go of the string, his arrow will fly
through the air. What will happen if he doesn’t let go of his string? . . .

We don’t know. Maybe it will fly through the air, and maybe it won't.
Maybe his string will break. Maybe some other arrow will fly through
the air. We don’t know.” Give the children plenty of practice in applying if-then reasoning to a host of situations. The five-element model has

no advantage beyond being a graphic device for teaching the basic pat-
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terns of if-then reasoning. Once these patterns have been mastered in
connection with the model, however, they should be extended to the

range of experience for which they are intended, namely everyday causal
experiences.
b. Phrase rules as if-thens. “If you do a good job, I'll shake your
hand. You did a good job. So what’s going to happen?” “If you stand behind the swing, you’ll get hit. You’re standing behind the swing, Tommy.”
c. Use the if-then to express the relationship between classes that
are formed on the basis of defining characteristics. “If it’s a chair, what

do we know about it? . . . It’s a piece of furniture. I’m thinking of a
chair. What do you know about that chair?” “If something is a hammer,

it’s a what? . . . It’s a tool.” “If something is a shotgun, it’s a what? .. .
It’s a weapon.” “If somethingis a tricycle, it’s a what? . . . It’s a vehicle.”
d. Use the if-then to point out characteristics of figures. “If a figure
looks like this, it is an oval. Here’s a figure that looks like this one. What

do you know about it? ... Here’s another figure that does not look
like this one. What is it? . . . Actually, we don’t know. Maybeit’s an

oval, and maybeit isn’t.”
e. Introduce the Jf Song in the music period (see page 222). ‘This
song can be used to give the child practice in using if-thens to classify
names. “If it’s a bike, then it’s a vehicle’; “If it’s a bike, then it’s not a
tricycle’; “If it’s a bike, then it’s not a horse’; “If it’s a bike, then it’s not
a building”; “If it’s a bike, then it’s not a tool’; “If it’s a bike, then it’s

not a bug.” This song is extremely useful and should be sung often.
Verb Expansions

The verb zs has been employed exclusively in the preceding exercises,
because the most certain way to “define” a concept is to point out what
the concept is and whatit is not. The verb 7s provides the perfect basis
for such definitions. However, the children, in addition to learning nouns

and the descriptive words, should learn something about common action
verbs. These can be taught as a simple extension of what they already
know.
]. Present intransitive verbs first. ‘These verbs involve the fewest additional words, and when they are phrased in the progressive (ing ending), they take the familiar statement form “This
is
”
“This boy is jumping.” “This man is smiling.” “This baby is crying.”
a. Have a memberof the class stand up and identify him. ‘““Thisis
a boy. This boy is John.”

b. Ask the what question, and answerit. ‘““What is John doing? . . .

John is standing. Say it.’’ Accentuate the ing ending on the words doing

and standing.
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c. Ask various is questions that are answerable with a not statement.
“Is John walking? . . . Is John sitting? . . . Is John running?” Repeat

the what question. ‘““What is John doing?”

d. Introduce and statements. Instruct the child whois standing to
clap. Ask “Is John clapping? . . . Yes, John is clapping. Is John standing? ... Yes, John is standing. John 1s clapping and standing.” A

variety of and statements can be constructed by combining the actions
of walking, running, smiling, jumping, frowning, Stretching, yawning,

sleeping, eating, squatting, falling, etc. For example, a child can stand,
smile, and clap, all at the same time. “What is Harold doing? . . . What
else? . . . What else?” After the children have repeated the appropriate
and statement several times, instruct the child who is demonstrating to
discontinue one of the actions. “Stop clapping, Harold.” Then ask “Is
Harold standing and smiling and clapping? . . . No. Harold is standing and smiling. But he’s not standing and smiling and clapping.”
e. Introduce pictures that depict different intransitive actions, such
as kittens sleeping, boys running, people dancing, men diving,etc.
f. After the children have learned how to answer the what question (properly identifying the various actions and articulating the ing
ending), expand the task to include modifiers that generate an additional
question. For instance, expand ‘The boyis laughing” to ‘The boy is
laughing at the clown.” In addition to generating the question “Whatis
the boy doing?” this statement generates the question ‘What is the boy

laughing at?” To introduce the expanded verb statement, present the
familiar statement-question series. ‘“This is a boy. This boy is Tyrone.
Is Tyrone standing? ... Yes. What is Tyrone doing? . . . Tyrone is
standing.”
Next, introduce the second verb question “Where is Tyrone standing?” and provide a few clues. “Is Tyrone standing on the wall? ...
Is ‘Tyrone standing on the ceiling? . . . Well, where is Tyrone standing?’ Conclude “Tyrone is standing on the floor.” Introduce a variety
of similar expanded-verb statements. ‘““The boy is running. Where is the

boy running? . . . The boy is running on the street.” “The manis talk-

ing. Who is he talking to? ... The man is talking to a boy.” “The
kitten is sleeping. Where is the kitten sleeping? . . . The kitten is sleeping under the table.” Concentrate primarily on where questions. ‘“What
is he doing?” “Where is he doing it?” This is a simple extension of the
work with prepositions introduced in the preceding section, and should
provide a thorough review of that work.
2. Introduce transitive verbs. The difference between transitive verbs
and intransitive verbs from an educational standpointis trivial. The im-

portant similarity is that both the transitive and expanded-intransitive
statements generate two questions.
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Intransitive: The manis eating at the table.
What is the man doing? Where is the man eating?
Transitive: The man is eating a steak.
Whatis the man doing? What is the man eating?

Because of this similarity, transitive verbs can be taught in much the
same way as expandedintransitive verbs:
a. Continue to phrase statements in the present progressive. “The
man is throwing a ball’—not “The man throwsthe ball.”
b. Continueto “derive” the statementbyfirst asking the what-doing
question. ““Whatis the man doing?” Then ask the second verb question.
“What is the man eating?” Partial answers are acceptable (eating a steak),
but if there is any doubt about whether the children understand the
statement or are shying away from it, they should be required to produce
the entire statement. “What is the man eating? . . . The man is eating
a steak.”
c. Present pictures that can generate such statements as “The boys
are throwing stones”; “The manis climbing a rope”; “The girl is painting
a picture”; “The soldier is aiming his gun”; and “The man is building
a house.’”’ Confine the presentation to statements that generate two what

questions. “What is the man doing?” “What is the man building?” When
the presentation is so confined, the children will learn something about
how transitive and intransitive constructions differ. What questions are
answered with nouns. “The boy is singing a song.” Where questions are
answered with prepositional phrases. “The boy is singing in the classroom.”
d. Expand the transitive-verb statement. After the basic statement
“The boys are throwing stones,” introduce a question that will further

expand the statement. ““The boys are throwing stones where? . . . ‘The

boys are throwing stones into the water.” Many of the statements presented in step c above can be expanded. “The man is climbing a rope.
Where is the man climbing a rope? . . . The man is climbing a rope in
the gym.” “The girl is painting a picture. The girl is painting a picture
with what? . . . The girl is painting a picture with a paint brush.” “The
soldier is aiming his gun. The soldier is aiming his gun at what? ... The
soldier is aiming his gun at the tank.” “The man is building a house. The
man is building a house with what? .. . The man is building a house
with a hammer, and nails, and boards.”

3. Introduce because statements as an extension of the preceding

tasks. Because statements can be treated as two-question statements, the

second question of which is “Why?”

a. Begin with such statements as “The boy is crying,” “The woman
is eating a pie,” or “The man is running.”
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b. Ask the why question, and complete the original statement with
because. “Why is the boy crying? . . . The boy is crying because he is
hurt.” “Why is the womaneating a pie? . . . The womanis eating a pie
because she is hungry.” “Why is the man running? . . . The manis running because the dog is chasing him.” The form of these statements is
obviously comparable to the other two-question verb statements. The only
difference is that the because statements are produced in response to a
special question—the why question. The children should be drilled on
this point.
c. Ask series of why questions about expressive pictures. The pictures should be “action pictures,” and the cues that generate the story

should be rather bold and obvious—for example, pictures of firemen at
work, dogs chasing a rabbit, men felling a tree, etc. (Photography maga-

zines often provide the “clearest’’ pictures, though good ones are easily
found in other pictorial magazines.) Ask “What is happening in this
picture?” After the action has been described, present a series of why
questions about those elements in the picture that are acting and those
that are the object of the action. “‘Why are the dogs chasing the rabbit? . . . Why is the rabbit running?” “Why are the firemen shooting
water at this building? . . . Why is the building burning?” Answers that
begin with because are acceptable. However, rephrase them as complete
statements. “Yes, the rabbit is running because he does not want the

dogs to hurt him.”
d. Use why questions liberally throughout the preschool day. “Why
is Harold crying? . . . Harold is crying because he fell down and hurt
his knee.”’ “Why did Linda know the answer? . . . Linda knew the answer because she’s thinking big.” “Why do you like this kind of juice,
Tommy? ... You like this kind of juice because it’s good.”
4. Introduce statements containing verbs referring to the senses. These
statements provide a logical transition from the familiar statements containing the verb is (John is running) to statements that do not contain

is (John runs). They bridge the gap nicely because they can be directly
substituted for is in any second-order statement involving attributes. “This
woodis rough,” for instance, can become “This wood feels rough” without changing the primary questions and answers implied by the statement.
a. Present statements for familiar polar concepts, especially those
that deal with the sense verbs feel, smell, taste, and sound. Begin with

the familiar statement that describes the object. ‘““This marble is heavy.”
“This room is dark.” “His voice is loud.” “This pie is good.” “This pan
is hot.”
b. Rephrase each statement, using the appropriate verb of the

senses. “This marble is heavy. This marble feels heavy.” “This room is
dark. This room looks dark.” “His voice is loud. His voice sounds loud.”
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“This pie is good. This pie tastes good.” “This pan is hot. This pan feels
hot.” Have the children repeat the new statements several times.
c. In defining each verb, show that it can be substituted for iS.
Place a rock or other relatively heavy object in the child’s hand and produce the appropriate statement. “This rock feels heavy.” Give the child
a light rock and say “This rock does not feel heavy.” Use the same substitution technique to define the other verbs of the senses. “This room
looks light. [Turn light off.] This room does notlook light.” “This record sounds loud. [Turn volume down.] This record does not sound loud.”

“This flower smells good. [Offer wax flower.] This flower does not smell
good.”
d. Introduce the does question. This question is the counterpart of
the is question, but it is more difficult because the pieces of the question
do not tie together with the statement as nicely as the pieces of the is
question do.
Is

This hat is red.
Is this hat red?

Yes, this hat is red.

Does

This hat looks red.
Does this hat look red?
Yes, this hat looks red.

e. The verbs of the senses should be differentiated from each other
in the different kinds of experience they describe. “Does this hat sound

red? . . . No, this hat does not sownd red; this hat looks red. Does this

hat smell red? . . . [Etc.]” These distinctions may be further dramatized

by objects that elicit contradictory sense impressions—things that look
heavy but feel light or vice versa, that look hard but feel soft, that smell
good but taste bad,etc.
f. Introduce plural statements and questions for the various verbs
of the senses. These involve a new word, do, but no new problems.

“These rocks feel heavy. Do these rocks feel heavy? . . . Yes, these rocks
do feel heavy.” “These trucks sound loud. Do the trucks sound loud? . . .

Yes, the trucks do sound loud.”

5. Introduce the past-tense statement containing was.

a. For the initial demonstration, present three objects—an animal

made of modeling clay, an inflated balloon, and a red triangle drawn on
the chalkboard.
b. Provide the appropriate statements. “This is a horse.” “This balloon is big.” “This triangle is red.”
c. Squash the horse, deflate the balloon, and color the interior of
the triangle white. Provide the appropriate not statements. “This is not

a horse.” “This balloon is not big.” “This triangle is not red.”
d. Present the past-tense statements, which are identical to the
original statements except for the verb. “This was a horse.” “This bal-

loon was big.” “This triangle was red.”
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e. Repeat the procedure with various examples, such as a figure on
the chalkboard that starts out as a minus sign or letter n and then becomes a plus sign or letter h. The presentation should be so pointed
that the children appreciate the fact that the present tense statement
(This is a minus sign) must become false (This is not a minussign) be-

fore the past tense statement (This was a minus sign) can be true.
The

presentation suggested above is designed to lead the children to this
awareness.
f. Introduce the plural past-tense statements. Conduct the demonstration by referring to a series of squares on the chalkboard. “These
Squares are white.” Change the color of the squares from white to red.
Provide the not statement. “These squares are not white.” Then provide
the past-tense statement. “These Squares were white.”
g. Introduce past-tense variations of intransitive-verb statements.
Have a memberof the class stand. Ask “What is Tyrone doing? ...
Tyroneis standing.” Instruct the child to sit down. Ask the question “Ts
Tyrone standing? . . . No, Tyrone is not standing.” Ask the was question. ‘““Was Tyrone standing? .. . Yes, Tyrone was standing.” Repeat
this kind of task often, introducing pluralvariations.
6. Introduce the past-tense statement containing verbs of the senses.
a. Review the progressive statements. “This triangle is red.” “This
triangle is not red.” “This triangle was red.”
b. Repeat the presentation, this time using the verb of the sense,

look. ““This triangle looks red.” “This triangle does not look red.” “This

triangle looked red.” This demonstartion points out that the word looked
functions precisely as the word was. Both denote past action.
c. Present examples involving different objects. Confine the verbs
to look, smell, sound, and taste. Since the past tense of feel is felt (not
feeled), the introduction of this -verb may confuse the children and obscure the general convention of placing the ed (or tt as in looked) sound
after the verb.
d. After the children are able to handle the past tense of verbs of

the senses, introduce variations with intransitive verbs.

(1) Present the statement series. “Harold is walking.” “Harold
is not walking.” “Harold was walking.”
(2) Introduce the equivalent past-tense statement. “Harold
walked.” Explain “This is another way of saying Harold was walking.
Harold walked.”
(3) Introduce the what did question. ‘““What did Harold do?”
Answerit. “Harold walked.” Have the children repeat the statement and
pay special attention to the ed ending.
(4) Present two-question statements involving intransitive verbs

and transitive verb statements. “This squirrel jumped from the tree.
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Whatdid the squirrel do? . . . From where did the squirrel jump?”
“Tommy pushed the door. What did Tommy do? . . . What did Tommy
push?” “They stamped their feet. What did they do? .. . Whatdid they
stamp?”
Pronouns

Exercises with pronouns are not so crucial as many of the previous

exercises; however, they acquaint the children with some of the more

arbitrary conventions of language and perhaps help them develop a dialect that sounds moresocially acceptable.
1. Define J and you through structured exchanges. Have the children
describe your action after you describe it. “Look. I made a four on the
board. What did I do?” (You made a four on the board.) These statements should be phrased in the simple past. tense—not “I was making
a four.”
2. Define we as the plural of J.
a. Walk across the room alone. Describe the action. “I walked
across the room.” Ask ‘What did I do?” (You walked across the room.)
b. Walk across the room holding the hand of a child. “We walked
across the room. What did we do?”
c. Introduce a variety of similar past-tense action statements.
3. Define he, she, and it as substitute words for names of males, fe-

males, and things.
a. Assemble a series of at least ten pictures or objects that can be
classified as male, female, and thing.

b. Identify each object in the series and describe it in some way.
“This is a boy. This boy is running.” “This is a block. This block is blue.”
c. Rephrase the second statement in the pair, substituting the appropriate pronoun for the name. “This boy is running. He is running.”
“This block is blue. Jt is blue.” Have the children repeat the pronoun
statements.
d. Present a quick rule for using each pronoun.“If it is a man (or
boy), it is a he.” “If it is a woman(orgirl), it is a she.” “If it is not a he
or she, it is an 2t.”

e. Play a game in which you point to an object and the children
identify it by using the word he, she, or it. The objects should be presented rapid-fire.
f, Play a game in which the children rephrase statements presented

by you. “Harold is wearing a blue shirt. Say it another way.” (He is wearing a blue shirt.) ‘““The ball is big. Say it another way.” (It is big.)

4, Define they as the plural of he-she-it.
a. Groupa boy, a girl, and a chair together in a corner of the room.
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Produce the singular statements about each object. “Tyrone is in the
corner. Linda is in the corner. This chair is in the corner.”
b. Produce the pronoun statement for each object (pointing to the
object under consideration). “He is in the corner. She is in the corner.
It is in the corner.”
c. Produce the plural statement, embracingall three objects. “They

are in the corner.”

d. Introduce different combinations—one boy and one chair, two
girls, three boys and girl, three chairs, etc. Demonstrate that so long as
more than one object is being considered, the word they applies.
5. Introduce statements that contain a pronoun and describe an
action. Although the children are familiar with some of the statements
in the series below, there are some that are irregular and have been withheld for this reason. The irregular statements (those that have not been
covered by the statement patterns previously studied) are italic.
I am jumping.
You are jumping.
He (she, it) is jumping.
We are jumping.
They are jumping.

I was jumping.
You were jumping.
He (she, it) was jumping.
We were jumping.
They were jumping.

a. Engage in an action such as clapping and ask “What am I
doing?”
b. After the children indicate “You are clapping” (perhaps with
some prompting), stop clapping and ask “Am I clapping?” (No, you are

not clapping.) “Was I clapping?” (Yes, you were clapping.) The exchange

is difficult because of the unfamiliar connections between “I am—you
are” and “I was—you were.” The connections are best taught in a total

conversational exchange such as suggested here.
c. Introduce variations of the exchange. Separate the boys andgirls
into two groups. Have one group describe an action in which they are
engaged. “Weare sitting.” Have the other group phrase the statement
from their viewpoint. “They are sitting.” Have the first group stand up

and say “Weare notsitting. We were sitting.” The second group then
rephrases this statement pair. “They are not sitting. They weresitting.”

Many interesting variations of this task can be introduced.
d. Instruct one person or a groupto carry out several actions simultaneously and to describe the action using and. “I am sitting and smiling
and clapping.” The other children rephrase the statement. “She is sitting and smiling and clapping.” In the usual manner, the action is suspended, and the not statement and past-tense statements follow. Both
of these are rephrased by the other children. “I was sitting and smiling
and clapping.” “She was sitting and smiling and clapping.” The other
children can also “Tell her—talk to her and tell her what she was doing.”

(You were sitting and smiling and clapping.)
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6. Introduce possessive pronouns in a manner similar to that described in step 5-d.
a. Form two groups of children, one sitting and one standing.

b. Have each group make a statement about what they are doing.
“We are sitting.” “We are standing.”
c. Have the first group describe some possession commonto all of
them. First group: “Our chairs are red.” ‘Teacher: “Whose chairs are
red?” First group: “Our chairs are red.” Second group: “Their chairs are
red.”

d. Use a similar two-group exchange to define his, her, and my.
Single child: ‘““My shoes are red.” Teacher: “Whose shoes are red?”’ Other
children: “Her shoes are red.” Different children can take turns in producing the my statement.
Expanded Polar Concepts

Sometimes we do not consider polar elements as strict “opposites.” We
may, for example, speak of something that is bigger than somethingelse.
By referring to the object in this manner, we are implying that there is
a continuum of bigness (along which objects are arranged) rather than
simply a category, big, to which an object either does or does not belong.
An understanding of these “expanded polar classes” is important to
logical thinking.
1. Present three squares of different sizes on the board, arranged in
order of increasing size.

2. At first, limit the presentation to a consideration of bigness.

a. Point to the right square and indicate “This squareis the biggest.
Say it.”
b. Ask the question “How do I know itis the biggest? . . . Because
it is bigger than this one [middle square] and bigger than this one[left
square].”

c. Introduce a fourth square, bigger than any of the others. Ask

“Now which is the biggest? . . . This one is the biggest. Why? . . . Because it is bigger than this one, and bigger than this one, and bigger than

this one.”
d. Erase all but the smallest square and draw two new squares
smaller than it. ““Now which oneis the biggest? . . . Why?”
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5. After the children have caught onto the idea that the biggest square

is the one about which one can say “‘It is bigger than this one, and this

one, [etc.],” present the concept littlest in the same way biggest was pre-

sented. “This oneis the littlest. How do I know? . . . Becauseit is littler
than this one andlittler than this one.” Through this exercise, the chil-

dren will learn that the familiar words big andlittle are slightly changed

to biggest and littlest to apply to the extreme examples (which is not an
entirely new concept for the children). The middle membersof theseries,
however, remain relatively undefined.

4. Adopt the procedure outlined for biggest to define hottest-coldest,

heaviest-lightest, fattest-skinniest, fastest-slowest, and perhaps lightestdarkest and loudest-quietest. In each case, introduce three objects from

which the children identify the extremes as hottest-coldest, etc. Introduce
additional objects to demonstrate that such words as hottest do not belong to a particular pan or a particular ball bearing but are arrived at by
comparing the members of a group. The word attaches to different members of the group as the composition of the group changes. The object
that may have been the coldest may become the hottest in a different
group. As the children become familiar with this point, the presentation
can be made more verbal.
5. Have the children imagine extremes of bigness, fatness, and length.
“I want you to think about the biggest dog you ever saw.” Indicate with
the hands something the size of a horse. “Was it this big?” Indicate
progressively smaller sizes—‘“Was it this big? . . . Was it this big?”—

until a reasonable size is reached. Repeat forlittlest dog and biggest cat,

rat, book, and bottle; fattest man, woman, sandwich, and dog; longest
pencil, knife, hair, and cat’s tail.

6. Classify all the members of the group. The preceding exercise
teaches the children that if something is the biggest, it is possible to say
about that object “This tree is bigger than ______” and to complete the
statement by referring to any other object in the group. However, the
members of the group that are not at the extremes are not bigger than
all other members or smaller than all other members. Rather, they are
bigger than some and smaller than others. To teach this notion:
a. Present three squares in order of increasing size from left to
right. Have the children identify the extremes as biggest and smallest.
b. Refer to the middle square and ask ‘What about this square?
Is it the biggest? . . . No. Is it the smallest? . . . No. It is not the biggest, and it is not the smallest.”

c. Explain that it is possible to figure out what the middle square
is by asking the right questions. Point to it and say “Take a good look at

it and think while I talk. Is this square bigger than this square? ...
Yes, it is bigger than this square.” Point again to the middle square and
ask if it is bigger than the biggest square. “No, it is not bigger than this

square.” Limit the presentation to one dimension, in this case bigness.
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d. Summarize with the statement ‘This square [the middle square]
is bigger than this square and not bigger than this square.”
e. Introduce three or four new squares into the group so that the
size progression from left to right is still maintained. Demonstrate that
by using the procedure outlined above, it is possible to produce the
proper statements about any member of the group. Point to one of the
squares and make the point that one can find out about this square by
asking the proper questions. Point to the square and say “This square is
bigger than’ and complete the statement by pointing in turn to each of
the other squares. After all of the squares have been considered in this
manner, produce the summary statement, which would be on the order

of “This square is bigger than this square and this square; this square is
not bigger than this square, this square, this square, and this square.”
f. Present exercises involving the various polar concepts dealt with
in step 4 above—hotness, fatness, lightness, etc.

g. After the children have mastered the preceding tasks, introduce

the other polar dimension—smallness, coldness, skinniness, etc., using

the same question pattern to formulate the appropriate statement for
each object. “Is this square smaller than this square? . . . This square
... This square?”
h. Have the children arrange objects using a verbal approach.
Present six rectangular cards of different sizes. Do not present the cards
in the usual order of increasing size. Instead lay them out randomly.
Explain ‘I want to put these cards in order. I start with any card. Then
I put the smaller ones on this side [left] and the bigger ones on this
side [right].”” Pick up all the cards. Lay down a middle-sized card and
mark it with an X. Hold each cardthatis to be fitted into the series next
to the card with an X and say about the new card “This card is what?
. . . Smaller than this [X card]. So where does it go? . . . On the smaller

side [left].’’ The process is continued until all of the cards are in their
proper order. A card is properly positioned when it is possible to say
about it “This card is bigger than this card [the card to the left] and
smaller than this card [the one to the right].”

_onkx
BIGGER than this card

THIS card is

SMALLER than this card

i. Present variations of this task. Cards ranging in color from red
to white can be introduced and treated in the same way as cards of dif-
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ferent sizes. A card is in place when it is “Redder than this [left] card

and whiter than this [right] card.”
5. Expand the concept of before-after. The concept has been previously presented as a polar concept; however, it can be expanded in much
the same way as any of the other polar concepts discussed above. Because before-after is a comparison according to time or position and not
strictly according to any physical characteristics, the basic presentation
must be modified somewhat.
a. Position two children under an arrow that points to the right

(see page 154). Review the before statements. “Tyrone is before Harold.
Harold is not before Tyrone.”
b. Introduce a third child to the right (Tyrone, Harold, Tommy)

and have the children produce the before statement about the child at the

left. “What can I say about Tyrone? . . . Tyrone is before Harold. Is
Tyrone before Tommy? . . . Yes, Tyrone is also before Tommy.” Refer
to the middle child. “What can I say about Harold? . . . Harold is before Tommy. Is Harold before Tyrone? . . . No, Harold is not before
Tyrone.” Refer to the last child. “What can I say about Tommy?...
Tommyis not before Tyrone. Tommyis not before Harold.”
c. Review the concept after and introduce it into the present task
framework. Position three children under the arrow and make twoafter

statements about each child. “Linda is after Debby. Linda is not after
Tommy. Tommyis after Linda. Tommyis after Linda and Debby.” If
the children become confused, remind them ofthe relationship between
before and after. ‘‘Ask yourself ‘Is Linda before Debby?’ Sheis not before.
So she is after.”
d. Draw an arrow pointing right on the board. On its shaft write
the numbers I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, in that order. Remind the children of the
instructions indicated by the arrow. ‘““Remember, the arrow tells me to

go this way, starting with one and going through seven.” Refer to the
first number and ask “What do we know about this number?It is before

two. It is before three. It is before four. It is before five. [Etc.] After all

of the possible before statements have been produced, ask “Can you find
a number that one is not before? ... No, one is before all of these

other numbers.”
e. Proceed to the other numbers on the arrow shaft, producing first

the before statements and then the after statements. This exercise demon-

strates the similarity between before-after and other expanded polar concepts. The numbers | and 7 are the extremes, the beforest and the afterest.

‘The members in the middle of the series are relatively before and after.

f. Repeat the basic exercise, using, instead of numbers, letters, stick

figures (each of which can be identified with a different name, such as

house, dog, man, boy), etc.
g. Present the arrow with the numbers on the shaft and introduce
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a more difficult task, that of limiting statements to two members of
the group. Point to two numbers that are next to each other, such as 3
and 4, and say “I want to know about these numbers.” Call attention to
the order in which the numbers are introduced when one proceeds in
the direction indicated by the arrow. “Listen. Three, four.” Have the
children repeat the numbers in that order; then introduce a convention

for formulating the statement. Repeat the numbers slowly and touch
them on the line as each is said. “Three, four. 1 am going with the
arrow, so three is before four.” Quite a few demonstrations of the operation may be necessary. The point is not an easy one.
h. Present the concept after by proceeding through the series in

the direction contrary to that shown by the arrow. “Three, two. | am
not going with the arrow.So three is not before two. Three is after two.”

Each problem should be presented unhurriedly, and the first statement
should always be in terms of before. If the numbers are presented in the
order indicated by the arrow,the first numberis before the second number. If the order is not in the direction of the arrow, the first numberis
not before the second number. Therefore, the first numberis after the

second number.

i. Present the arrow with numbers from | through 7 in order from

left to right. Beneath the numbers print the names of the days in the
week, beginning with Monday under | and ending with Sunday under7.
Teach the order of the days in the week by reciting the series at the beginning and end of the language session for a week or more. After the
children have become fairly familiar with the series, introduce tasks
similar to those above. Identify two adjacent days, ‘““Thursday, Friday,”
touching each nameasit is said; then,call attention to the direction of the
names. “I’m going with the arrow, so Thursdayis before Friday.”
j. For the next series of tasks, require the children to make up the
statement. Merely select the name of a day and say “Tell me about
Thursday.” Touch the name Thursday and say “Thursday. What comes
next if we follow the arrow? . . . Friday. Thursday, Friday. So Thursday
is before Friday.” Demonstrate the after statement in a similar manner.
Returning to Thursday, say “Thursday. What happens if I go the way
the arrow says not to go? . . . Wednesday. ‘Thursday, Wednesday.‘Thursday is not before Wednesday (because I’m not going the way the arrow
says). Thursday is after Wednesday.”
k. Repeat the approach outlined to teach the relation of the months
in the year. Make permanent “arrow” charts which display the days of
the week and monthsof the year.
l. Introduce the songs There are Twelve Months in the Year and

Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush in the music period. The introduction of these songs should not necessarily be delayed until the children are studying before-after as expanded polars. The more familiar
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the children are with the order of the days and months, the more smoothly
the present tasks will proceed.
Polar Changes

Sometimes the most intuitively obvious tasks are among the most
difficult for children who are not broadly grounded in the logic of language. An example of such an intuitively obvious problem is one in
which a person leaves a white ball in a room with a freshly paintedfloor.
Upon returning, he discovers that the ball is covered with wet paint. He
quickly concludes that the ball rolled across the freshly painted floor.
To check out his conclusion, he scans the floor for the track the ball must

have left. The reasoning process is quite simple—or at least so it seems.
Actually, however, it involves three steps, each of which depends on the
possession of language skills that culturally deprived children are unlikely to possess. Consequently, culturally deprived children typically find
themselves completely baffled by such a problem—unable to begin solving it.
The three major steps, which the sophisticated adult takes so quickly
and naturally that he may be unaware of them, are:

I. Construct two sets of statements, one set describing the possible

outcomes and one set describing the possible causes. Each of these is a
polar set; that is, there are only two possible outcomes and twopossible
causes (excluding extraneous possibilities that would render the problem
unsolvable), and these are opposites. Condition a = not-b. Condition
not-a = 0b.
Possible outcomes:
a. The ball turned blue.

|

b. The ball remained white.
Possible causes:

a. The ball rolled across the floor.

b. The ball did not roll across the

floor.

2. Establish some connection between the two sets of statements.
There is nothing in the two sets of statements themselves that tells the

solver how they are connected. It may be that ‘“The ball turned blue’’ is

connected with “The ball did not roll across the floor,” or it may be that

either cause can lead to either outcome, in which case the problem can-

not be solved. Some appeal to the physical world is required. Observation
of the physical world discloses that the four statements above describe two
sets of circumstances associated with the ball and the floor: one set in
which nothing happens and the other in which something does happen.
Twoof the statements are consistent with the nothing-happened circum-

stances: ‘The ball remained white” and “The ball did not roll across
the floor.” The other two statements are consistent with the something-
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happened circumstances: “The ball turned blue” and “Theball rolled
across the floor.” By grouping the statements according to the circumstances with which they are associated, we see that both a statements go
together and both b statements go together.
Something happened:
a. The ball turned blue.

a. The ball rolled across the floor.

Nothing happened:
b. The ball remained white.

b. The ball did not roll across the
floor.

Since the a statements go together, they are in a sense equivalent; it is
therefore possible to substitute one a statement for another (and one 0
statement for another). Through this substitution process, the outcome
statements a and b are connected with the causal statements a and 0B.
3. Use substitution to proceed from one set of statements to the other
and thereby solve the problem. According to the rules for deduction
with polar statements (as taught in this chapter), one can conclude “If
the ball did not remain white, the ball turned blue.” But now, taking

advantage of the equivalence established in step 2, the solver can sub-

stitute ““The ball rolled across the floor’ for ‘““The ball turned blue” and
arrive at the deduction “If the ball did not remain white, the ball rolled
across the floor.’’ In the same way, he can take any possible outcomestatement and, by using substitution, arrive at a valid causal statement.

Consider the demands put upon language abilities by this seemingly
simple task: the solver must be able to construct exhaustive sets of statements to cover all possible outcomes and causes; from the statements, he
must be able to construct combinations of statements that are compatible
with physical reality; and, finally, he must be able to substitute equivalent
statements for one another freely and accurately. Is it any wonder that
children who are naive in basic language skills have trouble with a problem that requires them to see the supposedly obvious fact that “If the
ball remained white, it did not roll across the floor’?
The double-H model.

The double-H provides a good introduction to polar change reasoning
because it is simple and because it shows the nature of the different
changes very neatly. The double-H is simply an H with two horizontal
bars. The pair of “opposites” from which the conclusions of change follow
are:
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Possible outcomes:
b. The top line is shorter.

Possible causes:
a. The bottom line is shorter.
b. The bottom line is longer.

1. Draw a double-H on the board, no bigger than a chalkboarderaser.
Identify the figure. “This is a double-H. We’re going to use it to play
thinking games.”
2. Demonstrate the four primary if-thens, in each case beginning
with the double-H and changing only one horizontal line, making it
longer or shorter. The four if-thens implied in the pattern of opposites
are thereby demonstrated.
a. “If the top line is longer, what can I say about the bottom line?
. It’s shorter.”

b. “If the top line is shorter, what can I say about the bottom line?
. It’s longer.”

c, “If the bottom line is longer, what can I say about the top line?
. It’s shorter.”

a

ea

d. “If the bottom line is shorter, what can I say about the top line?

. It’s longer.”’
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Demonstrate each if-then by changing the line that is mentioned first.
“If the bottom line is longer [make the bottom line longer], the top line

is shorter.”
3. After the statements of change have been demonstrated, introduce
a game in which conclusions about changes can be drawn without looking at the model.
a. Present a double-H and instruct the children to close their eyes
while a horizontal line is changed on the double-H.
b. Cover the double-H with an eraser and instruct the children
to open their eyes.
c. Tell them which line has been changed and the nature of the

change. Ask them about the other line. “The top line is now shorter.
Whatcan you say about the bottom line? . . . Yes, it’s longer.”

d. Uncover the double-H and verify the conclusion, pointing out

that the children had reached it without seeing the model. “See how
well you can think. You don’t even have to look at the double-H to figure
out the answer.”

e. Present a variety of problems similar to the one outlined here.
4. Introduce a variation of step 3 in which the children are required
to inspect the model and formulate part of the information necessary
to draw a firm conclusion.
a. Show the children a double-H and say “Now close your eyes.
I’m going to do something to one of these lines, but I’m not going to
tell you what I do. You’ll haveto figure it out.” Erase part of the bottom

line, and then cover it with the eraser so that the children can still see

the top line.

b. Provide information about the nature of the changeas it relates

to the visible line. “Look at the top line. Now, here’s what you can say
about it. The top line is longer. What do you know about the bottom
line?”
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c. After the children indicate that the bottom line is shorter, ask

“Well, what did Ido? . . . Did I make thetop line longer or the bottom

line shorter?” At first, the children may have trouble with this question.
The idea can be rephrased by referring to the top line and asking “Did
I do anything to this line? . . . No. So I must have done something to
the other line. What happened to the other line? . . . Remember,it’s
shorter. So I must have made it shorter.” After the children have worked
with a few examples, they will grasp the idea that the line which is not

visible is the one that has changed. They will then begin to handle these
deductions quickly.

d. Uncover the double-H and show that the conclusion is sound,
pointing out again that the children had “figured it out.”
5. Introduce an or variation.

a. Change one line of the model and cover the entire model with

an eraser.

b. Provide information about the nature of the change, but do

not indicate which line has been changed. “The top line is shorter.”
After the children indicate that the bottom line is longer, ask “Well,
what did I do? . . . Did I make the top line shorter or did I make the
bottom line longer? .. . YOU DON’T KNOW. Maybe I made the top
line shorter. Maybe I made the bottom line longer.” (In step 4 above,

the conclusion about which line had been changed could be reached by

inspecting the model. In the present problem, however, no part of the
model is visible.)

c. Have the children repeat the or statement. “You made the top

line shorter or the bottom line longer.”

d. Provide the missing information. “I changed the top line. What
did I do?” (You madeit shorter.)
e. Introduce a variation of the problem after the children are
|
reasonably adept at handling examples like the one described above.
Instead of indicating which line has been changed, indicate which line
has not been changed.“I did not change the bottom line.” The children
conclude “You changed the top line. The top line is shorter. So you made
the top line shorter.”

f. Make the presentation less detailed and mechanical after the
children have worked many problems and have become more “intuitive”
in their approach. The condensed presentation should consist of only a
few key statements. “The top line is shorter.” (So the bottom line is
longer.) “Well, what did I do?” (You madethe top line shorter or the

bottom line longer.) “I did not change the bottom line.” (You changed

the top line. You made the top line shorter.) “Very good. See? That's

just what I did.”
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Warm water.

This series of problems extends the or statements presented in connection with the double-H. The problems are generated from the following
pairing of opposites:
Possible outcomes:

a. The water from the faucet got
colder.

b. The water from the faucet got
hotter.

Possible causes:

a. The hot water was turned
down, or the cold water was
turned up.

b. The hot water was turned.up,
or the cold water was turned
down.

I. Demonstrate the if-thens with a mixer faucet, which is adjusted so
that a stream of moderately warm water is being discharged. Point out
which handle controls the hot water and which the cold water. Also show
what is meant by “turning the water up and down.” “When I turn the
cold water up, more cold water comesout. See?” When making the water
hotter, be very careful to avoid makingit too hot.
a. “How can I make this warm water hotter? . . . I can turn the
hot water up like this, or [return to the original warm discharge] I can
turn the cold water down. Watch.”
b. “If I turn the hot water up or turn the cold water down, what
will happen? . . . The water will get hotter.”
c. “How can I make this warm water colder? . . . By turning the
cold water up or the hot water down.”
d. “If I turn the cold water up or the hot water down, what will

happen? . . . The water will get
”
2. Present tasks which require the children to provide the or statement. “If the water got colder, what did I do?” (You turned the cold up
or turned the hot down.) “If the water got hotter what did I do?” (You
turned the hot water up or the cold water down.)
3. Introduce the information needed to draw a firm conclusion, as

either an affirmative or a not statement. “The water got colder. What did
Ido? ... Yes, I either turned up the cold or turned down the hot. Now

listen big. I did not touch the hot-water handle. (You touched the coldwater handle; so you turned the cold water up.)
The see-saw.

A series similar to the warm-water series can be presented in connec-

tion with a see-saw.
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. Work from a diagram on the board.
2. Present the basic if-thens. These are generated from the conditions.
Possible outcomes:

a. Side one goes down.

b. Side one goes up.

Possible causes:
a. Side one is pushed down, or
b. Side one is pushed up, or side
side two is pushed up.
two is pushed down.

a. “If side one goes down, I pushed down side one or pushed up
on side two.”
b. “If I push down on side one or up on side two, what happens
to side one? . . . It goes down.”
3. Present the or tasks and give the information needed to draw a
conclusion in the manner outlined for the warm-waterseries.
The silly room.

This is a room with a glass divider in the middle, a pocket on either
side, and a freshly painted floor. The ball, which is placed in the pocket

fe ON ee gt RE elte nweM ga
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on the left side of the room can go to the other pocket, either by crashing
through the glass or by rolling across the freshly painted floor under the

divider. In either case, a clue will be left. If the ball breaks the glass,
broken glass will be found on the right side of the glass divider.

If the ball rolls through the fresh paint (under the glass), the ball will
be covered with paint.
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1. Draw the silly room on the chalkboard (using red chalk for the
floor) and show the two possible ways the ball can move from oneside
to the other. Present the if-thens. These are generated from twosets of
conditions, one dealing with the glass, the other dealing with the fresh
paint.
Possible outcomes:
a. The broken glass goes this
b. The broken
way >
way <

glass goes this

Possible causes:
a. The ball goes through the glass
b. The ball goes through the glass
this way >
this way <

and
Possible outcomes:
a. The ball turns red.

b. The ball remains white.
Possible causes:

a. The ball
paint.

goes

through

the

b. The ball does not go through
the paint.

Stress the zf-thens that go from outcome to cause. “If the glass went this
way [>], what do we know about the ball? ... It went this way,
too [> ].” “If the ball is covered with red paint, what do we know?...

The ball went through the wet paint.”
2. Present the basic problem. “I put the ball over here [left pocket],
and I go out of the room. While I’m gone, somebody comes into the

room. I don’t know what he does, but when I comeback, the ball is over

05 See

on this side [right], and look on the floor—broken glass. Notice also that

there is no red paint on the ball.” Call attention to the position of the

broken glass. “Which way did the glass go? . . . It started out up here
[We're looking at the glass from the side], and it went this way. What’s
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the rule? If the glass goes this way, the _____.”” Conclude “So the guy
that came into the room threw the ball through the glass. We didn’t see
him doit, but we figured it out.’’ Present a similar problem in which the
ball movesfrom the left to the right pocket and is covered with red paint.
“What's this on the ball? . . . And what’s the rule about red paint? . . .
If the ball turns red, the ball] __tw.”

3. Present various two-step problems. For example, upon returning

to the room, one finds the ball in the left pocket where it was originally,

but it is covered with red paint, and there is broken glass on theleft side
of the glass plate.

a. Call attention to the clues. “This room is not the same. What’s
different? . . . Was there glass on the floor here? ... Was that ball
red when I went out of the room?
b. Ask leading questions about the broken glass andthe ball. “Well,
whereis the glass? . . . That tells you something. ‘That tells you which
way the glass went. Now you know which waythe ball went through the
glass. But how did the ball get over there in the first place? . . . Look
at the ball. It tells a story. Yes, it rolled through the paint.”
c. Draw arrows to show what happened.

d. Introduce problems in which broken glass is on both sides of the

plate and the ball is not painted, broken glass is on neither side of the
plate and the ball is painted, and broken glass is on oneside of the plate

and the ball is painted.
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Other problems.

Various other problems can be introduced. Among the favorites are:
1. “A chicken was stolen from the chicken coop. We don’t know

whether a man or a wolf took the chicken, but outside, in the snow we

see these tracks.”

o>

aup

o=>

2. “Wesee footprints of a fox and a manin the snow. The fox prints

are sometimes on top of the man’s prints. Who was doing the chasing?”
(If a print is on top, the top print cameafter the other one.)

3. “A man’s footprints go into the house and come out again. When
they come out, they are deeper than they were when he went in. Why?”
(If you are heavier, you make deeper prints.)
4. “A pie is missing, shortly before supper, and everybody is hungry
at suppertime except Tyrone.” (If you eat a whole pie before supper,
you won't be hungry at supper time.)
9. “We come home from school and find a window of our house
broken anda stone lying inside, on the floor, in the middle of broken
glass. What happened? . . . What’s the rule about broken glass?”
Also, action pictures can be presented, with emphasis on the rules of

outcome and cause.

Summary

The advanced language program outlined in this chapter extended the
basic language skills that were taught through the first-order and secondorder statement forms. Thefirst extension had to do with refinements in
grouping things according to what is known and not known about them.
The five-element model was introduced to simplify these tasks and make
the basis for classification as obvious as possible in teaching the concepts,

and, only, or, some, all, and if-then. The model served to demonstrate

the “proofs” and contradictions associated with these concepts. It also

helped establish the basis for the I don’t know response, which is so

crucial in processing problems that involve more than one possible
condition.
Next, new verbs were systematically introduced—first, intransitive

verbs with is (He is walking); then, transitive verbs with is (The boy

is throwing stones); then, verbs of the senses without is (This hat looks

red); then, past-tense verbs with was (He was walking); finally, action

verbs without zs (He walked).
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Exercises were presented to clarify the use of pronouns and to expand polar opposites—from hot-cold to coldest, warmer, warmest, hotter,

hottest. The concept before-after was also expanded to a nonpolar

concept.
The final series of tasks in the chapter were concerned with polar
changes. It was pointed out that the seemingly obvious natureof situa-

tions involving polar changesis illusory. The process of reasoning in a
polar change situation is circumscribed by a strange set of supposed
equivalences between the conditions of change and the possible outcomes. Polar-change problems were presented in such a way that these
equivalences were stated as concisely as possible. The series of polarchange problems presented represent the culmination of the language
program, because they require integration of the various language skills
outlined in both this chapter and Chapter7.

music for
the preschool

Music can be used as a very effective language builder. Songs present
statements; songs usually provide a great deal of repetition of these statements; and songs have a distinctive rhythm, which meansthat thestatements are madeeasier for the child to process. The tempo of most songs
is slow enough that the parts of the statement are distinct and that the
child is able to become aware of words and their proper pronunciation.
All songs provide good exercise for the disadvantaged child; however,
some songs are better than others. In the preschool, tasks must be measured
by their relative educational value. Songs are therefore judged according
to how muchthey contribute to the language development of the child.
Do they give him practice in reciting archaic phrases and learning rather
trivial routines, or do they reinforce the more important language

skills? To apply the criterion of educational value to songs is not to say

that the music period should become a grim exercise. The child should

enjoy music. If he does not, its intrinsic motivating value will be lost.

The songs presented on the following pages provide the child with
practice in many language skills—naming objects, translating statements
into actions, classifying, reversing important statement elements, form-

ing rhymes, counting, handling plurals, and making up verses. Many of

the songs are “rewrites’—new words attached to such familiar tunes as
The Old Grey Mare and Twinkle Twinkle, Little Star. Others, such as

Ten Little Indians, remain unchanged.
The Music Period

The music period should last 15 or 20 minutes. It should neither
drag nor becomefrustratingly long. The teacher who directs activities
during the period should probably be someone other than the piano
accompanist, unless the accompanist is experienced in directing from

the piano. Ideally, the director should be seated in a position that allows

her to watch the children throughout the song andenlist their interest.
1. Present a variety of songs during each period—perhaps one that
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requires the children to act something out, another that involves a
newly-learned skill such as counting, and another that allows the children to express themselves creatively by making up verses.
2. Set a fast pace. When a songis finished, begin the next without
delay. Too many interruptions should not be allowed, and the practice
of letting children select songs should not be adopted. Allow the children to choose one song during the period but not all of them. They
should understand that, as a rule, the teacher selects the songs.

3. Maintain a rotation schedule. When a new song is introduced,it

should be sung every day for perhaps a week or until the children either
begin to master it or show signs of becoming bored with it. (Usually
the boredom will occur before the song is learned—during the first two
or three exposures.) After the introduction period, the song should be
presented perhaps once a week. If the children do not like a particular

song and if their feelings do not seem to stem from an inability to

handle the operations presented, the song should be dropped from the
regular schedule and should be tried several weeks later. On the other
hand, if a song is exceedingly popular with the children, it should be
sung more often than less popular songs.
4. Ask questions dealing with the statements of each song. Thestate-

ments contained in a song are merely rote elements unless the children

are shown that the statements can be pulled out of the song and treated
as statements of everyday language. Therefore, preface each song with a
series of questions. If the song has to do with riding on a horse to nursery
school, ask “What are we riding on? ... And where are we going?”
Through such questions, the promise of the song as a language builder
is fulfilled.
5. Adjust the level of the music period to the level of the children’s
ability. Songs that involve sophisticated statements should not be introduced when the children are grappling with the basics of language.
Basic language songs should be presented at this time. As the children
improve in language skills, these basic songs should be dropped from
the rotation schedule in favor of more sophisticated songs. It is as much

a mistake to have the children dwell on songs after their educational

value has been exhausted as it is to present songs which the children
are not equipped to handle.
6. Systematically withdraw cues so that the children learn to initiate
the action and the words of a song and not to simply follow your
actions. Initially, show the children precisely what to do. Lead them.
As the children become familiar with the statements and actions of the

song, however, cease to lead and progressively force the children to be

independent. Drop out cues, sing less forcefully, and refrain from joining
in the actions associated with the song. Unless songs are de-cued in this

manner, the children may grow completely dependent. Asa result, they
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may never learn to produce the statements of the song properly or to
initiate the appropriate actions.
7. Require every child to participate during the music period.
Require the children to sit in their place, either on the floor or in a
chair, pay attention, sing, and carry out any actions that are associated
with the song. There should be times during the music period when they
can express themselves by making up verses or offering suggestions. Good

suggestions should be praised. But do not be led into the trap of sup-

posing that since music is expressive behavior, bars on misbehavior

should be lifted. Unless behavioral rules are maintained, the musicsession will quickly degenerate into a fiasco. The children will tend to perform adequately on songs that are already mastered, but they will probably resist learning new songs.
Clap Your Hands
(Tune: Hey, Betty Martin)
Hey
A
Hey
A
Hey
A
Hey
A

every-body,
GFDc¢
every-body,
GFDC
every-body,
GFoDcCc
every-body,
GFoDcC

clap your
DF
clap your
AF
clap your
D_F
clap your
DE

hands, clap your hands,
Cc
D
*F
Cc
hands.
G
hands, clap your hands,
Cc
D
F
Cc
hands.
F

This song gives the children practice in translating words into actions,
and it can be used to create an awareness that the various children in the
preschool have names. The song should be introduced during the first
or second music period and retained as a daily song for at least two
months.

]. Introduce a variety of actions: “Hey everybody, touch your nose

[head, hand, ear, leg, arm]; ‘““Hey everybody, close your eyes’; “Hey
everybody, stand uptall’; ‘““Hey everybody, jump up high”; “Hey everybody, turn around [walk around, skip around]”; “Hey everybody, bend
your arm.”

2. Introduce verses that are directed at one child, giving a statement
of their purpose. “We're going to tell Harold Davis what to do. We're
going to tell Harold David to stand uptall. Tell him! Hey Harold Davis,
stand up tall, stand up tall.” These verses can be used to stimulate

children to remember their own names. “Okay, who knowshis full name?

If you can tell me your full name, we can sing about you. Debby Warner,
good. Let’s tell her to close her eyes. Hey, Debby Warner, close your
eyes.”
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London Bridge
Lon-don
G A
Lon-don
G A
Lon-don
G A
Lon-don
G A

bridgeis
G
F
bridge is
G
F
bridge is
G
F
bridge is
G
F

fall-ing down, fall-ing down, fall-ing down.
E F
G
DoE
F
E F
G
fall-ing down; all fall down.
E FG
D GEC
build-ing up [pointing up], build-ing up, build-ing up.
E
F G
D
E F
E F G
build-ing up; all stand up.
E
F G
D 6&6
EC

There are two important reasons for including this song in the music
program: it is a good disciplining song that requires the children to
translate words into action and respond on cue; and it reinforces the
basic concepts of down and up. It should not be kept too long in the
active song file, however. It is quite useful during the early stages of
training, when the children are learning basic language skills and the
rules about how to behave in school, but after the first several months,

it teaches nothing new and should be dropped.
I. Before beginning the song, ask the children “Which way is
down? . . . Good. Which wayis up?”
2. Form a circle and walk—walk—in a clockwise direction, falling down
on cue.
3. Join hands again while kneeling. Sing the second verse and stand
up on cue.
Riding in a Car to Nursery School
Rid-ing in a car to nurs-ery school,
E E EE E E G# Gt
G#
To nurs-ery school, to nurs-ery school.
G# Fe Fe
Fe Fe G# G#
G#
Rid-ing in a car to nurs-ery school,
E E EE E E G# G# G#
I’m a long way from home.

G# G# GH F# G#
E
This song is valuable because (1) it acquaints the children with the
names of different vehicles and places, (2) it gives the children practice
in changing the tempo of the song, and (3) it gives the children practice
in pretending.
I. Introduce the song early in the preschool year and use it on a

fairly regular basis throughout the year.

2, Introduce each verse with questions about the nameof the vehicle
and its destination. “We are riding in a what? ... Riding in a car.
Where are we riding to? . . . Riding a car to nursery school.”
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3. Introduce different vehicles: “Riding on a horse to nursery school

[holding reins and bouncing]”; “Riding in a truck to nursery school

[bouncing]; “Riding on a bike to nursery school [holding handle bars
and pedaling].”
4. Introduce different destinations: “Riding in a car to the farm”;
“Riding in a car down south”; “Riding in a car to Chicago.”
5. Introduce different speeds. ‘Okay, let’s ride on a very, very slow
old horse. Here we go, sing slow. . . . Now, let’s ride a fast race horse.
Go.”
I'm Going to Sing
I’m go-ing to sing when the teach-er says ‘‘Sing.”
c oC
Cc F
F
FF F F
A
I’m go-ing to sing when the teach-er says “Sing.”

c oC
I’m go-ing
c oC
And think

c F
F
FF F F
D-C
to sing when the teach-er says “Sing.”
Cc F
F
F
F F F
A
when the teach-er says “Think.”

Bb
OA
A
A
GG 6G
F
I’m Going to Sing acquaints the children with statements about what
is expected of them in the preschool. It also gives them practice in acting
out different types of behavior.
1. Introduce the song early in the year and continue to use it once
a week after it has been learned. Add verses to include such activities as
clapping, yelling, whispering, etc.: “I’m going to sing when the teacher

says ‘Sing’”’; “I’m going to think when the teacher says “Think’ [touch-

ing forehead]”; “I’m going to clap when the teacher says ‘Clap’ [clapping]”; “I’m going to stand when the teacher says ‘Stand’ [standing]”;

“I’m going to jump when theteacher says ‘Jump’ [jumping]”; “I’m going
to yell when the teacher says ‘Yell’ [yelling]”; “I’m going to whisper
when the teacher says ‘Whisper’ [whispering]; “I’m going to sit when
the teacher says ‘Sit’ [sitting]; (Last line) “And sing when the teacher
says ‘Sing.’ ”’
2. Ask questions, such as “What are you going to do when the teacher
says ‘Sing’? . . . Are you going to jump when the teacher says ‘Sing’?”’
3. Let the children make up verses. As the children become familiar
with the rules of the school, they will probably volunteer such verses
as “I’m going to walk when the teacher says “Walk.’”’
Skip to My Lou
Cows in the pas-ture; moo, moo, moo.
Fe Ft F# D D
Fe
FH
A
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Cows in the pas-ture; moo, moo, moo.

E E E C# C# E
E
G
Cowsin the pas-ture; moo, moo, moo.
F# F# F# D D
FH Fe
A
Skip to my Lou, my darl-ing.
E

G

G

F¥

E

D

D

This is a good creative song that is instructional about plural endings

(which typically give culturally deprived children trouble).
I. Introduce basic plural verses: “Cows in the pasture; moo, moo,

moo”; “Flies in the sugar bowl; shoo, shoo, shoo [gesturing ‘shoo’ with

hand]”; “Pigs in the living room; what’ll I do [throwing hands up in

despair]?”’ “Dogs in the bathtub; splash, splash, splash [making pawing
motions with hands]’’; “Ghosts in the closet; boo, boo, boo [directing

boo at each other].”

2. Stress the plural endings. “Now we're talking about cow-zzzz. Not

cow, but cow-zzzz. Let’s make it buzz. ... Yes, many cows and many

moos.”

3. Introduce a singular variation of each verse after the plurals have

been fairly well mastered: “Cow in the pasture, moo [pause, pause]”’;

“Fly in the sugar bowl; shoo [pause, pause]’”; “Dog in the bathtub; splash
[pause, pause].”

4. Mix upsingular andplural verses. Initially, hold up one finger and
Say “Okay, one cow” to indicate a singlar verse. To indicate plural, say
“Many cows.” Have the children first sing about “One cow,” then perhaps “One ghost,” and then “Many dogs.” After the children have learned
to handle the “One cow; many cows” instruction, the cue words one and
many should be omitted. “Listen big—sing about cow-zzzz.” The children
will probably have trouble with this task at first.
5. Let the children make up verses. The best verses are usually
produced in responseto specific directions. Instead of asking the children
simply to make up verse, instruct them to make up a verse aboutflies
or cows. ‘Today we’re going to sing a new verse about flies, and you're
going to make up the words.” In addition to making up verses about
dogs, ghosts, pigs, flies, etc., the children can make up verses about
the

rooms of the house—the living room, the bathroom, the kitchen. “Let’s
make up verses about the kitchen. What would wefind in the kitchen?”
Put Your Fingerin the Air
(Tune: Oats, Peas, Beans, and Barley Grow)

Put your fin-ger in theair.
E
E ED c¢ccée¢
Put your fin-ger in the air.
F F F E DD D
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Put your fin-ger in the air.
E F G F E F G
Put your fin-ger in the air.
D F E DC Cc C¢

This is an extremely useful song. It is probably not so enjoyable for
the children as some of the others, but it can be used to teach a wide

range of language skills.
1. Introduce the song early to teach simple action instructions about

parts of the body: ‘Put your finger on your nose [mouth, eye, ear, foot,

hand, neck, head, etc.]”; “Put your hand upon your hand”; “Put your

foot upon the floor.”
9. Later introduce more difficult tasks: “Put your elbows on your
knees”; “Put your wrists upon your ankles’; “Put your fists upon your
knees”; “Put your hands upon your shoulders.”
3. Give exercises in discriminating between singular-plural variations.
The instructions in the song are well suited to teach plurals because
they provide no clue other than the ending on the noun to let the children know whether they should put their hand or their hands upon
their knees or their knee. “Close your eyes. Now listen big. Put your

handzzz—HAND-ZZZ—upon your knee. Everybody do it. Okay, let’s sing

about it.’ Do not expect the more severely deprived children to learn
the significance of the plural ending immediately.

4. Use the song to teach right-left discriminations. The children
should notbe in a circle for right-left exercises, because if they try to do
what the person across the circle from them is doing, they will use the
wrong hand. The children should line up behind the teacher. The

initial right-left verses should mention only one hand—the right: “Put
your right hand onthe floor’; “Put your right hand on your head”; “Put

your right foot out in front.” Later the right hand motion can be ex-

tended to turning right. This is handled in steps. First the children sing

“Put your right hand to the side” and extend their right arm horizontally. Then the children sing “Chase your right hand round and round”
and turn to the right. After the children are very secure in the knowledge
of their right hand, verses involving the left hand can be introduced.
5. Ask appropriate questions. ‘““Where are you going to put your
finger? . . . Which hand are you going to putto the side?”
Ten Little Indians
Onelit-tle, two lit-tle, three lit-tle In-di-ans;
F F
F
A
CC AA F
F
F
F
Fourlit-tle, five lit-tle, six lit-tle In-di-ans;
GC
GG
EGGeEEC
GGG

Sev-en lit-tle, eight lit-tle, nine lit-tle In-di-ans;
F F

F

FF

F

F

Ten lit-tle In-di-an boys.
c

BbBb

AAG

F

A

CC

AA

F
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This song helps the children learn the numbers in the counting
order. It is also useful in relating the idea of “how many’ to counting.
And it gives the children practice in performing a rather difficult finger
eXEICISe.
1. Introduce the song during the third week of the term, after the
children have had practice with easier songs.
2. Preface the singing with a statement and questions. “We're going
to sing about ten little Indian boys. What kind of boys? . . . Yes, Indian
boys. What kind of Indian boys? ... Big tall ones? ... No, little
Indian boys. How manylittle Indian boys? . . . Ten little Indian boys.”
3. Have the children hold up the appropriate number of fingers as
they sing.
4, Reverse the operation and count backwards after the children have
mastered the forward operation. The finger operation is quite difficult in
reverse. Also, the children will probably tend to say “One little Indian

boys.” They should be reminded “One cow—many cows; one ghost—

many ghosts; one boy—many boys.”

Ten Little Angels
There was one, there were two, there were three lit-tle an-gels;
Cc
Db F
Cc
DF
Cc
D
F A A A G
There were four, there were five, there were six lit-tle an-gels;
C
D
F
C
DF
Cc
D
F AA A G
There were sev-en, there were eight, there were nine lit-tle an-gels;

Cc

D

F

F

C

D

F

Cc

D

F

AA

AG

Ten lit-tle an-gels in that band.
A CAG A F D C_—
F
Oh, wasn’t that a band, Sun-day morn-ing, Sun-day morn-ing, Sun-day
A A G
A GF
A G
AG F
G F
G-F G
A G
morn-ing.
AG F
Wasn’t that a band, Sun-day morn-ing, Sun-day morn-ing soon.

AG

AG

F

A

G

AG

F

G

G

A

GF

This counting song gives the children practice in working on a difficult aspect of language—the use of the past-tense verbs was and were.
1. Have the children say the first line several times before singing,
with emphasis on the words was and were. Typically, deprived children
will say ‘““They wu one, they wu two,” and it will take them some time
to say ‘““There were.” Pronunciation should be exaggerated.

2. Ask questions about the song. Use the same questions presented

for Ten Little Indians—questions about who, what kind, and how many.

“Are we going to sing about a hundred angels? ... No? How many
angels are we going to sing about?”
3. Have the children hold up fingers as they sing.

4. Later, introduce counting backwards. In counting backwards, the
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children may make the mistake of saying “Onelittle angels in the band.”
The mistake should be anticipated. “Now remember,it’s onelittle angel.
Say it.”
The Beginning Says
(Tune: Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star)
The be-gin-ning says sss,
DD DD D A
And the end-ing says it.
A A B BB A
Put them to-geth-er,
G G G_ F# F#
And they make sit.
F# E
E
D

The children who know how to rhyme will have an easier time sound-

ing out words than the children who do not. The reason is that the

word rhymeswith the ending. Sit rhymes with it; fat rhymes with at; and
so forth. The Beginning Says dramatizes this point by making the
rhyming process explicit.
I. Introduce the song after the children have been in school for at

least a month. Do notintroduce it until the children have had practice
with other songs.
2. Make up series of verses. Present two types of series—those in

which the beginning is repeated and those in which the ending is
repeated. An example of the former type would be: “The beginning says

sss, and the ending says and’; “The beginning says sss and the ending
says un’; ““The beginning says sss and the ending says at’; ‘““The beginning says sss and the ending says uperman.”
An example of a series in which the same ending is repeated would
be: “The beginning says bbb and the ending says zt”; ‘““The beginning
says fff, and the ending says zt”; ““The beginning says ppp and the ending
says it”; “The beginning says mmm and the ending says it.”

3. Make up verses about the children’s names. These can be fun,

especially when silly variations are introduced: “The beginning says ddd,
and the ending says avid’; ‘““The beginning says mmm, and the ending
says avid”; “The beginning says sh, and the ending says avid’; “The
beginning says ppp, and the ending says avid.”
The Alphabet Song
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Q, R, S and T, U, V,

G

GF

F

E

ED

W, X, and Y, and Z.

GGG F

F

E

E

D

Now I know my A,B,C’s,

Cc

Cc

G

G

AAG

Tell me what you think of me.
F F
E
E
D
DC

The Alphabet Song provides children with an economical set of cues
for remembering the names of the letters in the alphabet. The melody
and rhythm of the song give the various letters some individuality and
personality. ‘The children can therefore learn the letter series with
relatively little effort in far less time than an unpersonalized presentation
demands.
1. Introduce the song after the children have developed some facility
with songs that involve statements and after they have worked with
parts of the alphabet in their reading class—perhaps after the second or
third week. Use the song daily until most of the children can recite the
entire series; then review the song once a week for the remainder of
the school year.

2. At first, sing only the first two lines of the song. Sing each line four

or five times, and then combine them and attempt to sing both. Do not

introduce the remainder of the song until the children can sing through
P relatively well.

3. Sing the song extremely slowly. The usual pace is far too fast,
especially for L-M-N-O-P. Unless the pace is slowed, this part of the song
will become an amalgamated five-syllable word.
Turn It Around
(Tune: Old MacDonald)

Tom-my and Deb-by turn it a-round;
F F
F
FF G
D DD c¢
It says Deb-bie and Tom-my.
AA
G G G
FF

Perhaps the key language deficiency of culturally deprived children
is the inability to reverse logically reversible elements in a statement.
Lurn It Around is designed to give the children patterned practice in

producing reversals.
1. Introduce the song only after the children have been in school for

at least a month. Retain it throughout the year.

2. During the initial presentation, have two children stand facing

the class. The first-mentioned child should stand to the class’s left. When

the children sing the words “turn it around,” the two children should
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trade places, so that the one who was originally mentioned second is
now to theleft.
3. Introduce a variation. “Boy and girl, turn it around; it says girl
and boy.”
4. Sing about objects in the room. As someone holds up jam in one
hand and crackers in the other, for example, the children can sing “Jam
and crackers, turn it around; it says crackers and jam.” Many combinations are possible: “Books and crayons, turn it around”; “Chalk and
blackboard, turn it around”; ‘Chair and table, turn it around.”

5. Introduce or using the same technique. “Books or crayons, turn

it around.”

6. Introduce various arithmetic facts: “One plus zero, turn it around”;
“Six plus two, turn it around.” Initially, the numbers can be displayed

individually on cards, which can be moved on cue.
Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush

This is the way we wash our clothes [washing pantomime],
F F F
F AC
A
F
Wash ourclothes, wash ourclothes.
G
G
G
G E
C
This is the way we wash our clothes, so ear-ly Mon-day morn-ing.
F F F F
A CG
A
F
F GG cD E
FF
[Tuesday] This is the way we iron our clothes [ironing pantomime].
[Wednesday] This is the way we scrub the floor [scrubbing pantomime].
[Thursday] This is the way we mend ourclothes [stitching pantomime].
[Friday] This is the way we go to school [driving pantomime].
[Saturday] This is the way we play at home [happy, dancing pantomime].
[Sunday] This is the way we go to church [serious head-nodding].

1. Sing the song every day for at least a month. Always introduce it
by indicating what todayis. “Today is Thursday. Say it... . Yesterday
was Wednesday.”
2. Ask the questions “What is today?” and “What was yesterday?”
The children should be required to answer with complete statements and
to pronounce the wordsis and wasclearly. ‘“Today is ‘Thursday. Say it.”
Learning yesterday is difficult for the children because it is a ‘“‘reversal”’
task. It requires the children to think backwards. Learning tomorrow is
much easier for them. In stating the tomorrow question, use the verb
will be. ““What day will tomorrow be? . . . Tomorrow will be
”
3. After working on the song for about a week, name the days of the
week in unison before singing. “We're going to sing about the days in
the week. First, let’s say them. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, [etc.].”
Since the song begins with Monday, the recitation should also begin with
Monday.
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4. Later, teach a statement about the days of the week. “There are
seven days in a week.” Then ask the questions “How many days in a
week are there? .. . There are seven whats in a week?” and so forth.
These questions will help the children later when they learn a statement
about months in a year. The children who do notlearn some of the possible variations of the statement have trouble when they encounterstatements that deal with days in a month, weeks in a year, etc.

5. Drop the song from the daily schedule after the children have
worked on it for about a month. Present it only occasionally for the
remainder of the term. However, continue to recite the names of the

days of the week and to present the questions regularly.
There are Twelve Months in the Year

(Tune: The Bear Went Over the Mountain)
There are twelve months in a year,
G
E
E
E
DE FE
There are twelve months in a year,
E
D
D
D
Cc Cc EC

There are twelve months in year,
co:
E
E
D E FG-A
and I will say them now.
A GG
F
DC
And I will say them now,
G GG A
A
G
And I will say them now,

E E E FF
E
There are twelve months in a year,
G
E
E
E
DE FE
There are twelve months in a year,

E
D
D
D
Cc Cc EC
There are twelve months in year,
Cc
uUC£
E
E
DE FGA
And I will say them now.
A GG F
DC
[Chanting in unison:]
January, February, March, April,

May, June, July, August,
September, October, November, December.

This song should be introduced after Here We Go Round the Mulberry

Bush and handled in basically the same manner.

1. Sing the song every day for at least a month. Introduce it by

identifying the month. “What month is it now? . . . It’s February. What
was last month? . . . What will the next month be?”
2. Ask questions about the statement in the song. “How many months
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are in a year? ... Are there seven months in a year? ... Are there

twelve months in a week?” and so forth.

The If Song
(Tune: The Old Grey Mare)
If he’s a boy, then he’s a child,
A D D D
E F# E F#-E-D
He’s a child, he’s a child.
E
DE-D-C# F# E F#-E-D

If he’s a boy, then he’s a child,
A

D

D

D

E

F# E

F#-E-D

He is a child.

E FFE D
The If Song is designed to give the children practice in phrasing ;fthen statements, to give them practice in using is not instead of ain’t or

ain’t not, and to acquaint them with different class names, such as tool,

furniture, building,etc.
I. Introduce the song after the children have been in school for at

least a month. Sing it regularly for the remainder of the year.
2. Sing about what something is and whatit is not. Questions should

be used to help define what the if-then statement in the song is meant to
convey. “Let’s sing about Tommy. Is Tommy a boy?... Sure. Is

Tommy a child? . . . Yes. Every boy is a child. If he’s a boy, then he’s
a child.’ Use the same approach to define the not statements. “Is he a
boy? ... Is he a girl? . . . No. If he’s a boy, then he’s not a girl. Say
it.” The following verses are examples that may be introduced in singing
about ‘Tommy: “Tf he’s a boy, then he’s a child”; “If he’s a boy, then

he’s not a man”; “If he’s a boy, then he’s not a table.” The first verse of
the song should establish what the subject is; those that follow should

give examples of what it 7s not.
3. Let the children make up verses. They especially enjoy telling what
something is not once they learn thatsilly suggestions are acceptable.
What Will We Do With the Baby?
What
D
What
D
What
D
We'll
A

will we do with the ba-by?
D D FF D D €E F¥
will we do with the ba-by?
D D FF D D ED
will we do with the ba-by? Oh,
D D FF D D €E E F¥
wrap him upin cal-i-co
A
F# A F#¥ E DD
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Wrap him up in cal-i-co,
F#
A
AA BAA

And send him to his Pap-py-o.
A Fe
A A FF E DD
The song presents a good exercise in coding by demonstrating to the

children that an o ending can be attached to any name. Thus, the song
helps the children become more part-conscious and more flexible in their
use of language.

1. Present the song after the children have been in schoolat least six
weeks. Retain it on a fairly regular basis for the remainder of the term.
9. Allow the children to make up verses. These must usually be

rephrased slightly to fit the melody; however, a child should be com-

plimented if he presents a good idea. Sometimes the verse will represent
the effort of more than one child. Perhaps one child will have the idea to
put the baby on the swing-e-o, but he may not be able to complete the
idea. “What should we do with him on the swing-e-o?” Another child
may suggest “push him back and forth-e-o.”
Eency Weency Spider
Een-cy ween-cy spi-der went up the wa-ter spout [performing finger
DD
oD E Ft Fé
FE E
D EE Fe
OD
operation].
Down came the rain [down motion] and washed the spi-der out.
F#
FF G
A
A
G
F# G A F¥
Out came the sun [forming circle with hands] and dried upall the rain.
D

OD

E

F#¥

Fe

E

D

E

F#

OD

Now, een-cy ween-cy spi-der went up the spout a-gain [performing finger
A

D

D

operation].

D

E

F#

F#

F#

E

D

F

F#¥ D

Children enjoy this song, which is why it is included in the songlist.
Since it is not so “important” as some of the other songs in the list, how-

ever, it should not be introduced early in the year and should be treated
as a once-in-a-while treat rather than a regular song.

1. Perform the finger operation of the climbing spider by first placing
the thumb on thelittle finger of the other hand and pivoting until the
free thumb andlittle finger touch, forming a new pivot point.
2. Explain what spiders are and what a water spoutis.
What Comes After?

(Tune: Three Blind Mice)
First we say a name.

E

E

DD

C
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The name wesay is Wednes-day.
E
E
E DD
C
C
Then we ask our-selves
G
G
F
F
E

What comes af-ter Wednes-day?
G
G
F F
E
E
What comesaf-ter Wednes-day?
C
C BAB
CG G
What comes af-ter Wednes-day?
Cc
C BAB
CG G
What comes af-ter Wednes-day?
Cc
Cc BA B
CG G
Thurs-day comes af-ter Wednes-day.
EE
E
DD
Cc
Cc
Thurs-day comes af-ter Wednes-day.
D
OD
D
DOD
D
D

This song gives the children practice in handling a difficult type of

Statement pattern, in which the statement is completed by changing the

beginning. The more familiar statement is completed by changing the

ending. “The box is where? ... The box is on the floor.’ Questions

relating to before-after, however, are answered by changing the beginning.
“What comes after Wednesday? . . . Thursday comesafter Wednesday.’
I. Introduce the song after the children have been introduced to
before-after tasks in the language period. Retain it as a regular song for
the remainder of the school year.

2. Introduce verses dealing with numbers, days of the week, months

of the year, letters in the alphabet: “First we say a name; the name we
Say 1s four’; ‘First we say a name; the namewesayis Wednesday”’; “First
we Say a name; the namewesayis A pril’; “First we say a name; the name

we Say is 7.”

3. When dealing with a long series of names, such as the names of
months in a year or the namesof letters in the alphabet, have the chil-

dren figure out the name before starting to sing. “We're going to sing
about March. Ask yourself what comes after March. Figure it out.
January, February, March—April comes after March. Let’s sing.”
4. Introduce a series of before verses. These should not be presented
until the children have become reasonably facile with the after verses.

Always figure out the namebefore starting to sing. “What comes before

Thursday? .. . Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday—Wednesday

comes before Thursday.”

Summary

T’he music program presented in this chapter is designed to be an
adjunct to the language program. Culturally deprived children en-
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counter difficulty with certain language tasks. Since some of these tasks
are crucial for logical reasoning, the children need a maximum amount
of practice in working on them. The music program outlined in this
chapter is designed to provide this practice. Specifically, it provides
practice in:
1. Translating actions into words, and words into actions
2. Handling class names and subclass names(If it’s a car, it’s
a vehicle)
3. Classifying something according to what it is and is not
4, Handling singular and plural inflections
5. Discriminating between left and right
6. Reversing elements that are “commutative” or reversible

(John
7.
8.
9.

and Linda)
Handling past-tense construction
Counting and performing counting operations with fingers
Rhyming and blending words from parts of words

10. Reciting difficult series of names—days in a week, months

in a year, letters in the alphabet
11. Generalizing word endings (Pappy-o)
12. Processing statements about before and after

The children also receive practice in creating, in developing lyrics,

and in becoming more flexible with language.

The songs presented in this chapter are included primarily because
they provide help in specific language problem areas. The list of songs,
however, is not exhaustive. Feel free to introduce new songs, but resist
the temptation to introduce songs merely because they are supposed
to have some musical value. Songs should be selected on the basis of what
they do for the language development of the child. Most traditional
songs are trivial from this point of view because they present concepts
that are not of real significance, and they often present these concepts
in stilted language that cannot be readily generalized. The question
“Where does the Muffin Man live?” is simply not on the same level of
significance as ‘“What kind of Indians are we singing about? . . . Indian
boys.” Before introducing a new song, consider the value of the song and
its potential contribution in the race against the clock.

arithmetic

| ()

In the present program, arithmetic is taught as a language, as a statement-generating system. Learning the language of arithmetic has two
distinct aspects: (1) learning to manipulate and interpret arithmetic
statements according to the appropriate internally consistent rules; and
(2) learning to use arithmetic statements as models of reality (just as,
in the language program, everyday language statements function as
models of reality), so as to arrive at true conclusions aboutreality.
In order to understand the approach taken to arithmetic learning in
the present program, it is necessary to recognize that the two aspects of
arithmetic language specified above are in many ways quite independent
of each other.
1. The logical manipulation and interpretation of arithmetic statements does not require any reference to physical objects or events. It is
concerned entirely with numbers andtheir relationships. The statement
4+ 1=5 specifies a relationship between the numbers4, 1, and 5, and

does not specify an operation with particular objects. Being confined to
numbersand their relationships, the language of arithmetic permits much
bolder inferences than everyday language does. For instance, if any of
the five elements in the above equation were omitted, a person who
understands arithmetic will be able to deduce what the missing element
iss 4_4.1=5;4+1__5;4+ 1 = -_;etc. This is not usually possible
with everyday language statements. The statement “‘(George) (is) (taller
than) (Daniel)’’ contains four basic elements (indicated by parentheses). If
any element were left out, one would not be able to deduce what the

missing element should be. There are too many possible reference
objects and too many possible ways in which they might be related.
Furthermore, it would be necessary, in filling in a missing element, to
refer to empirical reality to determine whether or not a particular term
was applicable—to determine, for instance, whether it was valid to use
the name Tyrone for the last element in the statement.
The fundamental knowledge necessary for manipulation and interpretation of arithmetic statements is a knowledge of the counting order
of numbers. The truth of the statement 4 + 1 = 5 depends entirely on

the location of the numbers 4, 1, and 5 in the counting order of num228
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bers. Moreover, the several operations of arithmetic all refer to counting
operations: the plus sign indicates counting ahead in the numberorder,
the minus sign indicates counting backward, the times sign indicates
counting by some number(e.g., counting every third number), and the
equals sign refers to the end result of the counting operations, the number one ends up with. Thus, the first aspect of learning the language
of arithmetic—learning to manipulate and interpret arithmetic statements—must rest solidly on a mastery of the counting order of numbers
and various ways of working within that counting order.
2. The second aspect of the language of arithmetic—learning how to
use it to make a model of reality—is immensely more complex than
the “system” operations noted above. It involves all of the problems in
dealing with concepts that were treated in the language program, and,
in addition, it involves learning how to relate real-life concepts to the
language of arithmetic. For instance, the problem “There are five children in one room and four children in another room; how many children are in the building?” involves much more than knowing how to
add 5 and 4. It is necessary to realize that one can consider all of the
children together even though they are not physically grouped together
in one place, and that the operation of going into one room and counting
the children and then going into another room and continuing to count
where one left off is logically the same as counting the same children
when they are mixed together in the same room.It is necessary to realize
that the two operations must lead to the same result even though the
children are not counted in the same order both times. Most important,
it requires a knowledge of how the statements that are presented reduce
to the operations of arithmetic. Which words—which cues—in the problem
tell the child to add? Which cuestell him that the problem calls for the
operation of getting more and not of getting less or of counting by a
given number? Before the child can translate statements of everyday
language into operations of arithmetic, he must understand the basic
counting inferences, and he must be equipped with the lexical framework that relates these inferences to conditions expressed in everyday
language.

An example of the spectrum of knowledge required to reduce quantity
statements phrased in everyday language to arithmetic operations is
provided by the following two problems: (1) If a man has threelittle
dogs and two big dogs, how many dogs does he have? and (2) If a man
has three white dogs and two big dogs, how many dogs does he have?
The first of these problemsis legitimately solved by the arithmetical
Statement 3 + 2 = 5, but the second is not. In order to tell whether or

not a simple addition operation is appropriate in problems of this kind,
it is necessary to grasp whether one is dealing with incompatible
(mutually exclusive) concepts or compatible concepts which may be ap-
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plied to the same objects. A child may understand addition perfectly as
it applies to numbers; yet he may lack the concepts necessary to use
addition statements in working with real-life concepts.
From an educational point of view, an important difference between

the two kinds of arithmetic learning is that the kind which deals only

with numbers and their relationships can proceed as rapidly as the child
is able to master the limited number of concepts and rules involved,
however, the kind that deals with the use of arithmetic in everydaystatements of reality cannot proceed any faster than the child’s mastery of
real-life concepts and everyday language. Because of the culturally
deprived child’s deficiencies in language skills and concepts, he is greatly
handicapped in reality applications of arithmetic learning, but he is
relatively less handicapped in the kind of arithmetic learning that
involves a special and limited set of concepts and rules.
How rapidly the culturally deprived child progresses in arithmetic

learning will depend to a large extent, then, on which kind of learning

is emphasized most. The modern trend in mathematics1s to regard the

kind of learning that involves formal operations with symbols and sym-

bolic statements as the most crucial for an understanding of arithmetic.

In an arithmetic program based on this modern point of view, therefore,

a culturally deprived child should be able to makesatisfactory progress,
in spite of his weaknesses in other concept areas.
Unfortunately, the contemporary approaches to beginning arithmetic
instruction, including those that are identified with the “new math,” are
not designed in a way that is consistent with this modern viewpoint.
They begin with concrete objects and operations involving these objects, and only after the child has learned (or in somecases ‘“discovered’’)
some general principles of sequencing, combining, and counting are

arithmetic symbols, statements, and statement rules introduced. Thus,

these approaches begin by emphasizing the arithmetic as it relates to
reality, and they use reality relations as a basis for teaching the more
fundamental concepts about numbers and numberrelationships. In this
way, all progress for a child becomes dependent on his ability to abstract
general principles from concrete examples, to recognize contradictions
and correspondences between statements and examples, and to use
language precisely and logically. ‘hese contemporary approaches to
arithmetic, therefore, subject the culturally deprived child to an unnecessary double handicap: they emphasize the kind of learning that
he is least equipped to handle, and they make language-concept learning
a prerequisite for the kind of learning that is actually more basic and

easier for him to learn.
The present program is designed to capitalize on the relative simplicity of number concepts and relationships. The goal is to make it

possible for the naive culturally deprived child to build a solid founda-
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tion of concepts and skills for handling arithmetic statements while he

is still acquiring the more general language concepts andskills necessary

to use arithmetic as a representation of reality. The program starts by
teaching the counting operation. It then teaches the various arithmetic
statement forms in such a way that their relationship to counting operations is made manifest. The more complex task of producing arithmetic
statements in response to real-life situations and using these statements
to answer questions about the real world is introduced only gradually
as the child’s fund of language concepts and skills becomes adequate to
the task. This approach is not only more consistent with the abilities of
the young culturally deprived child, but also more consistent with the
opinions of mathematicians as to what is of primary importance in the
conceptual structure of arithmetic.

The Culturally Deprived Child and Arithmetic Skills
The language of arithmetic and everyday language are similar in many
respects: both employ statements that are made up of parts, that imply

questions, etc. It follows, therefore, that the child who is relatively weak

in the ability to handle everyday language statements will also be relatively weak in the ability to handle the language of arithmetic. The culturally deprived child will have trouble repeating the statements (since
they are basically unfamiliar); he will have trouble relating the statements

to an operation; he will have trouble with the questions that are implied by statements. In other words, he will have trouble with the

entire system. It may take him several weeks to repeat a seemingly simple

statement like “Three plus two equals five,’ weeks to learn the answer

to the question “What’s another way of saying “Three plus two’? .. .
Two plus three,” and perhaps months to remember a simple addition
fact such as 2 + 2 = 4. He may be apparently unable to hear the parts in
a question such as “Three plus zero equals how many?” And he may
vacillate for months between an accurate information-processing language
and wild guesses.
However, the culturally deprived child can be expected, after a slow

Start, to progress more rapidly in basic arithmetic operations than he
does in language or reading. By the end of nine months, the children in
the Bereiter-Engelmann preschool experiment had progressed approxi-

mately twice as far in arithmetic as they had in reading or language, as

indicated by results of achievement and aptitude tests (see Chapter 3).

From about the third month onward, the disadvantaged children in this

experiment were progressing at a rate that, in the writers’ judgment,
would compare favorably with the rate expected of average middle-class
children under the same circumstances. It was not until the children
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had entered kindergarten (nearly a year later), however, that many of
them had begun to show much facility in relating arithmetic to the
physical world. This discrepancy between the children’s ability to handle
arithmetic at the formal level and their ability to relate it to concrete
reality may be distressing to educators who place great emphasis on the
latter ability. From a more positive point of view, however, it may be
observed that the present program madeit possible for the children to
progress as far in the mastery of fundamental arithmetic concepts and
operationsas children usually progress in the first two elementary grades
—and to accomplish this in a time during which one would otherwise
have had to wait for the children to become “‘ready’”’ to begin an ordinary
arithmetic program.
Basic Operations
Counting out loud.

Some children entering preschool may know how to count; most
probably will not. Counting is the first step in arithmetic training because counting is the means by which the various elements in the arithmetic statement are defined. Just as the vocabulary of everyday language
consists largely of the names of such things as stoves and balls, the vocabulary of mathematics consists of the names of such things as 2 and 5.

These names have meaning only in terms of the counting series,
123456789 10. This series is, then, the foundation.

1. Demonstrate the operation. “Watch. This is counting to five.” Clap
hands together five times at a moderate pace. Without breaking the
cadence, beging counting in a loud voice, “One, two, three, four, five.”

Clap extra loudly on 5 and emphasize the name. Ask the question “What
is this called?” Answer “Counting to five.” Repeat the demonstration,
placing increasing emphasis on the question about the operation.

9. Invite the children to count with you. They may have trouble

pronouncing the numbers 3, 4, and 5. To help them with 3, have them

stick their tongues out andthensizzle the ‘‘thhh,” pull the tongue in, and

say “ree.” So then the word is produced in two distinct parts. “Thh-ree.”’
Some children may say “pour” and “pibe” for 4 and 5. Show them how
to make “buck teeth” and say the ffff sound.

3. Remind the children of a rule about counting. “You always count
the same way. You always start with one. What do you start with when
you count? . .. One.” Use the rule liberally. Use it to correct mistakes
in counting. “You always count the same way. One, two, three, four, five.

Your turn.”

4. Demonstrate that it is possible to count to any numberfrom | to
5. Use the clapping and voice to make the children aware of the last
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number in the counting series. Present the verbal rule for counting to a
given number. “To count to three, I must say ‘three.’ One, two, three.”
5. Introduce yes-no questions to help define the meaningof statement. “Is this counting to three: one, two? ... No, I did
not Say
‘three.’ Is this called counting to three: one, two, three? . . . Yes,
this is

called counting to three. Counting to three. Say it.”
Do not count to 3 as a regular exercise, and try to de-emphasize the
instruction “Countto three.” The reason is that the children may form a
spurious rule about counting. They may cometo think that the instruc.
tion to count to a numbershould be responded to with a three-word
answer. “Count to three.” (One, two, three.) “Countto five.” (One, two,
five.) “Count to seven.” (One, two, seven.) These responses can be
avoided by avoiding the task of counting to 3 (which is the core of the
analogy) as much as possible.
6. Distinguish between counting to a number and saying a number.
Present this task after the children have some grasp of counting to a

given number. “Listen big, now. Linda, count to three... . Yes,
one,
two, three. John, what is that called? .. . Yes, counting to three. Now,
John, say “Three’.” If the child counts, correct him. “No, that’s countin
g

to three. Here’s how to say ‘Three’: Three.”’ This task is not particularly
easy; however,it is very important and should be worked on briefly every
day until the children have learned the rule for count instructions (Count
to five) and say instructions (Say “Five’).
7. Introduce action tasks after the children have fairly well worked
out the count and say rules.
a. Demonstrate how to clap on signal. “When I say clap, you do
it. Here we go: Clap.”
b. Introduce clapping as the terminal act of counting to a given

number. “When I count tofive, clap. Here goes. One, two, three, four,

[clap]
five.” Repeat the demonstration and encourage the children to clap
with you.
c. Play a pausing game. After the children have learned how to
“Clap when I count to five,” break the cadence of the counting series
and try to trick them. The purpose of the game is to demonstrate that
the clap is not simply something produced when the teacher Stops talking. “Okay, clap when I countto five. Here goes. One, two, three, four.

Oh, oh, did I count to five? . . . Did I say ‘Five’? . . . No, so I didn’t

countto five. I fooled you. Let’s try it again. One, two, three.”
8. Introduce a discrimination task involving the words count and say.

Tell the children either that they should clap when you countto a given
number or that they should clap when you say a given number. “‘When
I count to four, clap. Here goes. Four. Did I count to four?
.. . No, I

did not. I said ‘Four.’ I fooled you on that one. Let’s see if I can get you
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again. When I count to four, clap. Here goes. One, two, three, fowr. Good.”

When the task involves saying a number on cue, try to “fool” the children by presenting the namesof different numbers. “When I say ‘Five,’
clap. Ready? Six. Three. Five. Good.”
9. Let the children take turns at giving the action signals. “When
John counts to two, clap. Okay, John, you do the counting.” After the
- children have mastered the counting series from 1-5, extend theseries to
20. Increase it first to 10, presenting tasks about saying and counting.
After the 1-10 series has been mastered, introduce 11-15 and finally
16-20. Counting should be made brief ritual of no more than three
minutes at the beginning of each arithmetic session.
Counting objects.

The counting tasks in the previous section do not specify how the
counting numbersare related to the act of counting things. The preceding tasks centered around the mastery of something that is much like a
poem. Counting objects is a much more difficult task. In order to count a
number of objects the child must learn to:
1. Coordinate the rote counting series with the act of pointing
to objects
9. Consider each of the objects to be counted once and only
once
3. Use a numberin the counting series to describe each object,
with the understanding that the order of the objects is irrelevant
while the order of numbers in the series must not be violated
4, Stop reciting after the last object has been described with a
number
5. Understand that the final number does not refer merely to
the last object counted but to all of the objects submitted to the
counting operation. When the fourth and final block is counted,
the child is supposed to understand that he has counted four blocks.
The following exercises help define each of the conventions associated
with object counting.
1. Demonstrate object counting by using the children’s fingers. This
demonstration runs contrary to the old-time arithmetic principle “Don't

count on your fingers.” However, the conventions about not counting

an object twice and counting every object once are more easily learned
if the children are provided with a dramatic means of checking their
performance. Touching the appropriate finger provides this check. The

children can feel whether or not they have touched a given finger

before. (The statement of correction “You already counted that one”
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therefore has more meaning.) Equally important, fingers are easier to
work with andless distracting than other physical objects. Also fingers are

available and handy.

a. Demonstrate finger counting. Instruct the children to extend all
of the fingers on their left hand. (Show them which hand they should
work with.) Identify the fingers. “This is a finger. This is a finger. This is
a finger. These are fingers. Say it.”
b. Demonstrate the counting procedure, touching each finger as it

is counted. ‘“‘One, two, three, four, five.”

c. Count them again in a different order (perhaps beginning with
one of the middle fingers) and again still a different order (perhaps
beginning with the thumb).
d. Describe the operation. “I counted the fingers on this hand.
What did I do? . . . I counted the fingers on this hand.”
2. Introduce the question “How many?” and the appropriate answer.
The children probably do not know that the answer to “How many?”

is the name of one number, the last one in theseries. To makethi
s point,

present the question and its answer as part of the counting operation.
Have each child hold up three fingers. “I’m going to count these fingers.

One, two, three. How many fingers? ... Three fingers. How many

fingers? . . . Three fingers.” The child may at first answer the question
“How many?’ by counting “One, two, three.”

3. Show that counting is not limited to fingers. Demonstrate by count-

ing the children in the room, chalk marks on the chalkboard, windows

in the room, and so forth. The idea to get across is that counting works

for anything.

4. Introduce the basic question-answer pattern for counting.
a. Have the children count a finger presentation. “Count these

fingers.”

b. After the children have counted (One, two, three, four), ask the

question “How many?”

c. Introduce yes-no questions and the not statements. “Did you

count six fingers? . . . No, you did not count six fingers. Did you count

nine fingers? . . . No, you did not count nine fingers. How many fingers
did you count? . . . You counted four fingers.”” This is a basic and important pattern. It must be learned thoroughly.
5. Introduce the concept zero. The children will probably find this
word difficult to pronounce. (The usual mistake is to call it something
like ‘‘Jeero.”’)

a. Hold up one finger. “How manyfingers are here?”
b. Present a closed fist. “How many fingers are here now? ...
I
don’t see any. None. And wecall that zero.”

c. Define the concept further by asking “How many dogs are in
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this room? . . . Come on, look for them. Count them. There are no dogs
in this room. Zero dogs.” Repeat with different entities—old men with

beards, airplanes, ‘I’.V. sets, Huckleberry Hounds, etc.

d. Inject an occasional nonzero question so that the children do not
get in the habit of answering without looking. “How many chalkboards
are in this room? .. . One.”
The number symbols.

Staring in the first week of the arithmetic program, three to six min-

ng
utes of each session should be devoted to symbol recognition, continui

until the children have learned the symbols for the numbers 0-20 and
the signs +, —, and =.

1. Introduce three symbols at a time, beginning with 1, 2, and 3,

and following with 0, +, and =.

a. Introduce distinguishing characteristics for each number:
0—Looks like a doughnut
1—Lookslike an extended, upright index finger
9-Has a flat bottom. Hold hand parallel to the bottom
of a large chalkboard 2 to demonstrate the flatness.

3—Has two humps, one over the other. Place finger on the

point at which humps join (°3) and point out “See? A
hump up here and a hump downhere.”

4—(To be introduced after +)

'+ looks like + with a corner

added
5—Hasa flat top. Stress the difference between bottom and
top to avoid confusion with 2.
6—Hasa big top with a little zero on the bottom
7—Is a big corner
8—Has a zero on the top and a zero on the bottom
9—Has a zero on the top and a big bottom
10—-A 1 and a zero stuck together (Analogous rules apply
for the numbers 11-20)
11-19—A 1 stuck together with a familiar number
90—A 2 and a zero stuck together
+—Stands up straight with arms out to the side. Have children make themselves look like plus signs by standing at
attention and extending armsto sides.
=—Lines going together like railroad tracks—always lying
down and never standing up.
the numbers
b. Present each number as a member of a class. Print

each
1-10 on a large card or near the top of the chalkboard. Identify
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number with the statement “This is number _____.”
(After all have
been identified as numbers, introduce the plural statement.
“These are
numbers.”) Then, identify the numbers by name. “This
number is one.
This number is two. This number is three.” Work on three
numbersat a
time. Encourage the children to answer yes-no questions
about theclass
of things called numbers. “Are these dogs? . . . No, what
are these? .. .
These are numbers.” Also ask the what question. ‘What
are these things
called? ... These are__i”
c. Introduce + and = as signs. “These are signs. This
sign [+]
is plus. This sign [=] is equals.” Present exercises in which
the children

must identify the membersof a group of symbols
(3, 1, +, 2, 1, =, 3, 2, +,

3, 1) as signs or numbers. Unless the children learn the
distinction between signs and numbers, they may have trouble learni
ng that “How
many?” demands a number answer and not, for instanc
e, the word
equals.
d. Do not spend a great deal of time on the verbal descri
ption of
the numbers and do not expect the children to use these
descriptionseffectively when trying to identify numbers. The verbal
rules merely provide a limited amount of extra guidance that may be
helpful to some
children during the early stages of recognition.
2. Demonstrate that a number symbol is a form (shared by many
particular things) and not a particular thing.
a. Write a series of number symbols on the board, large ones
and

small ones, most of which are 1, and introduce yes-no
tasks. Refer to a 1.
“If it looks like this, it is a one.” Point to a 3. “Is
this a one? . . . No,this

is not a one.” Refer again to the original. “If it looks like
this, it is a

one.” Point to another one. “So, is this a one?”
b. After the basic yes-no task, have the children
find all of the big

I's and all of the little 1’s. Repeat with 2 and 3. “See the
flat bottom.

‘That’s number two. Does this one have a flat bottom
? .. . No, so it is
not a two. Is this a two? . . . Yes, this is a two.
It has a flat bottom.”

[Note: Some children whoare very verbal and quick in handli
ng verbal
learning tasks may experience great difficulty in learning visual
discriminations of the kind required for numeralidentification, Childr
en of this
type should be taken very carefully and slowly through the
identification
tasks. They should have extra practice in pointing tasks
(finding those
symbols that have the characteristics of a 1, 2, or 3).]
c. Present tasks which draw attention to the fact that
numbers
must be “standing up.” Demonstrate the concept with
the numeral 1.
Draw a | on the board. Identify it. “This number is one.”
Present the

idea of standing up. “This one is Standing up.” Draw
a horizontal figure

I. “This one is not standing up. It’s going to bed.” Presen
t a series of 1’s

on the board, some of which are Standing up,
and have the children find

those that are standing up. Next, introduce the numer
al 2. It is often
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confused with 5, because the children may think that 5 is merely an inverted 2. Point out that when 2 is standing up, it has a flat bottom.
8. After the children are reasonably proficient at determining whether
present the
numerals are the same as or different from model numerals,

numerals completely out of context.
a. Make a 3 on the board. Before asking the children to identify it,
put your finger on the middle member and call their attention to the
symbol’s distinguishing characteristics. “This number has a hump on the
top and a hump on the bottom. What number is this?’
b. If the children give an incorrect response, which is quite possible,
show them how to “figure out” the answer.If they indicate that the num-

the top and
ber is 2, for instance, ask them “Does a two have a humpon

a hump on the bottom? . . . No. What does two have? ... A flat botDo
tom.” Draw a 2 and run a finger across the bottom. ‘““This is a two.”
not insist that the children figure out the nameof the numberby working
from the verbal description. Tell them the name, but first give them
some indication of how the verbal rule can be used to identify numbers.
two
Do not work on out-of-context numbers for more than a minute or
quickly
will
children
adept
visually
more
the
Even
during each session.
saturate and begin to make hideous mistakes. Also, there is a strong
tendency for the mistakes of one child to be picked up by the others,
especially on visual identification tasks. Incidentally, one of the best ways
to reduce the spread of an incorrect response is to call attention to the
I
error tendency. “Oh, oh. John called this three a two. Now, Ill bet

and Tyrone
know what will happen. Linda will want to call it a two,
two. It isa
a
not
is
No,it
.
.
.
two?
a
it
is
will want to call it a two. But

three.”

What number comes next.

The number system is not “round” or symmetrical. The counting

keeps on going
order 1, 2, 3, etc., does not close upon itself, but instead

‘n the same direction. This notion of single direction is extremely important to the logic of arithmetic.
1. Define the operation for determining the number after a given

... Let’s figure it
number. ‘“When you count, what comes after four?
[clap]

on several times;
out. One, two, three, four, five.” Repeat the operati
I count to four
...
four?
after
comes
then put it into words. ‘““What

|
and then go to the next number.” Repeat with other numbers from
heis
what
of
feel
basic
the
acquire
through 4. The clap helps the child

in the counting
trying to do, which is to count to the given number

past the
series. The most common mistake the child makes is to count
e this
overcom
to
helps
number
cue
the
cue number. Clapping to accent

tendency.
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2. Present no more than three or four what-comes-next proble
ms during a session. Encourage the children to answer the basic
question, which
should be repeated after the counting operation is comple
ted. “What
comes after two?” Also require increasing verbalization of
the procedure.
“What comes after two? . . . How do I figure it out? ...
Do I count

to five? . . . Do I count to seven? .. . No, if I
want to know what comes

[clap]

after two, I have to count to two. One, two.
Now, what do I do?...

One, two, three. Good.”
3. Present the series “What comes after _____?” in
the counting
order, beginning with “What comes after one?” “When
you count, what
comes after one? ... Two. What comes after two? ..
. Three. What
comes after three? . . . Four. What comes after four? ..
. Five.” The
trick in demonstrating the relationship between identifying
the number
that comes after a given number and the familiar act of counti
ng is to

get the children to hear the counting numbers1, 2,
3, 4, 5 in the statement

series. This can be achieved by asking the questions rather
softly and

answering them loudly, and by speaking fast, so that the time lapse
between statements is as short as possible.
Identity Statements

‘The preceding exercises teach the skills that are necessary prerequisites
to many basic statements of arithmetic. Statements have the samecentral
role in arithmetic that they have in everyday language. In everyday
language, the identity statement functions as the bridge between mere
object words and subject-predicate reasoning. The parallel to the identity
statement in arithmetic is a statement such as 2 + 0 = 2. It will be
recalled that the identity statement “This is a stove” Says no more,
in one

sense, than the simple stipulation “stove.” Similarly, the
arithmetic iden-

tity statement 2 + 0 = 2 merely says 2 in what might seem to be a round-

about manner, but because of the additional elements
in the statement,it

can now generate questions that can be answered with information
pro-

vided by the statement.

I. Write the three identity statements on the board. Always write

identity statements with zero as the number following the
plussign:
1+0=1
2+0=2
3+0=3

2. Draw an arrow under each statement.
1+0=1

—_——_———>
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154). After about
Briefly demonstrate how to “read” an arrow (see page

en may
the third week of instruction, discontinue the arrow. The childr
See if
there.
is
arrow
the
that
d
object. Tell them “You have to preten
you can remember which wayit's pointing.”
r-second
3. Read the statements very slowly, allowing about a quarte
plus
“One
read.
and
lapse between the time a number is pointed to
one.”
equals
Zero

times, repeat it
4. After the children have read the statement several
times after
three
ng
at a more conversational speed several times, clappi

p] One
finishing the statement. “One plus zero equals one. [clap-clap-cla
plus zero equals one. [clap-clap-clap]
me.”
5. Encourage the children to repeat the statement. “Say it with
misn
commo
They may be unable to say it properly at first. The most
atCall
zero).
take is to eliminate the second number (One plus equals
listenon
is
tention to mistakes when they are made, but place the emphas
ing to the statements, not on saying them.
6. Introduce the basic how-many question. “One plus zero equals
[clap]

[clap]

how many? . . . One plus zero equals one.” As pointed out earlier, these
questions illustrate the logical basis of arithmetic because, by replacing
the words how many with the word one, the question “One plus zero
equals how many?” is transformed into the true statement “One plus
zero equals one.”
7. Introduce yes-no questions to demonstrate that 1 + 0 equals nothing
but 1. (This is perhaps one of the most difficult points for a child to learn.
At this stage in learning, the child has no basis for recognizing that if
1 + 0 = 1, it is contradictory to say that 1 + 0 equals something other
than 1.) After presenting the statement 1 + 0 = 1, ask “Does one plus
zero equal three? . . . No, one plus zero does not equal three. One plus
zero equals one. Say it. . . . Does one pluszero equal five? . . . No, one
[clap]

plus zero does not equal five. One plus zero equals one.”

of the
8. Introduce a how-many question about the middle term
[clap]

equals
statement. The accent is quite different. “One plus how-many
[clap]

one? .. . One plus zero equals one.” To give this type of question a
personality, raise the voice extremely—quizzically—high for the words
how many. The children find this amusing and, as a result, tend to
recognize the verbal pattern of the statement more easily.
9. Include yes-no questions about the middle number. “Does two plus
two plus two
three equal two? ... No, two plus zero equals two. Does

equal two? . . . No, two plus zero equals two.”
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Translating Addition Statements Into Counting
Statements of addition can be interpreted either as declarations or as
instructions for performing the addition operation. When the statement
3 + 1 = B is interpreted as a declaration, every element in the statement
is assigned its conventional name. The symbol 3 is called “three”; + is
called “plus”; and so forth. However, when the statement is interpreted
as a series of instructions, the entire statement tells one “what to do,”

and the various elements in the statement take on an operational interpretation. The symbol 3 now directs one to “Start out with three,” and
the + tells him to “Get more.” The operational meaning of each element
in the statement is very precise.
3

Start out with three

+

Get more

]

Get one more’

=

End up with

B

How many?

The precision is important, because the operational interpretation
stands as a bridge between the act of counting and the statements of arithmetic on the one hand and the statements of everyday language on the
other. The operational interpretation specifies the counting operation
needed to answer the question raised by the open statement 3 + 1 = B.
The operational interpretation also functions as a formula for reducing
word problems to the arithmetic code. For example, a problem about a
farmer who hasthree bull calves and buys one more is reduced to: He
starts out with three bulls; he gets more; he gets one more; he ends up
with—we don’t know. This reduction translates into 3 + 1 = B.
The tasks in this section are directed at establishing the basic operational meaning of the addition statement.
I. Introduce symbols for unknown numbers. At least two symbols
should be introduced, and they should be used in problems moreorless
randomly.
a. Initially, introduce a A, referred to as “triangle,” and a B, re-

ferred to by name.
b. Demonstrate that different symbols for unknown quantities are
interchangeable. Draw an arrow on the board from left to right. Above
it, present the problem 2 + 1 = B. Readit slowly. “Two plus one equals
B.” Ask the question “What’s B? ... We don’t know. Whenever you
see a B, you have to figure it out.” Repeat this rule, pointing to the B.
“The B just asks ‘How many?’ We haveto figure out how many.” Erase
the B and introduce the triangle. Read the problem. “Two plus one

equals triangle. How many? . . . We don’t know. Whenever you see a

triangle, you have to figure it out.’”” Repeat the procedure with different
examples:2+3=A,2+3=B.
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9°. Present the substitution convention as an answer to the question.

five.”’
“If B equals five, what can we do?” ... Erase the B and put ina

3. Teach the translation of a problem step at a time.
a. Present a simple problem, such as 2 + 1 = A (avoid problems

such as 2 + 2, 1 + 1, etc.), and draw an arrow under it. Read the prob-

lem, concluding with the rule about the triangle. “Whenever you see a
triangle, you have to figure it out. But how do we figure it out? Doesit
tell us what to do?... Yes, it tells us what to do.”

b. “Look over here. It tells us to start out with ______. What's
this number? . . . Start out with two.”
c. Erase the 2 and replace it with a 3. “What’s this number? . .

reYes, now it tells us to start out with three.’ Erase the number and

place it with zero. “Now it tells us to start out with zero.”
d. Eliminate the possibility that one starts out with another element
in the problem by using yes-no questions. Present the problem 2+ I = A.
‘Do we start out with the plus sign? . . . No, we start out with the two.
Do westart out with the triangle? . . . No, we start out with the two.”

e. Teach the operational meaning of the plus sign as “Get more.”
Show that the statement progresses in the direction indicated by the
arrow beneath the problem. “See? We start out with two. Then we go
with the arrow until we cometo the plus sign. The plus sign tells us to
do something, too. It says ‘Get more! Get more!’ What doesit tell us to
do?” Indicate that only the plus sign tells us to get more. ‘“Does the two
tell us to get more? . . . No,the plus sign tells us to get more. Does the
one tell us to get more?’ And so forth.
f. Pose the question in relation to the plus sign: how many more?
“The plus sign tells us ‘Get more! Get more!’ But doesit tell us how
many more? . . . No, we have to keep goingto find out how many more.

We go with the arrow until we come to the number one. That’s how

many more. One more.” Ask yes-no questions to help limit the concept.
“Do we get two more? . . . No, we get one more.”

g. Indicate that the equals sign says “End up with.” The function
of the equals sign is not of primary importance in these tasks. Therefore,
it can be skimmed over using the phrase “End up with.”
h. Indicate the function of the triangle with the question “End up
with how many?” “Will we end up with seven? . . . with eight? ...
We don’t know. So we say ‘End up with how many?’ ”
i. Present a summary statement following the arrow from left to
right to indicate the source of each verbal element. “Start out with two;

don’t
get more; get one more; and we'll end up with how many? ... We

know how many.” Do not expect the children to repeat this statement.

4, Present the counting operation that provides the answer to the
how-many question.
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a. Have a child stand in front of the chalkboard on which is printed
a very large 2 + 1 = A. Place his left hand beneath the 2, his right hand
beneath the 1. “I want you to make yourself look like this problem.”

Identify his hands. Refer to his left hand. “This is the hand you start

out with. See? It’s right under the numberwestart out with. This other

hand [squeeze his right hand] is the hand you get more with. It’s right

under the number we get more with.”
b. After the children have had a few turns at “making themselves
look like this problem,” show them how to work from their seats. Present
a problem on the board, written very large, with an arrow beneathit.
3+2=B

———___»

Instruct them to hold both hands out in front at arm’s length. Stand
behind them and ask them to “Show me the hand you start out with.”

If a child has trouble, help him “aim” his hand at the appropriate
num-

ber and remind him to “Make your hands look just like the problem.”

c. After the children have caught on to aiming their hands at the

Start-out and get-more numbers, introduce exercises in which
the chil-

dren hold up the handcalled for. “Hold up the hand you get more with.

Hold up the hand you start out with.” This task is not easy. Reminders
about the arrow beneath the problem will help them keep from mixing
their hands up, but a great deal of repetition may be necessary before
the children become proficient. This repetition should be distributed
over a numberofsessions. In demonstrating, hold up the right hand for
“Start out with” and the left hand for “Get more” (the reverse of what
the children do), since you are facing the class and must demonstrate in
a way that is correct from the children’s point of view.
d. Demonstrate how to countfingers. Present the problem 2+ 1=B.
“The problem says to start out with two. So we start out with two.” Ex.
tend two fingers [on your right hand] as you face the children. “Do it.”
Direct the children to hold up two fingers on the hand they start out
with (the left hand). Refer to the problem. “The plus sign tells us to get
more. How many more [point to the 1]? . . . One more. Doit.” Extend
one finger on your left hand. “Start out with two and get one
more.”

Bring both hands together. “Okay, count them up.” ‘Touch each extende
d
finger as it is counted. Do not always count fingers in the sameorder, or
the children may develop a misconception about counting.

5. After all three fingers are counted, ask “How many?” and answer
“Three.” This is very important: summarize the operational meaning
of
the statement. “If I start out with two and get one more, how manywil
l
I end up with? ... Three.”

6. Relate the answer to the unknown in the problem. “So what do
I
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know? ...1 know that B equals three.” Repeat the final questions.
“How many? ... Three. So what do I know? . . . B equals three.”’
7. The final step: “If B equals three, what can I do? . . . Erase the B
and put up three.”
Plan to spend from five to ten minutes during each of the early sessions working on the addition operation. Always try to work toward a
fast presentation in which the children are given increasing responsibility
for answering the questions. But do not hurry the children when they
are trying to carry out the counting operation.
8. Relate the problem to different objects, thereby demonstrating that

the operation is universally valid. Touch the appropriate elements in

the problem as they are considered. “If you start out with two shoes and
you get one more, you’re going to end up with three shoes. Three what?
_.. Three shoes? . . . If you start out with two books and you get one
more, you’re going to end up with three books? . . . Will you end up
with four books? . . . No, you'll end up with three books.” Encourage
the children to furnish different examples. Briefly demonstrate that the
statements are true, perhaps by starting out with two lines and getting
one more.
Identity Statements as Problems

1. Present five identity problems in the counting order, using different
symbols for unknowns:
1+0=C

2+0=A
3+0=C

4+Q0=—A
5+0=A

The purpose of presenting the statements in the counting order is to
help foster the generalization that if a pattern is true for every number
in the countingseries, it should also be true for any new numbersintroduced into the countingseries.

2. Solve each problem using the procedure outlined above.
8. After each problem is completed, present questions about the
get-more number and the end-up number. “Three plus zero equals
[clap]

[clap]

how many?” “Three plus how many equals three?”
4. After all of the problems have been solved and the unknown sym-

bols replaced by numbers, treat the equations as statements and read

them in order. “One plus zero equals one. [clap-clap-clap] ‘Two plus zero

equals two.’”’ And so on.
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+1 Problems

It is possible to figure out what 31 plus 7 equals, if one knows 31 + 2
= 33, 31 + 8 = 39, or any addition fact that begins with 31. It is possible
to count from the known fact to 31 plus 7. For example, if it is known

that 31 + 2 = 33, then it follows that 31 + 3 = 34,314+4= 35,31 4+.5

= 36, 31 + 6 = 37, and 31 + 7 = 38. In order to perform this fundamental
if-then operation, one must start with a known fact that is related to the

problem that is given. The identity statement 31 + 0 = 31 provides a

Starting point in the figuring-out operation, but the fact which enables
the children to move on from the identity statement to the solution of
any addition problem is the fact represented by the +1 statement—e.g.,
31 + 1 = 32. By starting with the identity statement and successively
applying the +1 operation, the children can generate a series that leads
to the solution of any addition problem: 31 + 0 = 31, 31+ 1 = 32,
31 + 2 = 33, 32 + 3 = 35, etc.
The basic rule for the +1 problem is when you add one more, you go
to the next number.
1. Present the following +1 problems in the counting order:
I+1=A

Z+1=A
3+1=—B
4+1=A
5+1=/A

(Do not read these problems too many times—preferably no more than
two times—before working them. The child who reads problems with unknowns too many times may cometo believe that these statements are
the answers, not the questions. When asked ‘Three plus one equals how
many?” this child may say “A”.) After working each problem, repeat it
as a fact. “Four plus one equals five.” Ask the appropriate questions.
“Four plus one equals how many?” etc. Encourage the children to close
their eyes and repeat the statement with you.
2. Select the completed statement 3 + 1 = 4 and compareit with the
identity statement 3 + 0 = 3.
a. Ask of the identity statement “Does three plus zero equal four?
. . . No, three plus zero equals three.”
b. Ask a similar question about the second statement. “Does three
[clap]

plus one equal three? . . . [point to the problem] No, three plus one
[clap]

equals four.” Repeat the question several times.
c. Present comparisons of +0 and +1 problems often. The children
may have the idea that the arithmetic statement is much simpler than
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it actually is. If they are not carefully guided with the proper questions,

they may not learn to appreciate that every part of the statement is 1m-

portant and should be attended to. Do not expect the children to perform well on comparison questions at first. Lead the children through

the questions and let them hear the questions often enough for the ques-

tions to acquire some kind of auditory meaningfulness or familiarity.
Continuity Series

These series are designed to help the children hear the differences between the identity and the +1 statements and relate both to the familiar

verbal counting series.

1. Recite the continuity series of the identity numbers first. “One

plus zero equals one [clap-clap-clap], two plus zero equals two [clap-clap-

clap], three plus zero equals three [clap-clap-clap], . . . ten plus zero

equals ten.” Recite the series several times during each lesson.
9. After the children are able to produce some of the statements in the
series, introduce the rule for adding zero. Atfirst, the rule will be only a
rote set of words for the children. However, it will acquire meaning as
they apply it to an increasing range of statements. “When you add zero,
you always end up with the number you started out with.”
3. Demonstrate the rule on the chalkboard.
a. Write out a familiar identity statement: 3 + 0 = 3.
b. Ask “Are we adding zero? . . . Are we adding? . . . Can youfind
a plus sign? . . . Good. We are adding. Are we adding zero? ... Can
you find a zero? . . . Good. Weare adding zero.” State the rule. “When
you add zero, you always end up with the number you start out with.
What are we starting out with here? . . . Three. What are we ending
up with here? . . . Three.”
c. Change the first number in the problem so that the problem now
reads 4 + 0 = 3. “Whenwe addzero [point to the zero], we end up with
the number we start out with. What are we starting out with? .. . Yes,
four. So what do we have to end up with? . . . Four, not three.”

d. Repeat the rule. “When weaddzero, we end up with the number we start out with. If we start out with four, we end up with four.”
e. Repeat the exercise with different identity statements.
4. Apply the rule to statements containing an unknown, such as
8 + (0 = A. Provide the children with all of the cues necessary to solve
the problem. Ask the appropriate questions about (1) whether or not you
are adding zero, and (2) what you are starting out with. “If we start out

with five and we add zero, we have to end up with ____.”’ Prompt

when necessary and acknowledge that the problems are quite difficult.

5. Indicate the appropriate finger operation for the identity series.
Perform the operations rapidly.
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........ zero. ws... equals ....... one.
[Hold up
[Bring hands [Wiggle exget-more
together.]
tended finger.]
hand with
closed fist.]
[clap—clap—clap]
........ zero... ss. equals ....... two.
[Hold up
[Bring hands [Wiggle exget-more
together.]
tended fingers.]
hand with
closed fist.]
[clap—clap—clap]

And so forth, through 5 + 0 = 5,
6. Present the +1 continuity series in the same manneras the identity

series. Recite the series, in the counting order, separating each stateme
nt

with three claps. Give strong verbal emphasis to the “plus one” part of
the statement. “One plus one equals two. [clap-clap-clap] Two plus one

equals three. [clap-clap-clap] Three plus one equals four. [Etc.]’’ Remind

the children that this is not the identity series. “Am I saying “Iwo plus

zero?? .. . No, I’m saying “Iwo plus one.’ Two plus one doesn’t
equal

two; it equals three.” Do not spend time on lengthy explanations. Rather
let the rhythm of the pattern make your points for you. Simply point
out that “We’re adding one, notzero.”
To help relate the +1 series to counting, have the children complete
each of the statements in order as they are presented quite quickly. “One
plus one equals ___. [clap-clap-clap] Two plus one equals _____,”
etc. The children will soon catch on to the fact that if they simply indicate the number that is next in the counting order, they will give the
correct answer in each case. They will have learned in a somewhat simplified form the rule for adding one to another number.
7. Present the rule for adding 1 after the children have learned to

handle the series of +1 statements. “When we add one, we go to the next
number.” Define the rule further with examples, falling back
on the

child’s knowledge of the numberthat comesafter a given number. ‘““What

comes after three? . . . Yes, four. So, three plus one equals four.”

8. Apply the verbal rule to chalkboard problems. Present three prob-

lems on the board, such as

3+0=3
41+2=6
4+ 1=—5

Remind the children of the rule. “When you add one, you always go to

the next number.” Have the children read the first problem. “Are we
adding one in this problem? . . . No one here.” The second problem:
“Are we adding one here? . . . No, we are not adding one here. So, do
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we end up with the next number? . . . We do not end up with the next
number.” And the last problem: “Are we adding one here? ... Yes,
here’s a one. Here’s a plus sign. So we’re adding one. What's the rule
about adding one? . . . You always go to the next number.” Point to the
first number (4) and ask “What comes next—after four? . . . Five. So we
should end up with five. And we do.” The children’s major difficulty in
using rules is learning when to apply them. The children who have
learned the rule for adding zero and the rule for adding 1 will often
treat the rules as if they were optional alternatives. ‘hey must be constantly impressed with the fact that the choice of rules is not optional.
This point needs numerous demonstrations, especially during the initial
stages. The children must be shown precisely how one goes about deciding whether or not a rule applies.
9, Make both continuity series (+0 and +1) a part of the daily lesson
routine. As the children become more proficient at reciting the series in
unison with you, switch the emphasis from repeating to producing the

series. At first,
series without help. Follow the identity series with the +1

require the children to provide only the last number in each statement
(see step 6 above). Later, have them produce the entire series.

If-then Reasoning

The most fundamental if-then in arithmetic, simply stated, holds that

is 2. “fhiis tf-then
if 1 +0= 1,1 +4 1 equals the number after 1, which

is of fundamental importance because it shows how statements are be
linked together.
1. Present the identity statements out of the familiar counting order.
Preface a question with two quick out-of-context statements. “Three plus
zero equals three. Nine plus zero equals nine. Six plus zero equals
”’ From this presentation, the children can hear the pattern.
2. Pose problems involving relatively virgin numbers, such as 20 or
50. Present these only after a quick demonstration of two other identity
statements involving virgin numbers. “Thirty plus zero equals thirty.

ChilNinety plus zero equals ninety. ‘'wenty plus zero equals ______..””

dren do well on these problems because the number in the statement is
unfamiliar. The safest answer, therefore, is the number they hear.
“Twenty plus zero equals twenty.”
3. After the children become reasonably familiar with the identity
series out of context, present the +1 series out of context.
a. Pair it with the identity series, “Seven plus zero equals
Good.”
b. Ask the question that sets up the +1 fact. “What comes after
seven?”

[clap]
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c. Draw the conclusion of the (unstated) if-then. “Seven plus one
equals eight. One more time.”
d. After several weeks of presenting four to six pairs of statements
during each session, begin to speed up the procedure. “Three plus zero
[clap]

equals ______. Good. So three plus one can’t equal three. Three plus

one equals

”

e. From time to time, introduce the +1 statements without reference
to the identity statement. “When you count, what comesafter five? ...

Sure, six. So, five plus one equals six. Say it.” As the children become

more familiar with this exercise, they will be able to phrase the +1 statement, but this may take some time—perhaps three to four months.
4. Work toward the statement that links the identity statement with
the +1 statement. “If three plus zero equals three, three plus one equals

- What comes after three? . . . Four. Three plus one equals four.”
a. Select an identity statement. “Three plus zero equals
Yes, three plus zero equals three.”
b. Clap three times and present the +1 statement that follows. ‘So,

three plus one equals four.” It helps to hold up your index finger when
Saying “one,” so that the children will have an additional cue for dis-

criminating between this and other statements.

c. Summarize with the if-then statement. “If three plus zero equals
three, three plus one equals four.’ Have the children repeat it—at first
a small segment at a time and thenin larger units until they can produce
the entire statement (which again may take weeks).
d. Vary the presentation from time to time, or the children will learn

to respondto the order of what is said, not to the content. If the identity

fact always precedes the +1 fact, the children may learn, for example, to

treat the first statement as if it were an identity statement. Accordingly,
when asked “What’s three plus seven?” they will answer “Three.” To prevent such learning, alter the presentation so that the +1 question sometimes precedes the identity question. “Four plus one equals

Do we know what that is?” If the children answer incorrectly, remind
them of the identity fact. “Well, four plus zero equals ________. Sure, so

four plus one can’t equal four. Four plus one equals___. What comes
after four?” Expect the children to have trouble with this task for some
time. The differences between the identity and +1 statements, and the

related contradictions, are often not obvious to the children.
Algebra Problems Involving the Identity Statements

I. Present a question about a familiar identity statement, 5 + A = 5,

and introduce a way of reading the question. We can read the A as “How

many?” Substitute different unknown symbols for the A (U, A, C), dem-
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onstrating that any unknown can be read as “How many.” “Five plus
[clap]

how many equals five?”
2. Relate the problem to past tasks. “What are we starting out with?
_. . Five. And what are we ending up with? .. . Five. So, how many
more [point to the A] did we get? . . . None at all, because we're ending
up with just what we started out with. We're getting zero more. This A
equals zero.”
3. Present a fast method for handling the question. The above analysis
should not be used exclusively. It is helpful, but laborious. The quickest
and perhaps most dramatic way to demonstrate the meaning of the question is to give the children the answerto it. Point to the problem and instruct the children to “Read this as a question. That means read the A
[clap]
as How many. Five plus how many equalsfive? . . . We know that [clap[clap]
clap-clap] five plus zero equals five.” Repeat the question and answer
three or four times before moving on to the next problem.
NumberPairs
1. Present the number pairs in order on the board:
1+1=—8B

2+2—U
3+3=—A
4+4—B

5+5=-U

Solve them with fingers in the usual manner.
9. Have the children read the entire series in unison several times.
The children may have trouble stating these numberfacts, because their
pattern is unfamiliar. Typically, children confuse these statements with
+0 statements (since both kinds have two elements the same), or else
they omit the term after the plus sign (Two plus equals four). ‘To reduce these mistakes, place great initial emphasis on reading the problems and less on reciting or answering the questions implied by them.
3. Introduce questions about each fact after the children have gone
through the entire series. Point to the first statement. “One plus how
many equals two? . . . One plus one equals two.” Continue through the

series in this manner.
4. After the children are able to recite the entire number-pair series

with you, have them close their eyes and answer the questions about the

middle term for the entire statement series. “One plus how many equals
two? ... Two plus how many equals four? . . . Three plus how many
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equals six? . . . Four plus how many equals eight? . . . Five plus how
many equals ten?” The children can answer these questions if they listen
carefully to the first number in each question. Expect the children to have
the most trouble with the number pair 2 + 2 = 4, because the preceding

number pair, 1 + 1 = 2, is both a number pair and a membero
f the +1

series. The children may get confused about which series they are reciting and say ‘“T'wo plus two equals three.” Forewarn them of the diffculty and make something of a gameout ofit. “Now think big. Does two
plus two equal three? . . . No. Two plus two equals four.” By making
the children conscious of the natural mistake, you will be providing
them with the means necessary to avoid the mistake.
Algebra Problems Involving +1 Facts and Number Pairs
I. Write the following facts on a large chart.
1+0-—1]1
2+0=2
3+0=—3
4+0=4
5+0=5

1+1=2
2+1=3
$3+1=—4
4t+t1]=5
5+1=6

Il+1=2
2+2=—4
3+3=—6
4+4—8
5+5=10

a. Write on the board:
2+Az=2

2+B=3
2+U=4

Read each problem as a question;solve it by referring to the appropriate
column of the chart. Try to work fast.
b. Point out the basis for selecting a particular statement. “Hereit
is. It starts out with two and ends up with four.”
c. Present the question and answer. “Two plus how many equals
[clap]

four? . . . Two plus two equalsfour.”
d. Repeat the procedure with different triplets:
3+A=3
§$+A=4

3+A=6

5+A=5
5+ A=—6

5+A=10

4+a=—4
4ta=5

4+a=8

2. a. Select an identity statement and presentit as a question. “Four
plus how many equals four? . . . Yes, so four plus how many equals
five? . . . Yes, and four plus how many equals eight?’

b. Present four or five of these patterns during a lesson, usually
proceeding from the identity statement to the +1 statement to the
number-pair statement. Alter this order from time to time to prevent
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spurious learning. Expect the children to have initial trouble with the
number pairs.
c. Make the children aware of the distinctive nature of the questions that are to be answered with number-pair statements. Accent the
final number. “Four plus how many equals eight?” Usually, after the
pattern has been presented for about a week, the children begin to hear
the differences between the questions in theseries.
3. After the children are reasonably proficient at handling the exercise outlined in step 2 above, present written algebra problems on the
board.
a. At first, present triplets in the regular order—identify statement,
+1 statement, and number-pair statement.
b. Next, present an isolated +1 or number-pair statement; 5 + A
— 6. “Whatare we starting out with [point to 5]? . . . And what are we

ending up with [point to 6]? ... What comes after five? .. . Yes, so

we're ending up with the next number. That means we're adding one.”
c. In analyzing the number-pair problems, point out that they are
not identity statements and not +1 statements. “Five plus how many
equals ten? . . . What are we starting out with? .. . Whatare we ending up with? . . . Is ten the next numberafter five? . . . No.” Demonstrate with the proper finger operation. “Look. Five plus how many
equals ten? . . . Five plus five equals ten.”
d. As the child becomes more familiar with the triplets, work toward
a verbal handling of the problem. “Read it as a question. That means
read the triangle as ‘How many?’ Four plus how many equals five? . .
We know that. Four plus _____..” Slap the board over the triangle as
the children say “One.” After the statement has been completed, ask
“So, what do we know about the triangle? . . . Yes, the triangle equals
one. So, what can I do?”

e. After the child has mastered the number pairs to 5 + 5 = 10,
introduce the following:
6+

6=12

7+

7=14

8+

8=—16

9+

9=18

10+ 10 = 20

Teach them in the manner outlined above for smaller number pairs.
(Exclude all finger operations, however.)
Producing addition statements.

The arithmetic program moves in two directions from such basic

statement operations as “Start out with ______; get more; get

more; end up with _____.” In onedirection, it focuses on the relation-
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ship between the statement and the act of counting. In the other direction, it focuses on the relationship between the statement and more complicated statement presentations—word problems. The first step in this
latter direction involves learning how to translate words into numerals
and signs—to reverse the familiar symbol-to-word direction. This step is
a difficult one.

1. Introduce the two-part box—a divided rectangle, which is said to

be “a box.” “This box has two parts—here and here.”

2. Formulate simple addition problems with the box.
a. Draw four or five balls in the box, distributed so that not all are
in one compartment.

b. Ask “How many balls are in this box? .. . Let’s count them
and see.”’ Remind the children ““We have to count these on this side and

these on this side.”
c. Indicate the total number of balls by writing the number above
the box. Then indicate the function of this number in the formulation

of equations. “When wecountall these balls, we always end up with five.

No matter how I move them around,there are five balls in the box.”
d. Move a ball at a time from the left side of the box to the other

(by erasing and redrawing), calling attention to what is happening. “I’m
going to movethis ball over to the other side of the box.”
e. After each ball has been moved, ask ‘‘How many balls are in
the box? .. . Yes, there arestill five balls in the box. Count them.”
f. After many balls have been moved in this manner, demonstrate

how it is possible to express the arrangement of balls as an addition
statement.
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(1) Point to the left compartment and ask “How manyballs are

in this side of the box? . . . Yes, three.” Write “3” below the left compartment.

3

(2) Point to the right compartment and ask “How manyballs
are in this side of the box? .. . Yes, two.” Write “2” below the right
compartment.
5

3

2

(3) Ask “How many balls are in the box? ... Yes, five. When

we countall of them, we end up with five.” Write “= 5” after the 2.
(4) Return to the two compartments. “If we count these plus
these, we'll end up with five. Three plus two equals five.” Insert “+,”
completing the statement 3 + 2 = 5.
3. After the demonstration has been repeated with several other examples, show how to make a systematic series of statements about the
balls in the box. Draw three balls in the box, all of them in the left com-

partment (none in the right), and demonstrate how the statement is

made.

a. Remind the children about the numberof balls in the box and
the function of this numberin the statement. ‘How many balls are in
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the box? . . . Yes, three. We'll always end up with three, no matter how

we move them around.”
b. Start with the left compartment and ask “How manyballs are
in this side? . . . Three.” Refer to the right side. “How many balls are
in this side? . . . Zero. Three plus zero equals __. How manyare
in the whole box?”
c. Write the resulting statement below the box: 3 + 0 = 3.
d. Move the balls, one at a time, to the right compartmentof the
box, deriving the appropriate statements and writing them beneath the
box. After all of the balls have been moved to the right compartment,
the statements beneath the box will be:
3+0=—3

2+1=—3
1+2=3
0+3=—3

e. Have the children read the statement series. Ask questions about
the middle and last terms of each statement.
f. Demonstrate the basic exercise in a way that points out to the
children that the number of things in the box can change and that the
type of objects used in the box does notaffect the basic procedure. Introducesticks, stick figures, triangles, etc., instead of balls. (In working with
the balls, the children sometimes “read” them as zero and thus become
confused; sticks are sometimes read as “one.” These mistakes can be

reduced by filling in the balls with colored chalk and by drawing horizontal sticks.) Introduce no more than four objects in the box until the
children become more facile at counting; then increase the total to six.
g. Make the children increasingly responsible for the production of
the statements.
4. Introduce the commutative law after the children have become

reasonably proficient at producing addition statements.
a. Place three objects in the box; move them one at a time from
left to right; and derive the statement series in the usual manner:
3+0—3

2+1=—3
14+2=3
04+3=3

b. Pair up the reversed elements by connecting them as indicated
below:
3+0=—3
2+1=—3

1+2=3
0+3=3
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c. Read the first statement and say “What's another way of saying

“Three plus zero’? [follow the connecting line to the last statement] .. .

Zero plus three.” As noted in Chapter 2, culturally deprived children
typically have trouble in hearing reversed statements. The initial emphasis, therefore, should not be on repeating the statements, but on read[clap]

ing them and listening to them. “Listen to the three. Three plus zero.
[clap]

Turn it around, and it says ‘Zero plus three.’ ”

d. Present different series. As the children become increasingly
aware of what is happening when thestatement is reversed, they should

be encouraged to repeat statements with the teacher in a rhythmical

way. ‘“I’wo plus one; turn it around; it says ‘One plus two.’ ”’

e. During the music period, introduce number exercises such as
“Two plus one” in the Turn It Around song.

Subtraction

I, Introduce the terminology and the basic finger operation.
a. Present the problem 3 — 1 = A.
b. Refer to the — as a minus sign, pointing out that it looks like
part of an equals sign.
c. Work from an operation that is similar to that of the addition
problem:
3
Start out with three

—
Get less

1
Get one less

=
End up with

A
We don’t know;
we have to figure it out.

d. Start owt in the usual manner, holding up three fingers on the
left hand. Get less by “getting rid” of the appropriate numberoffingers.
“The minussign tells us to get less. It says to take some away.”
e. Help the children with the finger operation. They maytry to
return their index finger to their fist, which is not easy to do while hold-

ing down thelittle finger.
f. After the children get one less, ask “How many do we end up
with? . . . Count them.” Be very careful during the initial exercises not
to ask “How manyareleft?” The children may confuse this word with less
in the instruction “Get less,” the result of which is rather thorough
confusion. After the operation has been fairly well mastered, the question ‘‘How manyareleft?” can be introduced, prefaced with a warning

that the word left is not the word less. ““When youget one less, these are
left.”

2. Introduce the subtraction identity statement.
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and work it in the manner
“Get less; Get zero less” by
but when it says “Take zero
isn’t it?”

b. Point out that the subtraction identity series is similar to the

addition identity series. Present the subtraction identity statements in

the counting order and relate the various statements to familiar addition

statements. “Three plus zero equals how many? .. . Three minus zero
equals how many?” The children should have little difficulty with the
series.
3. Use the two-part box to demonstrate how to formulate subtraction
statements.
a. Introduce a box containing three balls, two in theleft compart-

ment and one in the right.

b. Outline the right compartment with a colored chalk line.
c. Count the number of balls in the box and enter the number
above the box.
d. Introduce the words whole and part. Embrace the entire box
and say ‘““There are three balls in the whole box. There are two in this
part and one in this part.”
e. Point to the right compartmentand say “I want to end up with
this part. How manyare in this part? . . . Yes, one. I want to end up
with one. How can I write that? . . . Equals one.” Below the box and
to the right, enter
= 1

f. Pose the problem. “I want to end up with one, but I’m starting

out with the whole box. How many am I starting out with? ... Yes,

three. How can J] write that: Start out with three? ... Put a three
over here.”
3

= 1

“I’m starting out with three, but I want to end up with one. What can

I do?”
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g. Point to the left member of the box. “I’ve got to get rid of the
balls in this part. How manyarein this part? . . . Two.I’ve got to get
rid of two—like this.” Erase the left part of the box. “Now I end up with
one.’ Complete the statement.
3—2-—1

h. Summarize with the rhythmical statement “If you start out
with three and get two less, you’re going to end up with one.’ From
time to time, this statement can be expanded. “If you start out with

three pigs and you get two less, you’re going to end up with one. One
what? .. . One pig.’ Or “If you start out with three boys and you get
two less, you’re going to end up with one boy.”
i. Introduce different problems and work toward an abbreviated
presentation. ‘How many are in the whole box? ... Yes, four. And

how many do I want to end up with? . . . Yes, three. So what do I have

to do? . . . Give me the whole statement. . . . Four minus one equals
three.”

Multiplication
Multiplication is presented here simply as a way of counting. If there
are four objects to be counted, they can be counted by ones, in which
case the person whois doing the counting would count four times. ‘The

objects can be counted by twos, in which case the person would count two

times. Or the objects can be counted by fours, in which case the person
would count only one time. Accordingly, a multiplication problem
such as 4 X 1 = 4 is expressed operationally as
4x

Count by fours

1

one time;

=

end up with

4

four.

This operation expresses the logic of multiplication, and it ties in nicely
with various word problems.
1. To

introduce multiplication

as counting,

demonstrate how to

[clap]
six,

[clap]
etght,

count by different numbers. Count from 1 through 10 slowly, clapping
once as each number is produced. Next count to 10 by twos, clapping
only for every other number. The numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 receive finger
snaps, and the numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 receive claps. Explain “Talk big
when I clap. Whisper when I snap. Here we go.
[snap]
One,

[clap]
two,

[snap]
three,

[clap]
four,

[snap]
five,

[snap]
seven,

[snap]
nine,

[clap]
ten.

Repeat the series, making the clap numbers louder and the snap num-

bers softer, until the children are scarcely saying the snap numbers.
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“|... two... four... six... eight... ten.” Explain that they are
counting by twos. Demonstrate that it is possible to count by any number
simply by controlling the snaps and claps. Counting by fours, for example:

[snap] [clap] [snap]
One,

two,

three,

[clap] [snap] [clap] [snap]
four,

five,

six,

seven,

[clap]

eight.

2. Present two rows of numbers.

123845 67 89 10 11 12 18 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

2 4

6 810 12 14 1618

20

Point out that the top row is “counting by ones.’”’ Explain “When
you count by ones, you count every number. You clap for every number.
But you don’t have to count by ones. You can count by any number.

Let’s count by twos. Let’s clap for every two numbers.” Count with

the snap-clap pattern and underline every clap number(2,4, 6, 8, 10, 12,
14, 16, 18, 20) in the top row. Read the underlined numbers and then

refer to the bottom row in which they are written out. “Here are the
numbers you say.’”’ Later, the children can be shown how to countcoins,

blocks, etc., two at a time. Initially, however, the explanation should be

limited to the counting order of numbers.
3. After reading the 2-series several times and asking the appropriate
question (“Is this counting by ones? .. . No, this is not counting by
ones. This is counting by twos”), introduce a sample multiplication
problem, 2 xX 3 = A.
a. Point out that this is not an addition problem. “Look at this
sign. Is this a plus sign? . . . No. This is a times sign. Say it.”
b. Read the problem. ““I'wo times three equals 4. Whenever you
see an A, you haveto figure it out. Does it tell you what to do? .. . Yes.
But wait a minute. It doesn’t tell you to start out with two. [Point to the
times sign.] The times sign tells you to count. Count. [Tap the board
rhythmically over the 2.] It says count by twos [slap board hard over
the 3] three times. . . . Again. Count by twos three times.”
4. Demonstrate the operation by referring to the two rows of numbers
on the board. “It says to count by twos. So we find the row that starts
with two. The top row starts with one. The bottom row starts with two.
[Refer to problem.] It says count how many times? . . . Three times.
So here we go. One time [slap over 2], two times [slap over 4], three
times [slap beneath 6]. Read it. . . . Yes, six. So what do we know about

A? ... A equals six. So I can erase the A and put up a six.”’ When addition was introduced, the children probably worked hard for weeks
before mastering the operation. The same children may masterthe basic
multiplication operation in a matter of ten minutes. (This, of course, is

not true of the less verbal child.)
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5. Give the child a variety of problems to interpret, but not work:
3x5=U
7x0=U

2x4=—U
9x5=U

“Whatdoesthefirst one tell us to do? . . . It says [tap over the 3] count
by threes [slap board over 5] five times.”
6. Introduce problems involving ones and zero:
1x3=U
1x0o0=U

“The first one tells us to count by ones three times.’ Refer to the “1”
row. “Here we go, counting three times. One time, two times, three times.

Read it. . . . Three. When you count by ones three times, you’re going
to end up with three. What do we know about U?... U equals three.”

“The next problem tells us to count by ones zero times. Here wego.

There [shrug], read it. Read what? I didn’t count at all, did I? . . . But

that’s what it said to do. It said to count by ones no times at all.”

7. Present the multiplication chart and demonstrate how it works.

5

10}

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

6

12;

18

24

30

36

42

48

54

60

7

14]

21

28

35

42

49

56

63

70

To work a problem such as 4 X 2 = C,the children mustfirst translate
the problem into an operation. “Count by fours two times.” They must

then relate this operation to the chart. “Count by fours’ tells the child
to find the 4 in the left vertical column of the chart. This is the starting

point for the counting operation. “Iwo times” tells how many times to
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count. The “= C” in the problem indicates that the question to be
answered is: How many will you end up with? This question is answered
by reading the numberthat is reached by counting two times.
Since there are three questions dealing with how many (how many
times to count, how many times to count by, how manyto end up with),

this operation is potentially confusing and must be presented carefully.

a. Introduce a problem that involves counting at least three times,

such as 5 X 4=—N.
b. Ask what the problem tells us to do. “It says to count by fives
four times.”
c. Ask questions about the counting operation. These are very important. “What does it say to count by? ... Count by fives. Count
how many times? . . . Count four times.”
d. Show how the chart relates to the operation. “We're going to
count by fives. So I’ve got to find the five over here [run hand up and
downthe left vertical column].”

e. “We're going to count four times. Here we go [proceed from left

to right and touch the appropriate squares]. One time, two times, three
times, four times.”

f. As soon as the children have finished counting the appropriate

number of times, say “Read it.” Unless they receive this instruction,

they may not know whatto do, and until they learn that they are dealing
with the numbers on the chart both as objects (when they count one
time, two times, etc.) and also as numerical values (5, 10, 15, etc.), they

may understandably become confused.
g. After the children have read the appropriate number on the
chart, complete the problem in the same way that addition and subtrac-

tion problems are handled. ‘So what do we know? . . . N equals twenty.
So what can I do? . . . Erase the N and put in a twenty.”
h. Summarize the operation and have the children read the problem. “If you count by fives four times, you’re going to end up with
how many? ... End up with twenty. Read it. Five times four equals
twenty.”
8. Present a variety of problems that involve two-place answers. Con-

centrate initially on the 20’s and then proceed to larger numbers. The
children usually learn to read two-place numbers with little training.
The teacher should prompt them to attack the number from left to
right by pointing first to the left element and then swinging to the right.
2

3

She should expect the children to have some trouble with “reversals,”

such as reading 21 as “twelve.” This kind of error is quite natural.
9. After the children are able to state the multiplication operation
verbally and carry it out on the chart (with some prompting), introduce
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exercises that sharpen the differences between the how many questions
posed by the operational statement.
a. Present the problem 4 x 6 = N and havethechildren state the
operation. “Count by fours six times.”
b. Ask “Doesit tell us what to count by? . . . Yes, it says to count
by fours.”
c. Ask ‘Does it tell us how many times to count?

... Yes, it tells

us to count six times.”
d. Ask “Does it tell us how many we will end up with? . . . No,
that’s what we mustfind out.”

e. Move the unknown to the middle term, so that the problem

reads 4 X N = 24.
f. Explain “This is a different problem.” Point to the N. “Doesit
tell us how many times to count? . . . No, that’s what we have to find

out.”

g. Ask “Does it tell us what to count by? ... Yes, it tells us to
count by four.”
h. Point to the 24. “Doesit tell us how many we end up with? .. .
Yes, it says that we'll end up with twenty-four.”
i. Present different examples. Do not expect the children to answer
the questions properly at first.
10. ‘Teach the children how to countby twos, fives, and tens. Present
each series in a rhythmically distinct manner, starting with the 2-series
and working on it for perhaps a minute during every period until the
children are able to recite the series by rote.
a. Initially, refer to the chart to show the source of theseries.
“We're going to count by twos, so start over here with two and go across:
two, four, six, eight, ten, [etc.].

b. Call attention to the relation between the series and the first
number. “When you count by twos, you start out with two. When you
count by fives, you start out with five. When you count by ones, you
”
start out with
Il. Present problems in which the middle term is unknown. These
should be introduced only after the children have becomefairly proficient
at distinguishing between the how many questions posed by the multiplication problem (step 9 above).
a. Present the problem 6 X A = 24 andask the how many questions.
‘How many times do we count? . . . We don’t know. How many do we
end up with? ... It says that we end up with twenty-four.”
b. State the operation for this type of problem: “It says to count
by six how many times to end up with twenty-four?”

c. Ask “What are we going to count by? .. . Sixes. How many

times? . . . We don’t know. But we know that we’re going to end up
with twenty-four.
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d. Locate the 6-row on the multiplication chart and indicate “We're
going to end up with twenty-four, so I’ve got to find the twenty-four in
this row. Hereit is.”
e. While touching the 6 with the left hand and the 24 with the
right, explain ‘“‘We’ve got to count by sixes and find out how many times.
Here we go. One time, two times, three times, four times.”

f. Repeat the question. “How many times? .. . Yes, four times.
So what do we know? . . . A equals four.”
g. Present a variety of problems similar to the one above.

Word Problems

Exercises with the two-part box were designed to function as a transition between working a problem that is presented in the form 3 + 2=C
and problems that are posed in “reality statements,” such as “A farmer
has three chickens; two more are hatched; how many does he now have?”

The two-part box problems functioned as a transition because they gave
the children practice in formulating the arithmetic statement. The problems demonstrated that a presentation such as that in the diagram

can be expressed not only as 2 + 3 = 5, but also in terms of the operation
“Start out with three; get two more; end up with five.” Word problems

are similar to the two-part box in the sense that they are a presentation

which can be reduced to a statement of arithmetic. However, the degree

of similarity between word problems and two-part box problems should
not be exaggerated. Word problems are more difficult than two-part box
problems for two reasons:
1. Word problemsare “noisier,” since they contain a great deal
of extraneous information. Selection of relevant elements requires
verbal skill.

2. The solution of a word problem requires that words in the

language of arithmetic be substituted for words in the language of
everyday statements. The substitution rules are not always simple.
For instance, the word borrow could imply either addition or
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subtraction, depending on whether the person being talked about
does the borrowing or whether someone else borrows from him.
These two differences imply differences in the way word problems
should be taught. Some of the noise should be removed from these
problemsatfirst and the specific links between words and corresponding
arithmetic symbols must be clearly defined.
I. Present addition word problemsfirst.
a. Make up problems involving the children in the class. When
introducing these problems, phrase them so that they correspond to the
familiar operational statement of addition. For example, “Harold starts

out with three pennies; then he gets more pennies; he gets two more
pennies. How many pennies does he end up with?” The only difference

between this statement and the familiar addition operational statement
is that the words Harold and pennies have been introduced.
b. Ask the standard questions about the operation and new questions about the new words in the statement. “Whois this story about?
. . . Harold. Harold starts out with three whats? ... Three sheep?

... No, three pennies. What happens? ... Does Harold get more
pennies or get less pennies? ... How many more? ... How many

does he end up with? . . . We don’t know.”

c. Summarize the problem as the familiar operation “‘Here’s what

we want to write: Start out with three, get two more.”

d. Pose the question “How can I write that?” and answerit, while

writing the answer on the board. “How do I write, ‘Start out with three?’
. . . Make a three.”

3

“How do I write get more? . . . Make a plussign.”
3+
‘How do I write get two more?’
3+2
“How many do Tend up with? . . . I don’t know,soI write

”

3+2=—B

e. After the children have read the problem several times and
solved it, remind them of the situation from which the problem derived.
“Harold started out with three pennies, and he got two more. How many
did he end up with? ... Yes, five. Five what? . . . Five Oldsmobiles?

. . . Five Indians? .. . Five pennies.”

f. Present a series of operational summary statements which demonStrate that the name of the thing that is added can change without
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changing the basic statement 3 + 2 = 5. (The statements in this series
should be colorful. The children will probably offer suggestions.) “If you
start out with three pennies and you get two more, you’re going to end
up with five pennies.” “If you start out with three Tyrones and you get
two more, you're going to end up with five Tyrones.” “If you start out
with three elephants and you get two more, you’re going to end up with
five __._____.” “If you start out with three hamburgers and you get two
more, you’re going to end up with
”
2. Introduce problems that involve starting out with more than five
or adding more than five. Since these cannot be worked on the finger
operation the children customarily use, a new counting procedure should
be introduced.
a. Phrase the problem in the usual manner.
7+

3

=

B

b. Point out the necessity of the new counting convention. “It says
to start out with seven. Oh, oh. We can only start out with five fingers.
How can we work this problem?”
c. Offer a solution. “Instead of using fingers, I’m going to make
lines. It says to start out with seven, so I’m going to start out with seven

lines.

VIN

7

+

3 = B

Then it says to get three more. So I'll get three morelines, like this.”
NIN
7+

Hl
3

=

B

Draw a circle around all the lines. “We countall of them andthattells
us how many we'll end up with.” (Note: The relationship between
counting with lines in this manner and counting with fingers seems
perfectly obvious. To most of the children, however, the connection will

be anything but obvious. It will be a great deal like starting over, and
every step of the new procedure will have to be taught anew.)
3. After the children have mastered the simplified word problems,

introduce different situations that can be interpreted as getting more.
a. Demonstrate how the act of buying can be expressed as getting
more. “Debby has two dolls. She goes to the store and buys four more.
How many does she have now?”
(1) Ask “How manydoesshe start out with?” Point out that she

started out with two. ‘“Remember, I said that she has two dolls.”

(2) Ask the crucial question about the nature of the operation.

“And then what happens? ... Does Debby get more, or does she get
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less?’ Point out that buying is getting more. “When you buy four dolls,
you get more; you get four more.”
(3) Work the problem in the manner suggested in step 1 above,
asking questions about the dolls.
b. Introduce a variety of problems involving finding, buying,stealing, and making. Point out that in each case these words denote getting
more and therefore can be represented by a plussign.
4, Introduce subtraction word problems in a mannersimilar to the
presentation for addition problems.
a. Begin with simplified problems that embody the words “Get
less.” “Harold starts out with four stones, and he gets less; he gets three
less. How many does he end up with?”
b. Point out that the problem involves getting less, not more. A
quick review with the two-part box may be in order.
c. Show in detail how the word problem reduces to the formulation
4—3= A.
d. Introduce subtraction problems that involve starting out with
more than five; also introduce a counting convention for handling such
numbers.
(1) Represent the numerical value of the first term by lines,
circles, triangles, or letters.

FFFFFFFFF
9

—

6

=

B

(2) To indicate the act of getting less, cross out the specified
number. “When I cross it out, we don’t have it anymore. The problem

says to get six less, so I have to cross out six.”

FRFFFFFFF
9 —

6

=

B

(3) Ask “How manyare left?” and clarify. “These are the ones
that are left—the ones that are not crossed out.”

e. Present more complex problems after the children have become
familiar with the skeletal problems. Concentrate on problems that
involve losing, throwing away, giving away, selling, and consuming
(eating and drinking). Point out that each of these actions can be represented with a minus sign, because each is an instance of getting less.
“Debby has eight stones and throwsfive of them away. When she throws
stones away, is she getting moreor less? . . . She’s getting less.”
5. Introduce simplified word multiplication problems.

a. Pose the problem ‘‘Harold has a lot of pockets. And he has

four pennies in each pocket. He wants to know how many pennies he
has.”
b. Draw a representation of the problem.
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0000
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LO6

O

00 00

tains the same numberof pennies. Point to a big pocket and ask “Does
this pocket have more pennies thanthis little pocket? . . . No, they have
the same. They have four pennies.” From time to time, make the point
that the number of pennies is not related to the size of the pockets.
d. Point out “He can count his pennies by ones, can’t he? .. . But
there’s a faster way.” “He can count this four [point to the first pocket],

and this four [point to the second pocket], and this four [etc.]. He can
count by fours one time, two times, three times, four times, five times.

He can count by fours five times.”

e. Ask “How can I write that: Count by fours five times?” (4 x
5 = D) Atfirst, the children will probably need a considerable amount
of help in phrasing the written statement.
f. Solve the problem in the usual manner, referring to the multiplication chart.
g. Introduce a variation of the problem above. “Tyrone gets two
pennies from his mother every time he does a good job in school. I’ll
mark the days that he gets pennies.”
2X

X

2K

22

2

2

2

2

Explain that the funny marks show the days on which he did notgethis
pennies. “At first Tyrone had some bad days. But hereally got better
near the end, didn’t he? . . . How can Tyrone count up all his pennies
a fast way? . . . He can count by twos one time [point to the 2’s], two
times, three times, four times, five times, six times, seven times, eight

times. He can countby twoseight times.” Solve the problem in the usual
manner.
6. Introduce area-of-rectangle problems.
a. Draw a grid on the board and identify the parts of the grid as
“squares.” Explain “We want to countall these squares. First let’s count
them oneat a time.”
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b. After counting the squares and marking the total above the
grid, explain “There’s a faster way to count. Instead of counting each

square, we can count a whole row of squares.”
c. Establish the idea that each row contains the same number of
squares. Count the squares in the top row, in the middle row, and in the

bottom row. Ask “Which one of these rows has more squares? . . . They
all have the same. They all have four squares.”
d. Conclude “We can count by fours one time [draw a chalk line
through the top row], two times [draw a line through the middle row],

three times [draw a line through the bottom row]. We can count by fours
three times.”
e. Point out that since lines have been drawn through every square,

all the squares have been counted.
f. Have the children solve the problem in the manner described
in step 5 above.
g. After the children have begun to master area-of-rectangle problems, show them that the grid can be approached in more than one way.
Demonstrate with a sample grid. “If we count by fives three times, we'll

count all of the squares. But there’s another way to count.’ Draw lines
through the vertical columns. “We can count by threes one time, two

er
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times, three times, four times, five times. We can count by threes five
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times.”” Write the two statements on the board, and solve the problem

both ways.

5x3—B

3xX5=—B

After the solution has been found, ask “What’s another way of saying
five times three? . . . Three timesfive.”
h. Present a series of grids which must be solved both by counting
the rows and counting the columns.
i. After the children have had some practice with grids, present
area-of-rectangle problems in which the individual squares are not detailed. Draw a large rectangle on the board and explain that it is a wall
or a sheet of paper, asking how many square feet or inches it contains.

Show the children how large an inch, a foot, and a yard are. Give them
practice in indicating with their hands how large these measurementsare.

Le
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|

“This wall is eight feet wide and four feet high. The painter wants to
know how many square feet are in this wall because he’s only got one
small can of paint and he wants to knowif it will be enough to cover the
wall.” Work the problem in the usual way, indicating the number of
square feet inside the rectangle.
7. Introduce a variation of the problem, in which only the length of
the wall is given. “This wall is eight feet across the top. We don’t know
+
,

|
<
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how high it is. This N tells us that we have to figure it out. But we do
know that we end up with forty square feet after we count all of them.
Wewantto figure out how high this wall is. We can dothat if we count
by eights [point to the 8] how many times [point to the N] to end up
with forty [point to the 40]?” Write the problem on the board (8 xX
N = 40). Solve it by the method outlined on page 262.
Summary
Arithmetic is based on the operation of counting. It is based on the
notion that a given number has a successor, that the number’s successor
in turn has a successor, and so forth. Some operations call for counting

by single numbers; others demand jumping in fixed steps, perhaps two
numbers at a time, perhaps 20. The understanding of arithmetic must
begin with an understanding of counting. Accordingly, the program outlined in this chapter begins with counting by ones—counting as an oral
exercise, counting as a way of grouping objects, counting as the operation
that answers the question ‘“‘“How many?”
After the counting operations wereestablished, the program introduced
the basic statements of arithmetic. These have a dual role, functioning
both as declarations of what is true in the world of number and also
relating the counting operation that is consistent with the series 1 +
0=1,2+ 0 = 2, etc. These represent the basic statements for “figuring

out” any given addition fact. One may not know what 45 plus 17 equals,
but one whois familiar with the rule for identity statements knows that
45 + 0 = 45. From this point, the question is simply one of counting
(according to the conventions of equations) until one has arrived at
45 plus 17.
The +1 statement series was introduced after the identity series. The
two series helped define the counting conventions of equations. In order
to demonstrate the validity of these and other statements, a finger operation was introduced.
Also, a series of ‘“number-pair” addition facts was introduced. Just as
statements in everyday language generate questions, statements in arithmetic generate questions. These are the “algebra” questions, which
were introduced in connection with the identity series, the +1 series,

and the numberpairs.
The two-part box was introduced to form a bridge between addition
and subtraction and also to present the first series of exercises in going
from a physical presentation to the appropriate statements of arithmetic.
The two-part box, therefore, functioned as the first and most basic kind
of reality problem. Instead of translating a statement into an operation,
the child was now required to express the physical presentation as a
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statement. Through the process, he was shown the relationship between
the two parts of the box and the ‘whole’ box. The stage was thereby
set for subtraction, which was introduced as an operation similar to

addition.
Multiplication was presented as counting in fixed steps—counting by
twos, by threes, by nines, or by tens. A statement of multiplication such
as 3 X 6 = B wastranslated into the operation “Count by threes six
times.” ‘The counting operation was carried out on a multiplication
chart.
The final series of tasks in the arithmetic program focused on word
problems. The primitive type of reality problems had already been
introduced in connection with the two-part box. The presentation was
expanded so that the presentation from which the child worked was not
physical reality but words. Statements were carefully programmed, with
all but the logical essentials removed. Addition problems were concerned
with obvious acts of getting more—stealing, making, buying, etc. Subtraction problems dealt with obvious acts of getting less—losing, selling,
etc. Multiplication dealt with counting by fixed jumps—counting by a
given numberso many times, counting by the numberof units of measurement the number of times necessary to count all of the squares in a
rectangle.
The arithmetic program outlined in this chapter attempted to provide
a basic understanding of arithmetic as it relates to counting. No great
emphasis was placed on arithmetic facts, and it would not be unusual
for a child to be quite handy at the various tasks presented in the program and yet be unable to specify what 6 plus 5 equals. There are many
gaps left by the program; however, the program aimed at what the
writers considered to be the areas that must be defined for the child in
a way that will be both productive and consistent with future learning.

the reading
program

ll

If a child fails in reading during the primary grades, his chances for
success in any other academic area are greatly reduced. It is therefore
essential that a preschool program for disadvantaged children do all it
can to ensure that the children will succeed in reading when they enter
school. Language instruction can go a long way in this direction, butit
is not the whole answer. First- and second-grade reading materials, after
all, are written in extremely simple English and with very limited
vocabularies. A child may be able to understand the materials thoroughly
when they are read to him, andyet fail to learn to read. Obviously something more is needed before a child is “ready” to succeed in reading.
The present reading program is based on two principles that have come
to be generally accepted by linguistic analysts as fundamental to reading
and which have been largely ignored in reading readiness programs.
These are: (1) the importance of the word as the basic unit in reading,
and (2) the importance of the alphabetic principle in English orthography.!
In grammar,the basic unit is the sentence, and discrete words constitute
the detail from which the meaning of the sentence is derived. In reading,
the basic unit is the word, and the letters constitute the detail. We have

noted in Chapter 2 the inability of the disadvantaged child to treat words
as discrete units. This handicaps him in grammar by robbing him ofthe
essential details for understanding and constructing statements. In reading, this lack of awareness of words as discrete entities makes him
oblivious of the structural wholes which spelling creates.
In the course of his language learning, the culturally privileged child

not only masters the syntactical forms of English, but also treats words

as entities that can be detached from sentences that contain them. Say
to a culturally privileged four-year-old “John did not do satisfactory
job of cleaning up his room,” and one will usually not draw a blank
stare. The child may ask “What does satisfactory mean?” and then, having
received a comprehensible explanation, he will put the meaninginto the
sentence and thus comprehend the sentence as a whole. He may even

venture a guess and ask “Doessatisfactory mean good?” Hearing “John

and Jim went for a swim,” he may point out “You made a poem. Jim-
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swim—they rhyme.” Before he goes to sleep at night, he may amuse him-

self by playing with words that rhymeoralliterate: “Bittle, bottle, beatle,

butter, boom.” When such a child is told that the set of characters on a
sign represents the word stop, the statementis likely to mean something
to him. For him, words are real things that could conceivably be represented by visual symbols.
Certain traditional reading readiness activities that come under the
rubric of “word awareness” seem to point in the direction of getting the
child to think of words as independententities—attaching labels to objects in the classroom and putting the child’s name on his chair, his
coat hook, and so on. These are worthwhile steps, but they do not go
very far. If the culturally deprived child is to come upto thelevel of the
moreprivileged child in “word awareness,” he will need to be put through
an intensive course of instruction that will enable him to treat words as
things that can be talked about, compared, taken apart and put back
together, constructed out of smaller words or word parts, and changed

into other words byaltering their parts or the order in which the parts

are arranged.

Familiarizing the child with the alphabetical principle means, in
simple terms, teaching him that wordsare spelled. It may be some time
before the child will grasp that English spelling follows certain rules
which make it possible for him to recognize words that he has never
encountered in writing before. But if he is to progress in reading atall,
he must clearly recognize that it is the spelling and not some superficial
characteristic like length or symmetry that determines the identity of a
printed word. Again, the culturally privileged child usually manages
to pick up during his preschool years at least a vague conception of
spelling. ‘The child may learn the letters of the alphabet, may learn to
spell his name, and may be informed when he readsoff the letters on a
cereal box that they spell the name of the cereal. When the culturally
privileged child first encounters formal reading instruction, he already
has some idea of the nature of the task.
The program outlined here concentrates directly on developing the
two kinds of readiness discussed above—awareness of words as distinct
entities and awareness of the alphabetical principle. Since awareness of
the alphabetical principle requires learning the alphabet and learning
to recognize words by their spellings, the program is not a reading readi-

ness program in the usual sense at all, but an actual course in reading.

This is a misleading label, however. The program differs from ordinary

reading programs in that it devotes the greater part of the time to

developing the two kinds of awareness mentioned above, whereas most
first-grade reading programs, having been designed for the more privileged
child, either assume that the child already has this awareness or that he

will pick it up quickly with little help. Perhaps the most accurate way
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of describing the program is to say that it is a highly intensive ninemonth program which covers the amount of material covered in the first
half of an ordinary first-grade program, the extra time being devoted
to developing the fundamental skills and concepts that the culturally
deprived child is believed to require special help in mastering.
Overview of the Reading Program
The approach taken to reading in this program most nearly resembles
the linguistic approaches of Bloomfield and Fries.? The child is taught
to spell out words, words are introduced in clusters that all follow the
same spelling pattern (such as cat, rat, fat, sat), but there is no effort to
teach phonic rules explicitly. That is, the child does not learn to “sound
out” words. Only capital letters are used in the first part of the program.
This reduces the time required for learning the alphabet, which is a
major bottleneck for the child who has not had any previous training
with letters. Also, the writers have found that by using only capitalletters
and using them in systematic exercises where the child always knows
what he is looking for, problems of visual discrimination are reduced.
Thus, the large amount of work that is usually devoted in reading
readiness programs to visual discrimination training can be by-passed.
The program outlined in this chapter makes use of a number of
devices for reinforcing the meanings of words and sentences as they are
taken up in reading exercises. The teacher should be wary of other
techniques which on the surface might seem to add additional meaningfulness to the reading exercises. For instance, it is tempting to bring in
pictures or actual objects to serve as referents for words, and when the
child has decoded the word CAT, to say “Show me the cat.” Such
demonstrations can produce grave confusion. ‘Whentold “Show me the

cat,” the child does not know whether he should find the word or find

the picture. It is not that the child confuses words with their referents
(whether he does or not is beside the point here), but simply that he
cannot understand what the teacher is trying to get across. In fact, on

close analysis, it is not at all clear what is the relevance of sentences like

“Show me the cat” to the statement “This word is CAT.”

In dealing with individual words, the simplest way to remind the

child of their meaning is by asking yes-no questions that contrast the
given word with related words. “This word is CAT. Is this word DOG?
_. . Is this word ELEPHANT? ... No, this word is CAT.” By differentiating the given word (cat) from words referring to related classes
of objects (dogs, elephants, cows, rats, etc.), the child is reminded of its

meaning.

This technique works only for lexical terms (nouns, action verbs,
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modifiers); but these are the only kinds of words that the child can generally deal with meaningfully in isolation. It is useless to try to estab-

lish the meaning of wordslike the, is, in, and, not, and same outside of

statement contexts, and this should not be done until the child
is reading

sentences that contain them. The meaningfulness of sentences is best
established by treating them with questions as is done in the language
program. “MARVIN IS A BIG BOY. Is Marvin little boy? ... Is
Marvin a big girl? . . . No, Marvin is a big boy. Does it say Marvin is
not a big boy? . . . No, it says Marvin is a big boy.”
In the early stages, the reading program contains two separate threads
that are followed simultaneously until they eventually join in concerted
reading activities. One thread is concerned with developing awareness

of words, word recognition, and the eventual reading of sentences
. The

other thread is concerned with letter discrimination and identification.
Once the child has mastered the alphabet to the point where he can spell
out words fluently, the two kinds of training merge into reading exercises
based on spelling analogies. For clarity of exposition, the sequence
of
the exercises concerned with words is presented separately from
the

sequence concerned with letters, but it should be underst
ood that the

two are taught simultaneously, a portion of each period being devoted
to word exercises and a portion to work with the alphabet.
Besides the usual chalkboard equipment, the materials needed in the
early portion of the reading program consist of an alphabet chart and
a
supply of cards for the presentation of letters and words. The alphabet
chart may be printed on a piece of art board approximately two feet
square, with theletters arranged according to the phrasing of the alphabet
song (see Chapter 9).
C

DE

FG

JK LMNOP
S T UV
Y Z

Ordinary 5” x 8” or 4” x 6” file cards are suitable for word andletter
cards. ‘They deteriorate rapidly and have to be replaced, but this prevents
the child from learning to recognize wordsor letters by telltale irregularities. Characters should be printed on the cards with a marking pen or
pencil that does not show through on the Opposite side.

Word Awareness and Word Recognition
Production of isolated words.

Even though some of the children may speak mostly in single-word
utterances, they are usually not accustomed to treating words as distinct
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things that can be separated from longer utterances. Printing out words
that the children volunteer helps to establish the distinctive identity of
words, and it usually arouses the children’s interest in words.
1. Print the word HIT on the chalkboard. Teach the rule “This is a
word,” followed by the statement “This is the word HIT.” Insist on the
children’s producing complete statements and establish the meaning of
the statements with questions. “Is this the word PAT? . . Is this the
word TICKLE? [etc., illustrated with gestures].”

9. Invite the children to suggest the next word to write. Be ready with
suggestions if the children do not volunteer. “How about BALLOON?
Would you like me to write the word BALLOON?” After a few suggestions, the children will usually begin volunteering words. Do only
four or five words a day, staving off further requests with a promise to
write more words the next day.
3, Print the words in different locations on the chalkboard. As each
new wordis added, review the identification of the words already printed.

“Is this the word HIT? ... No, this is the word BALLOON. Where

is the word HIT? ... This is the word HIT.” Do not overdo this
exercise, however, by trying to get the children to memorize a whole
board full of words. They may be able to do it, but it will encourage
them to become too dependent on location cues for word identification.
4. When the children have become facile at producing words to be
printed, demonstrate how you construct a word. Set the alphabet board
up on the chalk tray. (It is presumed that work with letters will already
have begun, as prescribed in the next section.) Explain as you print
“I’m going to write the word GUN. I start out with the letter G, here,
and make onejust like it here.” Demonstrate this with each letter in turn,

holding your finger by the letter on the chart as you copy it. Then
review the identity of the whole word.
5. Have a child help you by keeping his finger on the letter as you
copy it.

Spend a few minutes each day on these exercises for a week or two,

and then return only occasionally to them to remind the children that
any words they think of can be written.
Word-placement exercises.

These exercises are intended to accomplish two things: (1) get across
to the children the idea that printed words carry information, that they
“tell you something”; and (2) teach the children how to tell whether or
not two words are the same. These are important but very limited steps,
and the exercises should not be continued after the children have ac
complished these steps, for if carried on too long, the activities will generate a narrow conception of words and word meaning.
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I. Introduce 5” x 8” cards, each with the name of an object in the
room printed on it and each provided with a bit of masking tape for
afhxing it to the appropriate object. Say, “This card has a word onit.
This is the word DOOR.” Quickly identify five or more words in this
way, setting up each card in the chalktray.
2. Demonstrate putting a word where it belongs. ‘This is the word
DOOR. Let’s put it where it belongs. It belongs on the door.” Put the
card in place on the door and have the children answer the questio
ns
“This is the word what?” and “So where does it belong?”
3. Give each child a turn placing a different word, requiri
ng him to

answer the above questions.

4. Whenall the words have been placed, have each child
bring back

to you a given word,different from the one he placed. Have him identify

the word and the location, both before and after he
fetches the word

card.
5. After the children have mastered this task (usually in one to three
days), switch from identifying the words directly to making identification
dependent upon matching the word on the card with a word on
the
chalkboard. Put two word cards up on the chalk tray. Print one of
the
words on the chalkboard in letters the same size as those on the
card.
Review the statement “This is a word” for each of the three words.
Then

present the rule “If all the letters are the same, the words
are the same,”

drilling the children on rhythmic repetition of it and its converse,
“If

all the letters are not the same, the words are not the
same.”

6. Demonstrate how to check whether the letters are the same. Place
the matching card under the word printed in chalk and, proceed
ing
from left to right, compare the letters one by one. “Are these letters
the

same? ... Yes.” Conclude “Are all the letters the Samer
... Yes, all
the letters are the same. What’s the rule?” Using the
other word card,

demonstrate that the words (on the chalkboard and on the card) are
not
the same.
7. Drill on the concluding statements. “Tell me about these words.

These words are [or are not] the same.” ‘Then, without
explanation, add

a second part to each statement. “These words are the same. This
is the

word TABLE, so this other one is the word TABLE.”
Also “These words
are not the same. This is the word TABLE, so this
other one is not the

word TABLE.”

8. End the drill with the positive statement ‘This
is the word TABLE,

so this is the word TABLE.” Pick up the card. “This is the
word what?
- . . So where does it belong?” Then have a child place the word,
as in
the preceding exercise.

9. Replace the word with another word and repeat steps 5 through
8.
As the task becomes mastered, put up more than two word
cards at a
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time. Identify the chalkboard word before starting. After one or two
words have been checked that are not the same, say “Let’s try to find a

word that is the same.” If a child locates the correct word, check it as

before, going through the full series of statements, and then let the child
wholocated the word place it. Soon the children will be able to locate

the correct word immediately. When this stage has been reached, the

exercise should be discontinued.
10. While the children are working on word matching, change one
or two of the words each day so that the children do not merely learn
to distinguish among a small set of words.
Word-identity exercises.

These exercises are intended to give the children a small sight vocabulary and lead them as quickly as possible into the reading of simple
sentences. As a crutch, during the stage when the children’s ability to
recognize and remember a number of wordsis very limited, each of the
words used in a given exercise is assigned to a different child so that,
cooperatively, the group as a whole can decode a whole series of words or

a sentence, even though each individual child can identify only one

word in theseries.
1. Teach the children to recognize their own names.
a. Have the names printed on cards. Identify a name (James) and
have the whole class repeat the statement “This is the word JAMES.”
Tell James that it is his job to remember that word. Do not make an
issue of its being his name. Hold it up for him to look at closely and then
place it on the chalkboard in front of him. Have the whole class make
the identification statement again. Assign the rest of the words in the
same way, one at a time, placing them in a row in the chalk tray so that
they correspond to the seating order of the children. As each new word
is put in place, have the whole class review the identification of all the
wordsfrom left to right.

b. When all of the words have been put up, have the children

identify the words as you point to them in an irregular order. Drill on

this until the children can quickly identify every name (allowing time
for the children to process what they see).
c. Remove all but two of the words. Review the identification of
them. Then print one of these words on the chalkboard and go through

steps 6-8
the same, not same, and identification procedures outlined in

in the preceding section.
d. Print about five examples of each word, varying the size and

one
scattering them randomly over the whole chalkboard. Identify each
you
as
word
the
out
calling
as you print it. Then drill the children on
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slap the chalk board beneath it. Work on this until the children are
responding very rapidly. Make the slaps very dramatic so that the children
are in suspense as to which word youare goingto slap.
e. Add a third word and repeat the above steps, then additional
words until the whole set of names has been learned. Some groups will
be able to handle five or more words almost immediately, but others will
need to work upto it gradually. If the children show signs of guessing,
retreat to a smaller set of names.
f. Print the whole set of names in a row on the board and draw an
arrow under the row that points toward the right. Say “First let’s count
the words. What way does the arrowtell us to go?” (The children should
already be familiar with this procedure from the arithmetic program.)
Have them count “One word, two words, three words, [etc.].” Then have

the children read the words in the left-to-right sequence until they are
able to do so without prompting.
2. Repeat the steps of exercise 1 using a set of body-part words, e.g.,
NOSE, HAND, LEG, HEAD, FOOT.It will be necessary to emphasize

even more strongly to each child as a wordis assigned to him the need
for him to rememberit. Also point out to the rest of the class ““When
you try to remember this word, just think about Oscar. What’s Oscar’s
word? ... LEG.” Do not comment on the meaning of the words. As
you assign each word to a child, simply touch the part of his body to
which the word refers. The children may have more difficulty remembering the words whentheyare all placed on the chalk tray. If they falter,
call on the child who was assigned the word. If he does not remember
either, say very firmly ‘“You’ve got to remember your word. Your word
is NOSE,” pressing the part of the body indicated as you say this. The

harder you press, the more likely the child is to remember his word the
next time around.
In drilling on step f, reading the words in sequence, work toward the
gradual elimination of pointing cues. Start out slapping each word in
turn, then pointing, then pointing less and less directly as the children
are able to move from word to word on their own.
3. Introduce new body-part names and mixedsets of body-part names
and children’s names until the children have become proficient enough
at the exercises to master a set of five words in ten minutes. (Do not
expect mastery to carry over to the next day, however.)
4. Assign a newset of words that can be combined to makesentences.
A goodset to begin with is IS, NOT, BIG, plus the namesof a couple of
children in the group. Assign the names to the slower of the children. Go
through steps a—f as before, but in step f arrange the words to make a

statement, such as “HENRY IS BIG.” After the children have read the
words in sequence one time, tell them “Listen, this tells you about

Henry.” Have them read the sequence aloud again and then ask ques-
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tions. “Does it say Henry is big?” ... “Does it say Henry is little?’
Recombine the words to make several different statements. “JAMES IS
BIG.” “JAMES IS NOT BIG.” “HENRY IS NOT JAMES.”
5. In subsequent lessons, introduce a couple of new words each time
to make possible the construction of different sentences. ““THE CAT IS
FAT; THE CAT IS SKINNY; THE CAT IS NOT FAT.” “SUPERMAN IS FAT; SUPERMAN IS SKINNY.” “DIANE SAT ON THE
CHAIR; THE CHAIR SAT ON DIANE.” “A DOG BIT THE CAT;
THE CAT BIT A DOG; TONY HIT THE DOG.”
a. When a word has been used often enough that the children
remember it from preceding exercises, include it in sentence-reading
drills, but do not use it on a word card. Write it at the top of the chalk-

board and say “Everybody should remember this word. This is the word
.’ The children’s own names should be learned as sight words
in this way, and eventually the words THE, IS, NOT, A, ON, and IN.

Presenting less familiar words on cards and combining them with these
sight words can lead the children to read a variety of little stories and
sentence sequences.
b. To ensure that the sentences are conveying meaning, have the
children close their eyes after they have worked over a sentence and “Get a
picture of ‘Superman is fat.’’’ When the children claim that they have
a picture, make a sketch on the chalkboard. Ask “In your picture, did

Superman look like this? ... Or was he big and fat—like this?’ This
“getting a picture” technique is especially important for statements
describing action, like “Tony hit the dog.”

it is also a good idea, after the possible meaningful arrangements of

words have been worked through, to present a nonmeaningful sequence

like DIANE CHAIR THE ON. Ask “Does it give you a picture? . .
No. Does it tell you about Diane? . . . No. Does it tell you about the
chair? . .. No.” The children may not catch on immediately, but with

continued examples they will. This exercise is important in establishing

the value of word order. After the basic idea has been grasped, show that
going through a meaningful sentence backwards does not give a picture
(being sure that sentences are chosen which do not make sense backwards). “THE CAT IS FAT; FAT 1S CAT THE.”
c. When longer sentences or stories are introduced, use the procedure of “counting with the arrow” to establish the correct way of reading words that run on for more than one line. Draw an arrow under
each line and show that when you have finished counting the words on
one line, you have to go all the way back to the other end to begin counting the words in the second line. Dramatize the operation of going back
until the children have become accustomed to it. “One word, two words,

three words, four words. Now we go all the way back and keep counting.

Five words, six words, seven words, eight words.”
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Alphabet Learning
The above exercises provide training in letter discrimination, and, in

addition, they get across the idea that letters are importantfor identifying
words. ‘The major problem in learning the alphabet, however, is learning to connect the letters with their name.
Rote recitation of the alphabet.

The alphabet song (see Chapter 9) should be introduced in the music
program as soon as the children have indicated that they can begin to
follow the lyrics of a song. Use the alphabet board and point to the
letters as they are sung. Brief drill on recitation of the alphabet should be
given in each reading class period also, using the same rhythm as the
song, but without the tune. In the reading class, individual children

should be given a chanceto recite. When a child is able to recite the first
line (A B CD F G), have him stand up at the alphabet board and

recite it as you move his hand from letter to letter. Then have him try
to say it while pointing by himself. Success in this task should be praised
highly. In the child’s eyes, its only value can be as a difficult feat to perform, and you should treat it as such. Learning to recite the letters does
not in itself provide most children with any basis for identifying the
letters. What it does is provide a child with the appropriate repertoire of
responses which can then be linked up with the visual stimuli that will
have become familiar to him through work on the preceding exercises.
Letter-familiarization exercises.

These exercises give the children a great deal of rapid-paced practice
in using the names of letters and in locating their distinguishing characteristics, without immediately imposing the burden of memorizing the
letter names. They should therefore be used extensively in the early
stages of alphabet learning.
1. Identify the letter A on the chart and quickly print a number of
A’s on the chalkboard—some large, some small, but all capitals. Have

the children identify each one by the statement “This letter is A.’’ Ask
the children to find a big A, then a little A. Point to the different A’s in
turn and have the children give the appropriate statement. ‘““This A is

big” or “This A is little.’’

2. Teach the statement ‘““This A is standing up.” Point out “See how

it has a point at the top.” Then print a succession of A’s leaning farther

and farther to the side until the A is in a horizontal position. Explain
that the A is tipping over. Then, indicating the horizontal A, say “This
A is not standing up. Is the point up at the top? . . . No, the pointis
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down here. This A is not standing up. This A is lying down.” Print a

variety of A’s standing up or lying down and have the children makethe

appropriate statement about each one in rapid succession. “This letter
is A. This A is standing up (or lying down).’”’ Keep inserting the question “Is the point at the top?”
3. Repeat the exercises with other letters, supplying a simple clue for
telling when eachletter is standing up.
B—The bumps come together here (middle of the upright line).
C—It has a piece missing over here.
D—It’s flat on this side.
E—Three lines stick out this way.
F—It’s flat on top.
G—It has a little place to sit down here.

4. Work with two and then three letters at a time. Do notstress
memoryfor the letter names, however. Identify each letter before asking
a question aboutit. ‘““This letter is C. This letter is what? . . . Is this C
standing up?”
5. Introduce the concept upside-down in the same way as standing up
and lying down, but use it only for letters that have distinctive tops or
bottoms, such as A, F, G, and J.
Letter-identity exercises.

These exercises are structurally identical to the word-identity exercises
outlined in the preceding section (page 280) except that letter cards rather
than word cards are assigned to the children. Letters are much harder
for the children to remember than words, however, and these letter-

identity exercises should not be introduced until the children have

become quite proficient in the word-identity exercises. Employ the follow-

ing six steps:

a. Assign a different letter card to each child, arranging the cards
on the chalk tray to correspond to the seating order of the children.
b. Drill on identification of the series of cards in the tray.
c. Compare the letters on the cards with a letter on the board to
determine whether or not they are the same.
d. Namethe letters printed all over the chalkboard.
e. Increase the number of letters worked with at one time.
f. Namethe letters in left-to-right sequences.
Work with a given set of letters until some of them are mastered.
Each day, as you assign letter cards to the children, check to see how many

children can identify the letter on the card before you name it. When

the children show that they remember a certain letter from one day to
the next, replace it with another letter card, but continue to use the
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letter in steps d and f. In this way, a repertoire of memorized letters will
gradually be built up.
Rhyming word patterns.

The ability to recognize words that rhymeis the basis for subsequent
learning of the relationship between the pronunciation and spelling of
words. For the disadvantaged child, who has not had years of exposure
to nursery rhymes, the recognition of rhyming sound patterns does not
comeeasily. It is best approached through the use of “overrhyming”’;; i.e.,
using words that rhyme in more than onesyllable. It is easier to recognize
the similarity between BUTTERFLY and SUTTERFLYthan between
BIG and SIG.
I. From the first day of class, devote a minute or two of each period

to having the children say words that rhyme. Have the children say a
word like SUPERMAN. Then say “Here’s a word that rhymes with
SUPERMAN: BUPERMAN. What’s another word that rhymes with
SUPERMAN? FUPERMAN.” Havethe children repeat each word. Try
to make the exercise entertaining and amusing. “Here’s a funny one—
PUPERMAN.” Bombard the children with examples: TUPERMAN,
NUPERMAN, ZUPERMAN, RUPERMAN, LUPERMAN, etc.
2. On subsequent days, give a few examples from the day before
and then fire the question at individual children. ‘“What’s a word that
rhymes with SUPERMAN? ... Good. Harold, what’s another word
that rhymes with SUPERMAN?”
3. Have the children repeat the words after you. Once they have
started responding rapidly, give them the initial sound and see if they
can finish it, but do not halt the drill if they cannot provide the word.

“MmmmOOPERMAN.”
4. After the first couple of days, introduce a different rhyming pattern

on each subsequentday, using high interest words of at least two syllables

and preferably three, such as BUTTERFLY, ALLIGATOR, DINOSAUR, HALLOWEEN, UMBRELLA,names of cartoon characters, and

namesof children. Return from time to time to words that the children
especially enjoyed or invite them to choose the word to work with for the
day. Quickly drop any wordthatfails to interest the children.
5. When the children are able to generate some variations of their

own on given words, introduce work with initial consonants. SUPERMANis a good word to begin with if the children are acquainted with
and interested in the character. Draw a large picture of Superman on
the chalkboard, including the shield on the chest with a large letter S

in it. Have the children identify the character and then point out the
letter. “This letter is S. S is in SUPERMAN. Saythat.” Then erase the
S and put in a B. Explain “This isn’t Superman anymore. Now it’s
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Buperman. Here’s how you can tell. This letter is B. B is in BUPER-

MAN.” Gorapidly through about ten variations on the name, changing
the consonant each time, identifying it, and having the children say with

you ““T is in TUPERMAN,” etc.

6. Limit the presentation to the consonants B, D, J, K, P, T, V, and Z.

These are consonants in which the name of the letter begins with the
letter sound (Bee, Dee, etc.). They therefore enable the children to

anticipate the word that goes with the consonant. Drill on these variations

of SUPERMANuntil the children are able to give the appropriate word
as soon asthe letter has been identified. This drill will also help the children a good deal in learning the names of consonants.
7. Move on to some other high-interest figure that can be drawn
recognizably. Names of currently popular television characters are usually
the best possibilities, but certain nouns such as DINOSAUR or MOTOR-

CYCLE may also be used to advantage. There should always be some

way to display the initial consonant somewhere on the figure. Encourage

the children to anticipate the word as you introduce variations for the
first time. This they should eventually be able to do by generalization
from preceding examples.
8. Introduce variations involving the consonants F, L, M, N, R,and S.

These consonants are a little harder to use, because the consonant sound
comes at the end rather than at the beginning of the letter name (eF,
eL). Only after the children have shown definite signs of generalizing the
letter-sound relationships for these consonants should the remaining set
of consonants—C, G, H, W, and Y—be introduced. These are consonants
where the letter names provide no clues to the consonant sounds, and

thus they must be learned by rote.

9, Finally, introduce words that permit variations on the long vowel
sounds. ICE CREAM, EASTER EGG, and OVERALLSare words of

this kind; for example, ACE CREAM, ECE CREAM, ICE CREAM, OCE
CREAM, and UCE CREAM. If the name of some person or character
can be used for this purpose, so much the better, but it must meet the
criteria of having several syllables and starting with a long vowel sound,
preferably followed by a gliding consonant sound—F, J, M, N,S,or V.
10. Gradually adopt shorter words until the children are able to per-

form the exercises with one-syllable words like PIG, DOG, RAT, MOON,
SUN, etc.

Spelling Patterns
Until the children have mastered the alphabet, a systematic attack

on the basic spelling patterns is not possible. However, certain lower-

level tasks should be introduced from time to time that will provide a
gradual introduction to spelling.
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Counting letters.

In the word-identity exercises, occasionally introduce the task of counting the letters in the words. Print two words on the board. “This wordis
TABLE. Let’s count the letters in the word TABLE. Oneletter, two
letters, three letters, four letters, five letters. There are five letters in the

word ‘TABLE. There are how manyletters in the word TABLE? .. .
This word is DOOR. There are how many letters in the word DOOR?
. . . Let’s count.” Always have the children repeat the statements. “There
are five letters in the word TABLE.” “There are four letters in the word

DOOR.” Introduce words that have the same number of letters also,

so that the children do not get the idea that different words necessarily
have different numbers ofletters.
Locating and counting specific letters.

Print several wordsthat the children are able to identify. Then print a
single letter above them. “This letter is O. How many O’s in the word

DOOR? .. . Here’s an O and here’s an O. Count them. One O, two

O’s. How many O’s in the word DOOR? . . . There are two O’s in the

word DOOR.” Dothis for several words, including at least one that has
no O’s. In this case, the answer to the question “How many O’s?” is

“Zero O’s.”

Starting and ending.

I. Print a familiar consonant on the board and beneath it a word
beginning with that consonant, drawing a left-to-right arrow under the
word. Begin by countingthe letters in the word, asking ‘“‘Which way does
the arrow tell us to go?” and “Where do westart out?” After counting
the letters, ask “Where did we start out? . . . Here. Whatletter is this?
. . . This letter is T. This word starts with T.’’ Present another word
starting with T, but bypass the counting, going directly to “Which way
does the arrow tell us to go? . . . So where do westart out? . . . Does
this word start with T?” Present negative instances that do not contain
the letter T until the children have caught on to the task and can make
the appropriate statements. Introduce a word that ends with T. Acknowledge that there is a T in the word, but ask “Where do westart

out? ... Here. Is this letter a T? . . . No, so this word does notstart

with T.” Drill on words containing T in various locations until the
children can reliably state whether or not the word starts with T.

2. After reviewing the above exercise, print a word ending in T and
have the children count the letters. ‘Now listen, when we count with
the arrow, where do we end up—end up? ... We end up here. What

letter is this? . . . This letter is T. This word ends with T. Does this
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word start with T [point to the first letter]? . . . No, this word does not
start with T. This word ends with T.’’ Drill on words that start with T,
end with T, or both, or neither. Have the children make the appropriate

statements about each word.

3. Print several words in a row,with a single arrow running under the

whole row. For each word in turn, have the children makethe statements

“This word starts [or does not start] with IT. This word ends [or does not

end] with T” in response to the command “Tell me about this word.”
4. Repeat the exercises, using other letters, and then work with two
letters at a time so that instead of using the not statement, the children
answer either ‘““This word starts with T” or ““[his word starts with N.”

5. When the children have become proficient at making the correct

statements, include the identification of the word. “This word is CAT.
Tell me about the word CAT. . . . CAT starts with C and ends with T.”
Before and after.

Whenthe children begin to work on the concepts before and after

in the language program (see Chapter 7), they should receive drill on
applying these concepts to pairs of letters. Put two letters on the board
with a left-to-right arrow running under them. Put the children through
the same exercises that are employed in the language program.
The concept of spelling.
1. Print a familiar word, all the letters of which are known to the

children. Draw left-to-right arrow underit and locate and identify the
first letter, as in the starting-and-ending exercise above (see page 287).
“Now I’m going to spell the word CAT. Here’s the rule. When you spell
a word, you say all the letters.’'m going to spell the word, so I say all
the letters. I start out with C. C-A-T. Say the letters with me. C-A-T.
What’s the rule? . . . When you spell a word, you say all the letters.”

2. Have the children spell several additional easy words. Then drill
the children on locating the word you name. “Which word is MAN?”
Whentheyare able to locate each word correctly, present the task of spelling the word you name. “Spell the word HIT. First we haveto find it.”

Pretend to be searching for the word HIT. When a child locates it for

you, proceed to spell it. Give the children as much help as needed at
first to get them to locate the correct word and start spelling in the right
place, but later withdraw the assistance until the children are able to

quickly locate and spell any of the words on the board that you name.
3. Introduce deliberate errors to clarify the concept. “I’m going to
spell the word HIT. H-I. Did I spell the word HIT? . . . No, when you

spell a word, you say all the letters. Did I say all the letters? . . . Pil try
again. H-I-O. Did I spell the word HIT? . . . No,this letter is not an
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O.” If the children are unable to catch the errors, retreat to straightforward drill on correct spelling until the children have mastered it
more thoroughly. A final type of error to introduce after the children
have become proficient in spotting the more obvious mistakes is that of
spelling the wrong word. After spelling the word HIT several times so
that the children have become accustomedto it, say ‘““Now I’m going to
spell the word CAT. Listen. H-I-T. Did I spell the word CAT?” This
is an important step, for it teaches the children that the correct spelling
of one word is not the correct spelling of another.
4, Put a new word on the board without identifying it and have the
children spell it. Then say “This is the word BIG. B-I-G spells BIG.
What does B-I-G spell?’ Then print several familiar words and have the
children repeat after you the spelling statements. “C-A-T spells CAT”;
“M-—A-N spells MAN”; etc.

5. After repeating the spelling statement for each word three or more
times, introduce an identification task. “What does C-A-T spell? ...
Let’s find C-A-T. Here it is. C-A—T spells CAT.” Repeatthis drill until
the children are able to identify the word from its spelling without your
locating the word for them.
6. When the children have worked on a given set of words enough so
that they can quickly locate and identify any word from its spelling,

have them close their eyes and try to answer questions of the form ‘What

does C—A~T spell?” They may then open their eyes and check their
answers with the printed word. Encourage the children to make a picture in their mind of the word as you spellit.
7. Distinguish spelling from reading. In the context of reviewing some
of the errors presented in step 3, above, say “I’m going to spell this word.

Listen. BIG. Did I spell the word? . . . No, what’s the rule? . . . When

you spell a word, you say all the letters.” Present a number of words,
spelling some and reading others, until the children can reliably tell
whether or not you have spelled the word. End with a word that you do
not spell. “Right, I did not spell the word. This word is MAN. When
you read a word, you say what it is. I’m going to read the word. MAN.

Read the word with me. MAN. Now spell the word. M—A-N.”’ Go back

over each word, having the children alternatively read the word or spell

it. Repeat this exercise daily until the children are able to respondcorrectly to the instructions to read or spell, correcting all errors by referring
back to the rules. ‘““When youspell a word, you say all the letters. When
you read a word, you say whatitis.”
Introduce spelling pattern drills.

The spelling pattern drills represent an integration of the preceding
exercises on rhyming, word identification, and spelling. The children
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should have achieved proficiency in all these types of exercises before the
integration is attempted. Without such proficiency, the spelling pattern

drills can still be performed, but the children will be unlikely to grasp
the analogies between spelling and pronunciation that are represented in
the spelling patterns.
J. Start with a pattern that has already been worked with in the
rhyming exercises; for instance, words that rhyme with CAT. Print the

word AT on the chalkboard and identify it. “Now let’s make some words
that rhyme with AT. AT, RrrRAT. Good. R-A-T spells RAT.” Print

the word RAT below the word AT and go on to other words that rhyme
with them, using any words the children suggest, even if they are nonsensical (like JAT), so long as they rhyme.
2. When four or five rhyming words have been produced, say “Let’s
spell the words. A~T spells AT, R-A-T spells RAT, [etc.].” Review the
subtasks of the preceding exercise. ‘Spell the word.” “Read the word.”
“Spell the word FAT.” “What does S~A-T spell?”
3. Cover up thefirst letter of one of the words. “Spell this part. A-T.
What does A-T spell? [Point at AT at the head of the list.] A-T spells
AT.” Uncover the first letter. “Spell the whole word. R-A-T. Whatdoes
R-A-~T spell? . . . R-A-T doesn’t spell AT; R-A-T spells RAT.” Go
through the whole list of words in this way.
4. Add an additional rhyming word notin theoriginallist. “Spell this
word. . . . Do we know what P—A-T spells? . . . No, not yet. But we do

know whatthis part spells. Spell it. A-T. A-T spells AT. Now listen. If
A-T spells AT, then P~A-T spells PAT.”

5. On subsequent days, start out with AT again and identify it, but
put the next word on without identifying it. ““Here’s a word that rhymes
with AT. Spell it. F-A-T. What does F-A-T spell? . . . Does anyone
remember?” If the children do not remember, apply the operation of
step 4, above, ending with the rule “If A~T spells AT, then F-A-T spells

FAT.” Reintroduce each word in this way and then repeat the exercises
of step 2, above.

6. End each session of drill on the spelling pattern with the reading
of a sentence that incorporates several of the words used in the drill.
Drill on more than one spelling pattern.

I. Introduce a set of words rhyming with UN, following the same
sequence of steps as in the exercise on spelling pattern drills (see page
289). Keep reviewing the set of words rhyming with AT so that they are
retained while the -UN words are learned, but do not mix the two drills

at first.

2. After the -UN words have been learned, start out with UN and

reintroduce two rhyming words, as in step 5, above; then shift to AT and
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reintroduce two words that rhyme with AT in the same manner,starting
one list on one side of the board and onelist on the other. Then in the
middle of the board print an -UN word thatis not one of the two rhyming
words already on thelist. If the children cannotidentify it, cover the first

letter and say “Spell this part... . U-N. What does U-N spell? ...
U-Nspells UN. If U-N spells UN, then R-U-N spells RUN.” If they do
identify it, say “How do we know? . . . Because this part spells UN. If
U-N spells UN, R-U-N spells RUN.” In either case, end by asking “Does
RUNrhyme with AT? . . . No, RUN rhymes with UN. So RUNbelongs
over here with UN and GUN and BUN.” Erase the word from the middle
of the board and printit in its appropriate list, reviewing the identification and spelling of the whole list. Build up bothlists in this way, alternating between -UN words and -AT words in an irregular order.

3. Carry out drills using the spelling statement (C-A-T spells CAT),
jumping from word to word within each list separately and then crossing
from onelist to another. Include pairs of words that start with the same
letter (FAT and FUN, SAT and SUN). Then shift to having the children
read the words without spelling them. If the children become confused or
hesitate on a particular word, coverthe first letter and apply the :f-then
rule: “Spell this part. . . . U-N. U-N spells what? . . . U-N spells UN.
If U-N spells UN, then S-U-N can’t spell SAT. If U-N spells UN, then
S—-U-N spells _____. SUN.”
4, Leaving the lists on the board, print several words in a row across
the bottom of the board, using words from both lists. Have the children
spell each word andtry to identify it. If they have difficulty with a word,
have them spell and identify the last part of the word as in step 3, above;
then point to the corresponding word in the list and help them identify
it with the if-then rule. End by having them read the whole list in left-toright order.
|
5. Do not introduce a third spelling pattern until the children have
mastered the first two spelling patterns to the point where they seldom
confuse a word from one pattern with a word from another. Teach the
new pattern by itself and then present it in comparison with one of the
previous spelling patterns, as in steps 2, 3, and 4, above. In subsequent
lessons, present it in comparison with the other previously learned spelling pattern. Thus, only two spelling patterns are considered at a time.
This should be the rule until at least five spelling patterns have been
learned. By working with only two patterns at a time, you can treat the
words in a sense as polarsets, permitting a simplified kind of deduction
which helps keep the children from becoming confused by too many
possibilities. (Within a given exercise, for instance, the child may be able

to conclude that if P-I-G does not spell PAT, it must spell PIG.)
6. The choice of spelling patterns to introduce should be guided in
part by the spelling patterns used in the reading books that the children
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will eventually be working with (see the next section for a discussion of
the selection of reading materials). Some of the most useful spelling patterns (in the sense that a numberof easy words can be built from them
that are useful in sentences andstories) are those employing the endings
AD, AN, AG, ET, ED, ID, IG, IT, IP, OT, OP, UT, UG, ENT, ALL,
ELL, and ACK. Use only words that are formed by putting a single
consonant on the front and that rhyme with the ending; (for example,
BUT, NUT, and CUT, but not SHUT or PUT).

7. Even though only two spelling patterns may be worked with on a

given day, always review the entire set of endings that have been learned

to date each day. Since these endings serve as the reference by which word
identifications are recalled (If U-T spells UT, then C-U-Tspells CUT),
it is important that they be overlearned.
8. After five spelling patterns have been studied, it is no longer practical or profitable to stick to comparisons of two spelling patterns at a
time. Devote a portion of each lesson to work on a new spelling pattern
and a portion to review of words previously studied. For this review, print
the words in a row, with the ending printed above each word:
ID
DID

AN
PAN

AT
FAT

IN
PIN

AN
FAN

First apply the if-then rule to each word. If I-D spells ID, D-I-D spells
DID,” etc. ‘Then erase the upper row and apply the spelling statement.
“D-I-D spells DID,” etc. Finally drill on reading the words without spelling. End with the reading of a sentence or story employing some of these
words. “THE FAT IS IN THE PAN.” “THE PIN IS IN THE FAN.”
Transition to Books

The primary consideration in determining when children are ready to
begin reading from the printed page rather than solely from the chalkboard is what it will do to their over-all rate of progress in reading. It
would be feasible for the children to begin using individual printed
materials very early in the reading program, but the resultant loss of
teacher control over attention and pacing, and the added difficulties that
reading by oneself presents would inevitably result in retarded progress
in the mastery of fundamental skills. On the other hand, after the chil-

dren have worked on spelling patterns to the point where the exercises
have become somewhattedious, the added motivational boost of spending
some time each day working with individual printed materials will often
help to speed up progress. This point will usually be reached after the
children have worked through five or six spelling patterns, as prescribed
in the preceding section. At this time also the children should begin
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learning the lower-case alphabet, which will be needed when they make
the transition to books. The following exercises should be introduced at
the same time the children are going on to learn new spelling patterns.
Since the children usually look forward to “‘paper work,” it can be used

as an incentive to work hard on the spelling drills. “Work hard on this.
As soon as you learnit, I’ll hand out some papers.”
Paper work.

Materials for these exercises may be dittoed. Initially, the letters should
be about 34 inch in height, eventually shrinking to 14 inch. For paper
work, the children should sit at a table facing the chalkboard.
1. On the chalkboard, print two lines of five letters each, with no two

letters alike. Draw a left-to-right arrow undereach line. Teach the identity
statements “This is the top line” and “This is the bottom line.” Point to
one of the letters. “This letter is E. E is in the top line. Where is E?”’ Ask
the question aboutdifferent letters, requiring the full statement “G is in
the top line” or “G is in the bottom line.” Atfirst, point to the letters and
then merely name them. Then hand out papers containing a different set
of letters in the same format, with an arrow under each line. Have the
children point to the top line and the bottom line, checking to make sure

that each child can locate them. Print one of the letters on the board,

identify it, and have the children locate it on their paper by pointing.

Then say “Where is F? . . . Is F in the top line?” Complete the task in
the same way as was done with the letters on the chalkboard.
2. Using the same chalkboard presentation as in exercise 1 above,
review the “top line, bottom line” task. Then review the older task of
reading the letters with the arrow. ‘““Which way does the arrow tell us to
gor . . . So where do we start out?” Have the children say the letters in
the series with you several times, repeating the questions before every
round. Then hand out papers with letters printed in the same format and
go through the same exercise. Put special emphasis on finding the top
line and locating and identifying the letter you start out with. Be sure
each child has located thefirst letter with his finger before starting to say
the wholeseries of letters. ‘Then go through therecitation of the bottom
row of letters in the same way.
3. Repeat exercises 1 and 2 using familiar words instead of letters. A
good deal more time may have to be devoted to the step of locating the
various words. For exercise 2, have the children count the words before

they read them, both in the chalkboard and in the paper task. ‘To make
the tasks easier, use the same words in the chalkboard tasks that are used

in the paper tasks, but with the order of the words altered.
4. Use the same procedureas in exercise 3 to review spelling patterns.
5. After a story on the chalkboard has been read,as the final phase of a
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spelling drill, present the same story on paper. Have the children locate
individual words. Then work through each line of the story as in exercise 3 above. Finally, review the whole story on paper, saying “Read the
top line. . . . Now read the bottom line.”

6. Extend exercises 3, 4, and 5 to include three-line presentations. After

reading the top line, say “Now we’re going to read the nextline. It’s not
the bottom line; it’s tae line right under the top line. Where do you
start out” Be sure every child has located the correct starting place before
continuing.
7. Present incomplete stories on the chalkboard; for instance:
THE RAT RAN.
THE RAT IS IN THE

Whenthe children have read the words, ask “Where is the rat? . . . We

don’t know. Thestory isn’t finished. Now here’s the whole story on your
papers. Let’s read the story here andfind out wherethatrat is.” The story
printed on the papers will be exactly like the one on the chalkboard, but

will contain the missing word WALL.
Lower-case letters.

If the children have thoroughly mastered the alphabet of capital letters, they should be able to learn the lower-case letters with only a few
difficulties.
I. Write the capital letters A, B, and C on the chalkboard with the
lower-case letters beneath them. Point out the lower-case letters and say

that these letters look different, but they are really the same. Explain
that this is the way letters are written in books and that when the children
learn to read this kind of letters, they will be able to read books. Say
“These are lower-case letters. What kind of letters are these? . . . These

are lower-case letters. Are these [capitals] lower-case letters? . . . No, these

are not lower-case letters. This is lower-case A. Say it. . . . This is lowercase B. Say it. . . . Now tell me whatthis is. This is lower-case
C. Good.” Leaving the list on the board for reference, drill on single
lower-case letters until the children are able to identify the letters, a, b,

and c.
2. Present a new (or altered) alphabet board with the lower-case letters under the corresponding capital letters. Have the children say the
whole alphabet as you point to the lower-case letters. Then present a
simple spelling word like cat, written in lower case. As the children
identify each letter, write the corresponding capital letter above it. Then

have them spell and identify the whole word (c—a-t spells cat).

3. Use spelling drills to teach the identification of lower-case letters
and the reading of words written in them. When a lower-case letter is not
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immediately recognized (about half of the letters should be immediately
recognizable), consult the alphabet board to find the corresponding capital
letter. After a spelling pattern has been worked over a couple of times,
stop printing the capital letters above the lower-case letters after they
have been identified, having the children spell and identify the words
entirely on the basis of lower-case letters. From time to time, introduce
a word with aninitial capital followed by lower-case letters to familiarize
the children with this pattern, which they will encounter in reading.
4, Avoid using the letter d for a while until the children have become
proficient in identifying the letter b. Then point out the difference between them. (Make an o with the fingers on one hand anduse the other
hand to indicate the line, showing that in d it goes on one side and in b
it goes on the otherside; have the children gesture with their own hands
to indicate which side the line is on as you present b’s and d’s on the
chalkboard.) Introduce special drills on confusable words; for example,

big, dig, and pig.
5. Shift the spelling drills to words printed on paper andstart giving
the children familiar sentences to read from papers. The words should be
printed in the normal way—capital letters at the beginning of sentences
and proper names and therest in lower-case letters.
Introduction of books

The most important requirement for a set of readers to be used in
conjunction with the present program is that it use a vocabulary based
uponspelling patterns rather than upon word frequency. In other words,
it should not be one of the “look-and-say” readers that present a
vocabulary consisting of very common butirregularly spelled words. Unfortunately, most of the new reading series designed especially for disadvantaged, urban, or minority-group children are of this kind. At present,
the reading series that is most compatible with the approach taken to
reading in this program is that of Fries, Fries, Wilson, and Rudolph.?

However, several other linguistically based reading series are being de-

veloped, and may soon be available.

Whateverseries is chosen, the spelling drills and accompanying sentence and story exercises should begin to be slanted toward the particular spelling patterns and vocabularies of the early stories in those books.
The children will be ready to begin actual work with the books when
they have progressed far enough in the paper work and in the mastery
of lower-case letters to be able to read dittoed stories that are printed in

the conventional book style—lower-case letters except for the beginnings

of sentences and proper nouns. Before introducing books, the first two

or three stories in the first book should be presented on the chalkboard
and then on dittoed sheets. This is important so that the children will
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encounter quick and easy success when they begin working with the unfamiliar books.
I. Put the first page or two of material on the chalkboard and review
the now familiar sentences. Then hand out the books with some fanfare,
telling the children that they now know how toread well enough to read
from real books. Help each child find the first page. Have him locate
the words from the chalkboard one by one in the book, review the read-

ing from the chalkboard, and then have the children read the same thing

from their books.
¢. From this point on, follow the general procedures recommended

by the authors of the chosen reading series, but continue the same types

of spelling drills and sentence-reading exercises that the children have
been familiar with until the children are thoroughly at home with the
books.
The children will sometimes get so enthusiastic about reading from

books that they will want to rush ahead without thoroughly learning
the material as they go through it. This is best prevented by confining
book reading to the last five or ten minutes of each period, continuing
to use the chalkboard for drill on new spelling patterns and sight words

and for review of previously covered material.
Instruction in Printing

During the reading period itself, no time is allotted for teaching the
children to print letters and words. Printing is useful as an aid in letter
and word recognition and in the mastery of spelling rules, but it is a very
time-consuming activity, especially for younger children, and therefore
is omitted from the program in favor of other activities that can generally produce the sameeffects in less time. However,it is quite profitable
to use a portion of one of the periods of less structured activity for
auxiliary instruction in printing. Children usually enjoy it, and it provides a relaxing change from the intensive verbal activities carried on
in the academicclass periods. It is a good activity to place toward the end

of the daily session, since the children can handle it well even if they are
somewhat fatigued.
Printing activities are best handled by having the children remain with

their study group, each group sitting around a different table with a

teacher at each table. The range in initial abilities is likely to be large,

even within study groups that are relatively homogeneous in academic
skills. Thus, instruction will have to be individualized.

Some children will need to be taught how to hold a writing instru-

ment. Rather than doing this as the first step in instruction, it is a good
idea to let the children struggle along as best they can for a day or two.

Then they will be better able to appreciate the added powerthat a cor-
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rect way of holding the instrument gives them. For the child who does
not know howto hold a pencil or crayon, shape his fingers for him and
place the instrument between hisfingers as close to the point as possible.
This gives him greatly increased control. He will later naturally begin to
hold it farther back for comfort.
Because printing instruction is a minor and brief activity carried out
by all the teachers, it is generally not practical to attempt a highly systematic step-by-step program for teaching it. A simple approach which
allows children to work fairly independently and to proceed at different
rates is one that is based on letter completion. For each letter, sheets
similar to the one illustrated in Figure 2 are reproduced. The complete
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letter is presented in a box at the top of the page. Various incomplete

versions of the letter, in different sizes, are scattered about the page, and

at the bottom are three empty boxes in which the child may attempt to
reproduce the entire letter after he has completed the broken letters.
Each child is handed a sheet. If he completes it adequately, he may be

given a sheet with a newletter on it. If he completes the sheet, but has

not done an adequate job, he is given a fresh sheet with the sameletter

and is encouraged to make a very nice one to take home.
Each child should be required to make the appropriate identity statement (This letter is
) when he is handed a work-sheet, when he has
completed one, and wheneverelse the occasion presents itself.
After the children have mastered some letters, they should be given
an opportunity from time to time to copy short, familiar words that can
be formed from the letters they have mastered. There should be continual review of old letters, but new letters should be introduced regularly whether or not the children have mastered the preceding ones.
Children who cannot produce letters will gain quite a bit of help in
letter recognition from work on completing brokenletters.
Summary

The reading program presented in this chapter places special emphasis on developing an awareness of words as distinct entities and on
the alphabetical principle: it is the spelling of a word that identifies it
and provides a guide to its pronunciation. The early stages of the program are devoted to alphabet drills; to word-identity exercises, in which
each child is made responsible for remembering a single word, thus permitting an early introduction to the reading of sentences; and to the
teaching of rhyming, which leads eventually to the children’s being able
to recognize words of a rhymingset by the initial consonants. Once the
alphabet has been mastered, the work focuses upon drill with spelling

patterns (three-letter rhyming words that are alike in the last two letters) and upon the reading of sentences and stories containing such
words.
When this stage is reached, a gradual transition is carried out from
reading material presented on the chalkboard to reading from printed
sheets and finally to reading from books.
The children’s work in the readingclass is entirely verbal, but timeis allotted in the period of semistructured activity for instruction in printing.
Notes
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Reading (cont.)
spelling, 275, 286-92
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and
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277-82
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Riding in a Car to Nursery School
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Reading:

ability, retardation in, 5
alphabet learning, 283-86
alphabetic principle, 274, 275
“before” and “after,” 288
books, introduction of, 295-96
books, transition to, 292-96
chalkboard presentation, 293-94
counting letters, 287
grammar, 274
isolated words, production of, 27778
letter-familiarization exercises, 28384
letter-identity exercises, 284-85
locating and counting specific letters, 287
lower-case letters, 294-95
overview of program, 276-77
paper work, 293-94
printing, instruction in, 296-98
rhymes, 275
rhyming word patterns, 285-86
rote recitation of alphabet, 283

Schedule, for eight-hour school day, 96
Scheduling, 66-67
Scheduling, of long-day preschool, 96
School day, timing of, 67-68
School failure, 5-6, 11, 40
School term, under a year, 98
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Schools, nursery, 13-18

Schools for the deaf, language in, 126-
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Sears, P. S., 14-15
“See-saw” problem, 203-4
Segregation, 93
Selection, in programs, 10-13
Self-expression, 62
Sensory deprivation vs. cultural, 26-28
Shaming, 82 (see also Behavior)
Short-day preschools, program variations in, 97-99
“Silly-room” problem, 204-6
Skip to My Lou (song), 214-15
Smilansky, S., 55-56
“Smooth,” concept of, 147
Snack-time behavior, 79

Snacks, 76
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Statements (cont.)

_first-order (cont.)
identity statement, plural, 141-42
identity
statement, singular, 139“40
identity statements, in arithmetic,
239-40, 244, 249-50
not” statements, 142-44
severely deprived children, modifications for, 140-41
second-order:
basic form for nonpolar attri66

_ butes, 156

color concepts, 156-59

‘completion of, 132-33

defined, 131-32
identity statements, 162-68
nonpolar attributes, 156-61
polar attributes, 144-56
polar concepts, 146-47
polar deductions, 151-52

polar discriminations, 144-48, 149-

Put Your Finger in the Air, 215-16
5]
Riding in a Car to Nursery School,
prepositions, 159-61
213-14
special polars, 152-56
Skip to My Lou, 214-15
structure. of, 132-35
Ten Little Angels, 217-18
Stealing, 80-81
Ten Little Indians, 210, 216-17
“Straight,” concept of, 147
There Are Twelve Months in the ‘Stress,,and intensive instruction, 57-58
Year, 221-22
~ Strodtbeck, F. L., 32, 40-41
Three Blind Mice, 223
Study groups, 67
Turn It Around, 219-20.
|
Study periods, for children under four,
Twinkle Twinkle, Little Star, 210,
98
218
Substandard language, 126-28
What Comes After?, 223-24
Subtraction, 256-58 (see also ArithWhat Will We Do with: the Baby?,
metic)
222-23
Success andfailure, defined for child,
Songs, as language. builders, 210 (see
84-85 |
also Music)
Symbol manipulation, 4-5
Space requirements, limited, 99
Space requirements, of preschool, 707]

Special classes, in high schools, 5
Spelling, 275, 286-92 .
Spelling pattern drills, 290-92
Staffing, 68-70.

T

“Tall,”, concept of, 146
Standards, of American.public schools, - Tattling, 82 (see also Behavior)
24-25
Teachers (see also Teaching)
Stanford-Binet. intelligence: test, 35,54,
‘desirable characteristics, 70
55
,
in long-day schedule, 96
Statements: —_
nonprofessionals as, 69-70
first-order:
_ number needed, 96, 97
identity |statement, defined,131-32
-orientation. for, 77-78
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Toys, 72, 80, 97
Teachers (cont.)
-. Toys, verbal classificationof, 166
relations with, 59
Traditional nursery schools, 13-18
selection of, 68-70
Transference of learning, 60-61
Teaching (see also Teachers)
“Transitive verbs, 186-87
challenges, 119
clapping for sentence structure,114- Transportation, in long-day preschools,
96 (see also Car pooldrivers)
15
corrections, 119

‘Troublesome children, 88

Turn It Around. (song), 219-20
cues, awareness of, 116-17
Twinkle Twinkle, Little Star (song),
examples, use of, 117-18.
(210.
explanations and rules, “simplification of, 117
ae
incorrect responses, prevention of, |
U
118
individuals, time allotment for, 113.

“information-processing” language, :
114
|
interpersonal mastery, 119
“key words,” 112

US. Department of Agriculture, diet
handbook, 76.
Unison responses, use of, 112-13

language (see Language)

levels of difficulty, 110-11
loud responses, 113-14
mumbling, 113-14
noise level, 113-14
nonthinking behavior, 120
presentation, 105-10
presentation pattern, 111-12
questions, use of, 115-16
repetition, use of, 116

rhythmical statements, 113
sample presentation, 105-10
short explanations, 117
tempo of lesson, 114
thinking behavior, encouragement
of, 119-20
unambiguity in correction, 119
unison responses, 112-13
use of concepts, dramatization of,
119
vocal clarity, 113-14
vocal speed, 114
voice volume, 113-14
Ten Little Angels (song), 217-18
Ten Little Indians (song), 210
There Are Twelve Months in the Year
(song), 197, 221-22
Things to read, classification of, 167
Thinking behavior, encouragementof,
119-20
Three Blind Mice (song), 223
Time limitations, 9
Toilet behavior, 79
Tools, verbal classification of, 166

V
Vehicles, verbal classification of, 166
Verbal abilities, 4-5

“Verbal bombardment” approach, 51,

55, 56
Verbal communication, within families, 31-33
Verbal vs. nonverbal factors, 28-33
Verb expansions, 185-91
Visitors, 91-93

Visual Decoding test, 61
Visual deprivation, 26-27, 29-30

Visual-Motor Association test, 61
Vocabulary level, 7-8, 49, 54

Vocal Encoding subtest, 52, 53, 61

Voice volume, control over, 38

Vowels, recognition of, 49
Vygotsky, L. S., 38
W

“Warm water” problem, 203
“Was” statements, 189-90

Weapons, verbal classification of, 166

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, 55

Weikart, D. P., 55

What Comes After? (song), 223-24
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‘“What-doing” questions, 187

“What” questions, 185-86
What Will We Do with the Baby?
(song), 222-23
“Whole child” viewpoint, 11-13
“Why” questions, 188
Wide-Range Achievement Test, 53
Wilson, R. G., 295

Withdrawn children, 88-89

“Word awareness,” in reading, 275
(see also Reading)

312

Word-identity exercises, 280-82
Word-placement exercises, 278-80
Word problems, in arithmetic, 263-70
(see also Arithmetic)
Work motives vs. play motives, 83-84
Y
“Yes” and “no,” defined for child, 143
Yes-no questions, 37-38

